


The Euman Studies Collection is housed in the Reserve Book
Room (14N-132) of the MIT Humanities Library. The collection
~onsists of newspaper and journal articles, unpublished papers,
and ephemera of both the Women's Movement and the Men's
vVovement. The material is divided into a Women's section

(sample subject headings: education and socialization,
sex role characteristics and differences, employment, sexual -

ity, family, society and government, mental and physical
health, and Women's Liberation Movement) and a Men's section

(sample subject headings: socialization-"Masculinity;"
relationships and attitudes toward women; homosexuality;
Fatherhood and family; sexuality; power, violence, crime,
military, sports; and Men's Liberation Movement).

The collection, which began as the private reseazch
collections of Mary Potter Rowe, MIT; Joseph Pleck, University
of Michigan; and Robert Fein, Harvard,now numbers over
1,000 items. The collection is heavily used in course-
related work mre at MIT and also by "outsiders." The Men's
collection, which is unique, has been heavily consulted in
the preparation of Men's Studies courses throughout the
country. A note from one such user: .

wThis is an excellent collection all too rarely founda
in our universities, though I think that is beginning
to change. MIT and the librarians should recognize
their accomplishment in being the forerunner in what
I think will become an important area of research and

learning. I for one am very grateful."
As the amount of information in these arsas of Women's

studies and Men's studies doubles and redoubles, the task
of "keeping up" becomes more difficult. In order to preserve
the quality of the collection, it will be necessary to launch
a concentrated drive to augment in areas of weakness. Professor
Jean Jackson of our Humanities Department has offered the

use of her private collection of women's materials... The©
proposed project would invelve photocopying and classifying
hose items to be added. In addition it would be valuable
to utilize the services of the Northeast Academic Scientific
Information Center (NASIC) to conduct on-line computer searches
ro accomplish the bibliographic groundwork necessary in an
augmentation project of both the women's collection and the
men's collection.

Further, as the collection dontinues to expand, the task
of updating our Humen Studies Bibliography (the guide to the
collection) becames mere difficult. It would be desirable to
computerize the bibliography, thereby facilitating the updating
process. Since the collection is unigue and its value to the



community has been demonstrated, a rapidly revisable format is
important. At some point in time, the inclusion of abstracts
of the materials should be considered to make the tool useful
as it is in addition to being a guide to the collection.

The Institute's commitment to the goals of its Affirmative
Action program and its concern with Women and Men in the

social context is reflected in the very existence of the Human
Studies Collection at MIT. My hope is that we have the
opportunity to maintain the level of quality which such
a project demands.

David S. Ferriero
Assistant Humanities Librarian
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March 25, 1982

TO: Area II Faculty and Research Associates

FROM: Peter Elias

RE: Lunch Topic for Thursday April 1, 1982

Our next luncheon meeting will be held on Thursday, April 1, 1982
at noon in NE43-512A.

I enclose a document prepared by all of the women graduate students
and technical staff in Area II. It lists problems they have found in
developing as professionals in this environment. In a covering letter they
note that many of these problems are shared by women on the support staff and
women undergraduates, and they ask for our help.

[ would appreciate your reading this material and giving some thought
to it before our lunch next Thursday, at which it will be our principal
topic of discussion. While some of the problems have obvious solutions
others are more subtle. Behavior which a male may feel to be courteous or

helpful or protective or gallant may be felt by a woman in a professional
situation to show a lack of respect for her as a fellow-professional. It
is the appropriateness of the conduct to the occasion, not the conduct as
such. which is often the issue.

It is tempting to shrug off some of these problems as merely showing
oversensitivity on the part of the women involved. I don't think we can
afford to do that, however, for three reasons.

First, many of our women graduate students heard before they came
that MIT was a difficult place for women. Others, ‘who did not apply or did
not come, may have been frightened off by such reports. The percentage of
women in graduate work is roughly the same in Area II as in the rest of
EECS, although we have almost twice the percentage of undergraduates.

Second, the women note in their letter that many women graduate
students feel uncomfortable enough here to avoid their research group or
laboratory. They thereby lose a principal component of graduate education.

Third, a larger number of complaints of this general character arise
from Area II than from the rest of EECS. This may be due in part to our
distinctive geography and workstyle. Whatever the cause, it gives us a
greater incentive to take the problem seriously.

’E .. “Jd



March 25, 1982
Female graduate students and technical staff,
Area ll.

Faculty and staff, Area ll.

Dear Colleagues:

In this document we, the female graduate students and technical staff, present a set of concerns
that for the most part center around the male faculty, students, and staff. All of the female
graduate students and technical staff compiled the accompanying list in an attempt to
communicate to the Area ll community where problems lie and how they manifest themselves.
This is not to be treated as an action of any single woman in the area. No one of us has
experienced all of the items mentioned, but as a group we have.

Many faculty members and graduate students already serve as positive examples for showing how
to eliminate or at least alleviate these problems. However, of those whose behavior contributes to
the problems, some do not realize that they are doing so; ironically, some mistakenly view
themselves as our supporters.

Group leaders set examples for acceptable behavior in their research groups. We ask group
leaders and faculty members to recognize and discourage not only overtly offensive behavior, but
also more subtle offensive behavior. Both kinds of behavior create a very uncomfortable
environment for women, and therefore for everyone.

In order to avoid abuse many women have removed themselves from the community or have
consciously avoided visibility, both in their research groups and in the labs as a whole. In addition,
women often find that their professional development is not cultivated to the same degree as that
of their male counterparts. Through their own behavior and their influence on others, group
leaders can help us change these patterns.

Many of us were advised against coming to MIT because of its reputation as a difficult place for
women. At times we have found this to be true. Unless we see change, some of us feel that we

cannot continue to pursue our professional and personal goals at MIT.

We ask you to be sensitive to the issues raised by the list and to convey your concern to your
colleagues. It might prove helpful to inspect closely how you contribute to the professional
development of the women in your group.

- Do you discourage women from joining your group?

. Do you give them substantial work that is of import to your project?

Are they given "space" to work on problems and achieve desired goals without
premature interventions?
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Do they receive acknowledgment for their wok and encouragement to present it
sublicly?

In sum, do you encourage them to be visible as professionals in the department and
the technical community?

If not, why?

We also wish to point out that female secretaries and undergraduates have been subject to many
of the problems expressed on the accompanying list. We encourage you to review your dealings
with them in this light. We recognize that these problems are not unique to our department or the
Institute, but we feel that it is in everyone's interest to take the lead in addressing these issues.

We look forward to your active help and support and await your advice as to how we can most

effectively alleviate these ills. We greatly appreciate the working relationships that many of us
already enjoy with our advisors and colleagues. We hope through sharing our feelings with you on
these issues that we can improve the professional relationships among all members of the
aboratories.

Sincerely,

Area ll female graduate students and
technical staff
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I Professional/ Technical Identity

|.1 Not being taken seriously

Specific examples:

 When | was a TA, one of my students missed the lecture and saw me later. 1le said, "Will you
come sit on my lap sometime and tell rae what I missed?”

When my work was published with only my first initial and last name, somcone called up to find
out more about it. When I said that I was "J. Smith", a long shocked silence followed. He
couldn’t handle the idea that a woman had donc this highly technical work.

During a technical discussion with a faculty member, he made an inappropriate remark about my
clothing when another man entered th room.

"Why do you need a degree for marriage?”

A faculty member publicly stated in front of his students that a ncighboring group kept a
particular female student around because she was a good social secretary. It was supposed to be a
joke, but instead it highlighted the fact that there were no women in his group.

When working in a group on a machine, a male graduate student physically pushed me away from
the machine I was working on so he could do his own task.

General examples:

Any number of times I’ve heard men chuckle and say "Oh, &lt;name of female grad student&gt;” when
a woman's technical opinion is mentioned.

‘Bringing up scxual or personal issues in reference to a woman is a way of not taking her seriously
in a professional sense. It means the man is thinking of you first as a woman and sccond (if at all)
as a collcague.

 It’s very common not to be asked for a technical opinion on a relevant subject.

Why are we called "girls" so often? Mcn aren't called "boys."

Feelings and comments:

Women at MIT are undervalued. ‘The lack of respect rubs off on me. I constantly have to fight
‘he sense that I'm not as good as I should be. It's discouraging.
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1.2 Invisibility

Specific examples:

-I have had men ignore my questions about their work, but respond to a man who asks the same
questions.

“I have been excluded from discussions. | even have had two people with whom [ was trying to
have a meeting pull their chairs together and start talking to cach other as if they'd forgotten I was
in the room.

-In response to being asked about my work, a colleague took over, gave my analysis of the
situation, and said how long it would take me to do a task.

- I was in a seminar for an entire semester. When it was decided to continue this seminar, [ was not

included in the group notified.

General examples:

Being ignored in discussions is a very common problem.

I'have been ignored, constantly interrupted, and talked over in meetings as if I wasn't even there.

- Some people don’t listen to my technical opinion.

Feelings and Comments:

It's very easy to think, 'I must not be doing very good work,” when people ignore me and don't
respect me.

To some extent, these are problems of all graduate students. Women, however, are more
frequently the "invisible" ones. The tendency not to sec women as professionals must be
addressed. If we make it better for the invisible male professionals at the same time, all the better.
This invisibility is not because there is nothing there!

1.3 Patronizing behavior

Specific examples:

- "We'll sce how we can fix things for you so they're better.”

General examples:

Some male graduate students do things for me rather than giving me the information necessary
for me to do it myself,

-Sometimes when I ask a question, I get an answer aimed at someone with little or no knowledge of
computer science, as if it were being explained to a high school student rather than a colleague.
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Some people try to take over our work: they tell us how to do our jobs before we've had a chance
to cven think about then.

|.4 Easy/Boring tasks

Specific examples:

"You want to do rescarch? I.ct mc sce what I have that you can do...this paper needs

proofreading.”

General examples:

 Expecting you to "wait a term” and do their junk work.

Feelings and Comments:

1 resent being given what are considered menial tasks for two reasons: first, the dispenser of the
tasks often assumes that women should be doing the more menial tasks, and second, the dispenser
is making a statement about whomever does the tasks by defining them as menial.

.5 Qualifications

Specific examples:

 I heard an undergraduate say, "What am [ going to do? This is an important course and my TA is
agirl."

"You got into graduate school because Professor X is in love with you.”

I was told that I had a poor background although male students from the same college were never
told that. :

When &lt;husband and wifc&gt; interviewed, many pcople, both faculty and graduate students, were
saying she was only offered the job because MIT wanted him.

A member of the graduate admissions committee told me, after the admissions decisions had been
made, that there were no well qualified women. When the woinen arrived it turned out that there
were several. Tt frustrates me that women have to be superstars to be considered mediocre at best
by some of the faculty.

General examples:

 "You got into grad school because the department needs more women.”

Many of us have been told "You don’t have any background so it will take you longer.”

Many of us have been told "You're trying to have a normal life so it will take you longer.”
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- I have often heard people say, "I really don't think the women students around here are as good as
he men.”

Feelings and comments:

 We hear about the lack of qualifications so much that we are led to believe it, undermining any
semblance of self-confidence we have, and putting that much more pressure on us to have to
prove ourselves.

Much of what determines one’s success as a graduate student is the amount of attention or energy
your thesis advisor feels you are "worth." These myths about qualifications damn us from the
minute we enter MIL.

1.6 IFeclings about professional problems

“As an undergraduate, 1 felt like I belonged. People asked for my opinions; people cared about my
work; people treated me as an equal. When I had something to say, people listened. That doesn’t
happen here. don’t know how much is because of me, MIT, or being female.

{ feel frustrated. 1 feel stupid.

2 Unwanted Sexual Attention

There is a difference between attention and unwanted attention. Unwanted attention is 1) rude behavior

like staring, and 2) “pursuing” after being told no. Such behavior is particularly inappropriate in our office

environment since we cannot “avoid” the offender without also avoiding our work and professional

cominunity.

2.1 Verbal

Specific examples:

“1 have had obscene mail sent over the system by male graduate students.

I have been called “honey,” "girl," and “dear” repeatedly in an insulting tone by an LCS
employee. [ have asked him to stop and told him it offends me, but to no effect.

It is embarassing and uncomfortable for many people to work in an environment where certain
phrases, such as "blow me", are continually used.

A male student said "Gee, I don’t think it’s fair that the only two girls in the group are in the same
officc. We should share.”

Men don't ask you for a.date here - they just assume. A male student asked me if I would like to
i0in a dinner expedition. It turned out to be all couples and 1 was his date.
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- One of the male research associates started taking an interest in me. He went out of his way to
find opportunities to talk with me. However, once he found out I was engaged to be married, he
completely ignored me. Subsequently, he began to bother my female ofticemate. He wouldn't
leave her alone cven though she said no to several dinner invitations. 1 resent the fact that we
were treated as potential dates instead of as colleagues.

Messages were sent over the system regarding a female graduate student's sex life,

A male staff member told me "There is a sweepstakes going on to sce who can get into {woman
grad student&gt;’s pants first.”

"You arc the student I would most want to lose my job over.”

"That's where you belong: on your knees.” [I was kneeling in the library in front of the card
catalog. He walked up and planted himself right next to me such that if I turned to face him, my
face would have been just below waist level.

"I'hat’s so butch.”

| once had 17 offers for dinner arrive in my mail all on the same day from different people. It is
ludicrous for the men to assume that any unmarried woman in the departinent should be pursued.
his kind of attention can be overwhelming because of the difference between the number of men
and women in the area.

During a tutorial, a male student burst in and asked for my telephone number.

I received continuous dinner invitations from a male graduate student after I'd been turning them
down at least twice a week for two months.

General examples:

Men will come into my office and won't leave.

[Faculty members have referred to personal details concerning women students in class lectures.

-Mecn often interrupt technical discussions to ask personal questions.

 When male grad students dawdle in my office after I've alrcady asked them to leave, it's hard to
get any work done.

Feelings and comments:

Faculty members should understand that attentions from a faculty member threaten our
professional image. None of us wants to fight the "she got through because of Prof. X" syndrome.

‘We don’t want it to seem like we're saying all attention is bad. We want the men here to treat us
as well-rounded people which includes desire for human relationships . The problem with the
attentions we receive now is that our freecdom,of choice is ignored.
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2.2 Nonverbal:

Specific examples:

There was an obscene decoration on display in a professor's office. When I objected, by pointing
out that it might offend some women, my objection was Laughed off.

There is a picture of a nude woman on our system which is printed out and displayed . It is also

Jased occasionally to demonstrate the graphic capabilities of the system.

-On I'T'S there is a program which when run gives a random lewd limerick from a file of about one

thousand such limericks.

There was a red condom on the door of an office.

There was an obscene "Playboy-type” cartoon posted on an office door.

A sexist comic strip was put on an office door and was not removed cven after repeated requests.
Someone finally ripped it down.

A grad student sitting next to me leered at me all through a seminar. This happened often enough
sa that in subsequent seminars I made sure the guys in my group sat around me to "protect me”
rom this particular grad student.

Flowers were left on my desk by a male graduate student. This is an inappropriate gesture in a
professional setting. especially from a grad student to whom | had repeatedly said no.

Prof. X and I were working late onaproject,and we decided to grab something to cat. I thought
we'd go for a sandwic:i. Imagine how 1 felt when we drove up to a fancy, candle-lit restaurant. |
didn’t want to go in, because it seemed too much like a date situation, but he insisted and also
~ouldn’t let me pay for my dinner. 1 felt as if I had been forced into going on a date with him,
nd after that [ always felt nervous about being alone with him.

When I was sitting at my terminal typing, a male faculty member came up behind me and started
rubbing my neck and shoulders. 1 felt like throwing up.

I have been grabbed and tickled by another person in my research group with whom 1 have no
personal involvement. :

A faculty member started paying a lot of attention to me--going out of his way to "run into” me,
ralking to me a lot, and flirting. When I asked another woman student what she thought was
going on, she told me he had made advances to a couple of other students. She was surprised 1
had not been warned about him.

As a first year student I was followed around intermittently by a professor who was teaching one
of my courses. He never said anything and kept his distance, but hc was watching. It was

unnerving.

A faculty member continually stared at me all through his lectures.
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General examples:

- I hate it when men stare at me in the elevator. You can’t even move away.

 Male faculty members and/or male graduate students have often stared at me in class throughout
the entire session.

During technical meetings, a sexist comment is made and all eyes turn to me for reaction.

 | am always being stared at in clevators, meetings, and classes.

Often, when I am sitting at my terminal, which happens to be near the door of my office, male
faculty and students will walk by numerous times staring at me.

Feelings and comments:

1 always feel as ifIam being pursued. 1 also feel like I'm in a spotlight.” All of my actions are
under close scrutiny constantly and I feel extremely self-conscious.

 Approaches from a professor make me feel uncomfortable with him. In situations where I should
nave been able to go to him with questions I avoided him. 1 still feel uncomfortable around him
and have yet to say more than "hello” several years later.

3 Inappropriate Interpretation of Female Students’ Behavior

Specific examples:

A male student who had lunch with me a number of times when we were TAs for the same

course regarded nic as his “territory”. I overheard him say to another male graduate student, in
reference to a third, blank is muscling in on my “territory.”

Tn an interview with a faculty member about rescarch the following gestures made by me were
interpreted as comnc-ons: 1) looking him directly in the eyes, 2) smiling while talking to him, 3)
leaning back in my chair.

Following a technical discussion over lunch with a faculty member, I was asked to a dinner date.

 A faculty member told other students that onc of his male students wasn’t getting his work done
because | had started going out with him and he was spending too much time with me. I wasn’t
going out with him. His lack of progress was duc to completely different reasons.

-At onc point my officcmates told me that several people had come to them to ask what was "going
on” between me and a male student I'd been seen talking to. The only thing going on was that we
were TAs for the same course.

General examples:

People assume that I'm going out with any male I talk to.
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-Ican’t even say "Hi" to some people. Any friendly overture is interpreted as romantic interest.

Some women are uncomfortable about asking certain male graduate students for help (about the
system, projects, etc) for fear that it might be viewed as "coming on” to them. The answer to a
question may be followed by an invitation to go out.

Having lunch with male graduate students seems to signify that I'm going out with them. The
same is implied by technical discussions.

Feelings and comments:

 IHeel like I can never have any friends here, like | can never fit in. I've never felt so isolated in my
life.

 1 find I have a sense of anxiety all the time here. Because never know who's going to decide I'm
“available,” I'm not comfortable away from my desk and | find it difficult to talk to male graduate
students. "This is particularly noticeable because I am comfortable talking to the female students
and the majority of the faculty.

These situations have made me stop talking to faculty and fellow graduate students. Any
approach made to mc by faculty or graduate students I view with great suspicion.

Being a part of the “community” is very important for professional growth, but this is very
difficult for a woman here.

4 Stereotype Comments
Specific examples:

 I was told by a male faculty member that women would not/do not make good engineers because
of carly childhood experiences (c.g.. little boys build things, little girls play with dolls, boys
develop a strong competitive instinct, while women nurture...).

I was once told that the reason women don’t finish here is that they are trained by socicty not to be

aggressive.

"(Female grad student flirts to get whatever she wants.”

"I don’t like to take on female graduate students. IFor instance, I can’t stand it when they start to
cry if you criticize their work. In general, I have trouble relating to them."

A female grad student who cventually completed her Ph.D. was told by a male grad student (who
altimatcly left without finishing), "You'll never make it through MIT. You are too feminine,
You're just not aggressive and pushy enough.”

"You remind me of the girl next door.”

"You remind me of my kid sister.”
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- "You're a woman--how do I get rid of this stain on my shirt?”

"Mrs. Attila the Hun.”

- "You're so aggressive.”

"Women aren’t concerned about technical details.”

- "I'll bet she doesn’t take any shit.”

- "Women always ask for help. They aren't able to do work on their own.”

-"&lt; Female grad student only came here to get married.”

- A cartoon was placed on my door about "my little sex kitten."

+ I received an anonymous mail message saying "Looks like there is a “hot item” in the department.”

-"&lt;Female grad student now has competition,”

-"&lt;Female grad student is just a JAP."

- “¢Female grad student is a flirt.”

- "Just let Daddy pay for it.”

- "You sure arc bitchy today; must be your period.”

General examples:

I've heard several male TAs come to the conclusion that women always ask for help. The
implication is that since more women than men will ask for help, they can't figure things out on
their own.

- We all received letters addressed to Mr. &lt;our name&gt; from an EE department laboratory. The man
who wrote this should have stopped to think that some of the recipients (all EE&amp;CS grad
students) might be women.

Feelings and comments:

- "Stercotyped comments are so irritating.

Stereotypes make it harder for me to work here because they reinforce the idea that I can’t be a
good engincer. This attitude is pervasive. It affects other people’s behavior to me as well as my
own sclf-image.
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5 Comments About Appearance

Some of these sound like simple compliments and in some contexts are, but there are many situations, such

as technical discussions, in which they are always inappropriate. Other statements should NEVER be said.

Specific examples:

- "Oh, the onc with nochest!"

"Ihe problem with this place is that there aren't enough attractive, available female graduate
students.”

When [ first met the professor in charge of a course for which 1 was TA, he said "Boy, the TAs
have gotten a lot better looking around here.”

"The women around here are so ugly.” | never hear female students tell male students how ugly
ihey are.

During a grades meeting, a professor decided to give a borderline student the higher grade
because she was “cute”. When 1 suggested that that was not a relevant basis for grading, another
staff member chimed in. "Yeah, she's not THAT cute.”

Male students ask me if I'm jealous of other attractive women graduate students (i.c. that I'm not
he only onc anymore).

"You look so punk sexy!”

- A graduate student said, "You should be a Playboy-centerfold.”

- A graduate student said, "Men are tired of only seeing men. They want to sce women in dresses,
not women who look like men.”

"Gee, Fve never scen you in a dress before. 1didn’t know you had legs.”

 T'was told by a secretary planning a summer, technical meeting at Endicott House that the host of
the meeting would prefer that female attendees wear two piece bathing suits for swimming.

"Button your shirt."

General examples:

When people comment about my appearance in a meeting, it directs cveryone’s attention away
irom what I’m saying.

"Cute" does not describe a professional.

There is a difference between compliments between friends and inappropriate comments.
Comments about appearance are inappropriate 1) when discussing technical matters, 2) in front of
people with whom professional bearing is important (c.g, outside consultants, government
representatives, visiting scholars, etc.),3)amongpeople with whom you have neither a business
nor a personal relationship.
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I'eelings and comunents:

- When someone makes comments about my appearance in a technical setting I know he’s not

sceing me as a colleague. I feel undervalued.

- Comments about my appcarance arc upsetting. They make me feel insulted, embarrassed,
offended, hurt, and concerned for my stature as a professional.
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Graduate Students, Area ll

Dear Coileagues:

As fellow graduate students, you can certainly appreciate the difficulties of graduate student life. The
female graduate students and technical staff suffer not only from these difficulties but also from
s2xual harassment. A few months agc, the women in Area Il prepared a list of incidents that they
considered abusive. We are enclosing «a slightly revised version of the document and the cover letters
that were circulated among the faculty and staff of Area ll. Please take a few minutes to read the
document and comment on its contents. We have attempted to disguise the incidents so that the
paople involved cannot be identified. This list is not complete but represents contributions from the
female graduate students and technical staff.

Perceptions of sexual harassment differ markedly and many of these incidents may not seem
particularly offensive. There are a few points you should keep in mind: 1) Many of these incidents are
daily experiences of the women in the department. These irritations might be trivial if they happened
only once, but they become significant when they have to be dealt with constantly. 2) Some of these
incidents and comments were no doubt meant when they occured to be compliments or jokes.
However, this is not how they were perceived by the women involved. 3) Many of these incidents are
context dependent but a full disclosure of the circumstances surrounding the incident would identify
the people involved.

We would like you to help. Just by reading this document you will have helped by becoming more
aware of these issues. The main thing you can do to help the situation is to consider your own
behavior and how it affects the women around you. Don’t expoct the women to just "learn" to deal

vith these problems. This is placing an excessive burden upon us and doesn’t solve the basic
problem. These comments and incidents, which may seem "normal" or "trivial", represent biases
against women and create an inequitable learning and professional environment for us. Please
discuss the document with your male and female colleagues., We want to discuss and understand the
difficulties on both sides of the issue.

Thank you for your time and concern.

Sincerely,

Area ll Female Graduate Students and
Technical Staff
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From the News Office
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Telephone: (617) 253-2701 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

"WomEN IN ScIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY”
To BE PuBLISHED IN LATE MARCH

A booklet summarizing proceedings of the 1973 Massachusetts Institute

of Technology Workshop on Women in Science and Technology will be published in

late March.

4 The workshop was held at M.I.T. last spring and was concerned with

issues and tactics for encouraging full participation by women in the technological

workforce.

Sponsored by the Office of the President and Chancellor at M.I.T., the

workshop was funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the General

Zlectric Foundation and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

More than 100 participants representing federal and state agencies,

non-profit institutions, public schools, special vocational schools, advisory

committees, women's organizations and universities attended.

The booklet—--"Women in Science and Technology: Report of an M.I.T.

Workshop"--will highlight the challenges to secondary schools and employers and

major points of workshop discussions on the socialization of women and the

expansion of career options.

The booklet also will include the remarks of eight speakers from

industry, education, research and career counseling who addressed the workshop.

Edith Ruina, director of the workshop, is editor of the booklet.

Copies of the booklet can be obtained by sending $2 to the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Rm. 10-140, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139,

March 1, 1974 —-END-- |
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STATE ScIENCE FAIR TO BE HELD
APRIL 26 AND 27 aT M.I.T.

More than 200 students, representing over 100 schools from across the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, will participate in the 25th annual Massachusetts

State Science Fair at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology April 26 and 27.

The students, winners in six regional Science Fairs, will set up their

experiments and exhibits and be judged Friday, April 26, in Rockwell Cage. The

Fair is open to the public from noon to 3 p.m. Saturday, April 27.

The award ceremony will begin at 3:30 p.m. Saturday in Kresge Auditorium.

The main speaker will be SheilaE.Widnall,associateprofessorofaeronauticsand
astronautics at M.I.T. To

The Fair--which will include 9th grade students for the first time-—-

is sponsored by M.I.T., the Boston Globe and the Massachusetts State Science

Fair Committee.

~-END--

April 18, 1974
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Women continue to be excluded from scientific and technical jobs--

despite rising national needs for technically competent workers--largely because

of persistent and stereotyped sex-role perceptions held by parents, educators,

employers and even young women themselves.

This is a principal conclusion contained in a report published Thursday

(April 25) by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology which contains the sum-

maries and recommendations of a Workshop on Women in Science and Technology held

at M.I.T. last spring.

The report, entitled "Women in Science and Technology: A Report on an

M.I.T. Workshop," says the process of discouragement for some young women begins vir-

tually at birth because of early parental behavior based on traditional attitudes

about roles for females.

The process is continued in school where teachers and guidance counselors

often have little opportunity to develop awareness of the real nature of the world

of work and about the exisiting and projected demand for technical skills, the

report says.

The discouragement is perpetuated in industrial and academic world de-

cisions that tend to restrict women to women's jobs, to pass over women for manage-

ment positions and often to ignore them for entry into scientific and technical careers.

M.I.T. President Jerome B. Wiesner praised the report, calling it "a

document that shows how disparate segments of society can interact to bring about

improved opportunities for women and assure that all fields in science and tech-

nology will utilize the resources that women represent and that contemporary society

can no longer afford to waste."

The workshop was sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the

General Electric Foundation and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

"Attended by more than 100 persons representing schools, large employers,

governmental agencies, universities and women's groups, the workshop focused on

a variety of forces that are said to be thwarting the diversification of women's

participation in the labor force.

- ==MC  LS e——
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The speakers were:

Frank J. Toner, manager, employe relations management and practice,

General Electric Company.

John Kingsbury, assistant vice president for the human resources de-

sartment of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Helen Astin, University Research Corporation, Washington, D.C.

Phyllis A. Wallace, visiting professor at M.I.T.'s Sloan School of

Management.

S. Norman Feingold, B'nai B'rith Vocational Service.

Betty Vetter, executive director of the Scientific Manpower Commission,

Washington, D.C.

J. Myron Atkin, dean of the College of Education, University of Illinois.

Robert Worthington, then associate U.S. Commissioner of Education for

Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, currently visiting professor of education

in Rutgers University's graduate school of education.

The report, prepared by Edith Ruina, staff director of the workshop,

identifies secondary schools and large employers as the institutions most directly

related to women's occupational decisions and opportunities.

It outlines proposals for changes by each group and calls for cooperative

programs between schools and employers.

"In the spring of '73," Mrs. Ruina writes in an editor's note, "several

issues converged to lead MiI.T. to organize such a workshop--concerns about women's

education and their role in the work force, students 'turned off' by technology

when major societal problems associated with energy, transportation and health care

required a continuous supply of skilled labor, and the recognition of the need for

better linkages between education and work."

President Wiesner, whose opening remarks set the tone for the workshop,

called the problem "another front in the almost universal battle for equality of

opportunity.”
But he said there should be "concern not just for the vocational aspects

of education, science and technology, which are the dominant focus of the workshop.

but for the general level of scientific and technological literacy in our nation

which would be well served if these activities becdme customary academic and

career choices for large numbers of women."

The report found that some women have precluded a career in science

and technology because they made poor curriculum decisions in high school.

emily} [=
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"Relatively few girls carefully consider their future careers and the

full range of options. Unless they do so before the end of high school, women

will continue to settle for lower status and achievement than men, and the situ-

ation will be worse for women from poor families who have little formal education,"

the report said.

The report stressed the need for mathematical competence.

"No matter what else educators do to increase career choices for female

students," it said, "they can and must consciously and actively encourage girls to

challenge the widespread and ill-founded belief that they cannot or need not learn

to work with numbers.

"Mature women now in the work force too often bemoan poor mathematical

competence that frustrates them and limits the quality of their performance in

preparing budgets, drafting funding proposals, or understanding and negotiating

pension plans and other employe benefits.”

The report said most of its recommendations for ways to broaden girls'

options "seem unlikely to require large financial expenditure; instead they depend

on leadership to communicate conviction about the importance of designing ways to

raise girls' career expectations and enlarge their opportunities. Schools can join

with many other institutions in confronting an already articulated need."

However, besides the managers of school systems, the report continued,

those who have the most direct contact with girls--teachers, counselors and other

personnel--"are in a position to enhance or ‘subvert the stated policies."

"parents and peers also are extremely influential. Hence all these groups

need to take actions that will ensure that both the institutional and the subtle

influences on girls are modified so as to enlarge girls' career options."

The report lists these actions school administrators could take:

—-Encourage the formation of citizen's committees composed of parents

and occupational groups that would act as resources and stimuli for change and

would ensure that the available educational resources are fully utilized by girls.

—-Hold principals and staff accountable to school superintendents for

providing equal opportunity for girls.
—-Undertake system-wide collective thinking about the curriculum, possibly

direct intervention in the selection of courses and major concentrations at every

age and grade level. ("The importance of girls beginning to understand at an

early age how the study of science, mathematics and technical courses can affect

their future life choices has to be recognized. Primary and secondary schools

have an enormous impact on the competence and confidence with which girls pursue

these subjects," the report said.)

——moTe——
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--Experiment with methods that would attract girls to mathematics,

science, shop and technical courses.

--Assume a major role in developing coherent approaches among elementary

and senior high personnel that guarantee girls at all grade levels a hospitable

snvironment in which to approach scientific and technical subjects.

—-Actively recruit girls for vocational programs that have traditionally

enrolled only males. ('"Nondiscriminatory regulations are necessary, but not

sufficient.")
—-Develop incentives for teachers, counselors and administrators to

acquire better understanding of the world of work.

——Establish inter-institutional communications mechanisms so that

schools could utilize the personnel, environments, resources and programs of

colleges, post-secondary vocational schools and local employers to expose teachers

and counselors to technology and scientific fields.

—-Avoid sex stereotyping in hiring practices.

—--Take account of the significance of school physical education programs

in forming male and female attitudes about sex roles and relationships. ("To

equalize programs for boys and girls, it is important to revise budgets and utili-

zation of school personnel.)

—-Integrate existing courses in shop and home economics, or develop new

curricula so that both male and female students are exposed to family management

courses that encompass child rearing, nutrition, consumerism, finance, adminis-

tration and maintenance of home equipment. Such an approach should take account

of the technical and scientific dimensions of these issues as well as emphasize

the dignity and appropriateness of work in the home and in the marketplace. ("Both

boys and girls should develop competence to change tires and change diapers.")

Just as in the case of schools, executives of corporations need to convey

their commitment to expand opportunities for women within their organizations.

Suggestions for employers include:

——Recruitment should be broader and should draw on previously unrecog-

nized sources of female ability.

—-Orientation programs should routinely include information on equal

employment legislation.
——Committees with representation from employers, employe groups and

resource people should be established to discuss and evaluate company programs.

~-Career plans for women, jointly arrived at by management and the woman

employe, are essential.

——Emplovers could work to promote public esteem for science and technology.

——MO Ye ——
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Programs that schools and employers could undertake jointly include:

--Creation of exchange programs to provide channels for direct contact

among teachers, counselors and scientific and technological organizations.

~—-=Skilled workers, technologists and scientists should be loaned to

schools to serve as aids to career guidance people.

—Part-time summer employment in scientific and technological fields

should be provided.

—-Inter—institutional committees should be established at the state and

national levels through which employer and educational organizations, occupational

and professional organizations, women's caucuses and unions, media representatives

and others could interact.

As one participant put it: "If you are going to reach employers, teachers,

parents, and students now and in the future, you must have a visible place to identify

with--centers that could be regional, state, or national, and that would facilitate

cross-fertilization of ideas and cooperative planning."

Such a central agency could convene conferences, bring diverse groups

together, give technical assistance to schools and stimulate and monitor the media

"so that they present science and technology and women's relationship to those

fields accurately and encouragingly," the report said.

-—END~=—
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M.I.T. FRESHMAN CLASS
To BE 207% FEMALE

More undergraduate women will
ater MIT's freshman class next
‘all than held places in all of MIT’s
academic departments ten years
ago.

A record 20 percent of students
admitted to the Class of 1978 are
vomen and 9.5 percent are from

minority groups.
Peter H. Richardson, director of

admissions, said that of 1874 ac-
-eptances mailed out, 802 men and
209 women have sent back affirm-

ative replies. Also expected to
attend are 44 blacks, 10 Mexican
Americans, 6 Puerto Ricans and
one American Indian.

About 40 of the remaining candi-
jates offered admission are ex-

pected to accept within the next
week, Richardson said. A total of
,000 places are available in the
freshman class next fall (100 more

han last year).
Despite a 20 percent increase in

applications over a year ago, the
rield of students expected to regis-
ser from those accepted is ‘“‘down
slightly” Richardson said.

About 95 candidates now occupy
slaces on a waiting list, which is

:raditionally activated when the
admissions granted do not yield
‘he prescribed fall enrollment.

Members of the entering class
will come from all 50 states and 28

‘oreign countries. Roughly 50 per-
sent will be receiving some finan-
cial aid.

“Many students accepted last
year,” Richardson said, “would
ot have been included in this
year’s admittance pool because of
‘he marked increase in academic
juality in this year’s entering
“lass.”

The increase in applications to
MIT he said, occurs at a time when
he entering freshman classes at
nstitutions of similar size are
jwindling below estimated enroll-
ments.

Of the students accepted by
MIT, 188 were early acceptance
~andidates, who knew last Decem-
ber that they were admitted.
Jnlike the Ivy League schools of-
‘ering an “if accepted-must at-
end” plan, MIT does not require a
decision by the candidates before
he May 1 reply date, which ap
plies to all admittees.
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(ASSOCIATION to WORK for ACTIVE REFORM

in EMPLOYMENT)

August 1974
(Due to lack of printer's ink on our first try, this is a revised issue.

Volume 1, No. |

WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING WITH AWARE?

AWARE first began in January by circulating
a questionnaire to biweekly &amp; exempt employ-
ees at M.I.T. The response was heartening.
We found a lot of workers who were very

concerned about issues such as promotions,
salaries, representation, etc., as we were.

So a group of active employees began forming
committees to deal with specific areas such
as: salaries, benefits, grievances, communi-
cations, association or union, job enrichment
These committees have been meeting since
February and researching policies that affect
us at M.I.T. We are also contacting outside
people who are involved in organizing office

workers.
We are at the stage now where we are working

on specific proposals for changes. If you are
interested in finding out more about us, or

offering your time in this struggle, come to
the weekly meetings held every Tuesday,
12 Noon, Silver Room, Walker (the stairway
closest to the tennis courts).

COMMITTEES HARD AT WORK-----

Two new committees have been formed by
AWARE. They are Grievance and Job Enrich-
ment (see above). Betty Ann Curtis, Chairman
of the Grievance Committee describes the
function of her group, '..we are available to
listen to and document complaints, parti-
cularly if the employee feels that he did not
receive satisfaction from supervisors or
Personnel." You can contact Betty at 3-6840.
Kathy Kautzer is head of Job Enrichment.
This committee is exploring possible methods

‘or making M.I.T. a more enjoyable and re-
warding work place. She welcomes new mem-
bers and can be reached at 3-1550. Other
committee chairmen are list ed below. Please

contact them if you want to find out more about
what they are doing. Salaries - PatWells
Rm. 26-142 x1553; Communications - Vicki

Baker Rm. 20B-141 x 1473; Assoc/ Union -
Sue Volman Rm EI10-117 x5792.

MEETINGS WITH ADMINISTRATION........

Members of AWARE have been meeting with
M.I1.T. officials in an effort to learn more about

policies that affect us. At his request, we met
with John Wynne. We informed him of our
activities and discussed such issues as repre-
sentation, communication, affirmative action
policies (especially the ignorning of policies
in various departments), etc. We also met
with the Yagodkas, the newly hired team on
Personnel Development. They outlined their
present efforts to improve existing work ing
relations between supervisors and employees.

Partly as a result of our contact and communi-

cation with administration officials, voicing
our discontent and concerns, a graduate student
was hired by John Wynne to write a report on
the April Salary Review, evaluate it and make
recommendations for change. Buzzy Bluestone
nas been working this summer on the report,

‘alking with supervisors and employees in the
School of Engineering. We have met with him
on several occasions to voice our opinions about
the salary review. He told us that he had been

hired to do this study because of the "rumblings"
going on at the Institute. It's pretty obvious to us
who's rumbling. ''rumble, rumble, rumble..."

Also, the following are just a few of the recom-
mendations sent on August 8 to John Wynne
regarding salary review.
“That a review process take place before the
monies to be allocated for salary increases
be established.

¥ Written evaluations be done by both supervisor
and employee and be signed by both.
“We want representation. We want some say in
policies which concern our work situation.
*A more clearly defined grievance procedure.
*Job classification system, .. procedures for

promotion be thoroughly explained to employee
and included in an Employee Handbook.
*The end of secret memos to supervisors with
secret guidelines for the increases in salaries.
The above is just a sample and just a beginning.
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Members of the Assoc/Union Committee of
AWARE have been meeting with people from
Barnard College (which has a union for secre-
taries}y Brown University's Library Union;and
Harvard Medical School (which is in the proces
of union organizing); the representative from
Harvard who is now working to organize the
rest of the secretary and clerical workers at
Harvard; co-workers here at M.I.T. in other
job categories, etc. These meetings have
been taking place at 5 p.m. at various places
near M.I.T. A group from this committee
will be going to New York soon to gather more
information and facts for our members......

As of July 1, all Harvard University employees
receiving under $15, 000 were granted an
across-the board raise of $300. In addition,
employees were given a 6-7% salary increase,
bringing their total up to 12%. This is directly
attributable to efforts made by concerned
employees. Who do we have to fight with
the administration here about salaries as a

whole for bi-weekly and exempt?

Through efforts of AWARE, M.I.T. has changed
maternity leave policies. Previously you had
to wait until you returned to the Institute to
collect the maximum of 10 days sick leave pay.
Now you can get your sick leave pay (still only
10 days - no matter what your accrued time

is) at the time you leave to have your baby-
This, too, we hope is only a beginning of
change in a very discriminatory area.

Harvard Divinity School office workers have
petitioned for and received: representation on
the Administrative Budget Committee, direct
involvement with Administration in developing
a more equitable salary review procedure, and
tuition assistance for non-job related courses. SEE YOU AGAIN SOON! !

PLEASE TEAR HERE AND RETURN---
TO ROOM 4-405. DO YOU WANT TO KNOW WHAT'S GOING ON

IN AWARE? DO YOU WANT YOUR FELLOW
WORKERS TO KNOW? Well help us. We
don't have a mailing list. If you know of anyone
who would like to change M.I.T. for the better,
let us know how to contact them. Thanks.
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"WOMEN IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY”
BooKLET AGAIN AVAILABLE FroM M.I.T.
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A booklet summarizing proceedings of the widely discussed 1973 Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology Workshop on Women in Science and Technology is

available from M.I.T. Press.

The workshop was held at M.I.T. in the spring of 1973 and was concerned

with issues and tactics for encouraging full participation by women in the techno-

logical workforce.

Sponsored by the Office of the President and Chancellor at M.I.T., the

workshop was funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the General Electric

Foundation and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

Orders, which must include $2, should be addressed to the M.I.T. Press

at Room E32-28, 28 Carlton St., Cambridge, Mass. 02142.

The initial supply of the report, written by Edith Ruina, staff director

of the workshop, was sold out shortly after publication earlier this year and a

second printing was required.

-— AND——
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Enrollment Shows Increase
MIT enrollment for the fall term

of the 1974-75 academic year
numbers 7,749-undergraduate and
graduate students, according tc
figures issued last week by the
Office of the Registrar.

Final figures will not be avail
able until the end of October, when
the official count is tabulated. This
year’s enrollment compares with
7,580 students for the 1973
74 academic year.

This term's student body
includes 4,100 undergraduate anc
3,649 graduate students. Of these
1,061 are women—625 under.

graduate and 435 graduate
students—compared to a total of
921 women last year.

MIT's undergraduate enroll
nent this year includes one of the

largest entering classes in the
aniversity's history, 1,038 fresh
men. In addition, there are 97:

iophomores (including 23
students with undesignatec
najors), 1,052 juniors—five of
vhom are studying abroad and 75(
seniors. MIT undergraduates who
ire extending their studies to five
‘ears number 287.

With the exception of freshmen
who are not yet assigned tc
particular schools, the studen
oody is distributed as follows
School of Architecture and Plan
lung, 195 undergraduates, 27%
jraduate students (a total of 2¢
more students enrolled than las

year). School of Engineering
1,132 undergraduates, 1,735 grad
uate students (up 136 student:
from last year); School of Human

Boston Herald American

Medical Beat
7MIT Student's X-Ray Processor

Saves on Time, Money, Upkeep
By LORETTA McLAUGHLIN

A new X-ray film processor — developed by an MIT senior
nt mechanical engineering — promises to produce quality X-
ray pictures for less money, less time and less upkeep than
present types.

Designed by Ely Sachs of New York, the processor is
especially suited to physicians’ offices because of its compact
size, a mere 16 by 7 by 2 inches.

The instrument’s increased reliability, according to an
MIT spokesman, makes it additionally suited to hospital
Jperating and emergency rooms.

Its speed is another key characteristic, with processing
lime reduced to no more than 100 seconds.

The MIT student developed the process under a special
andergraduate research opportunity program.

b&amp; +

October 2, 1974

ties and Social Science, 115
indergraduates, 283 graduate
students; School of Science, 1,095
undergraduates. 984 graduate
students. Enrollment at the Alfred
P. Sloan School of Management
numbers 113 undergraduates and
375 graduate students.

The School of Science, composed
of seven departments and ene
interdisciplinary science pro
gram. also maintains the Har-
vard-MIT Program in Health
Sciences and Technology, directed
0 educating future physicians and
sther health scientists with a
strong base in quantitative science
and technology.

Within the School of Engi-
neering, traditionally the choice of
the majority of students enrolled
at MIT, the Department of
Electrical Engineering has 1,220
registrants—the largest number ot
students in any one department

TECH TALK

August 14, 1974

Chronicle Lists
Executive Counts

More than 900 top executives of
America’s largest corporations
went to MIT, a new study shows,
making MIT a leader among the
nation’s colleges and universities
in this regard.

A total of 909 persons in high
executive posts reported they had
attended MIT, which ranked ninth
among 265 institutions mentioned
by executives who participated in
the study.

Harvard University, attended
by 2,536 executives, was first.

The survey, reported in The
Chronicle of Higher Education,
was done by Standard &amp; Poor’s
Corp., in the process of collecting
data for a computerized market
ing service.

Nearly 51,000 executives of
35,000 corporations reported what
.nstitution of higher education
they attended

Women nudged toward technical, scientific fields
By Chris Kenrick

Special to
The Christian Science Monitor

Cambridge, Mass.
Why are there so few women in

dcience and technology and what can
be done to encourage more to enter
these fields?

Spearheaded by Mrs. Edith Ruina
and Mrs. Laya Wiesner of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), a serious, ‘‘multisectored”
effort is under way to urge women of
all ages and educational levels into
scientific careers.

MIT's publication April 25 of
“Women in Science and Technology,”
by Mrs. Ruina and Mrs. Wiesner,
tackles the problem head on and
offers some solutions.

“It’s partly a matter of raising
consclousnesses,” Mrs. Ruina com-
mented in an interview, “but it’s also
very practically a matter of supplying

he demand for labor.” Although 58
rercent of recruitment on college
sampuses this year is for engineers,
najors in that field comprise only !
rercent of the total graduates.

“And yet many ill-informed high
ichool counselors are still advising
itudents that there is an oversupply of
ngineers,”” she lamented. :

“The Department of Labor projects
1 demand for 45,000 new engineers
)er year from now until 1980 althougt
ve do not expect to have more thar
12,000 at the maximum by 1877,” the
AIT report states. ‘Mathematicians
.hemists, and physicists are alsc
ixpected to be in short supply.”

And yet the proportion of college
vomen seriously considering majors
n engineering or the physical scien
:es has declined from 1.5 percent ir.
966 to 1.2 percent in 1972, according
o the American Council on Educa
ion. Female interest in mathematic:
so fell from 4.5 percent in 1966 to 2.”
sercent in 1972.

The MIT report points to parents,
schoolteachers, peers, and employers
as major influences on a girl's choice
of interest areas. ‘Economic forces
sducation, family, and other social
factors all have an impact or
women’s perception of career Op:
portunities for themselves ang
society’s utilization of them,” ff
states.

“The urgency of diversifying
women’s participation in the labor
force grows out of the rapid pace af
which changes are taking place in ou!
technological era,” the report contin
ues.

“The homemaker’s role and family
structure are evolving so that most
women need to work for the same
:ompelling economic reasons as dc
nen. Families are getting smaller
\nd women have less to do at home.”

Any effort to bring more ‘womer
nto sclence and technologv will have

0 effect cooperation among various
\gencies, according to Mrs. Ruina
nd Mrs. Wiesner. “Industry and
wccupational organizations, individ
ial employers, and educational pol-
cymakers and school systems at all
evels need to maintain ongoing in-
eraction,’” their report states.
‘‘Many corporations, under federal

qual-employment pressure to hire
nore women are saying, ‘we want to
ire more women technologists and
‘ngineers — where are they?’ '’ Mrs.

Viesner said. ‘Hopefully in the future
here will begin to be enough trained
omen to meet this demand.”
Sensitizing children at an early age

o all of their options is a way of
neeting this demand. And that is the
im of the Brookline, Mass., schoo!

ystem, perhaps the first in theJniteq States to officially incorporate
» Sex-Role Stereotyping Committee
‘omprised of students, teachers, and
arents, the committee has four sub
roups in areas of career aspirations,
urriculum, teacher attitudes, and
hysical-education programs. .

The committee has been respon-
ible for such events as a panel
liscussion of four women college
yrofessors in scientific fields who
jpoke to a capacity audience of high
ichoolers on today’s opportunities ir
icience and technology. ‘Just having
itudents see women who have
ichieved in these areas has an im
act,” explains Brookline teache:
ithyl Sadowsky.

Dr. Edward Kirkpatrick, presiden'
if Boston's Wentworth Institute, &amp;
najor technical-training center
‘ecently began an active recruiting
yrogram for women. Dr. Kirkpatrick
istimates that Wentworth spend:
wice as much money recruiting eact
roman student as each man student

But it’s worth it,” he says.
“The women who commit them

elves make some of the best engi

"hotos by Margo Foote ur
1eers we have. I've spent my whole
ife trying to get more women inte
‘ngineering and technical fields.”

“There's no question that the gov
'rnment’s role was profound in start.
ng equal-opportunity programs for
vomen,’ states Elaine Bond, IBM’:
Hrector of programming. ‘But now *
ind a number of top executives wh(
jenuinely believe that women are
‘qually capable and deserve every
pportunity open to any man."

Edith Ruina, left, and
Laya Wiesner, right,
encourage women to
seek scientific ca-
reers

Raytheon Company has expanded
ts campus-recruitment program to
nclude a number of all women’s
tolleges and, like IBM, offers a
aumber of in-service advanced man-

\gement and training programs.
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Scientists Shed New Light on Genes’ On-Off Switch
By Patrick Young

The gene, as mind boggling in its
ntricacies as the universe itself, has
yielded another clue to its mysterious
workings.

In the two decades since James D.
Watson and Francis Crick unraveled
he double-helix structure of deoxyri-
nonucleic acid—the genetic material
more commonly called DNA—scientists
have cracked the code that transforms
Into working proteins the genetic in-
“ormation locked in the cell. But the
nechanism that turns genes on and off
—that instructs them to function or
‘emain at rest—has defied discovery

chromosomes found in every human
cell. A single “bad” gene may result
‘n crippling or fatal birth defects, ab.
normal sexual development, or perhaps
eventual death from heart disease or
smphysema.

Protein Molecules

Each cell in an individual contains
‘he exact, identical genetic information
‘ound in every other cell in his body.
But most genes in a cell remain inac
tive because they are not needed. There
Is, for example, no role inside a kid-
1ey or brain cell for the gene that de-
ermines hair color.

Most genetic material in a cell ap-
arently is part of the genetic control
1echanism; only a small portion is in-
‘olved in the actual building of protein
nolecules within the cell. But research-
.rs don’t know how these controls
vork, or why one cell becomes a liver
tell while another becomes a heart
‘ell.

The MIT work may eventually shed
ght on this. The team is working with

» man-made version of a gene that oc-

urs naturally in E. coli, a ubiquitous
ype of bacteria found in the intestines
of man and animals.

The MIT gene, with its start and
stop “buttons,” is a small and simple
iffair, composed of a string of 178
nits of nucleotides, the building blocks
of genetic material. Human genes are
:xtraordinarily more complex, made up
Jf millions of nucleotide units. Thus.
say the MIT researchers, their accom-
nlishment represents only a beginning

step in understanding how genes turn
 wn and off.

The group now plans to study the
.art and stop signals to see if they
ontain all the information necessary
0 control the gene. The researchers
10pe to put the entire gene and its con-
rol signals together and examine their
ictivity over the next year. Later they
sropose to introduce the artificial gene
nto a living E. coli to see if it will
vork there.

First, a Stop Signal
Now researchers from the Massa:

chusetts Institute of Technology, led
by Nobel laureate Har Gobind Kho
rana, report a major advance toward
understanding how this complex mech
anism works. They have determined
the sequence of chemicals that controls
the operation of a small, artificial gene
‘hat they created in their laboratory
last year.

The team has already built, or syn-
thesized, the stop signal and it is being
attached to the artificial gene, MIT's
Dr. Ramamcorthy Belagaje told the
american Chemical Society’s meeting
in Atlentic City, N.J. The start signal
$s nearing completion.

The MIT work is regarded as a

1ill Day

igninicant step toward the artificia.
‘evelopment of a fully functioning
ene, which, in turn, should lead tc
reater insights into how genes func
ion. Many medical researchers believe
uch knowledge will ultimately lead tc
genetic-engineering’’ cures for a num.

ser of diseases, including cancer and
liabetes

Determining Factors
Genes, in a sense, cause everything.

‘hey determine whether a person is
nale or female, what color eyes and
1air babies will have, the type for the
Mood that will flow in their veins. In
structions for these and countless othet
hings are encoded in the tens of thou-
ands of genes that make up the 46
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200 Japanese Firms
Interested in MIT Courses

Unique Energy Study
Sweden—Erland Waldenstrom,

Chairman, Granges AB.
United Kingdom—J.C. David-

son, Director, Shell International
Petroleum.

The participants will be assisted
n their activities in the Workshop
sy one or more associates or aides
rom their organizations who will
levote a substantial amount of
ime to the various workshop stud-
es. More than 20 associates at-
ended the first session. Others
vere also present from Denmark,
he Federal Republic of Germany,
taly and Mexico.
One project of this international

vorkshop is to be a series of na-
ional studies of several different
lemand options. This project will
ocus on identifying alternative
nethods of reducing waste and in-
reasing the efficiency of energy
ise in the various countries. Poli-
ries to stimulate energy efficiency
vill be evaluated for their applica:
ion to the circumstances of indi
ridual countries. Use of the same
nethodology in these studies
‘hould facilitate useful compari-
ions between countries. Another
ask force will begin to develop a
tlobal framework for integrating
:ombined national supply and de-
nand options, including such
actors as capital needs, import
\atterns, producing country ex-
enditures and absorptive capa-
ity and balance of payments ef-
acts.
The Cape Cod meeting held at

he New Seabury Country Club,
Aashpee, Mass., was the first of
ieveral such sessions that will be
seld in various parts of the world
luring the two year study.

Professor Wilson views the
Norkshop ‘as an experiment with
| new mode of assessment for

rritical global problems.”
‘‘Intergovernmental machinery

arely can afford a time horizon
ongér than that of governments—
isually less than five years—and
5 not well designed for the conduct
f assessments involving a mix-
ure of political, social, economic
and technical factors for a period
0-25 years into the future,” Pro-
assor Wilson said.

‘“Intergovernmental machinery.
vill be severely strained in dealing
vith the probable continuing cri-
ses of supply and distribution of
‘he next decade,” he continued.

If this Workshop is successful,
this type of approach may be ap-
plied to other global problems
such as food and materials, Pro-
fessor Wilson said.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
ITwo-hundred large Ja-

anese corporations have ex-
yressed interest in multi-
nedia self-studv courses
levised and packaged by the
‘enter for Advanced
Engineering Study at the
Massachusetts Institute of
‘echnology, officials say.
Dr. Paul E. Brown, assis

ant director of the center.
said he hopes the interna.
tional marketing venture en-
courages more U.S. compa-
nies to use the videotaped
‘ourses to train their

employes for advanced posi
tions in engineering, research
ind management.

The self-studv subiects are

being offered to Japanese
icientists and engineers
‘rough a licensing agree-
ment between MIT and the
National Translation Institute
of Science and Technology of
‘apan.

Subjects currently on wi
feotape include “Calculus
te visited,” “Probability,”
Random Processes,’
‘Nonlinear Vibrations,”
‘Colloid and Surface
Zhemistry” and “‘introduction
‘0 Experimentation.” Ten
idditional self-study subjects
ire being developed for
elease later this year, offi-
‘lals said.

—(AP)

More than two dozen leading
susinessmen, economists, engi
1eers, government officials anc
scientists from 12 countries have
Jegun a unique two-year assess
ment of the energy options avail
ible to industrialized countries
orimarily in the years 1985-2000.

The Workshop on Alternative
Energy Strategies (WAES) is di
rected by Dr. Carroll L. Wilson,
Mitsui Professor in Problems of
Contemporary Technology at
MIT's Sloan School of Manage
ment. MIT and its Energy Lab
oratory are sponsoring the work
shop.

The first of the several sessions
the participants will hold in vari
ous parts of the world during the
two-year study was held on Cape
“od and ended last week.

The meeting, which began Oct.
2, was opened with remarks of
welcome by Howard W. Johnson,
“hairman of the MIT Corporation.

The United States Workshop
participants are:

Thornton F. Bradshaw, Presi
dent, Atlantic Richfield Co.

Walker L. Cisler, Chairman, De
{roit Edison Co., Chairman, Worlc
Energy Conference.

John T. Connor, Chairman
Allied Chemical Corp.

Richard C. Gerstenberg, Chair
man, General Motors Corp.

Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Director
National Science Foundation.

In addition to those from the US,
the participants attending the
meeting at Cape Cod were:

Canada—Marshall Crowe
Chairman, National Energy
Board.

France—Jean Couture, Conseil:
ler du President, Societe Gen
erale.

Iran—Dr. Khodadad Farman
farmaian, Chairman, Bank San-
aye Iran.

Japan—Dr. Shuzo Inaba, Com:
missioner, Japan Atomic Energy
Commission, President, Japan
Computer Usage Development In-
stitute; Dr. Saburo Okita, Presi
dent, Overseas Economic Co
operation Fund, Chairman, Japan
Economic Research Center, anc

Dr. Masao Sakisaka, President,
National Institute for Research
Advancement, President, Institute
of Energy Economics.

The Netherlands—AAT.Van
Rhijn, Deputy Director General
for Energy, Ministry of Economic
Affairs.

Norway—Christian Sommerfelt,
Chairman, Elkem-Spigerverket
\/S.
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Dutch architect
heads MIT department

By the Associated Press

BOSON
The Massachusetts Institute of

Technology announces the appoint-
ment of Dutch architect Nikolaas
John Habraken to head its archi-
lecture deparument.

Mr. Habraken will succeed Donlyn
Lyndon when he retires in August,
1975.

RECORD-SEARCHLIGHT
RepDING, CALIF
AprIL 10, 1974

Anderson scholar

Youth tells of life at MIT
By JUDY BISHOP

ANDERSON — When Jon lvester

writes home, he talks about more than
just the weather.

His last letter to his family in An-
derson included an example of the
Maxwell equations, some statements in
Germanamdthe news that in one of
1s classes he's studying vector calculus.

Jon, the 18-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Ivester, is a first-year
student at the Massachusetts Institute
of Teghnalogy (MIT) in Boston.

He was the first student in the history
of Anderson High School to win a
National Merit scholarship. He received
the $1,000 award last spring, along with
a California state scholarship and honors
in the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. and
Bank of America scholarship contests.
His awards as a high school senior
totaled more than $4,000.

Jon, a straight-A student in high
school, is studying physics, calculus and
biology at MIT, among other things. In
his latest letter home, he wrote:

“I've been looking at the MIT catalogue
and have decided that I could suc
cessfully major in chemical engineering,
civi engineering, mechanica
engineering, ocean engineering anc
naval architecture, shipping and ship
building management, economics,
political science, psychology and brain
science, management, biology.
chemistry, geology, geophysics and
planetary science, physica
oceanography and meteorology,
mathematics or physics.”

But Jon continues, “I'm going to try
lo narrow the field down from there.”

Fraternity life at MIT allows Jon a
chance to do a bit of cooking and take
part in activities such as baseball and
the election of fraternity officers. But
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“one of MIT's three resident Nobel Prize
winners.” In that class, they have been
studying the structure of cells with
special attention to the biochemistry of
roteins, nucleic acids and sugars and
lipids.
“I am enjoying the course very

much,” Jon said. oo.
Jon writes that one of his instructors

in physics is working on the construction
nf MIT's new linear accelerator, and
us physics lecturer is an expert on
asers. ]

He describes his German course as
jossibly his hardest class, moving at
1 “a highly accelerated pace.”

“Das Wetter hier ist kalt . . . Aber,

+ ist warm zu Hause,” he notes.
Jon is experiencing a change from the

sual weather of Anderson. In one
vostcard he noted that ‘the weather has
peen really nice (in the 40s and 50s)
for the past few days, but this afternoon
we're supposed to get six to 10 inches
of snow.”

In another card he said, “The tem-
nerature dropped to about 20 degrees,
he river refroze and we got about 14
nches of snow.”

Jon’s mother, Winifred Ivester,
describes him as very mature for his
1ge. “He expects a lot of himself,” she
said. “He picked the best.”

Mrs. Ivester said that Jon would like
10 go into oceanography. She said he
nelped to construct the family's
rimaran, or three-hulled sailboat, at
forro Bay.
Mrs. Ivester stressed that though Jon

vas doing well at school and in- his
{udies, he doesn't gloat or have any
ffectations.
On the contrary, Mrs. Ivester said,

le does all the things other people do.
He doesn’t make his bed,” she laughed

JON IVESTER
‘Awesome workload’

nostly he keeps busy with his school
work.
In one letter, written shortly after his

eturn to MIT following a visit home,
i noted that “the workload is up to
's normal, awesome, level of im
sibility.”
But he added, “I am healthy, happy
id harassed, but hardly humorless.”
In another letter Jon described some

r this term's classes.

{is general biology class is taught by
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Yacht Racing
Study Starts

Two MIT professors have un-
jertaken a research project that is
expected to change the future
course of ocean racing.

Professors Justin E. Kerwin and
john N. Newman of the Depart-
nent of Ocean Engineering will
ttempt to define the fundamental
peed parameters involved in
‘ating an individual boat. From
hese findings they hope to
letermine some forms of variable
ating rule and time allowance
iandicapping systems.
The $280,000 project is supported

1y the Offshore Racing Committee
f the North American Yacht
lacing Union whose aim is to
emove entirely the non-scientific
sasis for rating rules and time
llowance handicaps that have al-
ays plagued the sport.
The primary goals of the project
ill be:
First, to define those factors that

ffect a sailboat’s speed and to
solate those factors that have
ifferent effects in different condi-
ions for application in a variable
ating system.
Second, to explore possibilities

or variable rating rules and time
illowance systems that will per-
nit even racing under different
‘onditions such as an upwind race,
. downwind race or an around-the-

uoys race.
Third, to improve measurement

achniques.
And finally, to develop computer

wrograms that would be able to
process rawstatistical race data
ind evaluate any new prospective
iandicapping system.

A\BNE BUCK of Martinez, Cal (left) gets a photo-

raph of his new classmate, Cheryl Hashimoto, ofmeohe, Hawaii, as 1043 freshmen at the Massa
husetts Institute of Technology prepared for the
tact of the fall term. Miss Hashimoto wears flower

sis she brought with her from her island home.
She is one of 214 women in this year's MIT class,
\e highest percentage of women in an MIT class

the Institute's historv

«ft to right, AirForceCadet Martha Donahue, senior from
Ailton, Mass; Midshipman Debby Stutman. sophomore
rom Abington, Pa. and Army Cadet Diana Christman,
freshman from Bethlehem, Pa. Photo by Calvin Campbell

ROTC Ranks Increase
Enrollment in the ROTC programs at MIT is up nearly 40

vercent this year and, for the first time, all three services
\ave women cadets or midshipmen.

Three women signed up for Army ROTC. The Air Force
init has had women cadets for four years and women first
oined the Navy unit last year. There are 15 women in the
hree programs.

Total enrollment in the programs is 150—55 in the Army,
3 in the Navyand42intheAir force.

MIT is the only university in Massachusetts and one of
ew nationally to have all three services.

The increased interest in ROTC at MIT is also reflected
tionally, according to a recent report by the Associated
Press, which said the interest was prompted by-‘‘rising
ivilian unemployment and the fadeout of the antiwar
novement. Enroliment on some campuses is up 25 percent
rom last year.”
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A Gloomy Population Forecast
By BARBARA RABINOVITZ

An internationally known nutritionist and a population ex-
sert, both MIT faculty members, offered gloomy predictions

bout the world’s. food and population situation yesterday at a
neeting of MIT alumni in Cambridge.

Dr. Nevin S. Scrimshaw, professor of human nutrition, told
bout 600 people attending the annual MIT Alumni Officers
“onference in the institute’s Kresge Auditorium, that the
world’s food reserves have dropped to. “less than a 30-day
supply.”

The problem of food shortages is acute in the developing
sountries, said Scrimshaw, who heads MIT’s Dept. of Nutrition
and Food Science. “The prospect for the underprivileged of
breaking the vicious cycle of poverty, malnutrition and ill
1ealth is worsening,” he said.

ALSO SOUNDING a pessimistic note was Dr. Glen L. Urban,
ssociate professor of management science and an authority
n the application of that science to family planning programs.
Je, Scrimshaw and four other MIT faculty members were the
)articipants in a panel discussion on “Food, Population and
&gt;glitics — The World Crisis.”

Urban told the gathering that “the most unrelenting force

sushing the world to global crisisis population growth.”
Like Scrimshaw, Urban singled out the developing coun-

ries of the world as having the most serious problems. He
sredicted that with the recent decrease in death rates from 40
ser 1,000 to 15 per 1,000 and a simultaneous growth in popula-
ion of 2.5 percent, the developing countries will double in
opulation every 25 years.

“Shortly after the year 2,000, the population of the world
will double to over eight billion,” said Urban.

URBAN NOTED THAT food production in the past 10
years has increased by 33 percent. But when translated into
ser capita terms, that increase is only 2 percent, he said.

Scrimshaw corroborated Urban’s comment, pointing out
hat domestic production has failed to keep pace with popula-
ion growth. The result, Scrimshaw said, is that many coun-
ries of the world ‘have become dependent on North American
ood exports, specifically, cereal grains and soybeans.

in the late 1960s and early 1970s, it was thought there
night be less of a dependency on exports, Scrimshaw said,
‘when it appeared there fould be a ‘green revolution’ in the
Jeveloping countries.

“That staved off disaster,” he said, but added that the in-
crease in production was to be short-lived. “The ‘green revolu-
ion’ has now been brought almost to a standstill,” he
leclared.

Urban speculated that the population control programs can
ye implemented “without resorting to starvation.” He sug-
rested that more resources, such as food aid, be poured into
leveloping countries, perhaps on the condition that family
)lanning programs be initiated. He also called for improved
echnology, emphasizing that *‘contraception research was as
1ecessary as cancer research,” and for the establishment of
‘management structures” in the develaping countries.
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Ingenuity Is Key
in Freshman

Physics Contest
Could you make a motor using

nly two paper clips, a pair of
humb tacks, a short piece of wire,
1 couple of light-weight magnets
ind a sewing needle?

Those were the materials used

yy Ward Harriman, a freshman
rom (591 West Sherman St.)
rom Lebanon, Ore., who won a
ontest organized by two profes-
jors at MITfor a first-yearclassin
shysics.

Mr. Harriman's tiny motor,
iwarfed by its cigaret pack-size
vooden base, operates at 10,000
evolutions per minute, by far the
‘astest of some 60 motors that
nade it to the testing bench for the
ontest.

Subject8.02, taught by Associate
Professors Michael S. Feld and
¥it Busza, deals with electricity,
nagnetism and light.

“We decided to have the con-
est,” Professor Feld said, “as a
vay of making the course fun for
itudents, as a way of having a
sractical illustration of funda-
nental laws.”
There are 600 students in the

sourse. Nearly all took a crack at
silding a motor, but many found
he task more difficult than ex-

jected. Mr. Harriman’s winning
notor, for example, was the fifth
rersion he constructed.
He used the sewing needle as

‘he shaft of the motor and soldered
wo thumb tacks at right angles to
he shaft, their points opposite
ach other. The tacks became the
rmature of the motor.
For a commutator Mr. Harri-
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MIT Gets Grant
To Stir Interest
In News Work

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —

The ohh ute oflechuolygy has received a
hree-year gr, of $125,000 to
ncrease interest in the develop
nent of newspaper technology.

The grant was awarded by
he Frank E. Gannett News-
yaper Foundation, Inc., and
vill support an MIT-Gannett
Toundation graduate fellowship
yrogram, a seminar series, and
1 conference to be held in the
ijummer of 1976.

Two one-year fellowships will
»e awarded each year to gradu-
ate students interested in tech-
ology as it relates to the news-
)aper business. in addition to
jummer internships.

The grant will also support
ieminars at which people from
MIT and outside professionals
ran discuss newspaper business
ssues.
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‘en-thousand revolutions per minute. That's the operating speed o.
iny motor made by Ward Harriman for Subject 8.02.

ran used the two magnets, which
re the flexible kind commonly
sed by the telephone company to
asten junction boxes to metal
esks.
“I cut the magnets in half and

sed them doubled up,” Mr. Harri-
nan said. “I knew that would in-
rease the magnetic field and
hereby the torque. and hopefully

he speed.”
The revolutions per minute were

neasured with a portable strobe
ight. The rapidly flashing strobe
3 capable of making the whirling
wrmature appear to be stopped.
Vhen “stop action” is achieved
he reading on the strobe is the
evolutions per minute of the
aotor.

DR. RICHARD S. ECKAUS, a professor of economics, was
more optimistic than his two colleagues. He noted that
sconomic development in the less developed countries is “a
elatively new phenomenon. The sources of the problem
started before the solutions might have helped,” he said.

The record of that economic development has been good,
‘going at a rate of two percent per capita,” said Eckaus.

Citing future opportunities, Eckaus said: “There is the
option that the less developed countries have a long way to go
n terms of improving and increasing production **
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Four years ago, thousands of engineers
were laid off and unemployed. Today,
there aren’t enough engineers to fill
available jobs and college graduates
find themselves swamped with offers.

Suddenly, there’s a shortage of engineers
By Daniel Q. Haney

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.
AP) — There was a
juestion of timing two
rears ago when Richard
3urke began studying for
in advanced degree in
mngineering.

Defense contracts were
ihriveling and space
‘esearch was evaporating
nto a memory. Thousands
f engineers were losing
heir jobs.
For Burke and 42,000

yther engineers who
‘inished school in the
Jnited States this spring,
hings could hardly have
ooked worse.

Now they could not be
setter.

All'of a sudden, there is a
shortage of engineers.
Industry recruiters are
sonvinced it will get worse
iext year and stay that
vay until at least 1978.

Herbert Hollomon,
lirector of the Center for
2olicy Research at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, said, ‘‘The
iemand has not increased

Ghe Boston Globe
September 1, 1974

Goal of MIT
The Sloan School of Management

at MIT has been given an $84,172
:ontract by the Federal Housing and
Jrban Development Dept. to evalu-
ate new forms of mortgage financ-
ng that could ease home ownership
for American families now priced
wt of.the home-buying market.

The school will examine various
\lternatives to the fixed-rate, level-
’ayment mortgage.

HUD Asst. Sec. Michael H. Mos-
tow, of the Office of Policy Devel-
ypment and Research, described the
study as a “search for ways to put
1ome ownership within the reach of
wverage Americans.”

The alternatives the school will
study include mortgages linked to
-ates of inflation, variable-interest-
ate mortgages and graduated-pay-
ment mortgages. The Federal Home
Loan Bank Board is co-sponsor of
the study.

The study is expected to be com-
sleted this fall and its findings will
se discussed in a major conference
f lenders and building industry
eaders designed to provide guidance
‘or future HUD and FHLBB poli-
sies, HUD noted.

rery much, although it has
ncreased ... the significant
hing is not the rise in
lemand. It’s the decrease
a supply.”
Burke, a cheerful 24-

‘ear-old from Rexford,
1.Y., went to MIT to learn
iow to design ships. He
ad 20 job interviews and
ight offers.

““It got to the point where
ve had to refuse
nterviews, because we
lidn’t have time to do
chool work,” Burke said.
‘‘There’s no problem

retting a job. It’s just a
natter of how many offers
ou get.”
The U.S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics says there
re 73,700 engineering job
penings in 1974, of which
1,000 are being filled from
nemployed engineers or
‘om promotions and
-ansfers within a
ompany. The remaining
6,700 openings are for the
2,000 graduates this
ring.
Thousands of companies

hat design everything

when the graduating class
across the nation will be
nly 39,900 engineers.

“Yes, we're worried,”
aid Mark Abbett, chief
recruiter for the
Jevelopment division of
digital Equipment Corp.

Digital is a fast-growing

tomputer Yompany,Abbett says it will need
about 700 new engineers
next year.

“The days are gone of
being abletorecruit once a
year in the spring,” Abbett
said. “You've got to slug it
wt.”

At least part of the
shortage began with
lremors that rippled
through engineering when
-he government began
‘educing defense and
1erospace spending in
1970.

Thousands of engineers
vho limited their talents to
nowing all there was to
.now about certain
womber parts or satellite
ntennae saw their iobs

lisappear with
lovernment money.
Big electronics firms

rastically reduced hiring.
laytheon ‘ Co., for
xample, hired 405 new
ngineers in 1969. The next
ear it hired 120.
‘Enrollment dropped in

he 1970s as a result of the
ride publicity given to the
isplacement of aerospace
ngineers. For some
‘eason, it affected the
ntire engineering field,”
aid Mrs. Kessler of the
ollege Placement
Juncil.
Since learning to be an

ngineer is a four-year
rocess, it is possible to tell
10W many new people will
nter the field next spring
nd for the three years
fter that.

Next year’s graduating
lass of 39,900 will drop
ven further in 1976 and
977, hitting a low point of
4,500 in 1978. After that
he number of graduates
vill begin to rise.

GRADUATES AT THIS YEAR'S MIT COMMENCEMENT
Employment Future’s Bright For Next Few Years. (AP)

rom radios to oil rigs, boils down to a supply that
omputers to water doesn’t meet their
oolers, need engineers. demand.
"or them, the problem Jean Kessler of the

“ollege Placement Council
aid company recruiters
ire even more worried
bout the supply next year.

ERT
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Special Horticultural Award =

®MIT: A Green Garden Amid Citv Bricks
Statement: MIT is a great university in the midst

»f all the asphalt, bricks and concrete of an urban
abitat.

Statement: MIT is a great, green garden.
One description would seem to belie the other, but

i the second isn’t alreadv obvious to everyone at
he Institute this spring,
‘he Massachusetts Hor-
icultural Society has
ome along to affirm it.
The society, probably

he most prestigious
among American horti-
sultural organizations,
recently presented a
Special Award of Merit
0 MIT, citing the
Institute ‘‘for the use of
rees and plants around
| great university.”
The citation consti:

utes a singular honor
for MIT in that it is the
lirst entire university
sampus to receive a
nerit award. A previ-
wus recipient was the
uburban experiment
tation of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts in
‘Valtham.

The award was made
)y the society’s board of trustees, on the recom-
nendation of its committee on gardens, and was
resented May 30 (at the Taylor Greenhouse at The
Yale, in Waltham) in conjunction with the
rganization’s nine-day spring garden and flower
show.

MIT was represented at the ceremony by Philip
\. Stoddard, vice president for operations, and MIT
olanning director O. Robert Simha, who received
an award certificate embellished with a graphic
floral wreath that had been hand-colored by Mrs.
3. Kennard Wakefield, of Milton, former
‘hairwoman of the society’s committee on gardens.

Selection of MIT for one of the five 1973 awards
was made by the committee on gardens after a visit
{0 the Institute last September. Committee

hairwoman is Mrs. John C. Storey, of Milton.
ther committee members at the time were

:dward N. Dane, of Pride’s Crossing, secretary
nd vice president of the society; Henry S. Francis,
r. of Chestnut Hill; Willard P. Hunnewell, of Wel-
slev. who has just been elected president of the

iociety; Mrs. Charles
3. Rice, of W. Glouces-
er, and Mrs. Samuel H.
Yolcott, Jr., of Milton.

The Massachusetts
Jorticultural Society,
‘ounded in 1829, pub-
ishes Horticulture, a
nagazine with a circu
ation of more than

150,000, and its library
f 33,000 volumes is
‘onsidered the greatest
isting horticultural
*ollection.

Asked about the
ward, Laurence Pick-
rd, manager of
grounds in physical
lant, said: “It’s an

nstitute award.
There’s a lot of people
vho deserve a pat on

he back’—including,
ie said, architects of
Institute buildings, the

*lanning Office, the Committee on the Visual Arts,
1embers of the administration from the president
n down, and also the gardeners who planted the
ims and rhododenrons in Killian Court some 50
2ars ago.

The only equitable way to put it, he said, is to say
fooray for everybody!”
Vr. Pickard said “we're very proud” with

spect to the important role of his group in the
aily maintenance of plantings—‘‘You just can’t
ut them there and leave them’’—and in their task,
5 he sees it, “to upgrade the face of MIT with
isting plant material.”
lesides horticultural problems, the grounds crew
kept busy devising means to combat the

ntinuing pestilence of thefts of newlv planted
nwers and shrubs

Noodrow Whitlow holds a series of aerodynamic models, representing
lifferent shapes of the forebodies of supersonic airplaines, which he used
n his prizewinning research. Mr. Whitlow studies how shock waves from
he shapes were affected bv changes in air pressure.

. »

Whitlow Wins ATIAA Award
A senior in the Department of rofessor of ocean engineering.

ieronautics and Astronautics at Whitlow’s research was supported
VIIT has won a regional award for  y the National Science Founda-
his research on shock waves and ion and the Department of
sonic booms. \eronautics and Astronautics, and

Woodrow Whitlow Jr. of Inkster, vas initiated as part of MIT's
Michigan won the 1973-74 student  Jndergraduate Research Oppor-
ward of the American Institute of unities Program (UROP).
Aeronautics and Astronautics, In his research Whitlow exam-
New England Section for his ned pressure waves created by
research on “The Effects of Flow  arious shaped objects placed in
Gradients on the Near-Field he supersonic flow in a wind
structure of Shock Waves and unnel. According to Whitlow, his
sonic Booms.” The award carries  indings could have application in
vith it a prize of $500. tudies of the upper atmosphere,

Whitlow, who will enter MIT asa he upward propagation of shock
rraduate student next fall, con- raves from thunderstorms, earth
lucted his research under the uakes and volcanic eruptions;
spices of Dr. Wesley L. Harris, nd the propagation of shock
issociate professor of aeronautics raves from supersonic aircraft
nd astronautics and associate nd re-entering space vehicles
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New Faculty Residents Named
By PATRICIA M. MARONI the Educational Research Center  :tt Moore Baker Award for out

Staff Writer le continued there until 1968 standing undergraduate teaching,
Nutrition, law, physics, Spanish, vhen he joined the staff of the Lab ne is now serving as a Lilly Teach-

meteorology and literature are ratory for Nuclear Science. ng Fellow.
some of the academic interests ; He received the SB and ScD de-

MIT's three new faculty resident Ah recon iy ey grees in 1967 and 1971 respectively
couples will be bringing with them »aris, where he gave lectures and rom MIT. A former National Sci:
in their mave from suburbs to  oninars in such fields of special. ‘Ce Foundation predectoral fe}:
dermitery living spaces. zation as elementary particle he condueted graduate re-

The three couples, appointed to hysics. search at the McArdle Laboratory
the positions of faculty and junior ‘or Cancer Research in Madison,
faeully resident heads by the Of Dr. Hulsizer repeived the BS de Wisconsin:
fice of the Dean for Student Af free in mathematics from Bates Hiswife,DianeThily,main
fairs, are: College in 1940 and the master’s  ains a private practice in crimi

Professor Robert I. Hulsizer legree in physics from Wesleyar nal, real estate and family law,
Jr., of the Department of Physics Jniversity in 1942. After fom nd is also associated. with the
and Carol Hulsizer, free-lanee edi rears of radar work as a member  .irm of Barbara Hayes Buell of
tor, formerly residents of Lexing if the Preeision Electronics Cir somerville, Mass. She received
ton and now faculty residents of wit Group in MIT's Radiatior he BA degree in 1968 from Boston

Laboratory, he began graduate Jniversity and the JD degree in
study in MIT's Lab for Nuclear 972 from the Northeastern Uni-
Science under the direction of Dr. rersity School of Law. From
Bruno Rossi, Institute Professor 971-72 she co-lectured the first
Emeritus. He received the PhD course ott Women and the Law at
iegree in physics from MIT in the University of Wisconsin School
1948. of Law,

He received the SB and ScD deFrom 1949 to 1964 he was a mem: 5 :

ber of the faculty at the University srees in and 1974respectively
of Illinois. He collaborated with &lt;0 MIT. A former National Sci-
institute Professor emeritus Jer nce Foundation predoctoral fel-
rold Zacharias on the developmen ow, he conducted graduste ve:
of the PSSC physics curriculum eareh al the MeArdie Lahoratory
i or Cancer Research in Madison,
or secondary schools and he alsc Vi :isconsin.
helped develop the Graduate i
Record Examinations in Physics The Thillys have one child—ten

nonth-old William F. Thilly.
His wife of seven years, Caro

Hulsizer, is a former partner in the
firm, Research Writing and Edit
ing Associates of Westchester
N.Y., where she edited manu
scripts in social policy and religior
for most of New York’s major pub
lishers. Two of her first assign:
ments after moving to Cambridge
in 1967 were Edith Ruina’s “Mov
ing—A Common Sense Guide ta
Relocating Your Family,” anc
Mrs. Margaret Lamson’'s book

The Glorious Failure.”

Mrs. Hulsizer, a former Time
nagazine researcher, has alsc
jerved as publicity chairwomar
or the Technology Matrons
3oard and Matrons’ representa
ive for the second printing of the
nstitute’s HoToGAMIT guide.

Last year, before moving tc
‘aris, she worked as a consultan®
o the Career Education Project ir
&gt;rovidence, R.1., sponsored by the
Zducational Development Cor
goration of Newton and the Na
ional Institute of Education. A
sjraduate of Smith College in Rus
ian civilization and Slavic stud
es, Mrs. Hulsizer says her current
roject is the development of 2
‘uide to French iconography.
ased on material collected during
er recent stay in Paris.

The Hulsizers, both of whom
ere previously married, have
wen children.

MacGregor House's junior fac
dty resident William G. Thilly
issistant professor of toxicology
dined the MIT faculty in July
972. Recently awarded the Ever

Chess fans sometimes see that ancient game as
something larger than life, but seldom have an
opportunity to see it played with life-sized
pieces. Recently, however, they got their chance
when chess masters Leslie H. Leow, Class of
1977, and Jerry S. Feitelson, Class of 1975, di-
rected members of the MIT Chess Club around a
Lobby Seven-sized board in a two-game chess
quel

—The Tech Photo by Roger Goldstein

(Editor's Note: Mr. Goldstein, a graduate stu-
dent in architecture, took this picture through a
window in the dome of the Building 7 lobby,
about 90 feet above the floor. A similar picture,
taken by photographer Joseph Schuyler for the
MIT News Office, was distributed nationally by
United Press International.)

OBSERVER is a selection of recent news
clippings about the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and is published
by the MIT News Office.

- Ee

William and Diane Thilly introducing 10-month-old William F. to their
MacGregor House apartment. Photos by Calvin Campbell

Whe Tech
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Inventions displayed at innovation show
Center's director, Professor of of Li. Eadens’ job is to oversee
Aeronautics and Astronautics he development of the tiltmeter
71. 11 ntil it is actually marketed

In a crowded room in the ommercially, The tiltmeter
enter for Space Research, the ccurate to 101° radians or, as
sarticipants were standing by iadens put it, *to within one
srototypes, pictures, graphs and nillimeter in 6000 miles,” is
rochures, explaining the pur  jkely to find use in an earth-
soses and functioning of their juake warning system of the
ievices to onlookers, who in rery near future,
Aduded students, professors, anc Two graduate students, Philip
ieveral industry representatives Joucet and John Reese, have

The program has had ove: leveloped a computer system
ne hundred students taking one hat can control the heating,
or another of its classes last year,  rentilation, and air conditioning
vith another hundred students f a building in manner that
»articipating now, Several differ- hey hope, will maximize com
nt aspects of the program were ort while minimizing fuel use
epresented by the students While they have not actually
aking partin the exposition, nvented any new technology

One student, Gary Eadens hey have applied existing tech:
'S, is market developing a very ology to a new situation tc
-ensitive tiltmeter, an invention rovide a useful new product

By Mitchell Trachtenberg
Things that buzzed, clicked,

whirred, and went bump in the
night were on display, along
with many other more practical
devices, at the MIT Innovation
Center's exhibition held last
week in the Center for Space
Research (Building 37).

The exposition was hosted by
the Innovation Center — a year-

old program co-sponsored by the
School of Engineering and the
Sloan School of Management —
to introduce the MIT commu
nity to the group’s activities,

Courses in invention, entre
preneurship, and research and
development are offered to “pre
pare students to be good inven.
tors, and to teach them how to
bring their inventions to produc
tion and marketing,” said the

PAGE ?

system, to the Center so that
student entrepreneurs can ex-
plore its  “‘commercialization
alternatives.” This system’s
lemonstration, consisting of a
1alf hour film including scenes
vith people walking toward the
djewer and throwing things out
at the audience, proved to be
spectacular,

While these inventions are
pectacular, the core of the pro-
gram is formed by the classes it
ponsors. An hour long rap ses-
ion provided the heads of the
yrogram with a chance to ex.

slain its value to students and to
‘plug’ its courses

The Boston Globe
October 2, 1974

Worldwide
‘food pill’

*

seen unlikely
By Gail Perrin
Globe Staff

Three scientists who
have developed food for
man in space said yester-

day their research may
pave the way toward solv-

ing the problems of feed-
ing man on earth. But,
they emphasized, a “food
pill” for the world is still
a long way off and may

not be feasible at that,

The three — Drs. Paul

C. Rambaut, Norman
HMeidelbaugh and Malcolm
C. Smith Jr. — were at the

Museum of Science to re-

ceive MIT's 12th Under-
wood-Prescott Award for
their contributions to food
research.

While the team, work-
ing at NASA’s Space Cen-
ter in Houston, Tex, is
concentrating now on how
to feed astronauts for such
ventures as a two-year trip
to Mars, their research al-
ready has had some effects
on the average consumer.

Improved freezing, de-
hydration and canning
techniques are just a few
offshoots of their program,
and, said Dr. Heidelbaugh,
other concepts have had a
definite “impact on the
total system of food
safety.”

Right now the men are
busy figuring out ways to
recycle oxygen, water and
food stuffs during pro-
longed space missions. That
and coming up with the
right formulas to prevent
bone disintegration and
muscle deterioration—tiwo
problems associated with
such flights.

But, said Dr. Rambaut,
the real trick to food tech-
nology is to engineer foods
tn supplies available.

For instance, when the
time comes to send men to

Mars, there will be two
major food problems. One
is assuring enough food
stuffs for the trek itself
“but the real breakthrough
will be when we learn how
to use what’s there on

Mars” to sustain human
“fp

And, he said, he feels
certain this is the answer
to the world food problem
needs. In other words, not
so much a universal “food

pill” which may or may
not be accepted in differ-
ent parts of the world, but
development of nutrients
already available in under-
developed nations.

Dr. Smith said that
right now a “food pill” not
only would be too expen-
sive to engineer right now,
such a thing would not
fulfill man’s basic desire
for “oral gratification.”

“It’s just going to re-
quire much more research
into the existing types of
foods,” he said.
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November 18October 21

ATHLETIC PROGRAMS FOR WOMEN

Professor Mary Lou Sayles, Ms. Betsy
Mayers and Ms. Maggie Lettvin will
discuss the athletic facilities and
programs available to women at MIT.

West Lounge
October 29

CAREER OPTIONS DISCUSSION
Captain Donna Kuha, USAF and The
Reverend Constance Parvey will:talk
about their career choices.

The Steering Committee

COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS
Adam and Maureen Yagodka, Co-Directors
of the MIT Office of Pers. Development
and James R. Allen, MD and Barbara A.
Allen, MSW will ask for audience par-
ticipation in communications skills
activities. The Allens are experts in
transactional analysis and Gestalt
therapy. (West Lounge-Student Center)

November 4

The Women's Forum is guided by a vol-
unteer steering committee.which is
chaired by Allison Platt and Claudia
Liebesny. The committee meets each
Wednesday at 12 noon in 18-583 to
consider program, budget, and publicity
arrangements. Every meeting is open to
interested persons. Your support and
participation are welcomed and encouraged.
Questions, suggestions and ideas should
be directed to any of the following
Steering Committee members:

COEDUCATIONAL LIVING
An MIT student, Libby Cohen will lead
a panel discussion on coeducational

living.

November 12 (Tuesday)

Dottie Bowe

Betty Campbell
Jane Claffey
Ruth Hobbs
Donna Kuha

Vera Kistiakowsky
Michelle Lamarre

Claudia Liebesny
Allison Platt
Carolyn Scheer

3-4971
3-6067
3-6720
3-4962
3-4475
3-4853
3-7752
3-1595
3-5856
3-6511

PHYLLIS WALLACE, Visiting Professor
at the Sloan School of Management will
discuss her research on the economic

issues of equal employment.



Women's Advisory Group Elections Women's Administrative Group
Leslie Clift Hruby, 3-6149
Hermann and Sloan Women

Gloria Nemzin, 547-2896
Tech Wives
acting rep. Karen Haidboget, 3-4906
Biweekly Group (AWARE)
Pat Gavagan, 3-3329
Lincoln Lab Women's Group
Virginia Chickering, 181-7717
Tech Square Women
Eva Kampits, 3-6215
Technology Matrons
Laya Wiesner, 926-1924
Information Processing Service
Rachel Hayes, 3-3735

iver Club

ry Hovnanian, 3-4471
somen's Forum

Dottie Bowe, 3-4971, V Kistiakowsky, 3-4853
Undergraduate Women
Mary Ann Campbell (Senior House)
Graduate Women
Paulette Coleman
Women Faculty
to be announced

An election was held on October 7 to

fill the one vacancy among the three
Forum representatives to the WAG.
None of the three candidates received
a simple majority. There will be a
run-off election on Monday, October 21
at the beginning of the session. Those
unable to attend may cast a ballot in

person in the office of Mary Rowe
(10-215) on that day until 4:30 p.m.
The two candidates are Ruth Hobbs and
Allison Platt. Please vote!

What is the Women's Advisory Group?

The Women's Advisory Group was set
last year by President Jerome B. Wie.
as a means of advising Dr. Mary P. Rowe,
Special Assistant to the President and
Chancellor for Women and Work, about the
concerns of women at MIT. Selection of

representatives for WAG is not prescribed
but rather each Institute women's group
interested is free to select a repre-
sentative in whatever manner it choses.

Some established organizations have
chosen representatives and some women
have formed groups especially for the
purpose of representing their special
interests (e.g. Tech Square Women.)
The Women's Forum elected three repre-
sentatives to the WAG. The following
1s a list of the representatives and
their telephone numbers (when available.)
If you have any questions or problems
you wish to bring before this group, you
are urged to call any of the representa-
tives or Mary Rowe's office, ext. 3-5921.

AssociationofWomenStudents

Bernice Sandler will speak on "Women in
Academe: The High Cost of Being a Woman
in Labor," in the West Lounge of the
Student Center, Thursday, Oct. 24, 8 p.m.
Ms. Sandler is the Executive Associate
in charge of the Status and Education of
Adomen for the Association of American
Tolleges.

Volunteers are being sought to develpp
programs for IAP. Call Allison 3-5856
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OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

November 21, 1974

TO: Academic and Administrative Department Heads,
Laboratory and Center Directors

Paul E. GrayFROM:

As I am sure you know, there is a jhion organizing campaign
under way, declared to be directed toyfard employees who are on the

biweekly and exempt payrolls. Thgampaign has been initiated by
a group of employees known as AWARE, an acronym for Association

to Work for Active Reform in Employment. The AWARE group has
affiliated with District 65 of a union known as the Distributive Workers

of America and, in effect, has invited District 65 to conduct an organizing
campaign, seeking to represent the biweekly and exempt employees. The
fact that this union has initiated an organizing drive, of course, does not
give it exclusive organizing rights. Any other union may "intervene"
and claim a right to be included on the ballot in the event of an election,
Of course, we must be mindful of this fact in our dealings with District
65 because the law will require us to extend to possible intervening unions
the same privileges, such as use of facilities. that we may have extended
to District 65.

SUBJECT: Union Organizing Effort

Some information about the process from this point on is in order.
The National Labor Relations Board will order and conduct a represen-
tation election upon receipt of a petition for an election from a union or
other labor organization which has obtained the signatures of 30% or more
of the eligible employees in an "appropriate' unit on cards authorizing the
anion to act as their collective bargaining agent. If a majority of the
employees voting then vote in favor of the union, the Board will certify the
anion as the bargaining agent for all emplovees in the unit.

Because the law imposes many constraints on the employer, in-
cluding individual supervisors, we will very soon make available to all



/

supervisors and other members of the community detailed information
on the nature of these constraints so that we may all act within them.

Briefly, employers, including supervisors who are presumed to be
acting for them, are free to express their opinions on the subject of
union representation. In no case may supervisors offer inducements
to employees if they vote against the union or threaten them with re-

orisals if they vote for it. Employers may not interfere with employees
in exercising their right to organize, coerce or otherwise discriminate
against them, provide unlawful assistance to or attempt to dominate a
union. It is our intent to behave scrupulously with regard to the letter
and spirit of the law as it bears on this organizing effort, Until we can
provide further written guidance, we urge that questions be directed to
the Personnel Officer serving your department, center, or laboratory.
Meanwhile, I hope you will share this memo widely with others in your
organization. We plan to publish this memorandum in Tech Talk next
Wednesday.

We fully respect the right of employees to choose a union to represent
them in their relationships with their supervisors and with the Institute.
We want their decision to be an informed one, and we would expect to
provide information to the employees which would help them understand
the obligations of union representation and membership, which would
correct any misleading information provided in the organizing effort,
and which would contribute otherwise to a balanced understanding on the
part of employees of all the considerations involved. We do believe that
the record of the Institute with respect to pay, benefits, and other terms
of employment at M.I. T. has been a good one, and we intend to make
‘urther progress in these areas whether there is a union or not.

In this connection, I might say that all of us have a responsibility
for increasing the satisfaction of work at M. I. T., Improvements in com-
pensation and benefits, and personnel policies developed by the central
administration, are always important, but I believe the most important
satisfactions are those which flow directly from the work itself and from
the relationships with those with whom we work. For all of us with super-
visory responsibility including members of the faculty, our daily relation-
ships with and consideration for those who work with us are most important
factors in creating a working environment which is satisfying and rewarding
to those who are a part of it.
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November 25 SLORIA STEINEM TO SPEAK JANUARY 13

BIWEEKLY SALARY REVIEW

Buzzy Bluestone, a graduate student
at the Sloan School, will speak
about the study he conducted this
past summer on performance evaluation
in the School of Engineering.

Gloria Steinem is certainly one of the
most persuasive publicists for the
jrowing feminist movement in the United
States. Ms. Steinem attended Smith

College, graduating in 1956 Phi Beta
Kappa and magna cum laude, and subse-
quently spent two years in India on a
Chester Bowles Asian Fellowship. After
returning to this country she worked
for two years in Cambridge as Director
of the Independent Research Service.
[In 1960 she went to New York to write,

and gained notoriety by posing as a
Playboy bunny and writing an exposé
for SHOW magazine. Ms. Steinem proved
her ability as a political and social
critic when she wrote a column for NEW

YORK magazine entitled "The City Politic."
In late 1968, she began devoting much of
her time and energy to the women's liber-
ation movement, and since that time has
written and spoken widely of its concerns.
She, together with Shirley Chisholm and
Bella Abzug, founded the National Women's
Political Caucus in July 1971, and the
Women's Action Alliance to support
"'projects that attack the special prob-
lems of social dependence, discrimination,
and limited life alternative' that women

face 'because they are women.'" Her
concern for raising the consciousness of
American women led to the publication of
MS magazine, which is owned and operated
2ntirely by women.

December 2

CHILD CARE

Margaret Sand, MIT's Child Care
Coordinator, and Jeanette Brown,
a graduate student in child develop-
ment at Harvard, will talk about
the services available to the MIT

community and how to evaluate a
child care situation.

December 9

SHARON KING, the Consumer Reporter
for WBZ-TV, will talk about the
different types of toys available
this Christmas. Which ones are

safe?

December 16

A CHANCE TO TALK ABOUT THE PAST

YEAR AND THE ONE TO COME

Everyone is urged to come for
punch and cookies to meet other
members and talk informally.
BUSH ROOM 10-105, 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

All meetings held in the
BUSH ROOM.



STEINEM (continued)

Ms. Steinem will speak in Kresge
Auditorium on January 13 at 5:30
o.m. Tickets are free and will be
distributed first at the Forum

meeting on January 6 and to the
nembers of the Association of
Nomen Students and the Lincoln

Laboratory Women's Forum.

Tickets will be available in the
lobby of Building 10 from 8 a.m.-
9 p.m., 12 p.m.-1 p.m., and 5 p.m.~-
6 p.m., beginning Tuesday, January
7.

TAP

The Women's Forum is sponsoring
several events during IAP this
January. Don't forget to check
the IAP guide for programs of
interest to you. Some programs
have a limited number of parti-
cipants and reservations are
being taken.

UNIONIZATION

The Forum is aware of the concerns

expressed by biweekly and exempt
amployees about unionization, and have
therefore decided to present a series

of four lunchtime meetings (each day
except Wednesday) to attempt to present
different viewpoints on the subject.
We hope these meetings, which will be
held January 6 - 10 from 12 to 1 p.m.,

will provide employees with the infor-
mation they need to make an informed
decision. We urge all biweekly and
exempt employees to attend. The meetings
will try to present individuals who are
in favor of unionization and others who
have reservations, as well as experts
on the structure and fuctions of unions

who are neutral politically. There
should be time for questions after each
session.

If you wish to participate or if you
have questions, call Allison Platt at
33-5856. Watch for further details in

che second IAP guide and on posters
around the Institute.
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The principal issues discussed at the IAP
course on unionization sponsored by Women's
Forum, January 6-10, were the mechanisms of
forming a union, what unions have done for
women, what unions can do, why some people
favor unionization and others do not.

The over-riding theme, both of the four
speakers from AWARE and the three outside
union speakers was the need to organize to have
some control over the conditions of one's work.
Expressions of this need ranged from Charna
Garber's "We don't want to be taken care of by
our employers" (even in the best of work situa-
tions we, as adults, should join together to
take responsibility for the conditions of
work) to Lois Balfour's description of policy
control gained through her union contract,
which helped her better to serve her clients'
needs. Examples of the mechanisms through
which these needs were met were given by the
Boston State Office Workers in terms of clear

and reasonable job descriptions and a strong
and equitable grievance procedure. Lois
Balfour's union contract enables social workers
to force the Welfare Department to hold a hear-

ing on policy disputed by the social workers.
Through the specific employment standards their
unions could demand, these women felt that they
had won recognition as capable, responsible
workers.

Some other biweekly employees participating
raised questions about dues, aims and other spe-
cifics, but made no effective criticism of the
principle behind unionization: employees must
organize in order to have any effect on company
policv.

Dr. Elizabeth Allison, an economist at the

Harvard Business School, spoke about points
to consider in choosing and maintaining an
effective union. These included the degree to
which the local union would be controlled and

run by its own membership; the extent of the
union's strength on a national and legisla-
tive level; the way in which dues are structured
and used; the support the national union gives
to its locals in the form of strike benefits,
legal advice and support, and dissemination
of relevant information.

Dr. Allison also raised the question of
representation: which employees should the
union represent? A union representing many
different types of workers might gain
strength in numbers, but lose it through
the diversity of interests. Ultimately,
the National Labor Relations Board must
approve the unit the union will represent.

Finally, Dr. Allison spoke about how to
achieve the kind of union we want once it

is voted in. She emphasized two points:
1) Democratic control of the union

depends on the by-laws (rules for its own
operation) that the local establishes.
These decide such matters as who approves

a contract (the officers? a simple majority?
a 2/3 majority?); how the officers account
to the members for their spending on union
funds; which officers are elected and which

appointed.
2) A union can achieve, in the long run,

anything its members want. The two primary
categories which unions can affect are wages

and benefits, and changes in the structure
of work and advancement. Gains in the first

category have been more traditional union goals
the latter type of change must be more of a

long-range goal.

In summary, the week's forums presented
important guidelines and issues to be con-
sidered as we work to improve our employment

conditions. They also seemed to indicate that
a democratic union which has the vigorous par-
ticipation of its members offers the best
means of organizing to achieve this goal.



Representation Did You Know:
Like that of any large institution, the

administration of MIT is subject to con-
flicting pressures from many interest
zroups for recognition and support. Bi-
veekly and exempt employees need a form
of representation which can effectively
voice their concerns and promote their
interests.

Salaries for Boston Secretaries

The average salary for secretaries in
Boston as of August, 1974 was $166 per

week.
(Figures from U.S. Bureau of Labor
Qtatistics.) December, 1974

Recession Hits Nonunion Workers

The Personnel Department claims that
our Personnel Officers represent us and

can resolve our individual grievances.
2ersonnel Officers are not representatives in
the true sense of the word, however, for
they are not democratically elected and the
are not answerable to employees for their
performances but to the administration.
Personnel officers are assigned to employees
without their advice or consent; if an emp-
loyee does not work well with the officer
he/she is assigned, it is both difficult and
awkward to change officers. Furthermore,
it is the responsibility of the Personnel
Officer to represent and protect the interest
of the employer and the Personnel Department
as well as the employee. The salaries of Per-
sonnel Officers are paid by the MIT ddminis-
cration, who judges their performance. The
&gt;ower of the Personnel officer is itself
severely limited by policies of the Personnel
department. Thus the power of the Personnel
Officer to act on behalf of employees is
~riticallv hampered bv these constraints.

Wages of workers not represented by unions
are expected to slip back in 1975 relative
to those of unionized workers, according
to Professor Albert Rees of Princeton,
head of the Council on Wage and Price
Stability. Before the recession and in-
srease in unemployment rolls, levels of
wage increases for union and nonunion
workers were roughly comparable; but in
light of the current economic conditions,
a rapid divergence is anticipated with
the nonunion worker on the short end.

(From the NY Times, Sunday, Jan. 5,1975.)

AWARE announces that Kathy Kautzer, of
our group, has been hired by District 65
as a full-time organizer for MIT effective
January 27. 1975.

NHAT BUGS YOU?
A union could provide employees with an

effective and powerful form of representation
tor it would be elected, financed, and con-
rolled through dues by bi-weekly and exempt
employees themselves. The MIT administra-
zion would be obliged to "bargain in good
faith" with these democratically elected
representatives of the union regarding con-
ditions of employment for bi-weekly and
exempt employees. Were we to find the union
Janresponsive to our needs, we could elect
new officers, change the affiliationofthe
union or dissolve it altogether by vote.

[his newsletter has been prepared by
Reed Gustow, Kathy Kautzer, Kate Cullinan,
3etsy Lovell, Jean Mooney, Camille Motta,
Alice Paley, Maggi Popkin, Marya Ritchie,
Judy Kass. and Suzanne Fairclough

de are trying to compile a list of job-related
grievances. Please let us know what's bugging
you. Send comments to Jean Mooney, Room 4-405

Je're still working on our mailing list and
trying to keep it up to date. Please send
us names, especially of new employees in your
area! Send to Jean Mooney, Room 4-405.

Weekly Meetings
of the AWARE Steering Committee
are 'held every Tuesday from noon to 1:00
in the Blue Room on the second floor of

Pritchett (next to Walker). Everyone is
invited to attend.
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poem

Have you ever considered how very necessary
Are the skills of one who is "just a secretary"?
We type and we file

Answering phones all the while
And generally serve as a plenipotentiary.
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Clairvoyants are we when reading rough drafts.
Research can also be one of our crafts,

As are diplomacy and forgery,
Accountancy and memory,
But waitressing no more as we did in the past!

Often you'll find us playing detective
When the appointment book turns out defective.
Je're butlers and mail clerks
And smoothers of travel quirks.
But so far we haven't been bargainers collective.

74

Inflation, recession and staying alive
Are serious issues in 1975.
On my own I won't get

Support, power and respect
As I could, joined with others, in District 65.

Hopefully my little poem's amused you.
Unless aesthetically it has abused you.
If to mock, one is prone,
This is entirely my own,

Of its authorship mav no one accuse vou!
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Inconsistencies at MIT4

In general, the personnel office claims to
insure a certain consistency and equality
of treatment among MIT employees. Talking
to fellow employees in different depart-
ments we have nevertheless discovered an

incredible range of policies. Salaries
turn out to depend as much on the wealth

of the department one works in (or the
particular supervisor) as on the job
requirements. Likewise, job classifica-
tions are often done as a matter of conve-

nience. For the most part, the arbi-
trariness of these designations helps
MIT hold its costs down: if you can find
someone willing to do the same work for
$20 a week less (at a lower grade level)
why not take advantage of it? It seems
that we are paid and graded as much on

the basis of whom we work for as on

the basis of what we do.

Aside from the convenience of knowing
that one can have a little flexibility
it's also a matter of being shown some
trust and respect.

The holiday season has a way of pointing out
some of the inconsistencies that abound in

MIT personnel policy. Talking to people
around the Institute in recent weeks one

discovered that some people were granted
Christmas shopping days; others were not.
Some were told they needn't come in or
stay around if there was no work to be done:

others were expected to be here regardless.
Some were given extra days off; others were
1ere working away all the time. Clearly
different departments have different needs,
but these inconsistencies are glaring and
upsetting -- especially to those on the

short end. In effect, employees had no
real say in what their treatment would be.

In addition to such basics as salaries

and job classifications, other conditions
of employment vary widely throughout the
Institute. For instance, some departments
require that all biweekly employees fill
out time cards each pay period, while
biweekly employees in other departments
are unaware of the existenceoftimecards
Flexibility of working hours also varies
extremely. Some people never feel free
to alter their schedule while others know
that they will be able to take time off
occasionally for special needs -- time
which can be made up later. Obviously,
some jobs require more rigid schedules

than others, but no job should be so rigid
that it precludes occasional flexibility.

Some people are under the impression that
unionization would imply more rigid restric-
tions and a decrease in flexibility for
those who already enjoy it. In fact, it is
possible to write a clause into a contract

guaranteeing a certain degree of flexibility
and in no way implying any limitation (as in
the Barnard contract).

Flexibility and not using time cards are
really matters of respect. As with holiday
benefits, relying on the good will of
supervisors and departments won't guarantee
us anything -- a strong bargaining position

is our only guarantee of winning respect
and equal treatment.

N nth J ERMeASC A
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&gt; Women Ar M.).T:
From the News Office
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Telephone: (617) 253-2701

January 28, 1975

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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Recent data collected by graduate student SandraG——Yalke oF the Depart-
ment of Earth and Planetary Sciences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

show that M.I.T.'s intensive 1973 mailing effort to increase the number of women

undergraduates was a significant determinant in applicants' decisions to come to

M.I.T.

Ms. Yulke, in a paper she will deliver January 29 to the 1975 joint meeting

of the American Physical Society and the American Association of Physics in Anaheim,

Calif., reports that the recruiting effort--spearheaded by the booklet M.I.T.: A

Place for Women--resulted in a 64 percent increase in the number of women enrolled

at M.I.T. between 1973 and 1974.

The paper, "How Women and M.I.T. Are Finding Each Other," is one of 150 to

be delivered at the four-day meeting, Jan. 29-Feb.l. M.I.T. Physics Professor Vera S.

Kistiakowsky, founder and chairperson of the American Physical Society's subcommittee

on women in physics, will preside at several symposia throughout the conference.

The number of women seeking to apply to M.I.T., according to Ms. Yulke's

research, rose from 871 in 1973 to 1,935 one year later. The eventual enrollment of

211 first-year women students last fall--compared with only 123 in 1973--is directly

attributable, she says, to the distribution of 10,500 admissions booklets and inten-

sive telephone and personal letter-writing campaigns.

The booklet, initiated by the Association for Women Students and mailed

to women high school seniors on the basis of their PSAT scores, attracted national

attention with coverage in such magazines as Ms. and Parade.

"It is not surprising,’ Ms. Yulke said, ''that the booklet's reduced dis-

tribution this year--to 6,000 fewer women--has resulted in almost 200 fewer appli-

cations than M.I.T. had last year at this time."

Ms. Yulke also studied the pre-admission counselling programs of other

universities competitive with M.I.T. and found that many of them "discriminated in

favor of women."

"Women have never been offered any more than men to attend M.I.T., but the

increase in their numbers--from 22 in 1956 to 211 in 1974--indicates that the situa-

tion has indeed changed, and alerting the public to the fact that M.I.T. is a place

for women is part of that change."
-—END--



From the News Office
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Telephone: (617) 253-2701

AJeran at H./ Tr.
January 27, 1975

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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A film encouraging young women to consider careers in business and manage-

ment is being produced by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under a grant

of $25,000 from Aetna Life &amp; Casualty.

The project was announced jointly by Gloria J. Gery, manager of Equal

Opportunity Program Development at Aetna, and by John T. Fitch of the Center for

Advanced Engineering Study at M.I.T.

M.I.T.'s Sloan School of Management has provided $5,000 for the project.

The 30-minute documentary, Women's Work: Management, is scheduled for

completion early this year, and will be distributed without charge to high school

guidance counselors, college placement officers, and to groups interested in the

advancement of women.

The film relies on cinema verité technique to bring the viewer into the

world of the principal characters as they go about their daily lives. The film

explores the field of management and shows women as they contribute to the success

of their organizations, and as they relate effectively to the people around them.

The film also discusses the feasibility of having both career and family,

examines myths, stereotypes and women's self-image, and illustrates the exciting

and challenging opportunities that await women in management.

The original proposal for Women's Work: Management was based on the

research of Ms. Leslie Clift Hruby, director of placement and assistant to Dean

William F. Pounds of the Sloan School.

Filmmakers for the production are Christine Dall and Niti Salloway of the

M.I.T. Center for Advanced Engineering Studies.

The film is the second in a series of motivational guidance films developed

for women by M.I.T. The first film, now near completion, is entitled Women's Work:

Engineering.
The management film will be distributed as a public service by both Aetna

and M.I.T. Aetna, which makes dozens of public service films a year available to

schools and interested parties, will use its established network. M.I.T.'s dis-

tribution will be channeled through its Educational Council.

-—END—--





QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT CARD-SIGNING

What does it mean to sign a District 65 union membership card?

By signing a District65unionmembership card, you are indicating that you would like
to be represented by a union and that the union you have chosen as your bargaining agent
[s District 65 of the Distributive Workers of America. Before District 65 can act as
a bargaining agent, it must be recognized as such by the MIT administration. When over
50% of the bi-weekly and exempt employees have signed cards, MIT could simply recognize
District 65 as the bargaining agent for its bi-weekly and exempt employees. More than
likely, however, a National Labor Relations Board election will be required, in which
the eligible employees will vote on whether or not they wish to be represented by
District 65. If a majority of the eligible employees vote for 65, MIT will then be
required to recognize District 65 as their bargaining agent.

Who is eligible to sign a District 65 union membership card?

Any bi-weekly or exempt employee (full or part time) as well as many hourly employees
may sign District 65 cards. There are some bi-weekly and exempt employees who function
a8 supervisors and therefore would be ineligible for union membership. (A supervisor
is generally defined to be someone who has the power to hire or fire another employee.)
here are many questionable cases, however, where an employee performs some supervisory
functions but their authority is only delegated and is subject to intervening chains
&gt;f command. Ultimately the National Labor Relations Board will have to make individual
rulings in these cases. In the mean time, we are accepting membership cards from all
bi-weekly and exempt employees. Those persons who feel that they might be classified as
supervisors should indicate this to the person to whom they hand in their card.

Hourly employees (excluding MIT students on work-study programs) who perform the
same tasks as bi-weekly and exempt (primarily clerical) are eligible to join the union.

Nhat are the benefitsofunionmembership?

When you join a union, you are able to bargain for substantially improved salaries
benefits and working conditions since administrators must recognize the collective
strength of a union. A union also gives you a chance to have a voice in determinig
your working conditions and terms of employment rather than being forced to accept
whatever the administration offers you. The following quote expressed the the need

‘or unions quite well: Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes of the Supreme Court of
the U.S. said in N.L.R.B. V. Jones &amp; Laughlin Steel Corp.. 301 U.S. 1 at 33:

"Long ago we stated the reason for labor organizations. We said that they were
organized out of the necessities of the situations; that a single employee was
helpless in dealing with an employer; that he was dependent ordinarily on his
daily wage for the maintenance of himself and family; that if the employer refused
to pay him the wages that he thought fair, he was nevertheless unable to leave
the employer and resist arbitrary and unfair treatment; that union was essential
to give laborers opportunity to deal on equality with their employers."

In addition to the traditional services of a union such as bargaining for a contract
and providing a grievance procedure, District 65 unions provide their members with
additional benefits such as social activities, job-training programs, retirement
programs, legal aid and psychological counseling. When we form a union at MIT,
our members can decide what auxiliary services, if any, they want the union to
provide.



Ahat are my obligations if I sign a District 65 union membership card?

When you sign a 65 card you are indicating that you would vote for District 65
when an National Labor Relations Board election is held. Obviously you are
not obligated to vote for District 65 in this election since the election will
be conducted by secret ballot. However, it 1s meaningless to sign a District 65
card if you don't intend to vote for District 65 in the NLRB election.

[mmediately afteracontract has been signed, union members are charged an iniation
fee of $5.00. After this time, new members coming into the union are charged a
320.00 iniation fee, You do not have to pay an iniation fee when you sign a card.

Once a contract has been signed, members are required to pay dues to support the
mion services. Members of the union will democratically decide what they want
their dues structure to be and what type of services they would like the union
to provide. District 65 members in New York pay dues consisting of 1.57% of their
nonthly salary, not to exceed $10.00 per month.

what about strikes?

In considering strikes, it is important to remember that 98% of all union negotia~
tions do not end in strikes. Many people are under the mistaken impression that
labor unions cause frequent strikes because the American press gives a lot of
coverage to sensational news such as strikes and ignores the overwhelming majority
of negotiations which end without strikes. Furthermore, the decision to strike
is made democratically;unionmembersareaskedtogo on strike only if the majority
of members vote to do so. District 65 tries to negotiate for union membership meetings
during working hours to ensure good participation and democratic decision-making.

that if I change my mind and want my card back?

At any time during the organizing drive, if an employee changes his or her mind
regarding union membership, their union card will be returned to them upon request.

What will be my relationship to my boss and the MIT administration is I sign a card?

When you sign a 65 card, you do not declare either yourboss or MIT as your "enemy."
AWARE has no desire to harm MIT; indeed we are dependent on MIT for our livelihood

and we have every reason to want it to prosper. AWARE believes that MIT's present
personnel policies are inefficient: employee morale is low and the turnover rate
Is high. We believe MIT will run more efficiently and therefore benefit if our
union drive is successful, since employees will have more positive attitudes and
commitments to their work.

As for our bosses, a union will give you protection against bosses who do not
have your best interests at heart. If you have a good relationship with your boss,
the union will in no way interfere with this. Many bosses desire to see the union

established since theydislike the present policies of the Personnel Department
which make it so difficult to obtain a raise or promotion for bi-weekly and exempt
employees.



WHY SHOULD WE UNIONIZE?

AWARE 1s composed of bi-weekly and exempt employees who have been meet ing
for over a year to discuss employee conditions. The steering committee of
AWARE recently approved adopting unionization as its format by a vote of 34-0.
After lengthy research and discussion, we have concluded that a union could
most effectively represent and promote employee interests; furthermore we are
convinced that it is both possible and desirable to organize bi-weekly and
exempt employees at MIT into a strong, cohesive union.

We recognize the seriousness of what we are proposing and acknowledge that
the matter requires considerable attention and discussion. Hence we have
prepared this handout in order to share with you same basic facts about unions
and present you with our reasons for deciding upon unionization. We ask that
you give this matter vour most careful and thoughtful consideration.

What's involved in unionization?

The basic tenet of unionization is collective bargaining, which is defined
by law as "the performance of the mutual obligation of the employer and the
representative of the employees to meet at a reasonable time and confer in
good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of

employment." Collective bargainingistherecognitionofemployeesrightto
negotiate the terms of employment with their employer.

Unions can take whatever form employees decide upon, independentoraffiliated,
hierarchical and rigid or highly democratic. While some unions have become
corrupt and inefficient, others have and continue to promote the rights and
dignity of their members. Like any other organization, a union will be what
the members make of it. Hence it is most important for you to participate
In building and structuring the union, so that the union truly represents you.

How does a union become organized?

In order to get recognition, the first step is for the union organizers
to get employees to sign up. With 50% signed up, the administration can
recognize the union. However, usually it takes a National Labor Relations
Board sponsored election in which 50% of the eligible employees vote for
a2 union. A union can petition for an election with a 30% sign up, but
experience has shown that around 60% is usually necessary to be sure of
vinning the election.

Why did AWARE decide to become a union rather than an association?

First and foremost,anassociationhas only as much power as an administra-
tion is willing to grant it. As an association, we are totally dependent
on the good will of the administrationtoeitheraccept our recommendations
Or grant us a role in decision-making. Any power or benefit granted us by
the administration could be withdrawn at any time with no need for explana-
tion or apology.

If we form a union, the administration is legally required to "bargain in
pood faith" with our democratically elected representatives. Once an agree-
ment has been reached between our representatives and the administration,
we can vote whether or not to accept this agreement.



Our experience at MIT to date gives us little cause to feel confident that
significant gains can be obtained simply by courteously requesting them.
AWARE was not given a mailing list of bi-weekly and exempt employees although
these lists were given to other groups for example a commercial travel club.
31-weekly and exempt employees have no representation on decision-making bodies
nor do we know of any pending proposals to grant them any. Finally, AWARE has
learned that MIT is a member of the Boston Survey Group which consists of 40
companies which meet quarterly to exchange information about wages, salaries
and benefits offered to office workers. As employees at MIT we are advised

to keep our salaries confidential from co-workers and to seek improvements
and advancement on an individual basis while MIT joins with other Boston
businesses to compare and discuss our wages and benefits. It is probably
through the efforts of the Boston Survey Group that our wages are kept as
low as they are, for Boston's clerical workers make some of the lowest wages
In the country. "Of the 15 cities comparable in size to Boston, the Hub ranks
13th in pay to clerical workers. Only Memphis and Birmingham are lower. And
Boston has the highest cost of living in the country."

As we are all aware, an administration of any large university like MIT is
under constant pressure from many competing interest groups for recognition
and financial support. It seems rather naive to believe that MIT will grant
us significant decision-making power and increased benefits unless it is given
a concrete reason for doing so. An association with no power to demand recog-
nition would probably be granted token representation at best and suffer from
benign neglect. In comparison, a union will present MIT with a specific group
of individuals with whom it is legally bound to negotiate.

The experience of groups similar to our own has been that unionization was
necessary. For example, Harvard Medical School and Rockefeller Library at
Brown University both had loosely-defined employee organizations similar to
AWARE before they decided to unionize. These groups suffered from lack of
decisiveness and power to initiate change. Only by unionizing did they
create powerful effective organizations and win significant improvements.
On the following page of this handout is a comparison of employee conditions
for library workers before and after unionization at Brown. The improvements
won by unionization are certainly impressive! At Harvard, where the Medical
School is already in the card-signing stage and the Cambridge-side starting
to follow, all employees have been granted a sudden $300 across the board
"cost of living increase."

A second advantageofunionizationis that it ensures continuity to an
employee organization. When AWARE was first formed, we learned that
there had been former attempts to form employee organizations among clerical
workers at MIT. These organizations quickly dissolved due to employer pres-
sure, personnel turnover, or other reasons. As we have learned through our
experience with AWARE, it is a very time-consuming and exhausting effort to
puild an employee organization. There is always the danger that if some of
our most active members left MIT, the organization would fall apart.

An association, even if it became a strong effective organization, would
have no guarantee of its future stability. For example, an association
could win an across-the-board cost of living increase for one specific
year. Once this victory was won, members might become content and lose
interest in participating. Hence the association would dissolve. The
following year when inflation was equal. or worse than the preceding year
the administration could decide to grant no cost of living increase and
the employees would have to start organizing all over again. |



Once a union has been formed, the law guarantees that the union continues
to represent employees as long as employees choose to have the union repre-
sent them. Unions allow for changing conditions such as cost of living
Increases in the contract they negotiate with the administration. Unions
provideacontinual safeguard for employee interests and remain vigilant of
changing conditions and how they affect employees.

If we choose to affiliate with an established union, we could gain the
benefits granted to members of this body. Established unions would give
us professional advice on organizing, legal expertise, financial support
and increased strength in bargaining. AWARE has not as yet decided what
union to affiliate with. We have been meeting with representatives from
various unions and studying their structures and by-laws. A separate hand-
out has been prepared outlining what we have learned about the various unions
with whom we could affiliate. A vote on affiliation will take place in the
next several weeks; to participate in this vote one only need to attend
2 previous organizing committee meetings.

Is it possible to form a union of bi-weekly and exempt employees at MIT?

AWARE, while recognizing the hardships involved, is convinced that we can
successfully unionize bi-weekly and exempt employees at MIT.

First of all, the trend toward unionization of clerical workers, particularly
at universities, is increasing by leaps and bounds. Successful unions have
been formed at Barnard, Hampton, Fisk and part of Stoney Brook. Unions are
In the process of being organized at Chicago, Columbia, Hampshire, Princeton,
Brown, Amherst, Smith, Syracuse, Harvard Medical School and Harvard (Cambridge
zampus). :

Secondly, there is a significant level of discontent among.employees at
MIT,. as our own questionnaire indicates. Furthermore, enthusiasm over the
prospect of unionizing at MIT is very great among our own members and other
people we have spoken to around the Institute. Admittedly many people will
reed convincing but this has been true of all unionizing movements. It has
been done against much greater odds than those we face here at MIT. Witness
the example of Cesar Chavez and the United Fram Workers in California. Chavez
was told repeatedly that farm workers could never be unionized. Attempts had
been made and failed. The workers who he organized had large families and
made starvation wages. They had little education and spoke different languages.
Chavez had no legal or financial backing when he began. We all know that
despite these odds, Chavez builtastrong union that recently survived an
attempt at union-busting by the Teamsters.

Thirdly, we have been told by people who have successfully organized unions
that what's needed is a strong core of people actively committed to unioniza-
tion and willing to do the work necessary to build one. AWARE has formed
a wide-based organizing committee of individuals actively committee to
unionization; we are confident this committee will continue to grow.as we
expand our activities and avenues of communication.



AWARE recognizes that many employees here share certain doubts and fears
about unionization. We respect these opinions; when we first approached
the subject of unionization many of us had similar feeling. However
1f ter carefully studying unionization, all the members of our committee
became convinced that unionization is both acceptable and desirable.
Below are listed some of the most common objections to unions and our

reply to. these objections.

'I have a nice boss. Wouldn't I antagonize him/her by joining a union?"

Simply because you join a union does not mean you declare either your boss
or the administration of MIT as your "enemy". By joining a union, you simply
acknowledge that your best interests are promoted by bargaining collectively
with other employees. If you have a nice boss, you may in fact be doing him
or her a favor by joining a union. As things now stand, your boss has to face
a tremendous amount of red tape and bureaucratic jumbling in order to obtain
a promotion or a raise for you. A union would insist on more just salary
ranges and job classificationsandhencesaveall our bosses a lot of trouble.
Furthermore, there is always the possibility that at some time in the future
you will change bosses. A union would give you much better protection should
you ever have a boss who doesn't look out for your interests.

"Can MIT afford the increased benefits a union would demand?"

We have come across evidence that contradicts claims that MIT is on the

verge of bankruptcy. An article in The Boston Sunday Globe of Aug. 11
stated that MIT received $125 million of the $3.82 billion given to higher
education in'1972-3 from Federal sources, more than any other single college
or university. An article in the May 7, 1973 edition of Newsweek states
that universities sometimes employ a complicated bookkeeping technique so
that they can report a deficit when they are actually operating at a profit.
The chart below is taken from this Newsweek article.
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RPROFT OR Lass?
Here is how two Cornell professors com-
sare the annual operating deficits of ten
solleges with their actual “increase in
eal wealth:

1970-71 1970-71
All Figures In Reported Increased
Viltlions of Dollars peficit Wealth

YO, gon] ~$ 4.1 +§ 227Solumbia* t~138F+9.8
cornell ~~ 1.2 §+ 064.8
dartmouth ~~,—1.7i+41.1
tavard0—1.4}+3742“T= a9f+1004
JPan) - 3.9 3 + 41.6
rinceton P= 151+ 151.3

Rochester . 0.6 | + 117.7
Yale a 26 p+ 125.9
£71969-70
Source: ‘University Accounting: Alternative
Measures of lvy League Doficits,” by Harc!d
gdierman Jr. ond Thomas R, Holstedt

—
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Furthermore we believe that regardless of how
much money MIT has, we deserve a larger share
of the money it does have than we have have
previously been granted. All of us have seen
numerous examples where large sums of money
were spent wastefullyorextravagently--there
is no need to belabor this point. Further
many of us have typed research grants where
the money allocated for clerical help was
several times the salaries of all the clerical
employees involved in working on the project.
[t is apparent to us that MIT can and should

give us an adequate wage that truly reflects
the high cost of living in Boston and the high
rate of inflation. Unionization would involve
increased costs for MIT but bi-weekly and exempt
employees merit this increase.

Llobert Ritter

Newsweele, May 7, 1973



However some of us are working on research programs that are truthfully
extremely short of funds and threatened with extinction due to lack of
funds. We have learned that most granting agencies will grant supplements
if the amount of salary money allocated cannot cover raises. In addition,
if MIT agrees to wage increases, they must make sure the money is available.

"Won't unionization mean high dues?"

No union will require dues until we have a signed contract. We have talked
to several unions and the highest amount of dues we have seen is $6.00 a month.
One union asks for 1 and 1/2% of monthly income, not to exceed $10.00. In
all cases, the increased benefits and salaries won by the union greatly exceeded
the amount of dues the union required.

"Will I be forced to join the union?"

The union membership decides whether it wants to negotiate for a "union
shop" or to have an "open shop". Everyone has to join the union after
a one to three month period only if we bargain for a union shop.

"Won't unions force us to accept a lot of rigid rules?"

Unions are designed to meet the needs of employees. Rules are instituted
only because the employees themselves feel they are necessary. All the
clerical workers unions we have investigated do not have time clocks or
rigid job classifications. The job classifications that do exist do not
prohibit an employee from performing certain tasks; they only establish
the employee's right to refuse to perform tasks they do not feel they should
be required to perform. For example, in the Barnard contract there is a
clause which prevents a supervisor from requiring an employee to do personal
tasks such as getting coffee. This does not mean that if an employee wants
to get his or her boss coffee he or she cannot do so, only that he or she
cannot be required to do so. It thus becomes a matter of choice.

"Aren't unions only for non-professional blue collar workers?"

There are unions for almost every type of professional and non-professional
employee~-teachers, nurses, government workers, football players, to name
a few. Even faculties at universities form unions and there is some talk
of a faculty union at MIT. As stated above, clerical workers unions exist
and their number is increasing rapidly.

Indeed clerical workers have not received the salary levels and respect
their skills and talents command becuase they have failed to unionize.
Clerical workers often function in a professional capacity but their |
accomplishments are not acknowledgedorgivensufficient credit. Unions
would demand adequate compensation for each skill level and accurate
acknowledgement and compensation for each worker's performance.



'Don't unions contribute to inflation by making unreasonable demands?"

I'he National Labor Relations Act states that failure of employees to unionize
can cause depressions by hampering the purchasing power of employees.

"The inequality of bargaining power between employees who do
not possess full freedom of association or actual liberty of
contract, and employers who are organized in the corporate
or other forms of ownership association substantially burdens
and affects the flow of commerce, and tends to aggravate recurrent
business depressions, by depressing wage rates and the purchasing
power of wage earners in industry and by preventing the stabili-
zation of competitive wage rates and working conditions within
and between countries."

lhe Act further states that it is the policy of the United States to
encourage labor unions since they are beneficial to the economy.

"It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to
eliminate the causes of certain substantial obstructions to the

free flow of commerce and to mitigate and eliminate these obstruc-
tions when they have occurred by encouraging the practice and
procedure of collective bargaining and by protecting the exercise
by workers of full freedom of association, self-organization, and
designation of representatives of their own choosing, for the pur-
pose of negotiating the terms and conditions of their employment
or other mutual aid or protection."

[he economic question is, of course, a very complex one and we are doing
research on this matter at the present time.

We formed AWARE because we had experienced difficulties and frustrations
in our individual attempts to improve employee conditions and because we
hoped we could more effectively promote our mutual concerns by working
together. Unions are formed for these very same purposes. Chief Justice
Charles Evens Hughes of the Supreme Court of the U.S. said in N.L.R.B. v.
Jones &amp; Laughlin Steel Corp.. 301 U.S. 1 at 33:

"Long ago we stated the reason for labor organizations. We
said that they were organized out of the necessities of the
situations; that a single employee was helpless in dealing
with an employer; that he was dependent ordinarily on his
laily wage for the maintenance of himself and family; that
if the employer refused to pay him the wages that he thought
fair, he was nevertheless unable to leave the employer and
resist arbitrary and unfair treatment; that union was essen-
cial to give laborers opportunity to deal on equality with
their emplovers.:

Truly, the conditions described above are identical to those we face at MIT.
Never has the need for unionization been more apparent. Now is the time to
begin building our union. We ask you to join in our struggle to win dignity
ind justice for clerical workers!



WHICH UNION WILL WE JOIN?

Since the Organizing Committce decided to unionize, we have come to some conclusions
ibout what we do and don't want our union to be, The consensus was that we do want to

affiliate with a larger union, but we definitely want an arrangement in which the
nembership of the MIT bargaining unit will have control over its own affairs. Uhile
this is nominally true in any union, we have been questioning representatives and rank-
anf-file members of various unions to get an idea of how affiliation would work out
in practice.

Some of the questions we have asked are: Would we be able to put out our organizing
material, statements, etc. without prior approval of the union officials? Will the
union hire one or more organizers from our ranks? Will the union back us financially
in the union drive and give strike support funds if needed? Would the current union
leadership respect our judgement of the special needs of a largely female bargaining
unit? Would they respect our own leadership if it were mainly women? Will we really
be able to write and negotiate our own contract? Does the union take the idea of
affirmative action for women and minorities seriously? Does the union ‘have a policy
and history of backing all grievances brought up by the members? Would we be able
to take our own political stands--perhaps in opposition to those of the national or
local leadership? Are the constitution and practice of the union sufficiently demo-
cratic to insure our voices being heard in proportion to our numbers?

The following is a brief discussion of the pros and cons of the three unions we
are most seriously considering.

DISTRICT 65 = DISTRIBUTIVE WORKERS OF AMERICA

This is the union which is organizing at Harvard Medical, Harvard University,
and Wheelock College. They are a national union not affiliated with the AFL-CIC.
They do not currently have any bargaining units in the Boston area, although at
least one organizer is moving here from New York to concentrate on the universities.
They have already hired one organizer form Harvard Medical and would hire one from
MIT. If we were to affiliate, we, along with the members at Harvard and Wheelock,
would be setting up our own Boston local. .

District 65 ‘has a reputation for being a liberal union both politically and
in its internal affairs, Any bargaining unit if it wishes may negotiate contracts,
pursue grievances and make political endorscments without interference from local or
national leadership. Their dues are somewhat high--1-1/4% of monthly salary, not to
exceed $11,.60~-but these help pay for a wide variety of union administered social
services including very comprehensive medical, dental, pension, legal assistance,
and educational plans. These plans are mainly supported by . employer con. tributfon.

~The current members of the national are mostly workers in wholesale, retail,
offices, and processing. They have a contract at Barnard College, have filed for
an election at Columbia, and are involved in organizing drives at about 10 other
universities among workers comparable to MIT biweekly and exempt employees.

SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION=-~AFL=CIO
Local 254 of the SEIU (approximately 7000 members) has the contract for the maintenar

workers at MIT and several other Boston area campuses. There are two other Boston
locals of this union-~Local 830 of hospital workers, and a local of welfare workers,
Nationally this union represents hundreds of thousands of people working in various
parts of the service industrye-cducation, medicine, and covernment.



If we were to affiliate with the SEIU , we would most likely be part of Local 254.

Being a part of a bargaining unit representing over half of the MIT work force vould
have obvious advantage--our combined cconomic power (ability to effect MIT) would be
tremendous, However, we have also scen some disadvantages in Local 254, There is a
well-entrenched, white, male-dominated leadership which is not responsive to the needs
of 1500 women, nor sympathetic to the idea of affirfiative action for women or minoritic
While the business agents for SEIU-254 have considerable knowledge about and experience
with bargaining at MIT, they have very little expertise in contracts for people in
our categories,

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL EMPIOYEE's UNION
The RDTEU is an independent union which exists only at MIT and Draper Labs, They

have only about 1300 members so they would probably prefer that we "join" them by
forming our own independent union but bargaining together. While thelr expericuce
at MIT has not been with workers in our categories, their membership has a wide
variety of skills and probably a comparable skill level to ours.

An independent union has the disadvantage of being much poorer than a national unio
money: for paying union personal and for strike support is virtually non-existent with
dues of only $1 per weck, On the other hand, this means that all union officials are
also employees of MIT which is a more democratic situation--no one has a lot in-
vested in her "job" with the union, so the turnover in leadership is greater. The
RDTEU does not seem to have been significantly held back in grievance work due to
Lack of mency, although we have heard some complaints of a grievance not going to
arbitration when the complaintant thought it should.

While RDTEU cannot give us any financial assistance for organizing, their
organizers have volunteered time and they have offered the help of their lawyers
and help in getting out literature, ¢

The Organizing Committee would like to choose our affiliation as soon as possible
50 we can get started with the union drive, We would appreciate hearing from anyone
sith an opinion on this question so the best possible choice can be made.

The Organizing Committee is open to anyone who wants to join and build a union at

MIT, give us a call:

Charna (ext.) 1627 (home) 1-599-6864
Nancy =~ " 661-0869

Reed "4888 492-3757
Beth » 492-3527
Susan nS 625-2786
kathy "1550 323-6539
Jean =" 4629. " 224-7124
Rochelle '' 6051 " 528-1177
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MIT Reacts to
Union Drive

MIT's personnel department has gone into
"high gear" in response to AWARE's unionizing
activities, acknowledging that we represent
a significant segment of the MIT community.
After years of being neglected and ignored,
the opinions and concerns of bi-weekly and
exempt employees are now being solicited and
discussed. All over the Institute, depart-
mental meetings are being called to discuss
policies affecting bi-weekly and exempt
emplovees.

IAP COURSE

AWARE is sponsoring an IAP course on women

and minority issues during the week of January
13-17. Workshops will be held every day from
12-1. The format will include discussion and
guest speakers. We urge all bi-weekly and
exempt employees to attend. For further in-
formation, contact Alice Paley , 4-209, x1351,
2r Rochelle Weisbard. 10-400. x 7691

We also urge all bi-weekly and exempt
employees to attend the Women's Forum IAP
course on unionization. These meetings will
be held the week of January 6-10 from 12-1
every dav except Wednesdav.

 Ap
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AWARE needs your help! We need to know the

names of all bi-weekly and exempt employees at
MIT, whether they are interested in a union
or not. Please send your name and room number,

as well as the names of any other bi-weekly and
exempt employees you know, to Jean Mooney in
room 4-405. Thanks!

Hundreds Attend
Nov. Meeting

AWARE's union drive got off to a resound-
ing start at the last general meeting. Our
decision to affiliate with District 65 was

announced to a standing room only crowd in
the Bush Room. Members of the AWARE Steer-
ing Committee spoke about various issues in-
volved in the drive and the audience raised
many important questions (some of which are
dealt with in this newsletter). We are
building on this initial momentum, and plan
to see even more people at the next general

meeting, Wednesday, December 11, 12-2, in
Room 10-250.



2 ~ Our Union Will Be What We Make It
Questions &amp; Answers

SOME DEFINITIONS:

"Closed shop" means that before you even
get a job at a place of employment, you
must be a member of the union. This is

illegal. In a "union shop," all employees
after a period of time (usually 30 days),
must join the union as a condition of em-
ployment.

WOULD I HAVE TO JOIN THE UNION?

That depends. A union-shop clause is an
item that may or may not be included in a
contract. Like every other item, whether to
ask for its inclusion will be decided by a
majority of the union members.

Why ask for a union-shop clause? Because
a union, once it has been voted in, is re-
quired by law to represent and bargain for
all the employees in the bargaining unit.
This means that any improvements, such as
higher pay or a better grievance procedure,
are received by everyone whether or not they
join the union. Some people feel that since
everyone is going to benefit, everyone
should have to contribute.

MIT's high annual turnover rate among
bi-weeklies of around 307 (typical of the
Boston area) is another reason to consider
asking for a union-shop clause. Since 307%
of the bi-weeklies each year are new, if
they were not required to join the union,
the union would soon become quite weak, and
MIT could go back to the low pay and mediocre
working conditions that caused everyone to
want a union in the first place.

The decision on a union-shop clause
affects everyone, which is why participation
is so important.

ISN'T A UNION SOMETHING THAT COMES IN FROM
OUTSIDE AND IMPOSES A RIGID STRUCTURE ON
ITS MEMBERS?

Some unions do behave this way; however,
we chose to affiliate with District 65 pre-
cisely because it is such a democratic
union. Our union will be what we decide
it should be and will come into existence
only through our own efforts; nobody is
going to come in from outside and force us
to unionize. (It was AWARE that sought out
District 65 and not vice versa.) Our effort

to unionize will only succeed when a major-
ity of the biweekly and exempt employees
at MIT have determined that Unionization
will best serve their interests.

WHAT WILL A UNION DO TO SUPERVISOR-
EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPS?

Supervisor-employee relationships, whe-
ther currently good or not so good, should
be improved by a union. In general, there
are several ways in which unionization

could improve working relationships by
reducing the tensions of an inherently
unequal relationship. Many supervisors
would probably be relieved not to have to
handle grievances or decide how to allo-
cate limited funds for raises on an indi-

vidual basis, and employees would feel
less dependentonthegood will (or whim)
of their supervisors.

WON'T A UNION DICTATE WORKING CONDITIONS
AND ENFORCE A RIGID HIERARCHY (WITH STRICT
PROMOTIONAL, SENIORITY, BUMPING, AND OTHER
NORK RULES)?

The union won't dictate anything.
Norking together and discussing among our-
selves we will have to determine what
working conditions would best serve the
interests of biweekly and exempt employees
at MIT. At the moment, MIT decides these
things without any input from us--we would
simply alter the situation so that employees
through their bargaining agent, would have
a voice in these matters. It would be

premature to predict what working condi-
tions we will eventually (when we are at
the point of contract negotiations) decide
on. The important thing is that these
issues will be decided by us, the member-
ship of the union.

Since our union will be what we make it,
it is crucial that everybody concerned par-
ticipate in this process. The way to make
the union represent your views is to become
involved and make your opinions known--so,
some to the next general meeting, contact
your local organizer, or start coming to
steering committee meetings.



3 What about dues?
At present, members of District 65 pay

dues consisting of 1.5% of their regular
monthly earnings, not to exceed $10.00 per
month. As in all unions, District 65 dues
finance its administrative costs and staff

salaries. In addition, District 65 dues
are used to provide unique social services
for its members: psychological counseling,
social activities, job-training programs,
retirement programs, free legal advice and
other programs. The fiscal policy of Dis-
trict 65 is flexible and subject to demo-
cratic control by the members of the union.
Thus when District 65 unions are established

in Boston, members may decide to forfeit the
extra services of the union in favor of
lower dues or the members may choose diffe-
rent types of auxiliary services more suited
to their own needs and interests.

In comparison with other unions, District
65 has a very low initiation fee. During an
organizing drive, the initiation fee for new
members is $5.00. After the contract has
been negotiated, members who then join the
union will be charged an initiation fee of
520.00 ($12.00 for part-time employees),
which is not renewable annually. Active
union members pay a union fee only once in
their lifetime.

When considering dues, one must take into
account the increased financial benefits

derived from union membership. Through the
power of collective bargaining, unions are
able to improve substantially the economic
condition of their members. To begin with,
unionization frequently means substantial
across-the-board raises. (After unioniza-
tion at Barnard, salaries increased 22.5%
during a 17 month contract.) Unions can
also protect their members from inflation
by providing for cost-of-living clauses in
contracts they negotiate. Furthermore,
unions can negotiate for better fringe bene-
fits such as more paid holidays and vaca-

tions, increased pensions, inexpensive and
reliable child care, etc. District 65
usually negotiates for an employer-paid
totally comprehensive medical and dental
plan for employees and their families.

Finally, unions write provisions in contracts
“hey negotiate regarding raises, promotions,
and job security; these provisions promote
the best interests of the employees and pro-
tect the employees from arbitrary and unfair
treatment by the employer.

If members of a union did not feel the

services of the union were worth the price
of the dues, they could easily dissolve
the union or affiliate with another union.
District 65 has a very liberal policy on
disaffiliation--all that is required is a
majority vote of the membership.

Working Together
In what does our interest lie so deeply

as our neighbor's thoughts and actions, and
theirs in ours? We all need to find our own

self definition, and what better or more

&gt;eautiful way than by coming together with
other university workers to decide who will
make the decisions concerning our own liveli-
n0ods? It is a great relief to know that our
problems are shared by others. We realize
that disagreements are natural, but among our-
selves we should be able to find out what is

best for all. (Why trust blindly?) We should
all be supportive of each other (seeing that
we are all in the same boat); when we realize

we are all standing together, an overall trust
can be developed which will extend into all
aspects of our lives.

We in AWARE are a group of people who
decided to forget our fears and speak for
what we all need. We can only be successful
if everyone participates. Our individual
requests for changes are frowned upon and
ignored; only through the collective strength
of a union will our voices be heard and our

requests for reform acted upon. Let us all
realize our common problems, and with our feet

planted firmly together, let us speak for our
individual rights! Marya Ritchie

Want to keep up-to-date on AWARE activities? Let us know who and where you are! We'll
make sure you get the Newsletter. Return to Jean Mooney, Room 4-405

Name MIT address xt



WHAT WE ARE DOINGA

in CONCLUSION, FELLOW
PEASANTS, LET ME STRESS

THE NEED FOR
PEACE AND HARMONY.

PEMEMBER THE GOLDEN
RULE... WE MUST ALL.
IVE BY THE GOLDEN

ULE. /

Maternity Ia

MIT policy has been to grant 8 weeks leave
without pay for childbearing, with a guaranteed
job on return and permission to use 10 days
&gt;f accrued sick leave, to be paid on the
woman's return to work. Additional sick leave

could be granted only if proof of serious
nedical complications could be shown. Em-
&gt;loyees have not been informed of MIT's policy
&gt;f paying this sick leave until after their
return to work.

This policy was contested by Susan Barum,
a member of AWARE who recently took a leave
&gt;f absence from MIT for childbearing. Ms.
darum's activities with AWARE inspired her
“o request that MIT change its policy on
naternity leave for all employees, not on her
case alone. Through the efforts of Ms. Barum
there has been a significant improvement in
MIT's policy on maternity leave -- women can

now get the money for their 10 days paid sick
leave upon leaving work -- when thev need it
most.

Not content with this gain, Ms. Barum is
now pushing for two new proposals, presently
being considered by the personnel policy
committee. The first proposal requests that
all accrued sick leave be made available for
childbearing. For those who do not have suf-
ficient sick leave accrued, MIT should grant
up to 6 weeks paid sick leave —-- the exact

length of time to be at the discretion of the
woman's doctor with final approval subject to
the Medical Department (as in all cases of
axtended sick leave). While the doctor's
opinion would be essential, it would no longer
&gt;e necessary to show major complications;
childbearing itself would be recognized as a
serious medical disability (as it already is
in state and federal guidelines). In cases
of women with insufficient accrued sick leave

requiring special consideration, a committee
composed of peers would evaluate the indivi-
dual case. After 6 weeks, there should be

an option of additional leave without pay
~#ith guaranteed job on return.
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MIT as Scrooge?
etaryEB

MIT certainly seems to be lacking a holi-
day spirit this year -- people all over the

institute are complaining about MIT's miserly
sacation policy -- one day off for Thanks-

ziving and 1% for Christmas. MIT compares
very poorly to other employers in the Boston
area on this point -- most employees in the

Boston area were given the Friday after
Thanksgiving off, and employees at Harvard
and Wheelock are being given the entire
Christmas week off.

AWARE has submitted a letter to John Wynne
Vice President for Administration and Person-
1el, requesting that MIT grant employees a
nore generous holiday vacation -- we have

suggested one week. We pointed out to Mr.
Afynne that our request would not cause serious

inconvenience since this is a slow period in

many departments anyway. Furthermore, nothing
boosts employee morale more than a long. re-

laxing vacation.
We hope that MIT recognizes the validity

&gt;f our arguments and grants our requests.
Keep in mind, however, that if we were a
union we would not be dependent upon the good
#ill of the administration; rather we would
nave the collective power to bargain for im-
proved vacation benefits. Once we negotiated
a contract with improved benefits, MIT would
de legally bound to honor these commitments.



5 "MERIT REVIEW

QUESTIONED

The November 25th Women's Forum meeting
featured Buzzy Bluestone, who discussed
the findings of his Report on the Bi-weekly
Salary Review of 1974. Bluestone, a Sloan
School student, was hired by John Wynne,
Vice President for Administration and Per-
sonnel to investigate "rumblings" of bi-
veekly employees who were dissatisfied with
che way the "merit" review was conducted.

dis study confirmed that many employees
felt that the review was rarely based on
nerit and that the employee evaluation
discussion (which was supposed to be the
yasis for the review) was ineffectual, and
in many cases, non-existent. (Call John
dynne's office for a copy of this report.)

Present at the Forum meeting were John
Wynne, Jim Culliton (his assistant), several
nembers of the Personnel Department (who are
on the Steering Committee of Forum), and a
aumber of bi-weekly employees (including mem-
bers of AWARE). AWARE members asked pointed
questions relevant to bi-weekly issues:
l) Why aren't bi-weekly employees represented
on committees which formulate Institute per-

sonnel policy? 2) Shouldn't there be a
nutual employer-employee evaluation? 3) Why
nas the personnel department never acknowledged
or acted upon proposals for reform made by
AWARE?

doth Wynne and Culliton explained that the
ocersonnel department was ''really trying" to
be responsive to the needs of bi-weekly em-
&gt;loyees, but failed to say why it had not
responded to requests from AWARE for reform.
Nynne also mentioned the possible creation of
a task force to study problems of bi-weekly
salary reviews; this task force would have
bi-weekly representation, but as we understand
it, the task force would only be convened as
an advisory group. It could take months for
such a task force to be formed, and we are

skeptical that concrete improvements would
result from its formation.

AWARE's experience to date gives us little
cause to believe that the personnel depart-
nent is desirous or capable of promoting our
1eeds and interests. Why, only now that a
inion drive is underway, do we hear proposals
‘rom the administration for bi-weekly rep-
resentation?

Only a union can give us the kind of

representationandpowerweneedto win
rjecessary and just reforms.

District 65
District 65 is opening its Boston office

at 101 Tremont Street. Drop by and say hello!
[heir phone number is 426-4903.

At the Harvard Medical Area in Boston,
over 50% of the office workers and techni-

cians have signed District 65 cards calling
for a union election.

Card-signing has also begun at the Harvard-
Cambridge campus and at Wheelock College.

AWARE on Radio
Members of AWARE teamed with other Boston

area university organizers to discuss their
Jnion drive efforts on radio station WBCN

(104.1 FM). The taped show will be broadcast
Monday, December 16, at 6:30 p.m. on WBCN's
"Women's Show." Tune in!

AWARE NEWSLETTER, No. 2, December 6, 1974
Contributors: Susanne Fairclough, Reed Gustow,
Judy Kass, Sharon Kurtz, Kathy Kautzer, Betsy
Lovell, Jean Mooney, Alice Paley, Maggi Popkin
Marva Ritchie, Rochelle Weisbard.



Cy People to Contact in Your Area

The people listed below are AWARE Organizing Committee
representatives for groups of buildings. Your help is
especially needed now in compiling names and room numbers
of every bi-weekly and exempt employee at MIT. Contact
them if you want to help in your building and/or depart-
ment. You may also contact them if you have job-related
juestions or problems, and if you have any questions about
the union.

Buildings

1, 5, 7

Ext.

33-1627Charna Garber
Nancy Lovett
Beth Parkhurst
Rochelle Weisbard
Susan Barum

1-138
4-426
5-212

10-400
7-103

3-5941
3-7691
3-6771

9, 11, 13, 33,
35, 17

Anne Sollitto
Barbara Baker
Bettv-Ann Curtis

9-330
13-4062
13-2137

3-5915
3-3318
33-6840

2, 6, 8, 12, 24 Anna Fisher
Sharon Kurtz
Karen Smith
Judy Kass
Mary Burnlay
Zulmira Rheddick
Alice Palev

24-215
2-108

12-106
4-212
4-237
3-123
4-209

3-3603
3-2859

3, 4, 10 3-5618
3-1700
3-5122
3-1351

20 (aA,E,D,C), 36,
39, 57, 58

Martha Hamilton
Poppy Psinaksis
Margaret Chartres

Pat Wells
Maggi Popkin
Betsy Lovell

20C-006
39-554
36-834

3-5124
3-1667
33-7810

16, 18, 26, 56 26-142
56-601
56-601

3-1553
3-4722
3-3707

14 (N,E,W,S),
50, 54

Roxanne Regan
Prudence Young
Camille Motta
Pam Reekec

54-824
54-1220

14E-210
14E~210

3-1907
3-3394
3-1782
3-5656

E17,E18,E19,E10,
E20,E21A,E21B,
E21C,E32,E34

Susan Volman
Marya Ritchie
Adrienne Bonner
Reed Gustow

E10-117
E19-702
E19-722
£19-437

3-5792
3-3906
3-6966
3-4888

E40 ,E52 ,E53 Kathy Kautzer
Cecila Dohrmann
Betsy Sherman

Linda Christian

Jean Moonev

E40-253
E53-413
E52-380

14N-236

4-405

3-1550
3-3127
3-6603

3-3210

3-4629

All NW

All others not
listed
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&gt;ROGRAMS (12-1 p.m.) April 27 (SUNDAY, 7:00 p.m., 10-105)

April 7 (10-105)

Career Path Subgroup

Dr. Rosemary Ruether, distinguished
author of Religion and Sexism:
Images of Women in the Jewish and
Christian Traditions and Professor of

Theology at Howard University, will
speak on 'Matriarchy and the Mastery
of Nature." (See note on dinner

reservations.)

April 28 (10-105)

Members of the Career Path Subgroup
of the Working Group on Office-Cleri-
cal Issues will talk about the problems
being addressed by their committee.
They are particularly interested in
listening to the ideas of Biweekly
amployees and would like to get reac-
rions to their ideas. Hayes Classification Study

April 14 (West Lounge, Student Center)

Ms. Alice Jeghelian

Participants in the Hayes Study
benchmark and functional committees
will discuss the results of this

recently completed classification
system for administrative positions.Ms. Jeghelian, Special Assistant to

the President and Director of Affirma-
tive Action at Boston College, will
speak on her career which began at

M.I.T. as a secretary.

April 22 (TUESDAY - 10-105)

Reservation Needed for Ruether Dinner

Dr. Ruether will speak on Sunday, April
27 beginning at 7:00 p.m. Those wishing
to attend are asked to call Claudia

Liebesny (3-1595) or Connie Parvey
(3-2325) by Tuesday, April 22, to make
reservations for the light supper. We
will ask. the participants to share the
dinner expenses.

Consciousness Raising Film

Bring your favorite supervisor to
see this film and to take part in the
jiscussion which will be lead by Brenda
Ferriero.



Participative Management

At the March 3rd Forum meeting, mem-
bers of the Office of Personnel

Development (OPD) discussed partici-
pative management and how it works
in their organization. A partici-
pative group is one which determines
its own work, subject to external
constraints. One example of an
external constraint would be the
reason for the group's existence.
In this case, the group exists to

provide personnel development services;
it could not decide to teach biology
or statistics courses instead.

There are three characteristics of

participative group. First, suppor-
tive relationships develop among the
members. Workloads are shared, allow-
ing each member to reach her/his
potential. Second, higher performance
goals are set and met by the group for
itself than would normally be expected
of the group by the traditional manager.
And third, the group makes its own
decisions and supervises itself.
Leadership flows within the group
depending upon the task and the exper-
tise of the members.

In the first year of its use, the par-
ticipative management style takes more
time than a traditional hierarchical

style; it must be cultivated. Group
nembers must learn to be supportive,
to give each other feedback. After the
initial learning period, the method
requires less time and the manager may
experience a substantially diminished
work load. The role of the manager
typically becomes that of an inter-
mediary or liaison with other groups
Of course she/he is still ultimately
responsible for the accomplishments
of the group.

ning a participative management
oup within M.I.T. has not created

sroblems for OPD, according to the
Yagodkas. Several other organizations
on campus are now trying this new

style. The Co-directors are more than
willing to work with other groups who
would like to adopt this plan. However,
in order to be successful, the manage-
ment involved must be totally committed
to the program. Although studies have
shown that managers gain rather than
lose influence and their organizations
~un more efficiently, they are often

reluctant to try such an arrangement
oecause they must give up their posi-
-ions of authority.
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PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

Detailed statistical information on 1.3 million U.S. scientists and
engineers is contained in a National Science Foundation (NSF) report
released today.

The NSF report, The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population Redefined.
volume 1, Demographic, Education, and Professional Characteristics
(NSF 75-313) provides statistical data on such items as fields of science
and engineering, age, sex, level of educational attainment, fields of
study, professional society membership, career entry jobs, and place of
residence. According to the report:

Engineers were 63 percent of the total scientist and engineer
population, the largest single category, followed by physical
scientists who make up nearly 14 percent. Chemists made up
the largest group within the physical scientist category, nearly
three-fifths.

Between five and six percent of the scientists and engineers
were women. Women comprised less than one-half of one percent
of the engineers, [6 percent of The 11Te scientists,ananearly.
30 percent of the psychologists: and

Over 12 percent of the U.S. scientists and engineers lived
in California. Nearly 50 percent of the U.S. scientist and
engineer population in 1972 lived in eight states which are
listed in order: California, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Ohio. New Jersey, Illinois, and Michigan.

These and other data are contained in the report based on a
national sample of over 100,000 persons in the 1972 Professional, Technical
and Manpower Survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census for the NSF.
It is the first comprehensive report providing such information based on
a redefined population of scientists and engineers. The population was
redefined from 1970 Census data and the 1972 Survey on the basis of
criteria developed by NSF in conjunction with engineering and scientific
societies.

Preliminary information from this report was released in Science
Resources Studies Highlights, "The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population

{yr



Redefined," April 11, 1975 (NSF 75-305). The report and Highlights were
prepared by NSF's Division of Science Resources Studies. Additional
reports dealing with employment characteristics and mobility of
scientists and engineers will be released later this year.

Copies of the report, The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population
Redefined, Volume 1, Demographic, Educational and Professional
Characteristics (NSF 75-313) are available from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402
for $3.70 per copy, stock number 038-000-00228,
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NSF REPORTS 1974 SALARY INFORMATION 1A oy CTPTAM JLGEN THE

FOR SCIENTISTS. ENGINEERS Ref Xa

Sila

According to a current National Science Foundation Science

Resources Studies Highlights, the median annual salaries of women who

were in the science and engineering labor force in 1970 (and again in

1972 and 1974) lagged behind men in all fields but varied from a Tow of

$2.300 in computer science to a high of $5,800 in medical science.

The Highlights, "National Sample of Scientists and Engineers:

Median Annual Salaries, 1974," presents salary data for the "National

Sample"-- the scientists and engineers who were identified as scientists

and engineers in the 1970 Census of Population and who were in the

science and engineering labor force in both 1972 and 1974. Salaries

for this group are provided for selected variables such as sex, field

of science or engineering, work activity, type of employer. and highest

degree.

Economics and atmospheric science were the best paying fields of

&lt;cience in 1974 with median annual salaries of $22,300--16 percent higher

than the median annual salary for ali fields combined ($19,300).

-more-

ll R00 STREET WASHINGTON D C 206510



Agricultural science was the lowest paying among the fields with a
nedian annual salary of $17,100 in 1974--11 percent Tower than the overall
nedian.

Scientists and engineers working as R&amp;D managers or administrators
reported a 1974 median annual salary of $24,700--the highest median
salary among the cateaories of work activity.

{n the National Sample, scientists and engineers holding a doctorate
reported a median annual salary of $21,900; those holding a master's as
‘heir highest degree, $19.400; and those with a bachelor's, $18.800.

Single copies of the Science Resources Studies Highlights, "National
Sample of Scientists and Engineers: Median Annual Salaries, 1974" (NSF
75-332) are available from the Central Processing Section, National
Science Foundation, 1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20550.

-END-
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CANADIAN STUDENT
Wins M.I.T. FELLOWSHIP

Ref. to______

File ____

Lilly C. Lee of Agincourt, Ontario, Canada, a first-year graduate student

at .the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has been selected to receive M.I.T.'s

1976-77 Collamore-Rogers Fellowship.

A graduate of the University of Toronto, Ms. Lee was first in a class of

more than 100 receiving degrees in civil engineering. At M.I.T. she is working to-

ward the S.M. degree, specializing in geothechnical engineering and plans to continue

through the doctoral level.

For the past year Ms. Lee has been a research assistant on a dredging re-

search project in the DepartmentofCivilEngineering where she has performed labo-

ratory tests as well as carried out extensive field work.

A native of China, Ms. Lee has lived in Honduras and is now a citizen of

Canada. She plans a career in research, teaching and consulting. She also hopes

to spend some time working in underdeveloped countries.

The Collamore-Rogers Fellowship was established to aid women students in

graduate study. It provides tuition and a stipend for living expenses.

~=END—--

May 6, 1976
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THE NATION'S RESOURCES: MEN AND i o_o
File k.

IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING. 19%

In the spring of 1974, one of every five scientists and one of

every 100 engineers in the United States was a woman. At that time,

the United States had an estimated 900,000 scientists and 1,070,000

engineers, according to a Highlights released today by the National

Science Foundation (NSF).

Although the population of scientists was "nearly equal” to that

of engineers, their representation in the labor force was considerably

smaller -- about 94 percent of all engineers as compared with less than

75 percent of all scientists. As a result, there were three engineers

For every two scientists in the labor force.

Comparisons between scientists and engineers in terms of demography

and employment statistics are given in the NSF's most recent Science

Resources Studies Highlights, "The Nation's Science and Engineering

Manpower Resources: 1974." For instance:

-More than one scientist in four had earned the Ph.D., compared

with about one in 20 among engineers.

MOYO=
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J

-The industrial sector of the economy provided the largest source
of employment for both scientists and engineers, accounting for almost
three-fifths of the total number employed.

-Research and development were the dominant activitiesofboth
scientists and engineers, although the proportion of engineers so engaged
Nas substantially larger than that of scientists.

-Racial minority groups comprised slightly less than five percent
of the total number of scientists and engineers (1,970,000); their
representation among scientists was substantially greater than that
among engineers.

The data in Highlights, produced by NSF's Manpower Characteristics
Studies Group, were based on three sources: the 1974 National Survey of
Scientists and Engineers (National Sample) which identified scientists
and engineers from the 1970 Census of Population who were in the labor
force in 1974; the 1973 Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers;
and the 1974 Survey of College-Educated Men and Women which included new
entrants to science and engineers from the graduating classes of 1971,
1972. and 1973.

Copies of the Science Resources Studies Highlights (NSF 76-312) are
available upon request from NSF's Division of Science Resources Studies,
1800 G Street, N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20550.

-END-
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NOMEN ACADEMIC SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS INCREASE IN Ha. to__
File____

The number of women employed full time as scientists and |

i by uni iti d colle reached 35,900in  Worenat
angineers universities and colleges reache , in

] y ] MOT.
January 1976. This was the second consecutive year that their

numbers have increased by 5 percent. Men, still far outnumbering

women, totaled 194,600 in 1976, but their rate of increase was

only 2 percent in each of the last two years.

A

These and other findings were released today in a Science

Resources Studies Highlights by the National Science Foundation (NSF).

The data resulted from NSF's 1976 Survey of Scientific and Engineering

Personnel Employed at Universities and Colleges.

Despite the higher growth rate of women, there has been little

—
slight!higher
than
MT.
coed
€rection —

change in their share of the full-time scientists and engineering

total--up from 15 percent to 16 percent between 1974 and 1976.

The total number of all scientists and engineers employed at

universities and colleges increased 3 percent in 1976 to 289,200.

-More-
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Of these, full-time scientists and engineers numbered 230,500--a
3 percent increase over 1975--while those employed part time
jrew 5 percent to 58,700. The 1975-76 increase in full-time
amployment cut across all major fields, with increases ranging from
rearly 7 percent in the social and environmental sciences to
I percent in the life sciences and engineering.

cmploynent of full-time scientists and engineers-at nrivate
universities and colleges totaled 68,400 in 1976--an increase
of 2 percent over the 1975 level. This rise, although modest,
stands in contrast with the near-zero growth over the previous
5 years. Employment of scientists and engineers at public
institutions of higher education rose 3 percent to 162,100 from
1975 to 1976--a somewhat Tower rate than the 5 percent annual
jrowth during the 1969-75 period.

Copies of the Highlights, "EmploymentofAcademicScientists
and Engineers Increases 3 Percent in 1976" (NSF 76-328) can be
obtained upon request from the DivisionofScience:ResourcesStudies.
National Science Foundation, 1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
20550. Copies of the Detailed Statistical Tables (NSF 76-321)
on NSF's 1976 Survey are also available upon request at the above
address. An analytical report will follow in 1977.

NJ
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M.I.T. Fiums oN WoMEN AT Work
DESTROY MYTHS, STEREOTYPES

Ret. to__

File."_

What's the best way to combat myths and stereotypes that say

engineering is no work for a woman? And that neither is management?

Make a film called Women's Work: Engineering and one called

Women's Work: Management in which women engineers and managers destroy these

myths and stereotypes with the testimony of their own experience.

That's what's been done at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and both films are available for rent or purchase through the M.I.T. Center

for Advanced Engineering Study where the films were produced.

Women's Work: Engineering explores the experience of being an

engineer and a woman by focusing on the professional and personal lives of

several students and working engineers.

Women's Work: Management shows what being a woman manager means

in terms of skills, responsibilities and satisfactions as reflected in the

lives of six working women. |

Both sound and color documentaries are available in either 16mm

film, 3/4-inch videocassette or 1/2-inch videotape for purchase or rent from

the M.I.T. Center for Advanced Engineering Study, Department 8, Room 9-234,

Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

The five-day rental cost for each film is $30. The purchase price

is $245 for the management film and $295 for the engineering film. Rental

fees can be applied to the purchase price.

The engineering film has an educator's guide and a student guide

included with each purchase or rental. Additional copies are $1 each for

the educator's guide and 50 cents each for the student guide. There is a

film guide for Women's Work: Management.

A $30,000 grant from the Aetna Insurance Co. and a $5,000 grant

from the M.I.T. Sloan School of Management supported the production of the

management film which relies on cinema verite to bring the viewer into the

—— TOTOemer
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world of the principal characters as they go about their daily lives.

Major support for the engineering film project came from the

National Science Foundation, the M.I.T. School of Engineering, IBM and

Polaroid.

The Center for Advanced Engineering Study provides on-campus

engineering education for midcareer engineers from industry, government

and academic institutions. The center also provides off-campus continuing

education opportunities to practicing engineers, industrial scientists and

technical managers through videotaped self-study subjects. These videotapes

and study-guides are described in the center's catalog.

For further information contact Russell Sidel at (617) 253-7444.

——END=--
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M.I.T. PLaNs CAREER CONFERENCE
FoR AREA HicH ScHooL WoMEN

Fila

To help high school women realize the breadth of professional possibilities

&gt;pen to them, a career conference for area high school women will be held at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology Friday, May 6.

The conference--12 noon to5 p.m. inM.I.T. 's Kresge Auditorium—-is being organized
and sponsored by the M.I.T. Office of Admissions and the M.I.T. Association for Women

Students (AWS).

There will be two panel discussions. One panel of undergraduate women will dis-

cuss their current interests and aspirations. The other panel, alumnae, will describe the

ways they have put their education to use and the wider career opportunities now available

to them—-opportunities which once were traditionally closed to women but now have become

more realistic choices for them.

At the conclusion of the panel discussions, M.I.T. undergraduate women will con-

duct tours of M.I.T. laboratories, during which the high school students will be en-

couraged to talk with the researchers as they observe them at work.

The M.I.T. Office of Admissions and AWS earlier sent letters describing the

conference to high school guidance directors within a 50-mile radius of Boston, reques-

ting that they encourage women students to register for the program.

Students interested in attending the conference should forward registration

forms which accompanied the letters to the M.I.T. Office of Admissions, Room 3-108,

M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass., 02139, by Friday, April 22. Forms are also available directly

from M.I.T. Guidance counselors or teachers who wish to accompany the students are

ancouraged to do so. There is no limit to the number of young women who may attend.

Anyone with questions concerning the conference should call Holly Heine, M.I.T.

assistant dean for student affairs at 253-4861.

—END——
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Economic Perspectives on the Roles
of Women in the American Economy

By HILDA KAHNE

Radcliffe Institute

with

ANDREW I. KOHEN*

Center for Human Resource Research
The Ohio State University

This study was initiated by the Editor of the Journal of Economic
Literature at the suggestion of the American Economic Association
Committee on the Status of Women in the Economics Profession that
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I. Introduction

|B THE intricacies of generalized model
building, analytic detail, and empirical

studies, it is easy to lose sight of the major
concern of research on women, if not in-
deed the ultimate concern of all econom-

ics: the well-being of individuals. Research
on women’s economic roles, therefore, is
about the well-being of individual women
and the men and children whose lives are

linked to theirs as family, friends, and co-
workers. It is no new refrain, but only a
new framework for repeating what has
been said by economists before [258,
Witte, 1957, p. 14]:

* Editors Note: Dr. Kohen is the author of Section
[1, B. Differentiation in the Market.

Economics has to do with the aspect of [people]
concerned with the satisfaction of . . . material

wants. But it is ever the whole [person] who
acts in economic matters.

[t is this approach that leads us into inter-
disciplinary research and into social policy
positions.

Women’s importance in the paid labor
force has increased significantly since the
end of World War II; in 1973 they ac-
counted for 38 percent of the 91.0 million
labor force members [234, 1974, p. 253].
A new self-awareness among women,
about their right to, as well as their inter-
est in, work and to being considered in-
dependent economic agents controlling
their destinies in the same way as men, has
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sparked expanded research attention to
women by economists (see M. L. Bickner
[34, 1974] and the Monthly Labor Review,
Special Section [262, 1974)).

The purpose of this article is to present
in nontechnical language an overview of
some of the recent economic literature

relating to women. The article identifies
the range of topical interests of economists
and spells out some of the findings. The
authors’ own views are contained

primarily in the section on market dif-
ferentiation (Kohen) and in the final sec-
tion (Kahne).

The review cannot cover all of the eco-

nomic areas bearing on women. It looks

primarily at the literature relating to
women’s economic roles and omits a num-

ber of areas where a general theoretical or
analytic framework also has relevance for
women.! Section II begins with a review
of research on the economic roles of

women, including activities relating both
to the market and to the household. Sec-
tion III discusses changing roles in relation
to social policy in three areas, each of
which illustrates the legislative complexi-
ties introduced by changing social struc-
tures. Section IV provides a statistical
framework for persons unfamiliar with
the current state of women’s work experi-
ence. Section V, Societal Change and Fu-
ture Directions, comments on the rele-
vance of existing research to the issues
raised by our general economic and social

1 Not included, but not to be forgotten, is the fact
that women as a group are important in literature on

consumer economics [75, Ferber, 1973] and welfare
economics [13, Barth, Carcagno, and Palmer, 1974].
Their situation cannot be ignored in the analysis of
che advancing system of capitalism [89, Goldberg,
1970; 73, Edwards, Reich, and Weisskopf, 1972; 104,
Harris and Silverman, 1973; 91, Gordon, Edwards,
and Reich, forthcoming] or in discussion of changing
values within capitalism with respect to work and
leisure [87, Gold, 1969], or that involving the im-
plications of technological development for the num-
bers, educational requirements, and occupational
distribution of jobs [119, Johnston, 1973; 244, 1973;
88, Gold, 1973; 234, 1974]. Other aspects of societal
change—monetary transfers of a family grant econ-

environment, identifying some unex-
plored, important areas where the contri-
butions of economists can make a differ-

ence.

The roles of women in the economy are
only one aspect of the more comprehen-
sive question of the social role of women
in the society.

The interdependent relationship between the
two spheres means that changes in women’s
roles in the economy will have an effect on

their social position and that change in their
social status will, in turn, have an effect on their

economic positions. [126, 1974, p. 2.]

Economists are providing an essential con-

tribution to improved understanding of
this current revolution in social roles.

II. Research: The Roles of Women
in the American Economy

A. Labor Force Participation
1. Explanations. Economic research on

women’s work activities has focused
largely on the determinants of labor force
participation, with emphasis primarily on
factors influencing supply (see Jacob
Mincer [151, 1962]; Glen G. Cain [51,
1966]; W. G. Bowen and T. A. Finegan [47,
1969]; and J. A. Sweet [227, 1973]).

Conventional wisdom conceives of the
individual as making choices among alter-
native uses of time—paid labor and leisure
—and states that the supply of labor of-
fered to the market at any point of time
results from the operation of two compet-
ing forces. On the one hand, a rise in the

omy [46, Boulding, 1973], population movement in
‘he form of geographic, occupational, or firm mobil-
ty [173, Parnes, 1970; 162, Niemi, 1975], or changes
n labor force and employment pools relating to dif-
‘erent levels of economic activity [161, Niemi, 1974;
215, Smith, 1974; 244, 1973]—have similarly gener-
ated writing on women’s situation. Again, considera-
don given to labor market issues [135, Levitan,
1971], including those relating to dual labor markets
"178, Piore, 1970; 25, Bell, 1973; 185, Reich, Gordon,
and Edwards, 1973], work satisfaction [61, Crowley,
Levitin, and Quinn, 1973; 233, 1973], and work
structures [72, Edwards, 1972; 94, Greenwald, 1974],
has a relevance for women as it does for other groups
‘n the working population.
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price of labor (wage rate) means, for a
given number of hours, a rise in real in-
come and, hence, an increase in the con-

sumption of all goods, of which leisure is
one. This means that in relation to the

quantity of work offered (hours of work),
the income effect is negative. At the same
time and in contradiction to this income
effect is a positive substitution effect of
work for leisure: with rising wage rates,
leisure becomes more expensive. The
greater strength of the income effect is
seen in the secular decrease in time de-

voted to work with rising income (result-
ing mainly from wage and salary gains).
The expectation is that rising wages at
some point would result in the offer of less
labor to the market as expressed in the
theory of the backward bending supply
curve (see Cain [51, 1966, pp. 5-7]).

This negative income effect, however,
is not seen in the experience of women.
Since 1940 there has been a rapid acceler-
ation in women’s labor force participation
rate. They have not only worked more,
but they have also experienced rising
family incomes. Demographic changes
could not account for this seeming contra-
diction between women’s work activities
and the expected effect of rising income.
A number of post-World War II studies
have looked to other explanations (e.g.,
J. D. Durand [70, 1948, Ch. 3] and G. Ban-
croft 10, 1958]).

In an incisive study, Jacob Mincer un-
derscores the family context in which lei-
sure and work decisions are made [151,
1962, p. 66]:

Other things equal (including family income),
an increase in the market wage rate for some

family member makes both the consumption of
leisure and the production of home services by
that individual more costly to the family, and
will as a matter of rational family decision en-

courage greater market labor input by him
(her).

His statistical analysis reconciles the seem-
ing contradiction between findings of

cross-sectional and time-series analysis. At
any point in time an increase in family
income tends to reduce women’s labor
force participation if her earning power
remains unchanged. But over time, if
family income and productivity in the
home remain unchanged, an increase in
the wife’s market wage leads to a realloca-
tion of work towards the market and away
from leisure activities and work in the
home.

In explaining the time allocation of
wives among market work, unpaid home
work, and leisure, Mincer sees the positive
substitution effect between home and
market work resulting from women’s ris-
ing market wages as a much more power-
ful influence over the course of a lifetime

than the long-run negative family income
effect. Therefore, the substitution effect
explains women’s rising participation in
the paid labor force since World War II.
The response of wives to short-run (transi-
tory) changes in husband’s income, re-
fected in cross-sectional studies, disap-
pears in the longer run where women’s
strong response to changes in their own
earnings predominates.

While Mincer bases his analysis on the
experience of white married women as re-

ported in 1950 Census data, Glen Cain
analyzes Census data relating to both
white and nonwhite women for the period
1940 through 1960 [51, 1966]. His findings
for the 1950 data confirmed those of
Mincer, but for 1940 and 1960 he finds
that sometimes income elasticity was
stronger than wage elasticity. Short-run
changes in income had a smaller negative
effect on wives’ employment than did
changes in long-run permanent income.
But neither measure affected employ-
ment decisions as much as did the wife’s

wage variable or “earnings capacity.”
Cain concludes that the time-series in-
crease in work by married women re-

mains only partially explained and that
more knowledge is needed about inter-
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relationships among market and home
work, wage rates, fertility, and attitudes.

James Sweet contributed to the growing
literature on labor force activity of wives
by analyzing 1960 Census data and by
focusing specifically on the relationship
between the composition of the family
unit and the employment characteristics
and earnings of married women [227,
1973]. He analyzes the relationship be-
tween family status (as measured by age
of youngest child and number of children)
and paid employment of white and non-
white wives, husband present, for differ-
ent educational and economic classes. His

analysis shows an increasing participation
rate of wives employed as the age of the
youngest child increases up to age 12-13,
with a leveling off of the participation rate
to about 43 percent. A less strong but in-
dependent, negative influence on employ-
ment of mothers is the number of children
under age 18.

Sweet finds that family status variables
have an indirect as well as a direct effect

on wives’ employment through their ef-
fect on economic variables of education

and income adequacy. Presence of young
children lessened the degree of positive
response to educational level and of nega-
tive response of income to employment.
But beyond this, low levels of educational
attainment limited the employment re-
sponse to economic need either because
jobs were not available or earnings were
so low as to make the jobs uneconomic to
take. Thus, family status, education, and
income are intertwined in their effects on

labor supply.
Valerie Kincade Oppenheimer intro-

duces a different perspective [167, 1970].
She suggests that it was not the increasing
supply of women workers but the increas-
ing demand for them that was the major
causal influence since 1940 on women’s

rising labor force participation rates. Basic
industrial and occupational growth trends,
particularly in those occupations and in-

dustries that traditionally were major em-
ployers of women, led to increased de-
mand for female workers. The fact that
single and young women constituted a sta-
tionary or declining fraction of the popula-
tion during the period explained the ex-
pansion of demand to include married and
older women, and this facilitated an in-
crease in their participation. Once in the
labor force, they stayed in, both because
of their own inclinations and because em-

ployers became aware of the productive
contribution they were making.

Additional studies have contributed fur-
ther to understanding the variables that
affect women’s labor force participation.
James Morgan, Ismail Sirageldin, and
Nancy Baerwaldt, in a 1965 study of a na-
tional sample of family heads and wives,
Identify age of wife, income of husband,
and education of wife as the three most

important variables positively or nega-
tively affecting the supply of working
wives [157, 1966]. An encyclopedic study
by William G. Bowen and T. Aldrich Fine-
gan, using data from the decennial Cen-
suses of 1940 to 1960 and from monthly
surveys of households for the period 1947
to 1967, analyzes factors determining la-
bor force participation of specific popula-
tion groups [47, 1969].2 They look particu-
larly at the degree of sensitivity of labor
force participation rates to the tightness of
the labor market. They find that for
women, higher rates were associated with
a strong demand for female labor. Al-
though the study reports that for both
sexes, individual productivities and mar-
ket conditions influenced work decisions,
family-related variables were assumed to
affect women’s work decisions, but not
those of men. The analysis, grounded in
the sex role attitudes of the period, may

2 One critical review of this Bowen and Finegan
volume by Seymour Wolfbein raises a serious ques-
ion about the approach of the research and suggests
‘hat there are inherent limitations in using past data
:0 predict future labor force behavior [259, 1970].
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have less relevance for women today.
Cynthia Lloyd, referring to this study
[136, 1975, Ch. 1], comments on the find-
ings contained in the dissertation of James
Smith, which showed an interdependence
between the wage rate of either spouse
and the labor force participation of the
other. But the presence of children in the
home still acted as a traditional deterrent
for work of the wife and inducement for
that of the husband [214, 1972].

Recent research continues to explore
the general prevailing assumptions about
determinants of women’s labor force par-
ticipation (see W. L.. Gramm, [93, 1975]).
Sookon Kim, using disaggregate data from
the National Longitudinal Surveys of La-
bor Market Experience,® finds for a na-
tional sample of black and white women,
aged 30-44, that the positive impact of a
wage rate increase on hours of work of-
fered and the negative income had differ-
ent relative importances for the women
in different socioeconomic classes [123a,
1972]. Child-care responsibility, measured
in terms of numbers and ages of children,
was the most powerful deterrent to a
mother’s market work.

Other studies have looked at a related

topic of the impact of unemployment on
women’s participation rates (see Mincer
[152, 1966]; Tella [228, 1964]; and Bowen
and Finegan [47, 1969, Ch. 16 and appen-
dix]). Alfred Tella, for example, in an ex-
amination of employment (including
armed forces) and total labor force experi-
ence, finds that for women, particularly,
short-run variations in the labor supply are
closely and positively related to variations

in employment (.e., demand). In a recent
paper, T. Aldrich Finegan discusses the
two contradictory influences on wives’
employment interests that arise with
men’s unemployment [79, 1975]. Unem-
ployment increases the tendency of some
wives to work (the additional worker ef-
fect), while it discourages other wives
from looking for work (the discouraged
worker effect). Analyses of cross-sectional
1960) and time-series (1954-1965) data
leads Finegan to conclude that with high
unemployment, the discouraged worker
effect tends to be dominant, particularly
if the period of unemployment is ex-
tended (e.g, 1958 and 1961 recessions),
and this has a dampening influence on
women’s labor force growth. For short
periods of unemployment, such as oc-
curred in 1949 and 1954, the net discour-
agement effect appears to be small.

Labor force participation research
spearheaded the recognition of compet-
ing alternative choices for women among
paid work, unpaid work, and leisure. Such
studies continue to be important in their
reflection of changing attitudes and sex
roles. But a number of additional issues,
also reflecting the changing times, now vie
for attention in labor market related re-
search.

2. Labor Force Participation and Fer-
tility. Fertility (the number of children
and the timing and spacing of births),
originally an interest of demographers
and sociologists, is now being studied by
economists interested in its relationship to
women’s work activity. In two successive
years, the National Bureau of Economic
Research (NBER) and the Population
Council jointly sponsored a small invita-
tional conference to foster development
of economic theory and empirical investi-
gation of issues relating to fertility. In con-
trast with past emphases of economists on
effects of aggregate population growth,
papers at these conferences focused on
fertility decisions of the household. deter-

The National Longitudinal Surveys provide a
publicly available national data base of demographic
characteristics, work, and educational experience,
and attitudes toward work and school for samples of
two groups of black and white women (ages 14-24
and 30-44) and two groups of black and white men
(ages 14-24 and 45-59). The interview surveys,
which began in 1967, have been conducted periodi-
cally and will continue through 1976. A growing
number of longitudinal studies of women’s work ex-
perience based on this data are appearing.
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minants and implications for family life,
work, and child-bearing and child-rearing
decisions [207, 1973; 208, 1974].

Sue Goetz Ross has done research on the
variation among white non-farm couples
with respect to decisions in timing ‘(birth
of first child) and spacing (length of inter-
val in child birth stages) of children as a
reflection of economic forces [195, 1974].
Using data from the 1965 National Fer-
tility Study and that from the 1967 Na-
tional Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Mar-
ket Experience of women aged 30-44, she
reports that both the price of time for
women and family income affected timing
and spacing of births. More highly edu-
cated women had their first birth sooner

after leaving school and had shorter birth
intervals, reflecting, Ross suggests, cost ef-
ficiency in decision-making about child
bearing in a situation where the price of
time is high and the earnings profile
steeply rising.

[n an earlier article, V. K. Oppenheimer
establishes the relationship between fer-
tility and work participation but questions
which is the dependent and which the in-
dependent variable [168, 1972]. Follow-
ing a review of evidence on both sides, she
considers a separate, though related, ques-
tion of whether the job market in the fu-
ture is likely to be able to give support to
the declining fertility being experienced
within society. Her analysis of the limits of
traditionally female occupations to fulfill
amployment needs relates to today’s reali-
ties. Her point involves those complexities
of labor market imbalances that relate to
fertility, but also to other factors including
aducation and changes in attitudes and sex
roles.

3. Longitudinal Work Histories. The
pattern of women’s longitudinal work ex-
perience is of interest both for the contri-
bution it makes to an understanding of
male/female wage differentials and for its
relevance in evaluating work policies. The
major interest has centered on the com-

parative experience of men and ever-mar-
ried women with children, on the assump-
Hon that it is for this group of women that
home demands most disrupt work pat-
terns. Analysis also extends to relevant
variables other than marital status and
children—e.g., age, occupation, race, and
educational level. Census data are some-

times used as a proxy for longitudinal data.
But since past behavior can influence ex-
perience at a given point of time, more
accurate reflections of longitudinal experi-
ence come from analyses of individual his-
tories as reported in the National Lon-
gitudinal Surveys (NLS) [55, 1974] and
from the Continuous Work History Sam-
ple maintained by the Social Security Ad-
ministration (see L. B. Mallan [142, 1974;
143, 1974).

Analyzing the NLS data, Jacob Mincer
and Solomon Polachek report that al-
though never-married women spent 90
percent of their years since school in the
labor market, married women with chil-
dren spent less than 50 percent of their
time in market work [154, 1974]. Gener-
ally, women at higher educational levels
spend more total time in the labor market
over the life cycle, although in child-bear-
ing periods, women with highest and low-
est levels of schooling drop out of the labor
market to the same extent (see A. S. Leibo-
witz [131, 1972]).

That work history patterns of men and
ever-married women with children are

different is hardly startling. The single
peaked profile of men’s work life partici-
pation rises steadily to about age 30, re-
mains constant till the mid-50’s and then
falls, first gradually and later sharply. The
double peak of women’s work activities
occurring in the early 20’s and again be-
tween ages 45-50 is related to women’s
leaving the labor market at marriage and
birth of first child and returning after the
last child has entered school (see J. Kreps
[125, 1971] and L. E. Suter [225, 1973).
The sharp outlines of this double-peaked
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profile appear to be diminishing, however,
and consequences of such a change for
lifestyles and earnings distributions will be
important [189, Rivlin, 1975].

Results of recent research provide addi-
tional insight into this work patterning
over time. Larry Suter, analyzing 1967
NLS data for a sample of women aged
30-44, finds that the amount of lifetime
work experience is primarily conditioned
by marital and motherhood status and
only secondarily by educational level [225,
1973]. An independent study by Marion
Sobel of monetary and nonmonetary vari-
ables influencing labor force participation,
using a panel of married, white women of
child-bearing age between 1957 and 1967,
finds the most important influences to be
the nonmonetary variables of expected
family size and wife’s education [216,
1973]. In the late 1960’s, at least, marital
and maternal factors exerted strong influ-
ences on women’s labor force behavior.

Solomon Polachek, although primarily
interested in the effect of family charac-
teristics on the size of the male-female

wage differentials, analyzes 1967 NLS
data with respect to family characteristics
and labor force participation [182, 1975].
He finds that after completion of school,
the life cycle of married women differed
by age, education, and current work status
in the kind and degree of work and home
activity. Married women with many chil-
dren and little education spent the most
time out of the labor force. On the average
about ten years were spent out of the labor
force to bear and raise children and about
four more years were devoted to intermit-

tent participation as children were grow-

ing up.
Both Solomon Polachek and Lucy Mal-

lan foresee a shrinkage of home-time peri-
ods for married women with young chil-
dren [143, 1974]. They come to opposite
conclusions, however, as to how this will
affect male/female wage differentials.
Continued study of women’s work partici-

pation is important both to further eluci-
date these questions and to consider the
implications of findings for policies related
to structures and scheduling of work. The
productive patterns of society need not be
incompatible with other more personal
patterns of life.

Studies of life-cycle work patterns of
women have also been related to life-cycle
earnings of men and to periods of family
financial stress. An interest in the function
of married women’s paid employment in
families headed by males in different oc-
cupational categories has led V. K. Oppen-
heimer to posit the existence of two differ-
ent levels and patterns of peaking of
median earnings among men in different
occupations [171, 1973]. She compares
these with the points of financial stress in
family needs over the life cycle. The find-
ings underscore the lack of synchroniza-
tion between income and financial de-
mands for men with purportedly peak
median earnings of less than $7,000 in
1959. For married men in this category,
which in 1939 included practically all men
in blue collar and service occupations and
about one-half of men ages 25-64 in white
collar occupations, peak earnings were
reached early, were relatively low level,
and were not associated with life-cycle
family needs. For this group, particularly
those in their 40’s and 50’s with an adoles-
cent child in the home, the potential boost
to family well-being that could result from
a wife’s additional income was clear. Op-
penheimer suggests that the identified fi-
nancial squeeze, a reality for many fami-
lies, could help to explain the high labor
force participation rates of married
women over age 35.

The extent and variability of women’s
labor market participation has been stud-
ied in greater depth than any other as-
pect of women’s economic role. Analyses
are still needed for specific occupational
groups and taking account of socioeco-
nomic and ethnic variability. They will
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further clarify our understanding of wom-
en’s work behavior as we move on to trace

the effects of changing values and roles
and view the new issues that they raise.

B. Differentiation in the Market*

There are several dimensions along
which male and female labor market ex-
perience is (at least superficially) demon-
strably different. Beyond earnings and
occupational assignment, there are differ-
entials in the incidence of unemployment,
in the likelihood of part-time employ-
ment, and in the receipt of formal voca-
tional training. However, for the several
reasons noted earlier, this survey focuses
exclusively on economists’ research on
female/male differences in earnings and
occupational assignment.®

1. Theoretical Work. There are two, not

necessarily competing, perspectives from
which economists (try to) understand and
explain sex differences in earnings and oc-
cupation. First, there is a heterogeneous
set of writings which may be identified as
theories of discrimination. Second, there
is the perspective of human capital theory
from which some economists view these
sex differences as compatible with in-

dividual (and family) decision-making
about investment in human capital and
the division of labor in the household.

In the context of the theories of dis-
crimination, many contemporary econo-
mists have begun with the neoclassical
model developed by Gary Becker princi-

4 Editors Note: This section was written by An-
drew I. Kohen, Center for Human Resource Re-
search, The Ohio State University. He is indebted to
Francine Blau, Carol Jusenius, Herbert S. Parnes,
and Steven Sandell for their helpful comments on
earlier drafts of this review.

5 Since this survey has self-imposed limits on the
literature to be covered, a set of references has been
compiled which is much larger than the one pre-
sented here. The larger bibliography, along with a
more detailed review of the empirical studies of sex
differences in earnings is available from the library
at the Center for Human Resource Research, The
Ohio State University, 224 10th Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio 43201.

pally to explain racial discrimination [17,
1971]. The model is based on fundamental
microeconomic principles of utility max-
imization in the context of a perfectly

competitive economy. Earnings, hiring,
and promotion differences between men
and women are seen to derive from

“tastes for discrimination”—i.e., prefer-
ences to minimize (or avoid) certain eco-
nomic transactions with women—by men.
More specifically, this approach to dis-
crimination focuses on wage differentials
between men and women that derive

from invidious discrimination by the
former in their roles as employers, em-
ployees, and consumers. Becker’s work
further employs the microeconomic tools
of trade theory to demonstrate who gains
and who loses when discrimination occurs.

In response to some perceived deficien-
cies in Becker's analysis—e.g., the general
equilibrium aspects of discrimination—
Kenneth Arrow has developed extensions
of the theoretical framework in a neoclas-

sical vein [7, 1972]. A principal extension
is to include additional (information) costs
faced by the employer who does not dis-
criminate. In a similar fashion, E. S. Phelps
has independently developed a so-called
statistical theory of sexual discrimination
in the labor market [177, 1972]. In es-
sence, this theory is built on the assump-
tion that employers who are attempting to
maximize expected profits take sex of a job
applicant to represent (inferior) character-
istics of the applicant, which are not di-
rectly measured because of the high cost
of direct measurement. Phelps demon-
strates that irrespective of the validity of
using sex as this type of proxy variable,
discrimination is the outcome. Although
this theoretical approach to discrimina-
tion finds rigorous formulation in the work
by Arrow and Phelps, the neoclassical
conceptualization also appears in the work
of others, albeit with variations in assump-
tions (see D. P. Flanders and P. E. Ander-
son [81, 1973]; J. F. Madden [139, 1973];
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R. B. Mancke [144, 1971]; and P. A. Sam- native mode of explaining the existence of
uelson [198, 1973; 199, 1973)). sex discrimination. While she considers

Another theoretical approach to sex dis- both the traditional paradigm of monop-
crimination in the labor market that re- sony and the implications of assuming the
cently has been gaining adherents is as- existence of male-employee monopoly
sociated with the revival by Barbara power over labor supply, the analysis was
Bergmann of the “crowding hypothesis” developed with far less detail and rigor
[32, 1974]. This approach retains much of than the competitive model. In the spirit
the neoclassical framework and does not of Madden’s work, N. M. Gordon and
preclude the existence of pure wage diss  T. E. Morton have developed a model of
crimination—i.e., unequal pay for equal wage discrimination that emphasizes both
work. Its major distinguishing feature is market imperfections and discriminatory
that it abandons the concept of a perfectly ~~ “tastes” of fellow employees to explain sex
competitive labor market and introduces differentials in earnings [92, 1974]. What
the idea of discrimination by exclusion— has recently come to be known as “radi-
i.e, unequal access to some types of jobs. cal” economics seems to incorporate the
Basically, the hypothesis is that women neoclassical assumption of profit maximi-
are crowded into a small number of occu- zation and Marxian assumptions of
pations by the power and preferences of = monopoly capitalism and class interests to
men. This crowding generates a situation explain discrimination in the form of seg-
of excess supply to those occupations, de- mented labor markets (see Ray Marshall
pressing the marginal productivity of [146, 1974]).
women (and men) in those segments of the Human capital theory is the second the-
labor market. Thus, even when men and  oretical perspective that has increasingly
women are paid the value of their mar- been brought to bear on observed male/
ginal products, sex differentials arise and female differences in labor market earn-
persist. Clearly, this approach to sex differ- ings. In the extreme, this approach seems
entials is quite compatible with the re- to be formulated to demonstrate that ob-
cently reawakened interest of economists served sex differences are the result of dif-
in Balkanized (or “dual”) labor markets ferences in productivity between males
(see B. Bluestone et al. [38, 1973]; P. B. and females or of sex differentiation in so-
Doeringer and M. J. Piore [69, 1971]; E. cialization that occurs prior to labor mar-
James [116, 1975]; I. V. Sawhill [203, ket entrance and/or of sex differentiation
1973]; and F. Weisskoff (Blau) [255, 1972]). in the household division of labor. The es-
Francine Blau’s dissertation has extended sence of the theoretical argument is that
the development of the crowding or seg- women have different expectations from
mentation hypothesis to suggest that males about labor force participation over
intra-occupational segregation by estab- a lifetime and, therefore, women make
lishment (as well as inter-occupational different decisions than men about invest-
segregation in the market at large) canac- ment in their own human capital, both
count for male/female earnings differ- during and after formal schooling (see J.
ences [35, 1975]. Mincer and S. W. Polachek [154, 1974]

and S. W. Polachek [182, 1975)). This type
of differential in human capital invest-
ment also has been utilized to indicate
why differences in the earnings of single
and married women exist and persist (see
J. Gwartney and R. Stroup [101, 1973];

Another departure from the neoclassi-
cal competitive model of sex discrimina-
tion in the labor market can be found in

Janice Madden’s book [139, 1973]. Mad-
den describes a conceptual framework re-
lying on market imperfections as an alter-
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and S. W. Polachek [180, 1973; 181, n.d.].
Steven Sandell’s work with a human

capital model went somewhat beyond in-
corporation of discontinuous labor force
participation by including an explicit
measure of one type of labor market dis-
crimination—i.e., different rates of return
to investment in human capital [201,
1973]. Further, he examined the theoreti-
cal implications of changes in this type of
discrimination on investment behavior

and its interaction with labor force partici-
pation. Finally, Reuben Gronau has devel-
oped a model emanating from the human
capital approach to job search behavior,
which suggests that a so-called selectivity
bias in measuring the wage-offer distribu-
tion of women leads to underestimation of

the “true” gross male/female earnings
gap [97, 1974]. That is, disproportionately
fewer women in the lower part of the
wage-offer distribution are likely to be ob-
served in the labor market. In other
words, there is even more to explain than
is commonly observed.

Although many of the above-mentioned
studies allude to occupational segregation
according to sex, there is only a limited
literature dealing with the causes of this
phenomenon. The theoretical work that
holds that sex differences in earnings can

be explained by differences in expected
lifetime labor force participation also sug-
gests that the latter can account for the
observed sex segregation of occupation
[117, Johnson and Stafford, 1974; 181,
Polachek, n.d.; 201, Sandell, 1973]. That is,
occupations vary with respect to the con-
tinuity of activity required for acceptable
performance and with respect to the
amount of formal training necessary for
entrance. This variation, in conjunction
with sex differences in types and amounts
of occupational training and in expected
continuity of employment, lead to consid-
erable difference in the occupational dis-
tributions of males and females. However,
direct sex discrimination by consumers,

male employees, and the various “gate-
keepers” of some occupations has also
been alleged to be the source of at least
some of the observable segregation [32,
Bergmann, 1974; 36, Blau and Jusenius,
1975; 83, Fuchs, 1971: 139, Madden, 1973;
141, Malkiel and Malkiel, 1973; 203,
sawhill, 1973; 220, Strober, 1972; 267,
Zellner, 1972].

Despite the recent proliferation of theo-
retical papers, economists are still some

distance from having a comprehensive
theory capable of explaining observed
sarnings differentials between males and
females. It is quite beyond the scope of
this review to attempt a synthesis of the
several theoretical tacks being pursued.
One may hope, however, that pursuit of
several lines of thought, along with serious
consideration of the role of various eco-
nomic and social institutions ad la Ray Mar-
shall’s recent article in this Journal [146,
1974], will eventuate in a synthesis.

2. Empirical Work. Although there is as
yet no comprehensive theory of sex differ-
antials in labor market experience, the
various conceptual frameworks have gen-
erated empirically testable hypotheses.
The empirical studies surveyed below
have the common characteristic of trying
to explain an observed sex differential in
labor market earnings by allocating the
gross male/female difference among its
various causes. The underlying motivation
often is to determine the quantitative im-
portance of labor market discrimination as
a cause of the observed difference.

Since economists rarely employ the re-
search tools of microeconomic experi-
ments or case studies, the empirical assess-
ment of the importance of labor market
discrimination as a source of sex differen-

tials relies on the identification of discrimi-
nation as the “residual,” after other
sources of the differential have been “held
constant.” In other words, since dis-
criminatory behavior is never directly ob-
served, its existence must be inferred by
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Malkiel and J. A. Malkiel [141, 1973], and
W. G. Shepherd and S. G. Levin [21],
1973]; selected clerical and blue collar
workers, F. D. Blau [35, 1975], J. E. Buck-
ley [49, 1971], M. T. Hamilton [102, 1973],
and D. J. McNulty [147, 1967]; or selected
age-groups of workers, A. I. Kohen and
R. D. Roderick [124, 1973], J. Mincer and
S. W. Polachek [154, 1974], and L. E. Suter
and H. Miller [226, 1973]. However, space
limitations argue for emphasizing studies
whose conclusions are (more or less) appli-
cable to the entire economy.

Several economists have employed data
from decennial Censuses to analyze the
sex differential in earnings. Henry San-
born used 1950 data for employed wage
and salary workers to adjust the female/
male ratio of annual earnings from .58 to
75,% by standardizing for differences in
annual hours of work, years of schooling,
race, urban/rural residence, occupational
distribution, and age [200, 1964]. Making
further adjustments for sex differences in
labor force participation, “productivity,”
absenteeism, and quit rates (based on spe-
cial limited studies by the BLS), Sanborn
arrived at a final adjusted earnings ratio of
88. Because of the substantial effect of
standardizing for 262 detailed occupa-
tions, he concluded that the principal
manifest form of discrimination is occupa-
tional segregation.

Victor Fuchs’ analysis [83, 1971] of 1960
Census data led to conclusions analogous
to Sanborn’s. Focusing on nonfarm work-
ers and controlling for race, education,
age, city size, marital status, and class of

(statistically) eliminating the other sources
of sex differences in earnings and observ-
ing that differential which remains unex-
plained. Unfortunately, it is this inferen-
tial process that is the basis for much
legitimate debate about any given set of
statistical results or about any comparison
of two (or more) sets of results. That is,
there is no consensus among researchers

on what constitute the “other” (legiti-
mate) sources of a male/female disparity
in earnings and on how they should be
measured. For example, a principal source
of debate is whether sex differences in oc-
cupational distribution are to be consid-
ered the outcome of labor market dis-
crimination or of discrimination prior to
labor market entrance (i.e., in the home
and schools).

Furthermore, several statistical meth-
ods have been employed to “hold con-
stant” factors other than discrimination in
computing the residual, and these may
produce conflicting conclusions even with
a common data set. For example, if there
are any interactions between sex and

other determinants of earnings, regression
analysis employing a dummy variable to
represent sex (discrimination) will yield
quite different conclusions from those ob-
tained by estimating separate regression
equations for males and females and
standardizing on one set of the param-

eters. Likewise, each of these techniques
may generate conclusions that differ from
those produced by regression analysis of a
multiple equation model (which may or
may not be a simultaneous system).

Our review of research findings focuses
on studies based on national samples of the
labor force. This is not to deny the contri-
butions of many studies of more restricted
groups such as academics, A. E. Bayer and
H. S. Astin [14, 1968], M. G. Darland et al.
[64,1973], G. E. Johnson and F. P. Stafford
[117, 1974], and S. Sandell [201, 1973];
nonacademic professionals, B. Bosworth
[45,1973], A. J. Corazzini [60, 1972], B. G.

¢ A wide variety of statistics has been used to repre-
sent the sex differential in earnings. In order to pro-
vide comparable numbers throughout this section of
the survey we have converted, where possible, the
researcher’s figures to the simple ratio of the (arith-
metic) mean female earnings to the (arithmetic)
mean male earnings. In addition, we often present
an average of alternative estimates provided by the
researcher—e.g., when the researcher calculates one
adjusted ratio by standardizing with the male
weights and another by standardizing with the
‘female weights.
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worker, Fuchs used regression analysis to
adjust a female /male ratio in hourly earn-
ings from .60 to .66. After examining some
crude data on sex differences in labor

force participation and turnover along
with industrial variation in the sex differ-

ence in wages, he concluded that the prin-
cipal explanation for the lower wages of
females is role differentiation, which af-
fects occupational choice, labor force at-
tachment, post-school investment, etc. He
further concluded that sufficiently de-
tailed controls for occupation would prob-
ably explain almost all of the earnings dis-
parity, but that this would merely recast
the problem: differences in occupational
distribution would then become the topic
of research.

Gwartney and Stroup used aggregate
data from both the 1960 and 1970 Cen-
suses in their study of employment dis-
crimination against women [101, 1973].
Relying principally on frequency-distribu-
tion standardization, they concluded that
sex differences in employment prefer-
ences seemed more important than dis-
crimination in causing income differences
according to sex. Also consistent with
these conclusions are the results of Mal-
colm Cohen’s analysis of data for full-time
wage and salary workers aged 22-64 ob-
tained from the University of Michigan’s
1969 Survey of Working Conditions [58,
1971]. An interesting and unique feature
of Cohen’s study is the analysis of the im-
pact of fringe benefit differences between
men and women. His calculation in-

dicated that not only are the fringes re-
ceived by women not compensatory for
their lower earnings, but that holding
fringes constant actually widens the earn-
ings gap.

In comparison to the preceding studies,
several researchers who utilized data from
the 1967 Survey of Economic Oppor-
tunity (SEO) have attributed larger pro-
portions of the observed sex differential in
earnings to labor market discrimination.

In one of the most elaborate studies, Ron-
ald Oaxaca controlled for a large number
of personal and environmental character-
istics in order to adjust a female/male
hourly wage ratio from .65 to .72 among
urban whites and from .67 to .69 among
urban blacks [165, 1973; 166, 1973]. When
he added controls for occupation, industry
and class of worker, the adjusted ratios
rose to about .78 and .80, respectively.
Thus, even if sex segregation by industrial
sectors, major occupations groups, and
class of worker is considered to be solely
the product of role differentiation (e.g., so-
cialization), Oaxaca’s findings imply that
about three-fifths of the wage gap is due
to sex discrimination in the labor market.
He also concluded that trade unionism is
one of the institutions of the labor market
through which this discrimination is mani-
fested. Other researchers who have used
SEO data also concluded that standardiz-
ing for education, occupation, and in-
dustry still left a substantial female/male
disparity in wages unexplained (see B.
Bluestone et al. [38, 1973] and M. H. Ste-
venson [219, 1972]).7

Summarizing her more extensive study
based on 1967 CPS data for wage and sal-
ary workers, I. V. Sawhill found that the
female/male annual earnings ratio could
be adjusted from .46 to .56 by controlling
for race, region of residence, education,
age, and hours of work [203, 1973]. Addi-
tional adjustment for sex differences in
age-earnings profile (an approximation to
more accurate measurement of women’s

on-the-job-training (OJT) provided by ac-
tual labor experience) increased the ratio

"Mincer and Polachek also used SEO data for
white males 30-44 years of age in combination with
NLS data on the corresponding age-race cohort of
women [154, 1974]. Unfortunately, the unique con-
tribution of this study cannot yet be ascertained be-
cause of a major coding error in the NLS data on the
work histories of the women. Work currently under
way with the amended data will permit an appraisal
of the Mincer-Polachek conclusion that sex differ-
ences in work experience accounts for up to 70 per-
cent of the observed wage gap.
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only to .57. Sawhill concluded that her re-
sults were consistent with the hypothesis
that discriminatory segregation of women
into occupations is at the root of the earn-
ings gap in that it precludes women from
receiving training, lowers their aspira-
tions, and restricts their job search.

Finally, Alan Blinder [37, 1973] draws
conclusions similar to Oaxaca’s on the ba-

sis of data from the University of Michigan
Survey Research Center’s Income Dy-
namics Panel. That is, Blinder’s analysis of
employed, white heads of household who
were 25 years of age and older (in 1967)
led him to conclude that two-thirds of the
female/male wage differential was due to
outright discrimination in labor markets—
where the latter does not include the sex

differences in occupational distribution. In
addition, he attributed the remaining
third of the wage difference to discrimina-
tion in occupational assignment (and sen-
iority) by estimating both reduced-form
and structural wage determination equa-
tions.

3. Concluding Comments. It is easier to
summarize the many studies that have
been conducted than to synthesize their
findings and to make confident generaliza-
tions about the nature, extent, and sources
of sex differentiation in the labor market.

The many differences in data sources, in
models, and in methods of analysis make
comparisons difficult. Nonetheless, a num-
ber of generalizations appear to be war-
ranted. To begin with, perhaps the sole
consistent result of the mélange of empiri-
cal studies surveyed is that sex discrimina-
tion in the form of unequal pay for equal
work is of little, if any, quantitative signifi-
cance. While there also seems to be con-

sensus that occupational differentiation is
an important source of the observed male/
female earnings disparity, it is by no
means clear to what extent the differentia-

tion is produced by labor market discrimi-
nation (e.g., in promotions) or by sex role
discrimination in the home and schools. In

addition, research on interfirm sex segre-
gation is in its infancy, and there are few
studies relating to what Phyllis Wallace
has referred to as the “feminine version of

the Ralph Bunche syndrome” [250, 1973,
p. 72], i.e., that discrimination in the labor
market assumes the form of hiring and
promoting women with higher qualifica-
tions than men doing the same job at the
same pay.

There is an evident need for further

theoretical work drawing upon the sev-
eral approaches extant in the literature
and utilizing the resources of other social
sciences if we are to understand fully the

smpirical phenomena. While economists
may be capable of explaining the conse-
quences of different types of discrimina-
tory behavior, we are not able to specify
the mechanisms by which the attitudes
underlying the behavior are manifested.
Moreover, our theories provide little in-
sight into the consequences of eliminating
alternative forms of discriminatory behav-
ior.

For the purpose of quantifying the ex-
tent to which invidious discrimination
contributes to observed sex differences in

economic rewards, a researcher need only
be concerned with earnings, since they
are the end product of labor market ac-
tivity. In this context it is immaterial
whether sex discrimination assumes the

form of unequal pay for equal work; artifi-
cial barriers to entry into higher paying
occupations, industries, or firms; artificial
barriers to the acquisition of formal voca-
tional training; unequal layoff policies; or
combinations of these forms. On the other
hand, if research is to do more than quan-
tify the impact of sex discrimination, it
must be mindful of the variety of forms in
which discrimination can be manifested.
[ndeed, for research to serve as a basis for

policy-making and government interven-
tion in the labor market, it must attempt
to disentangle the determinants of male/
female earnings differences and separate
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those commonly grouped together under
the heading of discrimination.

C. The Household

Ll. Household Production. Valuing wom-
en’s contribution to economic life begins
but does not end with a consideration of
their market activities. As early as the
1930’s consumer economists such as Mar-

garet Reid referred to the household as a

producer of goods and services [186,
1934]. More recently, Mincer built non-
market work activity at home into a model
describing women’s choices in the alloca-
tion of their time [151, 1962]. The devel-
opment of a theory of investment in hu-
man capital [15, Becker, 1964], linked to
the scarcity aspects of one basic input,
time [16, Becker, 1965], provided a theo-
retical framework for considering the
household as a producer and for treating
work in the home as a nonmarket work

activity. Investment in human capital is
seen as one form of investment, entering

into the production function of the
household and influencing its operation.
By explicitly taking account of the scarcity
of time and the consequent need for its
allocation among possible competing uses
in household production activities as well
as between market and home activities,
the household and its members are seen

as engaged in productive activity with
utility maximization as a goal (see Gronau
[95, 1973]). The household is the economic
entity. And the price of time is the key to
understanding economic influences on
women’s decisions in the allocation of
work between the market and the home
as well as the allocation among family
members of work activities in the home.
With the wider range of alternative roles
now available to both men and women,

price of time should also play a major role
in determining which family member is to
be the major income earner.

Leibowitz, directing her analysis to time
allocation among alternative activities of

women, states that while income affects
the total amount of work offered, its divi-
sion between home and market depends
on wage rates, productivity in the home,
and the price and availability of substi-
tutes for the wife’s labor time in the home
[134, 1974]. The more education a woman
has, the higher the “cost” of not being in
the labor market, since the productivity of
her time is increased by education more
for labor market work than for home
work. There is a greater supply of market
labor offered with increased educational
attainment for every age group of women
except the group aged 25-40 (in this age
group, all women supply the same amount

of labor) [131, Leibowitz, 1972].
Time spent in household tasks differ

among employed and nonemployed
women (see J. Vanek [246, 1974]). A
1967-68 study of wives in one eastern city
found that employed wives spent an aver-
age of 34 hours per week on household
tasks compared with 57 hours for women
not employed outside the home (see J. N.
Hedges and J. K. Barnett [109, 1972, p.
10]). In a time budget study of a sample
of urban married women, it was found
that employed women spent less time
each weekday on food preparation, house
cleaning, and laundry than did nonem-
ployed women, and about the same
amount of time sleeping (see J. P. Robin-
son and P. Converse [190, 1966]).

Overall, except for the component of
child care, the more educated women of-

fer smaller time inputs to household pro-
duction over the life cycle than do other
women. Child care, unlike other home ac-

tivities, absorbs greater time inputs with
increased education (see Leibowitz [132,
1974)). Frank Stafford and Russell Hill pro-
vide additional evidence for this finding in
a study showing that home production
time due to the presence of a pre-school
child is twice as great in high socioeco-
nomic status families as in low ones [218,
1973]. Leibowitz explains this fact (seem-
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ingly in contradiction with what would be
expected of this time-intensive activity)
partly by reference to the low elasticity of
substitution with other inputs (baby-sit-
ters, grandmothers, older children) when
contrasted with two other household ac-

tivities (meal preparation and laundry
work). Whether, indeed, this variation in
child care between more and less edu-
cated women is related to education or

rather to cultural habits of differing socio-
economic groups, which themselves are
associated with educational level, merits
further attention.

Few studies as yet report on changing
household task allocation between hus-
bands and wives. In the 1960’s married
women spent an average of 40 hours a

week keeping house, compared with 4
hours a week for husbands according to
Morgan, Sirageldin, and Baerwaldt [157,
1966, p. 102]. A study of dual-career fami-
lies in the late 1960’s found that although
husbands and professional wives often
shared household tasks, for two-thirds of
the couples the household tasks were ei-
ther performed by the wife with the assist-
ance of hired help or remained the pri-
mary responsibility of the wife (see L. L.
Holmstrom [113, 1972]). As our experi-
ence with more undifferentiated sex roles

in family life grows, research should begin
to evaluate the impact of changing roles
on allocation of time spent in household
tasks.

Household tasks comprise the predomi-
nant activity (90 percent) of a more en-
compassing category of nonmarket work
that also includes volunteer activities (5
percent) and time spent on education by
family head and other productive activi-
ties (5 percent) [213, Sirageldin, 1969].
The collective value of the societal contri-
bution is considerable, but the absence of
data on physical inputs, the heterogeneity
in the quality of services produced, and
the absence of a pricing mechanism, all
make it difficult to give precision to the

calculations (see Gronau [96, 1973]). To
develop value estimates, extensive gather-
ing of time budget data for home produc-
tion activities has been carried on by Mor-
gan, Sirageldin, and Baerwaldt [157, 1966]
and Hedges and Barnett [109, 1972] and
for volunteer activities by Morgan, Sira-
geldin, and Baerwaldt [157, 1966] and the
U.S. Department of Labor [237, 1969]. It
is difficult to impute prices for services for
which there is no market equivalent. A
number of alternative approaches have
been suggested for measuring house-
wives’ contributions (see S. B. Johnson
[118, 1975]): valuing the housewives’ con-
tribution as equivalent to foregone earn-
ings in the market (opportunity costs) by
J. Kreps [125, 1971] and I. A. Sirageldin
1213, 1969]; summing the results of ap-
plication of prevailing wage rates to each
of the “jobs” performed by housewives by
K. E. Walker [249, 1955] and I. A. Siragel-
din [213, 1969]; estimating replacement
costs of a substitute mother by H. S. Rosen
[192, 1974]; or considering the compara-
tive advantage of work in the home and
market and hence estimating the value of
housewives’ time relative to that of wage-
earning women by R. Gronau [95, 1973;
96, 1973]. The value of volunteer services
has been estimated from an average wage
applied to hours expended, obtained
through direct inquiry by Morgan, Siragel-
din, and Baerwaldt [157, 1966] and from
imputation of an hourly wage applied to
estimates of the quantity of volunteers re-
quired as provided by recipients of volun-
teer contributions by H. Wolozin [260,
L966].

Morgan, Sirageldin, and Baerwaldt esti-
mate that inclusion of unpaid work in na-
tional accounts in 1964 would would have
increased the GNP by 38 percent [157,
1966, p. 5]. Juanita Kreps [125, 1971, p. 67]
reports that the NBER in 1918, Simon
Kuznets in 1928, and Sylva Gelber in
1968, each estimated housewives’ services
at not less than 25 percent of the value of
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the GNP. By 1980 the U.S. Department of
Labor estimates that volunteer activities,
not including home production, may con-
‘ribute $30 billion a year to the economy
1237, 1969, p. 1].

Discussions about the monetary value of
these contributions continue, as do discus-
sions of how to incorporate such values
into measurements of the GNP and calcu-
lations of income for computing social
welfare benefits (see W. Nordhaus and J.
Tobin [163, 1972]). But the fact of produc-
tive contribution is no longer questioned,
and other research issues relating to non-
market work are beginning to be studied
‘see M. W. Mueller [158, 1974)).

2. Family Related Issues (see A. L. Fer-
riss [78, 1970]). It is clear that market and
nonmarket work, marriage, fertility, and
education involve interrelated decisions
that are both determined by and affect all
members of the family unit (see Sweet
r227, 1973]). A number of studies about
method of analysis as well as the content
of the issues have been undertaken [171,
Oppenheimer, 1973; 216, Sobel, 1973;
225, Suter, 1973; 195, Ross, 1974; 182,
Polachek, 1975]. Discussion of some as-
pects of these topics is arbitrarily placed
in this section, although in fact the issues
and values to which they are related affect
equally market and household function-
ing. Longitudinal work histories, de-
scribed earlier, also exemplify the interac-
tion between work and aspects of personal
lives.

a. Marriage

Economic aspects, however defined, of
marriage and the family now receive at-
tention from economists both because of
evolving extensions of existing economic
theory to include marriage and because of
the increasing importance of paid work in
women’s lives.

[t is useful to review the context within

which current research is taking place.
Historically, marriage rates rose with in-
nreasing real income, but the reverse

trend has been true during the past two
decades (see F. B. Santos [202, 1975]). Sev-
eral salient facts should be noted: between
1950 and 1970 the proportion of single
women in the age groups 14-19 and 20-24
ncreased [232]; the median age at first
marriage for females has been creeping
ap [202, Santos, 1975, p. 7]; primary
households of women ages 20-24, living
alone, increased 196 percent between
1960 and 1972, yet for men the counter-
part rise was 272 percent [118, Johnson,
1975, p. 410]; the divorce rate (number of
divorces per 1000 population) has moved
markedly upward since 1963, nearly dou-
bling in the past ten years [106, Hayghe,
1974, p. 25]; fertility rates are down [243,
1973, p. 250].

Becker has applied microanalytic eco-
nomic maximizing principles applicable
to the firm to the development of an eco-
nomic theory of marriage; he attempts to
explain the existence and variety of mar-
riage choices and patterns [18, 1973].
Becker uses the theory of preferences and
atility maximization to describe the
choice of mate in a marriage “market,”
which is defined as being in equilibrium
in the sense that no person can change
mates and be better off. He further as-
sumes that each person tries to maximize
his or her well-being and that there exists
a positive correlation between certain
traits (e.g, education, physical capital,
height, race, and others) of husbands and
wives. Gains from marriage compared
vith singleness are positively associated
with income, relative difference in wage
rates, and the level of some nonmarket
jualities such as education or beauty. In
a recent article Becker explores a number
of questions relating to love and caring,
monogomous and polygomous marriages,
the relationship between natural selection
and assortive mating, and some character-
istics of mating in marriages and of mar-
riage dissolutions (divorce) [19, 1974].

Shirley Johnson, also focusing on the
neoclassical economic model. seeks to ex-
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plain recent changes in marriage and di-
vorce preferences and patterns [118,
1975]. She describes the expected utility
of a marriage as related to its material and
psychic returns. Divorce occurs when ex-
pected future returns, relative to cost of
being married, are smaller for at least one
spouse than the expected returns from al-
ternative arrangements. The shift in tastes
in favor of labor force activity helps to ex-
plain, especially in the absence of alterna-
tive child-care arrangements, the post-
ponement and decline in marriage, the
increase in the single-person household,
and the fewer numbers of children. Di-
vorce is positively and significantly as-
sociated with greater job satisfaction, she
finds, in an analysis of a cohort of women
from 1967 NLS data. While a causal rela-

tionship is not statistically demonstrable,
Johnson notes the compatability of this
finding with the philosophy of the wom-
en’s movement. She describes additional,
reinforcing trend effects that can be ex-
pected if the feminist recommendations
with respect to valuing the contribution of
the housewife are incorporated into our
thoughts and our accounts.

Fredricka Santos similarly finds the rise
in market work for women to be an impor-
tant factor in explaining the secular de-
cline in the proportion of married females
[202, 1975]. This is one of those seemingly
innocuous statements that makes a star-

tling point; it suggests that the increased
interest of women in paid work may have
far-reaching implications for life-styles.
Even if marriage continues as a norm, its
prevalence and nature may be altered.

Findings by the Michigan Survey Re-
search Center, based on an ongoing
survey of 5,000 American families for the
period 1968-72 also are relevant [155,
1974; 156, 1974]. This approach yields re-
sults that call for thoughtful consideration.
Environmental and behavior patterns
were carefully analyzed in order to iden-
tify variables related to improvement in
sconomic status, particularly for the poor.

The Michigan findings are dramatic in
their implications for family and poverty
policy development. They suggest that of
all the variables influencing changes in
well-being, family composition and what
takes place within the home are the most
important in their impact. The impor-
tance of these findings for poverty policy
and for women is underscored by knowl-
adge of the increasing numbers of poor
families headed by women.

Isabel Sawhill, Heather Ross, and Anita
MacIntosh approach similar questions in
a different way [205, 1973]. Their paper
reviews the historical changes in eco-
nomic functions provided by the family,
raises a number of questions, and specu-
lates that the family may be moving to-
wards a new orientation of an income-

pooling unit. Public policy alternatives
applicable to the family are explored and
avaluated—monitoring legislation to en-
sure that it contributes to the stabilization

of family life, transferring family financial
responsibilities to the government, and
encouraging women’s economic in-
dependence through programs such as
subsidized day care. The policy orienta-
tion of each measure is different, and they
are suggested as reinforcing rather than as
mutually exclusive alternatives.

Writing more generally on the relation-
ship between sexism and capitalism,
Margery Davies and Michael Reich exam-
ine the role of the family under capitalism
[65, 1972]. They suggest that capitalism is
undermining the traditional family struc-
ture and, at the same time, benefiting
from the maintenance of its sexist charac-
ter.

Finally, a recent report on American

and European experience by Hugh Heclo,
Lee Rainwater, Martin Rein, and Robert
Weiss analyzes the prevalence, composi-
tion, and dynamics of movement into and
out of the single-person family state, and
some of the emotional and social problems
related to this [107, 1973].

At the moment, economists’ theoretical
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modeling and the testing of data concern- G. S. Becker and H. G. Lewis [2], 1973];
ing marriage trends are incomplete. Exist-  D. N. DeTray [67, 1973]; R. J. Willis [257,
ing models need to be enlarged to con- 1973]; and M. P. Rosenzweig [193, 1975]).
sider satisficing as well as maximizing Other research has looked at the impor-
principles; they need to take account of tance of time inputs to children for their
subrational as well as irrational prefer- later educational attainment, training,
ences. and earnings. For example, Russell Hill

and Frank Stafford assert that with greater
input to child care, particularly prior to
grade school, greater educational attain-
ment and training will be achieved [111,
1974]. A. Leibowitz suggests that time
spent by educated women with their chil-
dren affects not only children’s early
achievement but their ultimate level of
schooling as well [133, 1974]. She notes
that parents’ education (proxy for heredity
and quality of time) and quantity of time
inputs invested in preschool children in-
creased the stock of childhood human
capital as measured by children’s 1.Q.
Mincer [153, 1972] and Hill and Stafford
112, 1974] write about the importance of
parents’ education for future education or
sarnings of children.

Both quantity and quality of time inputs
appear to be important to children’s de-
velopment; for mothers who choose to al-
locate their time to child rearing, econo-
mists indicate the existence of a positive
return. Whether comparable child devel-
opment can be achieved in alternative
ways by mothers whose choice is for
greater time allocation to the market, has
not yet been made clear. But alternative
market structures for providing child
care, and associated costs, have been stud-
ied, and a brief review of this literature is
included here.

Day care® in the United States started
in 1838 (see S. S. Boocock [43, 1973]), but
not until World War II did programs
become widespread, particularly serving
children of women working in the defense
industries [239, 1971]. In the 1960’s, inter-

b. Fertility and Child Care

Economists are seeking a framework for
interpreting fertility and child care prac-
tices and for assessing their impact both on
the work experience of adult family mem-
bers and on educational attainment and
work achievement of the child. They take
for granted the human preferences for
children, investigate parents’ resources
for child-bearing and rearing, and seek to
assess the opportunity costs involved. In
sum, they attempt to provide an analytic
approach for explaining lifetime behavior
patterns; yet research results so far have
been restricted to static economic assump-
tions (see T. W. Schultz [206, 1973]). The
human capital approach and the cost of
investment of time is the foundation upon
which their analytic explanation is devel-
oped. And consistent with this, time input
to the household production function is
seen as allocated according to maximiza-
tion principles among a variety of activi-
ties, child care being only one. The gen-
eral thrust of argument and review of the
literature is contained in JEL review arti-
cles on fertility by Harvey Leibenstein
130, 1974] and on consumer economics
by Robert Ferber [75, 1973] and in the
NBER Population Conferences [207,
1973; 208, 1974].

One research area in particular relates
to defining and refining models to explain
the quantity and quality of time invest-
ment in “child services,” an investment
that is clearly different at different ages of
children. This investment varies with the
price of time, family ethos, family income,
family member earnings, education, and
contraceptive techniques employed (see

8 This section was developed and written by
Dianne S. Hurley.
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est in child care was rekindled as mothers

with young children increased their labor
force participation, according to M. H.
Strober [222, 1975]. Estimates of the use
of day-care centers vary [137, Low and
Spindler, 1968; 256, Westinghouse, 1971;
123, Keyserling, 1972; 127, Lave and An-
grist, 1973], but all agree that there is an
upward trend. The Westinghouse study,
for example, estimates that 10.5 percent
of children of working mothers are cared
for in day-care centers, 575,000 children
receiving full day care in 17,500 centers
and 695,000 additional children in less for-
mal day-care homes [256, 1971, pp. vi, vii].
Variation also exists in the estimates of fu-
ture need [197, Ruderman, 1968; 256,
Westinghouse, 1971; 265, Zamoff and
Lyle, 1971; 5, Angrist and Lave, 1974; 212,
Shortlidge, in process]. The Women’s Bu-
reau projects that by 1980 the number of
children under five with working mothers
will increase from 3.7 million to 5.3 mil-

lion (see Zamoff and Lyle [266, 1973]).
Costs to users of day-care services de-

pend on goals, services, administrative ar-
rangements, and availability of subsidy.
Mary Rowe and Ralph Husby outline the
essentials of parents’ demands for inex-
pensive care that is geographically con-
venient, offered at critical hours, and of
the “right” kind [196, 1973]. A number of
analyses have been made of the costs of
services in this labor intensive industry
[224, Sugarman and Feldman, 1968; 80,
Fitzsimmons and Rowe, 1971; 256, West-
inghouse, 1971; 254, Weikert, 1972].
While cost estimates vary (see M. P. Rowe
and R. D. Husby [196, 1973]),° there is
some agreement that child-care costs are
about $2,000 per child year or $40 a week

® Rowe and Husby attribute differences among the
estimates to definitional discrepancies and differ-
ences in cost accounting methods used. Their conclu-
sion is that a full day’s care for children under six
would cost nearly $2,000 per child year ($1,971) in
the early seventies, exclusive of start-up costs and
the administrative cost of federal, state, and local
pureaucracies [196, 1973].

for full-time care, a much higher figure
than parents are willing to pay (see An-
grist and Lave [5, 1974, p. 4]). According
to this study $22 per week was the ex-
pense families were willing to incur; it is
consistent with the $24 a week figure
found in one study to be the actual expen-
diture made (see Lave and Angrist [127,
1973, p. 8)).

Child care expenditures are justified in
several ways. It is suggested that day-care
centers serve as an instrument in fostering
child development. Head Start is an exam-
ple of a child development program, with
caretaker functions only incidentally pro-
vided. Evaluations have not demonstrated
the long-term results hoped for, showing
the effects of the program fading by the
fourth grade (see Angrist and Lave [4,
1973]). While evidence justifying pro-
grams on the basis of educational exter-

nalities (where social benefits exceed pri-
vate benefits) is still insufficient, other
benefits similar to those received from
public education, (e.g., early detection of
children’s psychological or physical prob-
lems) do exist (see C. L. Schultze et al.
209, 1972).

A second suggested purpose is to pro-
vide child care to permit welfare mothers
to engage in paid work. The Work Incen-
tive Program (WIN) has attempted to
achieve this result. But from a cost stand-
point, there is some evidence that the cost
of good day care exceeds that of the
maintenance of welfare payments [209,
Schultze et al., 1972]. If this is to be a pro-
gram objective, nonmonetary gains must
provide the rationale.

Day care can also be viewed more sim-
ply as a service for mothers at all socioeco-
nomic levels who choose to work. Subsi-
dies, voucher programs, and charging for
day-care service on a sliding scale related
to income could make this possible (see
E. R. Fried et al. [82, 1973]). Experience
with industrial programs, reported by J. R.
Curran and J. W. Jordan [62, 1970] and the
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U.S. Department of Labor, Women’s Bu-
reau [239, 1971] and with legislative
provisions for tax deductions or credits by
Schultze et al. [209, 1972], would then be
relevant for deciding about structure and
program provisions. None of these ap-
proaches is problem free.

Evaluative and experiential ground-
work is incomplete; research is still
needed on such issues as the effect of day
sare on child well-being and on the work

response of mothers in different socioeco-
nomic groups (see S. Angrist, J. R. Lave,
and R. Mickelsen [6, 1975] and C. L.
Jusenius and S. Sandell [121, 1974]). This
research should be developed from a
strong base of agreement about the pur-
poses of day care so that costs can be
measured against the private and social
benefit goals.

c. Education

It is important to underscore the rele-
sance that education has for family-
-elated issues. The rising numbers and
oroportions of women with high school
and college educations is well known, as
is the higher labor force participation
rates of women at increasing levels of edu-
cation. Research informs us, too, that
while education presumably raises the
productivity and, hence, the rate of return
from market work relative to home pro-
duction, that this rate of return remains
lower for women than for men (see Leibo-

witz [134, 1974] and Madden [140, 1974).
The influence of education on allocation
of time among household activities and
between market and home production is
thus complicated by additional factors.

Education of women has a bearing not
only on their own work activities, but on
the lives of other family members. Al-
ready reported are ways in which moth-
er’s education may influence achievement
of children. Additionally, Michael Gross-
man has reported on the positive relation-
ship between the wife’s education and the

husband’s health [98, 1973], Robert Mi-
chael on how it influences the efficiency
with which contraceptive techniques are
ased [150, 1973], and Lee Benham on its
affect on husband's productivity and
consequently his earnings ability [30,
1975]. These more indirect, but no less
important fall-outs from education of
women suggest the broader beneficial
consequences of educational attainment.
The more we know about the effects of

human capital investment in education,
the more informed can be evaluation of
those factors that appear to influence edu-
rational choices, some of which are the
same for men and women, and some of

which may be peculiar to the particular
interests that women have expressed.

[II. Changing Roles and Social Policy

This article would be incomplete if no
-eference were made to the importance
+f economic research on women’s roles for
egislative and policy formulation. Al-
though the topic is too comprehensive for
axhaustive treatment here, its importance
can be documented by reference to three
areas where legal and economic issues are
closely intertwined.!® Each is in an area
where values and roles are rapidly chang-
ing and, perhaps because of the transi-
tional nature of our value system, diver-
gent for groups in the society. Economic
research can be valuable in providing
guides for policy positions and for legisla-
tive change.

A. Income Tax Legislation

Income tax legislative inadequacies
hecome more apparent as married

10 The author is indebted to Dianne Lund, Har-
sard Law School, for identifying important recent
egal references that analyze changes in women’s
status under the law. See T. E. Murphy [159, 1970],
B. A. Brown et al. [48, 1971), J. D. Johnston, Jr.and
C. L. Knapp [120, 1971], D. P. Flanders and P. E.
Anderson [81, 1973], J. G. Getman [84, 1973], the
1973 Economic report of the President [244, 1973],
“Women and the Law” [261, 1971], and Rutgers’
Women’s Rights Law Reporter [263].
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women increasingly opt to work in the
paid labor market (see H. M. Groves [99,
1963]). Income tax laws are still based on
the assumption that the American family
has a husband at work in the market and
a wife/mother at home and result in disad-
vantageous treatment of the two-earner
family, thus, projecting a strong work dis-
incentive for the wife.

The problem is fairly straightforward;
solutions that provide equitable treatment
to women in the variety of their contribut-
ing roles are more complicated to work
out. For example, the aggregation of in-
come, the filing of joint returns by married
couples, and the income-splitting provi-
sions that they permit, while initially in-
troduced to equalize tax burdens between
married couples residing within and out-
side of community property states, have
had the additional unintended effect of
benefiting those married couples most
where the wife limits her activities to the
home. Such families benefit from the split-
ting of taxable income between husband
and wife, lowering the tax bracket into
which each income falls. For the wife in
the paid labor market, her first dollar of
income is effectively taxed at the primary
earner’s highest or “marginal” rate, thus
reducing her monetary contribution to
the family coffers, as well as the effective
return for her labors (see G. Cooper [59,
1970-71}; G. Blumberg [39, 1971-72]; and
E. S. Cohen [57, 1972]).

Moreover, unlike the experience of a
number of European countries, uneven
relief is provided to working persons, mar-
ried or not, in the form of earned income
credits or exemptions [39, Blumberg,
1971-72]. While our internal revenue
code permits a deduction for expenses in-
volved in care of dependents and for
household services incurred to make it
possible for the taxpayer to be gainfully
employed, the provisions do have several
disadvantageous aspects as they apply to
working women. For married couples, but

not for other qualified individuals, they
apply only when both spouses are engaged
in substantially full-time employment or
when one spouse is incapable of caring for
self. They apply only to households con-
taining one or more “qualifying individu-
als” (dependents under 15 or an in-
capacitated dependent or spouse), and
thus may exclude couples without chil-
dren or employed single women, groups
that may also incur expenses in connec-

tion with gainful employment. Many di-
vorced spouses also tend to be ineligible
for the deductions. At one end of the in-
come scale, restrictions are applied to de-
ductible expenses if family gross income
exceeds $35,000,'! and at the other end,
deductions are permitted only if itemized,
an uncommon procedure for low income
taxpayers. Restrictions on deductibility of
expenses continue to be criticized. Also
criticized is the fact that household serv-

ices performed outside the home, al-
though incurred to facilitate gainful em-
ployment, are excluded from coverage
(see A. Feld [74, 1972] and G. Blumberg
[40, 1973; 41, 1973).

While these disadvantageous aspects of
the income tax law apply to other groups
as well, they are particularly important for
working women, and a variety of correc-
tive suggestions have been offered. To
remove the rate inequities resulting from
income splitting and to equalize the tax
burden among family units and individu-
als with the same taxable income, Joseph
Pechman would halve the tax brackets ap-
plicable to married couples [175, 1973;
176, 1973]. At the same time, to meet the
two-earner family inequity, he, and oth-
ers, would enact some form of earned in-
come credit or deduction, based, for Pech-
man, on the earned income of the spouse
with the lower earnings (see Cooper [59,
1970-71}; Blumberg [39, 1971-72]; and
Pechman [175, 1973: 176, 1973]). Other

11 For most recent provisions, see the Tax Reduc-
tion Act of 1975.
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suggestions include substituting an in-
dividual for a spousal taxable unit [175,
Pechman, 1973; 176, 1973] or enactment
of more rational provisions, either com-
bined or separately constructed, for de-
duction of costs of child care or for paid
domestic work to replace the wife’s work
in the home [59, Cooper, 1970-71; 33,
Bergmann and Adelman, 1973]. Propo-
nents of each proposed amendment urge
its enactment for one or more reasons: to

improve the equity of the tax system; to
permit the more accurate reporting of net
income after deduction of expenses relat-
ing to work, a reflection of capacity to pay;
and to help lessen the work disincentive
effect of the system as it now operates.

B. Social Security Legislation

Some of the proposed revisions of our
social security legislation similarly arise
from the fact that the basic structure of
the system assumes that most married
women are economically dependent on
their husband’s income. Hence, benefits
for wives and widows are related to the
husband’s benefit. If a wife who has
worked in paid employment qualifies for
a benefit based on her own earnings that
is less than what she would have received
as a dependent wife, she automatically re-
ceives a supplementary amount equal to
this difference. While she is not penalized,
neither has she gained additional retire-
ment benefits from her tax contributions
during her working years. In 1971, 17 per-
cent of retired women workers, although
they had paid taxes while working, found
that their benefits as dependent wives
were greater than those based on their
own earnings. For this group the tax bur-
den relative to the benefits received were

greater for the two-earner family than for
a single-earner family with the same total
family income. For an additional group,
family tax contributions appeared dispro-
portionate, since the woman earner’s ben-

efits, based on her own earnings, were
only slightly higher than what they would
have been if she had not worked and had
received benefits as a dependent wife.

Suggested solutions such as that of bas-
ing family retirement income on joint
family earnings by R. M. Ball [8, 1973; 9,
1973] or lowering the tax rate for married
working women (see Cooper [59, 1970-
71]) run into problems of the acceptabil-
ity of income-splitting arrangements or
the equity of special provisions for mar-
ried as against single working women. The
increasing prevalence of divorce also com-
plicates the problem. Without some suita-
ble substitute arrangements, abolition of
present provisions that permit linkage of
a wife’s benefits to her husband’s earnings
is hardly feasible while a majority of
women still are or have been dependent
on these earnings. A number of women’s
groups suggest that credits, presumably at
a uniform rate, should be given for service
in the home. The appeal of this type of
provision, as presented by Carolyn Shaw
Bell, is that it would remove the onus of

dependency from housewives by giving
recognition to their productive contribu-
tion [23, 1973; 24, 1973]. But again, al-
though giving explicit legislative recogni-
tion to this contribution is important,
devising a system that provides monetary
as well as nominal recognition is not easy.
For unless credit is accrued in relation to
husband’s earnings, a housewife’s benefit
alone, at least for most middle class
women, would be less than that based on
a husband’s earnings. And for these cases,
the present method of benefit computa-
tion remains the more favorable alterna-

tive. An acceptable benefit formula that
incorporates credit for a housewife’s ac-
tivities has yet to be developed.

Much more work is needed to back up
these and other suggestions designed to
bring legislation into conformity with cur-
rent social structures (see I. C. Merriam
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(148, 1972] and V. Reno [187, 1973)). In-
formation about women’s life-time work
histories and their relevance for earnings
patterns is still being developed, and it is
not at all clear to what extent future pat-
terns of family life or of paid and unpaid
employment will differ from those of to-
day (see Mallan [142, 1974]). The relative
importance of wife’s and husband’s earn-
ings in two-earner families and the extent
and character of the economic respon-
sibilities of single women (and men) may
also be changing and require more re-
search [115, 1973].

Such research is beginning. Michael
Boskin provides an overview of some of
the important effects of government ex-
penditures and taxes on the supply of male
and female labor in the market [44, 1974].
He notes the differential effects on men

and women of some of the tax provisions
discussed above, as well as the fact that
men and women may offer different
amounts of labor in response to a given
incentive. He finds that income elasticity
of wives’ market labor supply is positive
and much larger than that of husbands
and, hence, it is negatively affected by
taxes. Taxes also reduce the return to (and
hence investment in) human capital, and
this additionally depresses female labor
supply offered in the market. His work
suggests that individual income and pay-
roll taxes in their present form tend to
decrease the attractiveness of market
work for women and limit human capital
accumulation of women relative to men.

Boskin’s research addresses both an im-
portant tax and women’s issue. But more
research is needed on the economic costs
and benefits of work for women as women

perceive and respond to them.

C. Social Policy and Women in Poverty

Topics of interest to women differ
markedly, in part depending on the eco-
nomic situations of the women concerned.

While the two-earner family problem is
very real for some women, for women in

poverty, even those who are married,
other problems are more immediately
pressing. The origin of their problems may
reside in their economic status, but that
status and the social legislation to which it
gives rise have implications for the roles
these women play and the way they allo-
cate time between market and home
work. The development of constructive
social policy with respect to the needs of
women in poverty requires a better un-

derstanding of the variables that affect
their status and the ways in which legisla-
tion influences both their status and their
roles. No account of the roles of women
can be complete without some reference
to this group, which is an increasingly im-
portant component of our low-income
population. |

Twenty-three million persons, 11 per-
cent of the population, were below the
poverty level in 1973.12 Age, sex, and race
are closely related to this poverty status,
although poverty does not discriminate in
its injurious effects on the men, women,
and children it touches. Of the 23 million
low-income persons, 18.3 million were in
families. Family members included 9.5
million children under age 18, 2.6 million
male family heads, 2.2 million female
heads, and 4.0 million other family mem-
bers, many of whom were wives [231,
L974]. Three-fifths of the adult population
in poverty were women [236, 1974]. Nine-
teen percent of low-income women were
65 years of age or over, a considerably

higher percentage than their proportion
in the population [231, 1974].

Over time the relative importance of

‘2 The poverty level is based on the Social Security
Administration’s poverty thresholds, adjusted for
changes in the CPI. For non-farm households in
1973, the poverty income level for an unrelated in-
dividual was set as below $2,247, $2,895 for a couple,
and $4,540 for a family of four. The poverty level for
farm families was set at 85 percent of this amount.
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families with female heads has increased.
Between 1960 and 1973, there was a 12

percent rise in the number of low-income
families headed by women: they ac-
counted for 24 percent of all families in
poverty in 1960 and 45 percent in 1973.
In the latter year, female-headed families
were 64 percent of poor black families and
37 percent of poor white families [261,
1971; 194, Ross, 1973, pp. 1, 5].

Much of the research on poverty has
been carried on in an interdisciplinary en-
vironment and has had a welfare policy
orientation (see M. C. Barth, C. J. Car-
cagno, and J. L. Palmer [13, 1974]). Lester
Thurow’s basic study analyzes the causal
factors in poverty and considers alterna-
tive corrective strategies [229, 1969].
Other recent literature has evaluated the
experience and effectiveness of ongoing
and experimental welfare programs in an
effort to identify research needs, policy
goals, and programmatic structures for
moving families out of poverty (see Barth,
Carcagno, and Palmer [13, 1974] and the
Joint Economic Committee, Subcommit-
tee on Fiscal Policy Report [230, 1972-
74).

The sharp rise in the proportion of fami-
lies in poverty with female heads has di-
rected some attention to this particular
group and has resulted in a number of
studies that focus specifically on women’s
experience and behavior in relation to
welfare programs. Jack Meyer, in an anal-
ysis of the welfare system of mid-1967 and
its influence on work experience for the
National Longitudinal Survey panel of
women ages 30-44, demonstrates that
time spent in paid employment by mar-
ried women is inversely related to the
level of welfare benefits for which they are
eligible [149, 1972]. Other studies have
found a similar increase in the recipient
rate for welfare assistance as the benefit

size relative to potential earnings in-
creases (see L. J. Hausman and H. Kasper

[105, 1971]). With rising benefit levels,
greater male desertion among poor hus-
band-wife families have also been noted
(see M. H. Honig [114, 1971]).

A number of studies have underscored
the complexity of interaction among vari-
ables that influence the labor market sup-
ply of women—e.g., marital status, earn-
ings potential, availability of jobs for men
and for women, presence of preschool
children, educational levels, and health
status (see Honig [114, 1971]; Hausman
and Kasper [105, 1971]; and Haring [103,
1973)). John Shea has described some of
these factors in terms of responses to a

hypothetical job offer by groups of black
and white, poor and non-poor women
(210, 1973]. He concluded that while
greater job availability, better transporta-
tion, and offer of health services might
positively affect the work interest level,
more efficient child-care arrangements
might have little effect.

Some authors have evaluated the poten-
tial impact of alternative policy ap-
proaches that relate to welfare assistance
(e.g., broader coverage of income mainte-
nance programs or increasing benefit lev-
els), in buttressing the position of men as
income earners or increasing women’s

ability to achieve economic independence
through increasing their work capacities
and access to work opportunities (see E.
Durbin [71, 1973] and H. L. Ross [194,
1973).

Recent research continues to identify
the problems of existing welfare legisla-
tion that inappropriately reinforces par-
ticular work and living patterns (see Ross
[194, 1973]). It has marked out and meth-
odologically developed some of the areas
where additional research is needed: stud-
ies of marital stability [129, Lefcowitz,
1971}; fertility patterns [52, Cain, 1971];
and work incentives [105, Hausman and
Kasper, 1971]. Women’s roles and their
activities intimately relate to policy devel-
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opment addressed to preventative as well
as ameliorative measures for low-income

women.

IV. Women and Work: The Statistical
Framework

A. Labor Force Participation

Women’s paid labor force participation
has risen from 5.1 million in 1900 to 34.6
million in 1973 [244, 1973, p. 91; 234,
1974, p. 253]. Their proportionate impor-
tance, 20-25 percent in the pre-World
War II period, rose to 38.0 percent in 1973
[234, 1974, p. 253]. In the last decade, 60
percent of the increase in the total labor
force has come from women [240, 1973].

More important for the economist is the
female labor force participation rate,
which presents the percent of female
population in the labor force, a figure
unencumbered by differences in the rela-
tive growth rates of male and female
populations. In 1950 this figure was 33.9
percent; in 1973 it was 44.7 percent [234,
1974, p. 255].

The rising participation rate for women
has been accounted for by different
groups at different times. Between 1950
and 1965, it was older married women
who contributed most to the rise [235,
1971, p. 23]. More recently, in 1965-73, it
has been young married women who have
been responsible for the upward trend.
Participation rates of married women
with preschool children have increased 40
percent in this period [234, 1974, pp. 32,
291]. About one-third of all married
women with children under age 6 and 50
percent of those with children ages 6 to 17
years only were in the labor force in 1973,
a considerable rise from earlier propor-
tions (15.5 percent and 32.2 percent in
1953) [234, 1974, p. 291].

The increasing participation rate for
married women in this period contrasts
sharply with the gradual downward shift

in the rate for married men (91.5 percent
to 84.8 percent) [106, Hayghe, 1974, pp.
21-23]. Although the work participation
rate of white women is high (44.1 percent
in 1973), it has not yet reached the rate
experienced by black women (49.1 per-
cent in 1973) [234, 1974, pp. 257-258].
The causes, consequences, and future
trend of women’s labor force attachment
are of major interest (see V. K. Oppen-
heimer [170, 1973]; W. V. Deutermann
[68,1974]; ]. E. Crowley, T. E. Levitin and
R. P. Quinn [61, 1973]; A. M. Young [264,
1973]; H. Hayghe [106, 1973]; and E.
Waldman and R. Whitmore [248, 1974).

The rapidly increasing numbers of spe-
cific female population groups in the labor
force reflect the growing importance of
work in women’s lives. The large increase
in female heads of families (46 percent be-
tween March 1962 and March 1972 com-

pared with a 17 percent increase among
male family heads) [241, 1973], the growth
in multiple-worker families in which the
wife was also in the labor force (57.8 per-
cent of all husband-present black families
and 44.8 percent of husband-present
white families in March 1973) (see Hayghe
[106, 1974]), and the importance of work
for increasing numbers of single women,
whose work commitment is similar to that
of men (never-married women spent 90
percent of their years since leaving school
in the labor market compared with 50 per-
cent for married women with children),
all underscore the increasing necessity of
work for many groups of women.

The importance of income for heads of
households is clear. In multiple-worker
husband-wife families the wife’s income
contributes a considerable amount to the

family earnings. In low-income groups the
proportionate contribution is either very
small (32 percent of wives contributed 10
percent or less of income) or very great (25
percent of wives contributed 75 percent
or more of income): for incomes over $15.-
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000 the contribution is usually more mod-
aerate (55 percent of wives contributed no
more than 30 percent of income) [63,
Cymrot and Mallan, 1974]. While the
median percent of income accounted for
by wife’s earnings is slightly under 30 per-
cent, for almost 3 million husband/wife
families, the wife’s earnings accounts for
over half the total family income [26, Bell,
1974].

B. Work Setting

Women’s work setting does not reflect
the man’s work world. The compartmen-
talization of occupations in which women
engage has been well documented [167,
Oppenheimer, 1970; 244, 1973; 33, Berg-
mann and Adelman, 1973]. For every
Census date from 1900 to 1960 the great
majority of female workers were concen-
trated in occupations that were dispropor-
tionately female. In 1970 half of all women
workers were employed in 17 occupa-
tions; 50 percent of men in 1970 were
located in 63 occupations [108, Hedges,
1970, p. 19; 234, 1974, p. 107].

Moreover, sex polarization of occupa-
tions has increased. Between 1940 and
1970 both the proportion of occupations
with a high concentration of females
(70-90 percent) and those with similar
proportions of males rose markedly [128,
Laws, 1975]. Between 1960 and 1969 pro-
portionate growth rates of women did not
proceed evenly throughout major occupa-
tional groups. There was a disproportion-
ately small growth of the numbers of
women in the professional and technical
group, in skilled trades, and in salaried
managers and officials. On the other hand,
there was a disproportionately large in-
crease of women clerical workers as com-

pared with the growth rate of women
workers generally [108, Hedges, 1970, p.
20]. Black women are more heavily con-
centrated than white women in female oc-

cupations that are low-skill, low-pay jobs

(106, Hayghe, 1974, p. 27; 252, Wallace,
forth.].

This pattern of occupational segrega-
tion, more common in the United States
than in other industrial countries (see the
Carnegie Commission Report [54, 1973]
and Barrett [12, 1975]) continues to be
reflected in the 1970 Census [225, Suter,
1973], although some female penetration
into male occupations (and male penetra-
Hon into female occupations) is beginning
54, 1973; 110, Hedges and Bemis, 1974;
247, Waldman and McEaddy, 1974]. This,
rombined with a rise in women’s enroll-

ment in formerly predominantly male
educational and training programs [145,
Marshall, 1972; 50, 1974; 238, 1974; 174,
Parrish, 1974] and the expressed broaden-
ing of career aspirations of first-year col-
lege women [1, 1972], may be the begin-
a1ing of a growing diversity in women’s
sccupational representation.

Differences in market earnings be-
tween men and women reinforce the dif-

ferential quality of the labor-market ex-
perience for women. The average woman
zarns about three-fifths of what a man

earns, even when both work full-time at

year-round jobs. Occupational segrega-
tion, work discontinuities and a variety of
sther factors such as differences in job con-
tent, job location, work experience and
training, and sex and racial discrimination
are cited as reasons for the disparities. De-

spite all the rhetoric, women’s position has
not changed much. Women’s median full-
time wage and salary income as a propor-
tion of men’s has gone down since 1960
60.8 percent to 57.0 percent), although
for professional workers the proportion of
women’s to men’s earnings has risen (64.0
percent in 1960 to 67.5 percent in 1972)
[231, 1974].

C. Future

At most, women’s labor force participa-
tion in the future is expected to rise at a
more modest rate than in the past (see
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D. F. Johnston [119, 1973]). It will be in-
fluenced by women’s interest in diversify-
ing training and work beyond the tradi-
tional female occupations, which are
neither numerous enough nor expanding
enough to absorb the predicted increase
in the supply of female labor (see Oppen-
heimer [169, 1972; 170, 1973], the Carne-
gie Commission [53, 1973], and Rohrlich
and Vatter [191, 1973]). Participation will
be affected by the degree of employer ac-
ceptance of women in new work roles. But
more than this, its character will be
shaped by the impact of the recession on
the hiring, training, promotion, and layoffs
of women workers. In the light of past and
current experience, one cannot be very

optimistic.

V. Societal Change and Future
Directions

Evaluation of research by economists
must begin with recognition of the dizzy-
ing pace with which societal changes
relating to women have been going on.
The advent of the women’s movement un-

pegged the stable framework that had
permitted investigation into women’s la-
bor force participation to proceed com-
fortably under generally agreed upon as-
sumptions regarding women’s activities.
The climate of the mid-1960’s emphasiz-
ing women’s rising consciousness of roles,
aspirations, and often discriminatory
treatment, stimulated the enactment of
legislation asserting women’s rightful
claim to equality of opportunity in the
market and equality of treatment in so-
ciety at large.

In the 1970’s, despite a diminished bar-
gaining power associated with the eco-
nomic recession, a two-pronged move-
ment directed to change within the
establishment and to alteration of the sys-
tem itself supports the drive for correction
of long-persisting inequities. As a result,
women are finding some improvement in
acceptance as contributors to the entire

range of work, including participation in
job placement networks and in training
programs for jobs that were formerly male
occupations. They and their employers
are coping with the ramifications of these
changes with respect to already employed
working persons, many of whom are men.
At the same time, institutions and struc-
tures are beginning to be modified in ma-
jor ways. The stated desire of the women’s
movement to strengthen the value placed
on humane interpersonal relations has
been translated into a broader goal of hu-
manizing and making societal institutions
more responsive to the rhythms of human
sxistence.

Bearing in mind the rapidity and thrust
of these social changes helps clarify the
reasons why economic research has not
kept pace with all the critical issues now
brought to the fore. The ongoing changes
appear to have a reinforcing rather than
a cyclical rhythm; their reflection in per-
sonal relationships, living styles, work aspi-
rations, and now institutional and societal
structures, seems, to this observer at least,
to be both dramatic and irreversible. The
need for a better understanding of their
nature and their impact is imperative.

How should economists deal with all of
this? Although research undoubtedly re-
flects the interests and preferences of re-
search economists, there are at least three
areas of great need, response to which
would give the discipline a stronger claim
to being at the cutting edge of research
related to women’s roles and activities.

A. Boundaries of the Discipline

First, I see a need to reconsider again,
just what constitutes productive economic
research relating to women in terms of
assumptions, orientation, and style. In
studies of women’s roles, as in labor eco-
nomics (see Piore [179, 1973]), the focus
of the field on human beings dictates an
approach that supports the application of
economic tools in ways that enlighten un-
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derstanding of behavior patterns, rather
than abstracting from them in some me-
chanical way. Although human beings em-
body labor power, both as acting and
reacting agents, they are more than an im-

personal form of capital. Interpretation of
behavior according to theoretical princi-
ples may make a tidier analytic package,
but not necessarily a more meaningful
one. Since economists are now study-

ing the economics of human beings in
their investigations of marriage, divorce,
and family relationships, the fence of
legitimacy for the discipline should be
widened to include consideration of vari-
ables associated with human responses,
social relations, and institutions that in-
fluence the human decisions made. Disci-
plinary contributions may begin with ap-
plication of maximization principles to hu-
man decision-making, but they must not
2xclude the influence of law, health, social
structures, and inertia.

Similarly, new values and roles require
that research more extensively address it-
self to challenges of the system itself in
addition to studies of modifications of or

incremental changes within the system.
The existing literature on women, for the
most part, presumes the values of our

present economy, and assumptions and
findings are developed within this frame-
work. To evaluate properly what is hap-
pening, we must give greater visibility to
analyses critical of the existing order and
of the way the order impinges on roles and
personality traits of workers (see Edwards
[72, 1972] and Edwards, Reich, and Weis-
skopf [73, 1972]), and on family behavior
(see M. Davies and M. Reich [65, 1972]),
and hence on women.

Labor force participation, work motiva-
tion and satisfaction, economics of the
family, are interdisciplinary in nature (see
Becker [20, 1974], Giele [85, in process],
Gurin [100, 1974], Laws [128, 1975], and
Oppenheimer [167, 1970; 168, 1972; 169,
1972: 170, 1973; 171, 1973]). Individual

work history patterns, for example, reflect
the influence of sociological as well as eco-
nomic factors. Psychological influences on
worker productivity are beginning to be
measured.

Although several education- and gov-
ernment-sponsored conferences have
sought to foster interdisciplinary inter-
change on policy issues, the potential is
still greater than the accomplishment
(253, Wallace, 1974; 242, 1974]. Much
could be done to facilitate exchange of
ideas and collaborative efforts within insti-
tutions.'® Instead, interchange seems to
be concentrated among a few leaders in
a few inter-university conferences or
within a few major research centers.
[nterdisciplinary work could benefit from
presentations that integrate the reporting
of scholarly research and related program-
matic activity.

Moreover, there is need for an ex-
panded application of research tech-
niques, wedding policy implementation
with evaluation. These include strategic
research techniques that, through the col-
laborative evaluation and analysis of
records, permit time-series studies of
changes [184, Reagen and Maynard, 1974;
188, Rivlin, 1974]. They also include an
extension of social experiments to test the
feasibility of a suggested policy for achiev-
ing a desired goal [172, Orr, Hollister, and
Lefcowitz, 1971; 251, Wallace, 1974). And
they include research based on partici-
pant observation [31, Bergmann, 1974].
There is need for greater specificity in lon-
gitudinal studies of women’s work histo-
ries in different occupations and in differ-
ent socioeconomic groups (see Kahne
(122, in process], Reagen [183, 1975], Stro-
per [221. 1975], and Amsden and Moser

'3 At the Radcliffe Institute, for example, discus-
sion with psychologist Natalie Goodman about distin-
guishing work and leisure by reference to “time” and
“psychological-value” aspects associated with each,
helped in conceptualizing what I see as an emerging
distinction between one’s job and one’s work in our
uture society [90, Goodman. 19691.
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[3, 1975]). There is also a need for more
case studies to provide a variety of experi-
ential data: e.g, on the work experience
of men and women in specific occupations
[245, 1974; 138, Lyle and Ross, 1973]; on
the experience of flexi-time and flexi-work
schedules in specific firms [94, Greenwald,
1974); on the costs and benefits of dual
careers carried on in different geographic

locations by married couples [160, Ngai,
1974]; and still of critical importance, anal-
ysis of occupational and earnings experi-
ence of women and men in specific firms

and for specific work [31, Bergmann,
1974]. Each of these techniques provides
a mechanism for testing and evaluating
ongoing changes (or of non-changes) in ex-
perience and in policy.

relate to other activities such as independ-
ent unpaid professional or creative work.
Women without institutional affiliation
have coped with this problem in the
past—becoming a volunteer professional
has been one resolution of the dilemma.
Economists are beginning to address the
economics of volunteer work in a serious

way [158, Mueller, 1974]. But the growing
numbers of educated persons with inter-
ests relating to their education, the tight
labor market for professional activities,
and the sometime disaffection of persons
for career ladders as the appropriate envi-
ronment for doing their serious work,
combine in a way to reinforce the need to
think more thoroughly about the implica-
tions of a possible disjunction between
jobs and all of the kinds of unpaid work
that men and women do. Questions relat-
ing to the definition of work, the identifi-
cation of the workplace and its gradual
interface with the home, the measure-
ment of the value of these nonpaid but still
professional productive contributions,
their transferability as experience in ap-
plying for a market job, and the impli-
cations for the individual of work satis-
faction, maintenance of occupational net-
works, and provision of social benefits,
provide a beginning list of issues to be
thought about.

2. The other side of this coin relates to
jobs—or paid work—and this topic of
course, will continue to be a major aspect
of research relating to women’s roles. The
implications of the recession and of early
retirement of men for women’s labor mar-

ket activity, the impact of affirmative ac-
tion legislation, the potential impact of
enactment or nonenactment of the equal
rights amendment, the ramifications of
male backlash, and the restructuring of
time and work, are all topics that could
benefit from economists’ attention. Avail-
ability of data with sex breakdown is of
critical importance if we are to under-
stand the statistical facts of women’s em-

B. Research Issues

The many unanswered questions re-
quire an enlarging of the range of issues
to be investigated. The issues described
below are suggestive of the additional
areas to which researchers might profit-
ably devote attention.

1. There is a continuing need for ques-
tioning and redefining vocabulary to make
sure that old words do not hide new mean-

ings. The potentially erroneous interpre-
tations that can follow from imprecise ap-
plication of value-laden phrases such as
“traditional” and “frictional” unemploy-
ment or definitions of the categories of
persons who are to be included in enu-
merations of the labor force have been
commented on in the literature (see C. S.
Bell [22, 1972; 27, 1974; 28, 1974; 29,
1974]). But more than this, one must note
that concepts themselves are changing.
For example, there may develop in the
future a significant discrepancy between
one’s job, which is how one earns one’s
living, and one’s work, which is how one
spends the rest of one’s nonleisure time.
Some of the latter can be work in the
home or volunteer activities: some could
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ployment and earnings (see Janet Nor-
wood [164, 1974)).

The possibility of shared jobs, for exam-
ple, is receiving more visibility now that
the beneficial possibilities for academic fi-
nances of shared husband/wife appoint-
ments become apparent. The issues of
flexi-time and part-time are no longer be-
ing approached as second-best economic
solutions for married women who give
high priority to home responsibilities but
are seen as a possible positive outcome for
both men and women, either because of
a societal lack of full-time job opportuni-
ties or because of personal preferences for
a more flexible or reduced paid work com-

mitment. The fact that the proportion of
women in part-time jobs is higher than
that of men should not obscure the fact
that the numbers of men and women who

are employed for only part of a year is
surprisingly similar. We need studies of
the costs and benefits of these kinds of
jobs. Further, study of occupations is be-
ginning to have an economic as well as a

sociological cast and the restructuring of
traditionally female jobs, such as those of
secretary or nurse, so as to endow them

with independence and career potential,
is beginning to be thought about. The
causes and effects of occupational segrega-
tion and earnings differentiation must
continue to receive concentrated atten-

tion. (Refer to the AEA Committee Work-
shop [2, 1975] and N. M. Gordon, R. Ed-
wards, and M. Reich [91, forth.]).

3. Focus on paid and unpaid work ac-
tivity must not result in slighting the at-
tention given to issues relating to women
in other than labor market relationships.
Women in the credit market (see J. R.
Chapman [56, 1975]), as entrepreneurs,
home buyers, family providers, and pur-
chasers of insurance may be heard first as
activist voices speaking to the need for
equal consideration but quickly also fall
into place as voices that speak to issues
that require research underpinnings as an
informational and interpretive base.

4. Just beginning to be explored are re-
search issues that arise from the realiza-
tion that while women share many com-

mon concerns and interests relating to
their life patterns, their work motivation,
work pattern and history, career progress,
and satisfaction from work may differ
among them. The effectively articulated
needs of educated women, the emphasis
given the stituation of married women,
and the problems they face in combining
marriage and work have obscured the
similarly distinctive problems of other
groups. Single women, for example, have
a work commitment that mirrors that of
men, but a job environment and often
home responsibility more nearly parallel
to that of married women. Individual life

cycle work patterns may differ between
black and white women and blue collar
and white collar workers. Economists
have not yet engaged in in-depth com-
parative socioeconomic studies of work
patterns of working women or even the

degree of their preference for paid work
as a lifestyle. The issues raised move us

into more general economic areas, but
they also have a specific relevance here for
women’s roles and suggest logical next
steps for research now going on independ-
ently on professional women [117, John-
son and Stafford, 1974; 223, Strober and
Quester, forthcoming] and on women in
poverty [194, Ross, 1973].

In terms of changing patterns of life and
work, I am impressed with the full-time
continuous commitment and professional
competence of educated young profes-
sional women and the possibility that they
may succeed in avoiding the problems en-
countered by their older counterparts
who have followed a nonmale work pat-
tern. But I am skeptical of the idea that
now that they have decided to become
professional, that their problems will van-
ish. More than ever, men and women will

have to cope with the frustrations of over-
lapping roles and the allocative decisions
these require (see R. Ferber and F. M.
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Nicosia [77, 1972], H. Davis and B. P. Ri-
gaux [66, 1974], and R. Ferber and L.
Chao [76, 1974]). Family income manage-
ment, economic aspects of alternative life
styles, and abortion, fertility, and child-
care issues will now provide the basis for
research equally important to today’s
studies that analyze the impact of discon-
tinuities and part-time employment on
lifetime earnings experience.

5. Lastly, increasing attention must be
given to the experience and policies relat-
ing to women in other cultures, not only
because of their intrinsic interest, but
equally because they are indicators of al-
ternative directions to be considered for
American women. Parental rather than
maternal leaves of absence from work and
pilot studies of the experience of place-
ment of men in women’s jobs and vice
versa now being experimented with in
Sweden, for example, are immediately
relevant for our workplace environment
concerns [11, Barrett, 1973; 86, Giele and
Smock, in process].

Economists who are alert to the pat-
terns of societal changes will find a wealth
of issues for investigation, where applica-
tion of their analytic tools to the issues
raised can contribute understanding and
evaluative comment.

C. Policy-oriented Research

What becomes apparent as one surveys
the literature is the existence of a continu-

ing asymmetry between the new way of
women’s being and the way they are per-
ceived legislatively and economically. A
large element of discrimination continues
to exist in the income rewards of women

for the economic contributions they make.
Although their economic role within the
family is often important and sometimes
critical, this is not always acknowledged.
Topics in this article that are primarily of
peripheral interest to economists are is-
sues of life-sustaining or self-image build-
ing importance to women seeking a fair
chance for their creative and beneficial ac-

tivities. There is, therefore, a need for con-
tinuing and strengthening policy research
about women as a relatively disadvan-

taged group (as for other disadvantaged
groups) to bring opportunity and rewards
in line with those applicable to men.
While the origin of the concern may be
simple justice, it is economic reasoning
that presses hard for policy priorities. Isa-
bel Sawhill noted this point well when
speaking of the social consequences of dis-
crimination against women [204, 1973, p.
3]:

First, there is the poverty of female-headed
families whose median income is about one-
third that of male-headed families and a sub-
stantial proportion of whom are now on wel-

fare. Second, there is the fact that segmented
labor markets create a dispersion of unemploy-
ment rates which shifts the Phillips Curve to
the right and makes the achievement of full
employment and price stability that much
more difficult. Third, if one believes that con-

tinued population growth is undesirable for
ecological reasons, then women must be pro-
vided with opportunities outside the home. . .
and I haven’t even mentioned . . . an obvious

gain in total output from using resources efhi-
ciently . . .
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Women at

M.1T.
M.1I.T. CAREER CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN

Friday, May 6, 1977

Schedule of Events

12:00 - 1:00

1:00 - 1:15

1:15 - 2:00

Registration (Kresge Auditorium)

Welcoming Remarks

Panel Discussion

Members of Panel:

Marion Rideout, '80 -- Wollaston, MA
Doreen Jankowski, '80 -- Plattsburgh, NY

Yolanda Tanner, '78 -- Baltimore, MD

Barbara Smith, '77 -- Auburn, NY

Paula Fines, '70 -- Somerville, MA

Cathy Buckley, '71 -- Dedham, MA

2:00 - 2:20

2:20 - 2:50

3:00 - 4:30

4.7.0

Mr. Robert Weatherall
Director of Office of Career Planning and Placement

Question and Answer Period

Tours of faculty laboratories and research groups

Refreshments (McCormick Hall)

Parking is available in the West Garage.
(See enclosed map.)
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BOSTON AREA WOMEN ARCHITECTS

SLIDE PRESENTATION CHECK LIST

ANDREA L. BROWNING
A&amp;H Browning, Architects
The Big Picture 1973
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Interior renovation for gallery and poster workshop

ANDREA L. BROWNING
A&amp;H Browning, Architects
Hebrew College Library Renovation
Brookline, Massachusetts

1917 3

SHERRIE STEPHENS CUTLER
Ecodesign, Inc.
Fire/Police Headquarters 1975
Westford, Massachusetts

GAIL FLYNN
The Architects Collaborative, Inc.
Porto Carras Tourist Facility 1970-76 (Phase I)
Sithonia, Greece

GAIL FLYNN
The Architects Collaborative, Inc.
Intermediate School 137 1971-76
Bronx, New York

GALE GOLDBERG
Level One Neighborhood Place
Model 1977

JOAN GOODY
Goody and Clancy, Architects, Inc.
MIT Faculty Club 1973
Cambridge, Massachusetts

SARAH PILLSBURY HARKNESS with ALEX CVIJANOVIC
The Architects Collaborative, Inc.
4 M Prototype Service Station 1968-71
Various sites around New England

SARAH PILLSBURY HARKNESS
The Architects Collaborative, Inc.
Design for Solar Dining Hall, Bates College 1977
Lewiston, Maine



MARGO P. JONES
Additions to Gloucester State Fish Pier 1976
Thesis Project, M. Arch., MIT 1976
Possible Built Framework for Mixed Use at Harbor's Edge

SELMA A. NEWBURGH \

Imre &amp; Anthony Halasz, Inc.
House for Joan Gale 1975
Melview Village, New Hampshire

SEIMA A. NEWBURGH
Imre &amp; Anthony Halasz, Inc.
Masterplan for Commercial Wharf 1972
Boston Waterfront, Massachusetts

OPEN DESIGN OFFICE
Neighborhood Rehabilitation
Exterior of thirty buildings 1975 BEFORE &amp; AFTER
Mission Hill, Roxbury, Massachusetts

JPEN DESIGN OFFICE
Women's Restaurant Rehabilitation - Interior

~ambridge, Massachusetts

1975

MARJORIE PIERCE
House in Weston 1963
Neston, Massachusetts

DARLEEN POWERS
jesign connections inc.
porter Townehouse 1976
south End, Boston, Massachusetts

ELEANOR RAYMOND
Sculptor's Studio 1933
Dover, Massachusetts

MARTHA L. ROTHMAN
Martha IL. Rothman/Elliot Paul Rothman
Rothman House 1976
dellf leet, Massachusetts

MARTHA IL. ROTHMAN with CHAPMAN &amp; GOYETTE
and MURRAY LEIBOWITZ
Marie H. Katzenbach School for the Deaf 1971
Nest Trenton, New Jersey



MARION SMITH
Studio for Peter Pettus
Brookline, Massachusetts

SUSAN SOUTHWORTH
Michael &amp; Susan Southworth/City Design &amp; Architecture
Home of Dr. and Mrs. Louis Menand 1974
Boston, Massachusetts

SUSAN SOUTHWORTH
Michael &amp; Susan Southworth/City Design &amp; Architecture
Boott Mill Cultural Center Community 1973
Lowell, Massachusetts

MARY OTIS STEVENS
Thomas McNulty Architects
Architect's house in Lincoln 196°
Lincoln, Massachusetts

MARY OTIS STEVENS

McNulty/Stevens
Gallatin Summer House 1959
Kittery Point, Maine

ANNE VERNEZ-MOUDON
Cubo Multimobiliarios 1972
Bogota, Colombia |

JANE WEINZAPFEL
Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig, Moore, Inc.
Alewife Station/Garage Complex for MBTA - begun 1976
cambridge, Massachusetts

JANE WEINZAPFEL
Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig, Moore, Inc.
Multiple Mirror Telescope Facility for the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory - begun 1973
Mt. Hopkins, Arizona
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Participating in work in industry and translating this experience into classroom

use is the target of a novel teacher internship program sponsored this summer by the

Project on Work in Technology and Science (WITS) at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

Nine area high school teachers or guidance counselors will serve three- to

four-week internships with seven local industries or institutions in an attempt to

return to the classroom with firsthand information on science-based careers for their

students.

Internships range from analyzing an employer's tuition assistance plan for em-

2loyees to working in a microbiology laboratory in a major hospital.

"Through the internships,wehopeto familiarize high school teachers with

"hands-on" work in a variety of fields so that they can prepare their students for

careers," said Edith Ruina, project director of WITS.

In addition to their own internship experiences, the teachers will be able to

observe a variety of skills employed by other workers. They can use what they learn

to help their students set more realistic career goals. |

The internship program is the latest in a series of innovative steps taken by

WITS in its program to ease the transition from school to work and to encourage young

women to enter careers in science and technology.

Project WITS grew out of a 1973 workshop on Women in Science and Technology at

M.I.T. The workshop brought together representatives from academic institutions, em-

ployers, educators, labor unions and government agencies to discuss ways of encouraging

nore young women to undertake careers in science-based occupations.

Later the concept was expanded to improving the education-to-work transition

For both young women and young men, and to facilitating continuing cooperation between

educators and employers.

The WITS program is presently funded by a three-year grant from the Massachusetts

Department of Education, enhanced by support from the Sloan Foundation and the Fleischmann

Foundation and the National Alliance of Businessmen.

Besides this summer's internship program, activities this year have included a

seminar series on changing opportunities for women in science and technology, a workshop

~=MOY=
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on optimizing the benefits of field trips by students to industries and industry

speakers in schools, and site visits to a variety of employers.

The site visits involved trips by school personnel to Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,

Honeywell Corporation, New England Nuclear Corporation, the Charles Stark Draper

Laboratory, Inc., Digital Equipment Corporation and the John Hancock Life Insurance

Company. Altogether, more than 75 high school teachers, guidance counselors and school

administrators participated--with some attending more than one visit.

Site visits were designed to acquaint school personnel with the range of employ-

nent options available for employees with different interests, skills and levels of

aducation. The summer internships were establishedtoenableeach teacher to get a

leeper look at a particular job. |

[nterns, their school affiliations and internship posts are:

Delvin Kendall of the mathematics department at Concord-Carlisle High School

¥#ill compile date on alternative energy systems at Avco Everett Research Laboratory.

Roberta Sylvia of the science department at Cathedral High School, Boston, will

learn to repair various instruments, such as oscilloscopes, power supplies, meters and

tameras at Avco Everett Research Laboratory.

Mary Splaine of the science department at Cambridge High and Latin School will

mdertake a project to determine how urea is adsorbed by complex sugars at Avco Everett

Research Laboratory.

George Martins of the science department at Newton North High School will work

in the personnel office at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in placement of

people on the research staff.

Tom Dorney of the guidance staff at Cathedral High School, Boston, will analyze

tuition assistance statistics at Honeywell Information Systems, Waltham.

Janet Giuffrida of the science department at Concord-Carlisle High School will

work in a clinical/research microbiology laboratory at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,

Boston.
Virginia Gray of the social studies department at Watertown High School will

assist the manager of personnel relations at the MITRE Corporation, Bedford, in develop-

nent of employee communications systems.

James Keaney of the chemistry department at Boston English High School will do

chemical instrumentation analysis at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Cambridge.

Betty Valltos of the guidance staff at Cambridge High and Latin School will work

n equal employment opportunity and personnel programs at Arthur D. Little, Inc.,

Cambridge.

Both the teachers and their internship supervisors will file weekly reports and

1 terminal report for purposes of evaluating the program.

™M/7/18/77 ore Dee
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A warm welcome to The M.I.T. Women's League! We have been a part of M.I.T. for
seventy-nine years. Membership is automatically extended to the wives of faculty,
administration, research staff, and Corporation members, and to women faculty and
staff members. The League's program, in addition to providing opportunities for
friendship among members, emphasizes service to the students, the Institute, and the
community.

Our Bulletin will be mailed to you six times during the year and will keep you in-
formed of events of special interest to members. We have four general membership
meetings; October Opening Tea, Family Holiday Party, Spring Dinner Meeting, and an
Annual Meeting in May. Many of us share mutual enthusiasms working in student service
projects and participating in our interest groups. We hope you will find among our
varied activities some that you will enjoy.

We are enclosing material which will give you information about M.I.T. and the League.
We commend for your Special attention a highly informative and charmingly informal
book, HoTdGAMIT (How to Get Around M.I.T.). It provides a comprehensive introduction
bo M.I.T. and the greater Boston area and is available from the office upon request,
Another publication of Special interest is Tech Talk; published weekly, it contains
current news about the Institute and calendars of events and activities open to members
of the M,I.T. family. Tech Talk is delivered free to all M.I.T. offices and may be
subscribed to by mail for five dollars per year (telephone 253-3277). The Tech, the
student newspaper, is also available by subscription for five dollars a year
(telephone 253-2731).

The office of The M.I.T. Women's League is open on Mondays through Fridays from
nine to five; the telephone number is 253-3656; and our warm and competent Adminis-
trative Assistant, Mary Pinson, will be happy to greet you. If we can be of help to
you please call, or, if you are on campus s Stop at Room 10-342 and the adjacent
Emma Rogers Room - your home at the Institute,

On behalf of all the membership, I am delighted to welcome you to our organization and
to invite you to share with us the unique opportunity to be an active part of the
M.I.T. Comunity.

S*ncerely yours "

tere pn Cl rem
Maureen Feldman, Chairman
(Mrs. Joshua B. Feldman)



WHAT IS A MATRON?

Looking through our files, we find our early beginnings around 1900, when
some faculty wives met for tea on a rainy afternoon. This informal get-
‘ogether, was the seed of the Matrons. Mrs. Richard Maclaurin, wife of the
President of M.I.T. 1909-1920, however, was responsible for formally orga-
mizing the wives of the instructive staff of the Institute, at first called The
amma RogersOrganizationofTechnologyWonien,anamethatwassoon
hanged to TheTechnology Matrons,

Our nearly seventy years have seen us grow enormously: from the first
meeting of a "few women meeting for tea, we are now 3,200. Even though
we have grown and changed a lot, and our spectrum of activities has expanded
as the Institute and its needs have widened, the problems that we face today
are essentially the same as those our sisters faced seventy years ago: we
are still trying to find the best way to extend hospitality and friendliness to
students, faculty and staff members, serve mutual interests, and be an effec-
ive body in the service of the Institute.

I'he current By-Laws, basically not very different from those adopted by the
“mma Rogers Organization, currently provide for an Executive Beard, led
hy the elected offices of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary, Trea-
surer, and Nominating Committee Chairman. In addition, the Board is com-
orised of several appointed positions held by Chairmen of standing commit-
lees or active projects, as well as the editor of the Bulletin, and a Matron
~epresenting the Dames and appointed by them.

The nerve center of our organization is located on the third floor of Building
10. When the Institute first moved in Cambridge, the Matrons were very
‘ortunate to be given a suite of rooms in the main building complex. The
Imma Rodgers Room, as well as the adjoining kitchen, office and rest room
ire our home today. A custodian is available to set up coffee and tea for
meetings, and a part-time secretary is in the office to keep accurate member-
ship and mailing lists for the members. ~~~ "°° - ToT

“he financial functioning of the Matrons may be divided into three categories:
i. The Moore Fund: is a fund established for the Matrons by Mrs.
Emma B. Moore in 1916, originally set up to provide for the expenses of
he teas. In subsequent years, with several generous donations from
Mrs. Moore, the income from the fund was increased so as to allow for
Mrs. Moore's wish to be fulfilled that no dues should be required from .
members, and the interest should be used for any needs the organization
nas. ~~ o-. . :

2.- The Annual Appeal: is an appeal of financial support, requesting
voluntary contributions from members.
3. M.L.T. Direct and Indirect Subsidies: The Institute has indeed been
yery generous to us. They have allowed us to remain in our premium
iocation, in Building 10, pay for most of our secretary's salary, provide
us with office and room maintenance, pay for our telephone and office
supplies, allow us to use the stencils at the Letter Shop, and help us dis-
‘ribute and collect our social cards so that our files will always be up to
qate. Directly. M.I.T. pavs for a large part of the printing of our Bulletin.

Dur activities go far and wide: The Interest Groups, which are exactly what
the words imply, answer the needs of our membership, and are increased as
interest in one thing or another becomes apparent. The Interest Groups in-
:lude an Art Group, a Bird Watching Group, a Book Club, a Bridge Club,
Choral Group, Crewel Classes, Flower Arranging, Modern Dance. Travel,
and the Wellesley Area Group.

As our husbands retire, we graduate into the ranks of Honorary Matrons, and
in this way we keep in close touch with old friends and an everchanging
[ngtitute.,

Our Programs are also varied and are geared to. answer any need in the Insti-
tute or the community. We have four general meetings: The October Tea,
the Christmas Tea, March Evening with Husbands, and our Annual Meeting in

or
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slay. There is organized hospitality for Matrons and husbands in an area
»asis, a newcomer welcome funded by the administration in the form of a
luncheon before the October Tea, and support to Department Head Wives,
Area Sponsors. and the President and his wife.

n our attempt to serve the Institute and the community, we are involved in
Student Hospitality, which includes entertaining of foreign and American stu
lents during the holidays and year-round, a liaison with McCormick Hall
students, providing chaperones whenever neerled, partaking in four theater
parties annually with Bexley Hall students, the Furniture Exchange, the
organization English Classes for foreign wives, the coordination of the
3loodmobile, the decoration of the Institute for Christmas and pouring at
Convocation, aid with the orientation of new freshmen advisors, serving as
advisors to the Dames, responding to specific student appeals, and finally,
through our Community Services Committee, we provide volunteers in
service to the community of Cambridge.

Our informational activities include the Bulletin, which is published six times
2 year, and is mailed to our entire membership, handling of publicity for
events, and the publication of the Family Guide, re-written and face-lifted
last year, and mailed to the entire membership. .

We hope: that among our activities and programs there is something that will
attract you, so that you may lend your talents as we face the new challenges
that are arising in the Institute and the Community. We know that for some
any involvement outside the home is now impossible due fo the needs of our
families. Time passes though, and in a few years, as our families require
ess and less of our time and effort, the Matrons will perhaps have a new -
sathway to offer for many. Meantime, we'll keep in touch with the Bulletin
ind we'll expect your attendance any time you can join us.

THE TECHNOLOGY MATRONS EXECUTIVE BOARD ‘1967-1968

HONORARY CH AIRMAN — Mrs. Howard Johnson
Chairman ©. i Mrs. Arthur T. Ippen = - 484-4132
Vice-Chairman. CL Mrs. Charles Satterfield. © 259-8955
Secretary : Co Mrs. Peter Gil § - wv . 862-6925
Treasurer pr Mrs. HaroldDreyer ° © 489-0238
Nominating Committee Chairman Mrs. John Irvine © - - MIT x2968

Membership Committee Mrs. Joshua B. Feldman 327-1022
social Chairman Mrs. Peter Eagleson 237-9143
Program Chairman Mrs. Robert Newman 862-3902
3ulletin Editor ~~ Mrs. Elias Gyftopoulos 862-5587
ZTommittee for Students:

I-General Services

2-Foreign Student Hospitality
Dames Advisor oo i

Public Relations Chairman

Newcomers Coordinating Committee
Student Furniture Exchange -.

Community Services Committee +

Mrs. Raymond Bisplighoff
Mis. Richard Adler
Mrs. Roland Greeley
Mrs.Milton Clauser.
Mrs. William Pounds
Mrs. George Buchi
vs . | Jack Ruina : - |
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M.LL.T. WOMEN'S

LEAGUE

Office: MIT Room 10-342

Telephone 253-3656



BACKGROUND

At its beginning around 1900 the basic
purpose of the M.I.T, Women's League was
fo encourage friendliness among the
vives of the faculty. As the size of
the group increased and the interests of
women widened, the need for smaller
groups reflecting various interests ang
activities became apparent -- thus the

thimble parties of the early days evol-
ved into our multiple service projects
and interest groups.

Automatic membership is extended to the
wives of members of the academic, senior
research, and administrative staff of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
to women members of the academic, research
and administrative staff of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology; wives
of the staff members in the Office of
Sponsored Programs and Lincoln Labora-
tory; wives of the members of the
Corporation of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology; and to Special
nembers designated by the Executive
Board of The M.I.T. Womens' League.
Today there are more than 3500 members,
Zach may participate in as many activi-
ties as she desires. As the Institute
has grown, the responsibilities accepted
dy the organization have also increased.
dur social activities are interspersed
with many services undertaken for the
Institute and its students,

The financial support for the acvitities
listed in the following pages comes
from the voluntary annual contributions
of members, from MIT subsidies, and from
the interest on the endowment started by
and named for Mrs, Ferris Jewett Moore.
Some dues and fees designed to make
expensive projects self-supporting are
charged.

The M.I.T. Women's League is governed by
an Executive Board which meets seven or
eight times every academic year. Five
elected officers head the Board, together

Page 1



with the Henorary Chairman, who is the
wife of M.I.T.'s President. The Chairman
and Vice-Chairman are elected in odd-

numbered years, the Secretary and Treas-
urer in even-numbered Years, and the
Nominating Committee annually. Appointed
chairmen or representatives of various
committees and Projects make up the re-
mainder of the Board,

Information is distributed to the member -
ship through six Bulletins mailed during
the academic year free to all members and
also through invitations to Specific
events. We have an attractive meeting
room at the Institute (the Emma Rogers
Room, 10-340). An adjoining offica
(Room 10-342) ig staffed by an Adminis-
trative Assistant weekdays from 9-5,
telephone 253-3656,

SERVICE ACTIVITIES

The MIT Student Furniture Exchange,
managed and staffed by volunteers,
sells used furniture to MIT students
and also repurchases from them.
The Exchange is supplied by donations
and purchases from Second-hand outlets,
Short term visitors to the Institute
may also purchase from the Exchange.

English Conversation Classes for Foreign
Wives, taught by competent volunteers,
are offered twice a year with classes
for beginning, intermediate, and ad-
vanced students. There are 18 class
Sessions in each 9-week series. Baby-
sitting is available.

The Host Family Program provides a con-
Einuing family contact for foreign stu-
dents to give them additional exposure
to American 1ife during their first year
at the Institute.

A Fall Foliage Bus Tour, at minimal cost
is organized each year for members of the
MIT community and their families.

A Plant Sale is held each fall where
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Women Involved in the World Today

business and
professional



Nr? SMT
Founded in 1919, The National Federation of
Business and Profzssional Women’s Clubs, Inc.,
is a non-profit, non-partisan, non-sectarian,
self-governing and member-supported organization.
A Foundation for research and expansion of
educational opportunities for working women
was established by the Federation in 1956.

Ene )
More than 170,000 women are members of the
National Federation which is composed of 3,800
clubs in 53 state federations. These members are
affiliated with a quarter of a million working women
in over 50 countries through membership in the
International Federation of Business and
Professional Women.

Ec
Membership in BPW is open to all women who
are actively engaged in business or the professions

_ andte-womemrenroltedincollegeor-a-university
hetino } lited-ed f Limatibution
Just - abevethehigh-schoottevel. All members must

subscribe to the Federation objectives.

O nl =
meaMIRON "7

Women who actively participate in BPW activities
have opportunities for: Leadership Experience
&gt; Career Development ® Constructive Activity
&gt; Personal Improvement®Women’s Awareness
? Community Consciousness ® Legislative
Involvement ® International Understanding
® Continuing Education ® Widening Interests
™ Policy Making ® Business Contacts
= Stimulating Fellowship



Business and Professional Women’s Clubs believe in
turning ideals into action. Practicing this theory,
the Federation’s list of accomplishments are many,
as the organization strives for the continuous
improvement of the woman’s role in the world
today. A few of our major accomplishments are:

The BPW Foundation, its library and research
center, to conduct and support research regarding
employed women and to administer scholarship
and training programs.

Formation of the International Federation with
five other countries.

Constant leadership for the passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment in Congress.

Ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment at
the state level.

Creation of National Business Women’s Week.

Initiation of Woman of the Year Award for clubs
and state federations.

Individual Development Plan to develop speaking
ability and leadership potential.

Young Career Woman Program.

Talent Bank for womanpower search.

Nike Clubs for high school girls and Samothrace
Clubs for college women.

Sponsorship of the Congress of Community
Career Women.

Sponsorship of the State Commissions on the
Status of Women.

Establishment of numerous scholarships,
fellowships and support of training centers on an
international scope.

Initiated a series of management seminars to
develop management and leadership potential
of members and non-members.



NE" (=

In the interest of all working women, BPW projects
its efforts to a vast latitude of goals utilizing the
unlimited energies of women toward this end. Our
goals are multi-faceted, and are all aimed toward
helping women by:

Enlightening women on topical subjects.

[ntensifying international understanding and
cooperation.
Endorsing qualified women for policy-making
positions and public offices.
Guaranteeing equal rights and eliminating all
far-reaching discriminations against women.

Extending more educational opportunities.

Strengthening peace and security.
Participating in solving energy and environmental
problems.
[nvolving members in legislative objectives.
Paying tribute to women’s achievements.
Raising women’s awareness of the status of
women.

Elevating the dignity of women as career persons
and homemakers.

Enriching the working woman in all areas
encompassed by BPW objectives.

SERIES
Membership in BPW affords many benefits including:
"the Federation’s official magazine, National

Business Woman.

State and club bulletins.
State and National conventions and conferences.

Foundation library including
bibliographies, research summaries and
Info-Digest sheets
Research

Management seminars.
Hemispheric friendship through international
meetings and affiliations.

Legislative conferences.
Representation before Congress and State
Legislatures.
Insurance plans (optional).



To elevate the standards for women in business and
in the professions;
To promote the interests of business and
professional women;
To bring about a spirit of cooperation among
business and professional women of the United
States;
To extend opportunities to business and professional
women through education along lines of industrial,
scientific and vocational activities.

Focal point of BPW programs, projects and issues
is involvement for women. All activities are geared
to improve woman’s role as an individual

To stimulate her awareness of her community
And to define her affinity with global concerns.



THE NATIONAL FEDERATION
OF BUSINESS and PROFESSIONAL

WOMEN'S CLUBS, INC.

2012 Massachusetts Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 293-1100
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The MIT Project on Work
in Technology and Science
(WITS) sponsors programs
for secondary school
personnel to increase
understanding of careers
in technology and science
and to encourage female
participation in these
fields.
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VWVISS EWS
MIT Project on Work in
[echnology and Science
Room 20C-228
'617) 253-7378

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139

Edith Ruina, Director "All the news
Ellen Stein, Editor that's WITS' to print"
Fall, 1978

THIS YEAR AT WITS CAN YOU TOP THIS?
**A Tried and True

Teaching Tipfhis is the third year of
WITS programs. We're con-
tinually asking ourselves
ind you -- as the recent
television series did ...

‘Is Anybody Out There learn-
ing?" We've tested our
basic skills and we can
count -- from a beginning,

*wo years ago, with a few
Jeople from eight schools,
ve are pleased that 283
teachers and counselors
from 45 different schools
rave participated in WITS
Jrograms. Over twenty-seven
industries have shared in
AITS site visits, intern-
ships, lectures, and im-
plementation workshops.
it's the Zmmeasurable
quality of participation
that our limited communi-
cation skills can't capture
Busy educators and busy
people in industry make
time, and even take risks
because activities to end
occupational or educational
segregation and to develop
aducation/work linkages
jenerally neither rate hich
priority nor are they
nell rewarded. Nonetheless
AITS programs have elicited
remarkable enthusiasm and
¥illingness to confront
troubling questions about
~vhen and how to incorporate
career education into cur-

riculum and counseling. We
think that WITS programs
demonstrate that there is
a collegial community of
aducators and employers ready
to share in well-planned pro-
grams that permit confron-
tation of the problems of
oreparing young women and
nen for their futures.

The red calendar describes
WITS fall activities. Sign
up as soon as possible be-
cause space is limited.
de look forward again this
year to exploring strategies
for communicating careers
in technology and science
and to consolidating WITS
learning so that we can
Jescribe it to others.
Ne invite you to let us
near vour ideas and questions.

Pete Richter (Newton South
{igh School Science Dept.)
nas looking for ways to
ancourage science students
to become more aware of
careers in science and
technology and to think
about their own futures
vithout taking too much
time away from "the basics"
‘lots of these in science!)
[n the course of the 1977-
'8 WITS IMPLEMENTATION
JORKSHOP SERIES, he de-
signed a scheme asking
students to clip one article
Jer week from a magazine
dr newspaper on any aspect
Of science and then to 1ist the
careers and the nature or
che work implied in the
irticle. Class discussion
ind bulletin board displays
yrovided for students
sharing their information.
At first students listed
only a few obvious careers
ut gradually they appre-
&gt;iated the range of tech-
10logical and science ca-
reer roles involved in
solving current problems.
As time passed, students
11so talked more about
their own interests in
articular careers. Pete
calls this a Career A4ware-

ness Potential System. WITS
ays CAPS off, Petel

Richard Caldarone, left, Career Educa-
tion Coordinator for the Marblehead
Public Schools, and Harold Eisenhauer,
right, Production Supervisor for the G.E.
Apprentice Program, Lynn, point out
m engine Lathe in operation

Photo courtesy of General Electric,
ynn, Massachusetts.

( UNDERSTAND FAR BETTER THE POWER OF TECHNOLOGY AND
ITS ROLE IN AMERICAN CULTURE"

(WITS Intern)

had a super experience." Jne intern helped de-
relop training modules
‘or affirmative action
srograms;another learned
juality control procedures
.n a meat processing plant;
ythers used tools, tech-
ological devices and
‘nstrumentation new to them

Interns learned from the
swwperience--to quote them:

hat was the general feel-
ng of seventeen school
.eachers and counselors who
eld WITS-INDUSTRY INTERN-
HIPS in the Summer of '78.
nternships were varied in
very way. Guidance
‘ounselors, department
.eads and teachers of En-
11ish, math,home economics,
hysics, biology, chemistry,
areer education, general
.cience and Latin partic-
pated. They came from

\ndover, Cambridge, Concord-
.arlisle, Dedham, Framing-
am, Hyde Park, Littleton,
farblehead, Newton, Somer-
/i1le, Waltham, Wellesley,
ind Winthrop. They worked
it Avco-Everett Research
_.ab, the Charles S. Draper
esearch Lab, General Elec-
tric, Hitchiner Manufactur-
ing Co., Honeywell, Milli-
sore Corp., MIT, Peter
3ent Brigham Hospital
ind Stop and Shop.

WITS is pleased to

announce the

TTT CONTEST
WIN FORTUNE ($$$)

AND FAMF | BE) )
for YOUR

**Tried and True
leaching Tip

"I saw occupational and
.echnological realities

had not dreamed of."
"A tremendous diversity

)f talent is necessary to
nake an organization run
vell."

-or some, the experience
vas a revelation:

for expanding awareness
of career options in
setence/technology for
JON men and womel.-

'I felt I had been in-
":roduced to the 20th Century.

Despite long commutes,
“lat tires, lost vacation
time, and modest stipends,
"hey concluded: "Life was
iectic but worthwhile."

Ist PRIZE $50.00 CASH!!

2nd por7E $25.00 CASH!!
Ard

++PLUS++

Publication of your ideas
in the Spring Issue of

WITS NFWS

‘ntries must be submitted
to WITS by

JANTIARY 75  797cC"PLAN NOW T0PARTICTPE L Ni ( CALENDAR ON OTHER SIDF.
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY HTLINCOLN LABORATORY }

10 November 1980

"0: All Personnel

FROM: Walter E. Morrow, Jr.,, Director s Cd ¢ J nlAre.

SUBJECT: Harassment

Harassment on the basis of color, race, religion, national origin, or sex has
been recognized as a violation of the Civil Rights Act by the United States
Equal Opportunity Commission and by the courts. In addition, such harass-
ment is socially unacceptable and in opposition to the desired working atmos-
phere of the Institute and of the Laboratory, Such actions are, therefore,
not permissible as a matter of law and of policy and will not be tolerated.

Sexual harassment is the specific subject of the EEOC's recently issued
interim guidelines on discrimination because of sex. A copy of the Com-
mission's guidelines, preceded by its Summary, is attached.

[t i5 a purpose of this memorandum to inform all employees of the specifics
of he law regarding sexual harassment and especially to bring to the atten-
tion of supervisory employees their particular obligations as supervisors
and agents of the Institute. The principal purpose is to remind all personnel
that sexual harassment will not be tolerated, and that any violations of this
policy will be considered serious disciplinary matters by the Institute and
the IL.aboratory.

attachment
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY has determined that there is a need for
COMMISSION guidelines in this area of Title VII law.

Therefore, on an interim basis EEOC is
&lt;3 CFR Par: 1604 amending its Guidelines on

Discrimination because of Sex (37 FR
3836. April 5, 1972, as amended) to add
§ 1604 11, Sexual Harassment.

Interim § 1604 11(a) provides that
harassment on the basis of sex is a
violation of Title VII and states that
such unwelcomed behavior may be
either physical or verbal in nature. The
interim section also sets out three
-riteria for determining whether an
action constitutes unlawful behavior.
These criteria are (1) submission to the
;onduct is either an explicit or implicit
.erm or condition of employment; (2)
submission to or rejection of the conduct
's used as the basis for employment
iecisions affecting the person who did
the submitting or rejecting; or (3) the
conduct has the purpose or effect of
substantially interfering with an
ndividual's work performance or
creating an intimidating, hostile, or
s»ffensive work environment. It is the
Commission's position that sexual
harassment, like racial harassment,
generates a harmful atmosphere. Under
Title VII, employees should be afforded
a working environment free of
discriminatory intimidation whether
sased on sex. race. religion, or national

arizin. Therefore, the employer has ap
affirmative duty to mantain 3
workplace free of sexual herazssmont
and inumidation,

Interim § 1604.11(b) recognizes that
he question of whether a particular
action or incident establishes a purely
sersonal, social relationship without a
liscriminatory employment effect
‘equires a factual determination. In
naking such a determination, the
Commission will look at the record as a
whole and at the totality of the
circumstances, emphasizing the nature
of the sexual advances and the context
in which the alleged incidents occurred.
The determination of the legality of a
sarticular action will be made from the
facts, on a case by case basis.

Interim § 1604.11{c) applies general
Title VII principles to the issuc of sexual
harassment and states that an employer
's responsible for the acts of its
SUDEerVIiSry empioynes or agents,
regardinss of whether the acts were
authorized or forbidden by the employer
ina regariiess ol whetnnr the empiover
«new or should have known of the acts,

his paragraph {cj ot § 1604.11 further
states that the Commission will
detarmine whether an individual acts in
BILLer 30 A2RNCY OF &amp; SHUPeTvIsory
Crus ly 0nd Case By case hdr,
syamonne the circumstances of the

sarticular employment relationship and
the job functions performed by the
individual, rather than accepting an
individual's title as being controlling.

Interim § 1604.11(d) distinguishes the
smployer’s responsibility for the acts of
‘ts agents or supervisors from the
esponsibility it has for the acts of other
sersons. This paragraph (d) of 1604.11
states that Jigbility for the acts of those
jersons not mentioned in paragraph (c}
sx13ts only when the employer, or its
sgents or supervisory employees, knows
or snould have known of the conduct.

The Sonn further provides that the
Jqaployer may rebut this apparent
gability for the conduct by showing that
¢ took immediate and appropriate
¢errective action.

Consistent with the policy of
voluntary compliance under Title VII,
§ 1604.11{e) recognizes that the best way
lo achieve an environment free of sexual
harassment is to prevent the occurrence
of sexual harassment by utilizing
appropriate methods to alert the
employees to the problem and to stress
hat sexual harassment, in any form.
will fiot be tolerated. This paragraph (e)
af § 1604.11 requires an employer to take
1ll steps necessary for the prevention of
sexual harassment and gives the
following as examples of steps which
might be deemed necessary:
Affirmatively raising the subject,
expressing s'rong disapproval,
ieveloping appropriate sanctions.
informing employees of their right to
raise the issue of sexual harassment
snder Title VII, and developing methods
'g sensitize all concerned.

This amendment to the “Guidelines on
Discrimination Because of Sex” is a
significant regulation under Executive
Order 12044, "Improving Government
Regulations” (43 IR 12661, March 24.
1978}. There are no regulatory burdens
or recordkeeping requirements
recessary for compliance with the
asnendment. The Commission has
determined that these proposed
guidelines will not have major impact on
the economy and that a regulatory
analysis is not necessary.

in compliance with Executive Order
12087 143 FR 28967, July 5. 1978). the
Commasion has consulted with
representatives of the Office of
Parsennel Management, Department of
Justice. Department of Labor, and
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. At the end of the 60 day
comment period, the Commission will
again consuit with these agencies on the
ssuzg raisad through the public
amment process

Ciscriminat 3n Because of Sex Under
litle VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1564.
2s Amende:; Agoption of Interim
1aterpretive Guidelines

t GENCY: Eq-.2l Fmployment Opportunity
{_ummissior.
ACTION: Intetm amendment to
guidelines cir discrimination because of
52.

cUMMARY: The Fqua! Employment
Opportunity Comsussion is amending its
(.uidelines vn Discrimination Because of
Cex on an interim bas:s, in order to

Ciunify its position on the issue of sexual
Farassment and to invite the public to
comment on the 1ssue. This amendment
vill re-affirm that sexual harassment is
sn unlawful employment practice. These
i1terim Guidelines are in full effecfTrom
Te dale of their publicalion: however,
tise will recetve comments for 60 days
subsequent to the date of publication.
After the comment period EECC will
evaluate the comments, make whatever
changes to the Interim Guidelines may
«rem appropriate in light of the
«miments, and publish the final
{ uid lines.
caves: Elfe have date: April 11, 1980.

. TOA.WR
LU ommends trast oe received on or

Pofore June (0, 1980.
f DBRESSES' \Written comments may be
-ddressed to Faecutive Secretariat,

 gual Bmp vrent Opportunity
Comnmussic 2401 E Street, NW., Room
1096. Wash ~gion, D C. 20506.

All envel pes should be marked
Cevual liar: ssment on the lower left
Lorner.

All public comments may be reviewed
from 9:30 a.r. to 4.30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. ac Library (Room 2303).
FEQC, 2401 E Street. NW., Washington,
DC 20500.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT.
Frederick I. Dorsey. Director. Office of
Policy Implementation, Room 4002, 2401
[. Street, NW., Washington, DC 20506,
1102) 634-7050.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Sexual
karassment like harassment on the basis
&lt;f colar, race, religion. or natior.al origin,
tas long bes n recognized by EEOC as a
vielation + Section 703 of Title VII of
tie Clive Ry hits Act of 1964, as amended.
tiowever, . spite the position taken by
tie Commi sion, sexual harassment
sontinues © be espenially widespread.
fecause of he continued prevaiznce of
Cats ubiow i. ore ootice the Commission

ESaaaaA
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Signed at Washington, D.C. this 3rd day of ~~ workplace where the employer, or its
April, 1980. agents or supervisory employees, knows
Eleanor H. Norton, or should have known of the conduct.
Chair. Equal Employment Opportunity An employer may rebut apparent
Commission. liability for such acts by showing that it

Accordingly. 29 CFR Chapter XIV, ook immediate and apppropriate
Part 1604 is amended by adding corrective action.
§ 1604.11 to read as follows: {e} Prevention is the best tool for the

elimination of sexual harassment. An
PART 1604—GUIDELINES ON employer should take all steps
DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF SEX 1ecessary to prevent sexual harassment

{1604.1 Sexual harassment. rom occurring, such asaffirmatively
) A . -aising the subject, expressing sirong

a) Farassment on the hastyof sex is lisapproval, developing appropriate
4 whol ion of Sec. 7 03 of Title VIL , sanctions, informing employees of their
I'nwel:nme sexual advances, reques’s right to raise and how to raise the issue
for sex..al favors, and other verbal or of harassment under Title VII, and
shvsica’ conduct of a sexual nature developing methods to sensitize all
constitute sexual harassment when (1) ~oncerned
submission to such conduct is made I Co

rther explicitly or implicitly a term or (FRDoc. 80-10046 Filed 4-8-80: 12:15 pru]
So ot . BILLING COOE 6570-68-M

condition of an individual's
amploy ment. {2] submission to or
rejection of such conduct by an
ndividual is used as the basis for
amployment deisions affecting such
ndividual. or (3) such conduct has the
aurpuse or effect of substantially
nierfering with an individual's work
serformance or creating an intimidating,
1ostile. or offensive working
snvironment.

b! Ir Jetermining whether alleged
wndus: constitutes sexual harassment,
fe Co: mission will look at the record
1s a wi ie and at the totality of the
aremn ances. such as the nature of the
sexual dvances and the context in
~hich “He alleged incidents occurred.
The de ormination of the legality of a
sarticu ar action will be made from the
"34715. 0 a case by case basis.

{a} Anplying general Title VII
arincip 3. an employer. employment
agency. joint apprenticeship committee
or labor organization (hereinafter
~oile tively referred to as “employer” is
responsible for its acts and those of its
agents #nd supervisory employees with
‘espec: ‘0 sexual harassment regardless
;f whe wor the specific acts complained
Waar ooharized or even forbidden by
he vr and regardless of whether
he eo knew or should have
xow heir occurrence. The

Tom » will exanine the

Arum »s of the particular
impioy 1 relationship and the job
tnttiao erformed by the individual in
ieterny ung whether an individual acts
A ithe 2 supervisory or agency

apa
td} Wit respect to persons other than

hose n.:ationed in paragraph (¢) of this
seetii wnecaplover is responsible for
ity of nal harassment in the

 TT—

he or apes avioeed ere continue 10 angi
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[. The Significance of the Problem and the Need for Faculty Action

After the membership of this Committee was announced, most of us were approached

by colleagues who asked exactly what was meant by sexual harassment, whether

sexual harassment was in fact a real problem at MIT, and how the situation at

MIT compared with the situation at other institutions.

We have discussed and reviewed a number of definitions of sexual harassment

and have found the following definition to be most suitable:

Sexual harassment is understood to mean an attempt to
coerce an unwilling person into a sexual relationship.
or to subject a person to unwanted sexual attention,
or to punish a refusal to comply. This definition is
understood to include a wide range of behavior, from
the actual coercing of sexual relations to the forcing
of sexual attentions, verbal or physical, on an unwilling
recipient.

(From the Report of the Dean's Committee on Grievance
Procedure, Yale University, March 1979.)

Most of the definitions that we reviewed dealt, understandably, with the sexual

harassment of women by male supervisors and faculty members. Heterosexual
harassment by a male is by far the most common but it is not the only kind of

complaint which has been dealt with at MIT, so the more general language in

the Yale report seems preferable to the Committee.

With respect to the second question, our conclusion is that the problem at MIT

is indeed real. During the calendar year ending September 1979, well-substantiated

cases of serious sexual harassment involving a small percentage of the women

students and the teaching staff were brought to the attention of the Special

Assistant to the President and Chancellor for Women and Work. (A like number

of cases were reported to that office by employees.) Precision is difficult since

some cases involved more than one student, some dealt with events before
September 1978, and a few dealt with men students. However, this rate of re-

porting was three to four times the (rather stable) rate for the preceding five

years. We believe but cannot prove that the increase is in the reporting, and not in

harassment. It is this recent increase which led Professor Hulsizer to appoint

this Committee.



To give content to these statements it is necessary to define what the Committee

means when it says that a case is serious. All of the cases counted above shared

all or nearly all of the following characteristics:

(1) They report behavior which the Committee believes the
overwhelming majority of the faculty would think of as
grossly objectionable at MIT.

That behavior has caused the complainant physical
illness, lost sleep, or other evidence of preoccupied
misery.
There is a conflict of interest, in that the reported
bdehavior is by a member of the teaching staff who is
at that time supervising or teaching and grading the
complainant.

(ii)

(iii)

In a number of these cases, a graduate student alleged harassment by a thesis super-

visor. In about one-third of the serious cases, the complainant refused to allow any

immediate action, expressing concern about adverse effects on the student's career.

[n the remaining two-thirds of the cases, the complaints were brought to the alleged

narasser. All of these cases shared the following characteristic:

(iv) The alleged harasser did not deny unusual contact with
the complaining student or students. None claimed that
the student had made the first move.

The alleged harassers usually made it clear that they had a different understanding

than the complainants of the events which, they agreed, took place. Typically,
they commented that they had no idea the student was upset, or that they thought

such attentions to students were commonplace and even welcomed. Many were

astonished to learn that students often feel that propositions are an attempt at

extortion; that grades or thesis approval or recommendations may be felt to de-

pend on sexual compliance.

Since sexual harassment has until recently been invisible by convention in our

society, it is hard to say how the situation at MIT compares with that at other

Institutions. A report on sexual harassment prepared for the Project on the

Status and Education of Women of the Association of American Colleges surveys
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the small amount of available information and includes the following paragraph:

In 1977, Donna Benson, a Social Science major at the University.
of California at Berkeley, distributed a questionnaire to one-sixth
of the female graduate student population. Of the over 50% who
returned the questionnaire, 20% stated that they had received.
sexual attentions, either as sexual remarks, touching, or pro-
positions, from their professors. Most responded that they
were bewildered or confused about how to deal with the situation.

We have not tried to gather strictly comparable data at MIT. The Special Assistant

for Women and Work has exchanged information with administrators at other colleges

and universities for a number of years. On the basis of that information and of

other available data, we have no reason to believe that the incidence of sexual

harassment at MIT is very different from those of other institutions of higher edu-
cation. On the other hand, the small number of women in the professional communi-

ties to which most MIT faculty members belong may make it more difficult for a

woman student to cope with an incident of harassment when it occurs. In any case,

the evidence presented above is ample to require faculty action. |

What is distinctive about MIT is not the scope of the problem of sexual harassment

but the administrative foresight which led to the establishment of the Office of

Special Assistant to the President and Chancellor for Women and Work. President

Wiesner and Chancellor Gray appointed Dr. Mary P. Rowe to that office in early

1973 to deal with a variety of issues, and gave her full support in dealing with

cases of sexual harassment when they came to her attention.

That timely administrative action has given this faculty the luxury of dealing with

this issue in an orderly fashion at CEP initiative. Without such action we might

be responding to public clamor arising from complaints and/or lawsuits charging
that MIT practices or condones sexual discrimination in the educational environ-

ment it offers its students. This has, for example, recently happened at Yale,

the University of Rhode Island, the University of California at Berkeley, the

University of Massachusetts, and a number of other universitites.



Fortunately, no such case has arisen yet at MIT. So far, the informal procedures

used have evidently been effective both in satisfying the victims and in modifying

the perceptions of the faculty members involved, leading them to modify their
future behavior. With one exception, no harasser with whom a complaint was

discussed has been the: subject of a later complaint.

Our recommendations do not call for major changes in the policy currently being

carried out by the administration or in the informal procedures which have been

successful in dealing with most cases so far. We do recommend explicitly stating

MIT's policies concerning sexual harassment and publicizing both the policies and

the procedures much more widely. The recommendations could be acted on by the
administration without faculty endorsement, but we feel that such endorsement is,

in fact, very important.

Serious sexual harassment is not an obstacle faced by the majority of students,

men or women, in higher education at MIT and elsewhere. However, itis a

significant problem. The purpose of our recommendations is not punitive but

preventive. On the basis of MIT's experience thus far, we believe that wide-

spread publicity of a policy formally endorsed by the faculty and the administra-

tion will have a major effect in helping to eliminate the problem.

We wish we could be as confident that a firm policy statement will eliminate the harass-

ment implicit in the jokes and clichés about sex uttered or tolerated by faculty mem-

bers in lectures and laboratories. Typical examples are: a lecturer enlivening his

engineering slide show by flashing a nude on the screen, a professor amusing his

class by remarking that cooking is the chemistry for which women are fit, and a re-

searcher poking fun at a student who can't take the filthy language which is common

in his laboratory.

We believe that these incidents are most often thoughtless, not malicious. Collec-

tively, however, they may be more important than the smaller number of serious

cases. They all deliver the message that women students do not belong in the pro-

fessional worlds to which their male professors belong, since they find those worlds
uncomfortable and inconsiderate. They all subvert MIT's policy of offering equal

educational opportunity to all students. The faculty and the students must help

one another to become more sensitive to these issues.
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II. The Charge to the Committee

The Ad Hoc Faculty-Student CommitteeonSexualHarassmentwas appointed by
Professor Robert I. Hulsizer, then Chairman of the CEP, in late June 1979 and

was given the following charge. (Spacing and underlining added for reference.)

The charge to this Committee is to consider the problem of sexual
harassment of faculty and students.

It is presumably not the intention of the Institute to interfere with
the course of true love, but it is appropriate to consider that a
faculty member or teaching assistant who has a supervisory or
educational responsibility for an employee, other faculty member,
or student should divest himself or herself of that responsibility
if a personal involvement develops between the two people.

Furthermore, a faculty member or teaching assistant should not
use his or her position of authority to coerce an employee, other
aculty member, or student into a sexual relationship.

In addition to reviewing Institute policy on these matters, I would
like the Committee to recommend procedures for informing faculty
members and teaching assistants on a regular basis, of such policy.
Furthermore, I would like to ask the Committee to examine the
resources available for relief and redress to persons who feel
harassed or aggrieved, to recommend changes or additions to
these resources, and to recommend procedures for informing the
MIT community of such resources.

III. Response to the Charge: Recommendations

Review of Institute Policy

The present policy of the MIT administration, as presentedtotheCommittee

by the Special Assistant to the President and Chancellor for Women and Work,

is essentially the policy defined by the first of the two sentences underlined

in the charge and by a broader version of the second sentence. The second

sentence requires augmentation in two respects to reflect current policy:

first to point out the problem of perceived coercion, second to proscribe not

only coercion into sexual relationship but other forms of sexual harassment

including serious verbal abuse.

With respect to the first point there is an intrinsic conflict of interest between

making sexual overtures and exercising supervisory responsibility. When the

overtures are welcomed there is no problem of sexual harassment but there is

a problem of partiality in supervision and evaluation, which motivates the

first underlined sentence in the charge and the discussion in the 1979 edition



of Policies and Procedures, Section 3.22 (Policy on Employment of Members of

the Same Family). There is another side to this problem, however, which is

recognized by current policy but is not mentioned either in the charge to this

Committee or in Policies and Procedures. There is ample evidence in MIT

experience that employees, students, -and junior faculty may feel coerced by
sexual approaches from supervisors or senior faculty who express no coercive

intent. Such perceived coercion is sexual harassment, and the responsibility

for its avoidance lies with the supervisors and faculty members.

With respect to the problem of serious verbal abuse based on sex, the pro-

tection of students and employees from such abuse is an important part of

current policy which is not mentioned in our charge or in Polices and Procedures.

When a professor tells a woman student in his laboratory that he is interested

in her body, not in her mind, he is denying her intelligence and her humanity

as well as denying her the equal educational opportunity which MIT is committed

to provide. When (as has happened at MIT) he makes that statement in the

most vulgar possible language, there is an additional emotional shock which

may be severe. .

The administration believes that grave and persistent sexual harassment could

constitute gross misconduct in the sense used in the discussion of termination

of tenurein Section 2.23 of Policies and Procedures. This Committee shares

that belief; we think that the MIT faculty does too. Fortunately, it has not

yet been necessary for the President and the Faculty-Administration Committee

to deal with such a case. With forceful faculty action now we hope that such

action will never be necessary.

The Committee endorses the current MIT policy just described. However, we

observe that only a fraction of it is stated in Policies and Procedures, the

official record of MIT policy, and that as stated, that fraction applies only

to supervisor-employee relations -- not to faculty-student relations when the

student is not an employee, nor to senior faculty-junior faculty relations when

the senior faculty member has no formal supervisory relation but may be



expected to participate in evaluation of the junior faculty member.
fore recommend that the administration:

(i) Formulate one or more policy statements which:

present the current MIT policy on sexual harassment,
including serious verbal abuse;

stress the responsibility of faculty under MIT policy to
provide education, counsel, guidance, and example to
to students without discrimination based on sex or race;

emphasize to faculty members the conflict of interest
problems both of partiality and of perceived coercion
involved in making sexual overtures to students or
junior faculty members whom they either supervise or
may be expected to evaluate.

We there-

(ii) Incorporate the substance of those policy statements in the next
revision of Policies and Procedures.

We realize that the administration may well decide to include the substance of

the policies described in (i) in broader statements also dealing with related

problems which we have not addressed, such as sexual harassment when neither

students nor faculty are involved, harassment or other forms of discrimination

based on race, religion, or national origin, and conflict of interest problems

broadly redefined. We urge only that difficulties in defining broad policies

not be allowed to prevent the issuance of some document which presents the

policies described in (i) to the MIT community during the current term.

J Procedures for Informing Faculty and Others of Current Policy

A new edition of Policies and Procedures has just been published. To ensure

that Institute policy with respect to sexual harassment is widely known before

appearance of the next edition, we recommend the following steps:

(iii) That the policy statements mentioned in 1. above be circulated
to the faculty, the graduate student and other teaching staff
and all supervisory employees, together with a statement from
the President or Chancellor, accompanied perhaps by letters
from the administrators appropriate to each group (e.g., the
Provost, the Dean of the Graduate School, the head of the
appropriate department, the Vice President for Administration
and Personnel).

That the MIT administration develop procedures by which
[Institute policy on these matters will be routinely brought
to the attention of every faculty, graduate student, or
other teaching staff member who is appointed following the
circulation recommended in (iii).
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(v) That the topic of sexual harassment be placed on the agendas
of the Academic Council, the Faculty Council, the Committee
on Educational Policy, the Committee on Graduate School
Policy, the General Assembly, and the Graduate Student
Council annually for at least the next few years so that
the effects of the publication of Institute policy can be
avaluated by those groups. .

Resources Available for Relief and Redress

Sexual harassment has been ruled to be a form of ‘sex discrimination in employ-

ment and education. MIT has a procedure to deal with grievances of students

and employees, including sex and race discrimination grievances, described

In Polices and Procedures, Section 3.24. For students, that procedure pro-

vides that grievances not yet settled with a supervisor, advisor, or instructor,
be reported to the Dean of the Graduate School or the Dean for Student Affairs,

and then to either of the Special Assistants to the President and Chancellor.

We believe that most of the serious cases of sexual harassment reported to

someone at MIT have been brought to the attention of the Special Assistant

to the President and Chancellor for Women and Work at some stage, but a

large number of other people have received initial complaints and have offered

effective help. Departmental faculty and secretaries have been significant
resources for some complainants, but complainants are often reluctant to

report harassment at the department level for fear of adverse effects on

recommendations and careers. People in the offices of the Dean for Student

Affairs and the Dean of the Graduate School have been helpful, as have people

inr~the Social Work, Psychiatric, and other services of the Medical Department,
Faculty Residents, religious counsellors, Campus Patrol, and others. We believe
that this diversity of available resources is valuable and should certainly be

retained. At the same time, it might be useful to provide for more systematic

communication between these initial receivers of complaints and the Office of

the Special Assistant.
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The informal techniques used so far by the Special ‘Assistant in dealing with

cases brought to her attention seem to have been effective. Current proce-

dures do not include making written records of sexual harassment complaints.

The informality of the approach may be one of the reasons for its effective-

ness, and we do not recommend major changes. However, it seems to us that

MIT may not be able to demonstrate, in court or to the aggrieved, that it has

adequate procedures for dealing with such complaints if it keeps no records

at all. The natural boundary for some minimal record keeping would seem to

be the point at which a counselling conversation turns into a request by the

aggrieved for action by MIT. Perhaps an initial log entry of the complaint

and the department from which the complaint arose would be adequate until

informal action has been taken, with no further record if the aggrieved is

satisfied by the result. It will clearly take thought and legal advice to deal

with this and other procedural questions as they arise, with due respect for

the rights of all parties. We therefore recommend that:

(vi) Responsiblity for the evolution of procedures for dealing with
sexual harassment cases which involve students or faculty (and
perhaps other cases as well) should be given to a group which
includes the Dean of the Graduate School, the Dean for Student
Affairs, and the Special Assistant for Women and Work, with
assistance from counsel and consultation with the Faculty-
Administration Committee about those procedures which speci-
fically affect the faculty. In particular, that group should give
early consideration to the question of what kinds of records of
complaints should be kept, and of how centralized such record
keeping should be. It may be useful to provide that group with
input from a more widely representative panel which periodically
reviews critical cases (without names) and evaluates the adequacy
of the procedures in actual use.

Informing the Community of Such Resources

There is evidence that the community is not very well informed as to the

present resources available for dealing with sexual harassment cases. More

channelsofcommunicationare needed to inform the community of all of the

present and proposed resources. We therefore recommend that:



i).

(vii) The Office of the Dean for Student Affairs assume responsibility
for ensuring that information on all the resources available at
MIT for dealing with such problems is made available to all stu-
dents, their faculty advisors, Faculty Residents, Nightline, the
religious counsellors, the Psychiatrie, Social Work, and other
services of the Medical Department, the Campus Patrol, and
others likely to be asked for help by students in a systematic
way. This should include text in the Freshman Handbook and/
or HoToGAMIT, the Guide to Undergraduates and Faculty Coun-
sellors, and other appropriate documents. The Office of the
Dean of the Graduate School should also share these responsi-
bilities for graduate students, by providing text in the Graduate
School Manual and other appropriate sources, and by communi-
cating such information directly and through departmental
channels to faculty advisors of graduate students. The Office
of the Vice President for Administration and Personnel will pre-
sumably assume such responsibility for employees and provide
text in Policies and Procedures and other appropriate sources.

The Ad Hoc Faculty-Student Committee on Sexual Harassment:

Steven Felsher
Evelynn Hammonds
Lilli Petruzzelli
Professor Margery Resnick
Professor Anthony Sinskey
Professor Peter Elias (Chairman)
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AMITA--the Association of Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Alumnae--and the Boston chapter of the Society of Women Engineers

have organized an April 11 conference on the opportunities and barriers

that technical and professional women face in advancing their careers.

The speakers, women with senior positions in industry, academe,

and government, will address such questions as: What is needed to

succeed? How much time and energy are required? Does ''up the ladder"

mean management? Does advancement for women have special gateways

and barriers?

Margaret Coleman, president of AMITA, said the conference,

"Getting On Once You've Gotten In," is aimed at women already in

technical or professional careers. AMITA, founded in 1900, provides

a means for M.I.T. women graduates to maintain contact with one another

and assists women graduates and prospective students in their educa-

tional and professional aspirations. The Society of Women Engineers,

organized in the early 1950s, is a national professional society

dedicated to encouraging women to join the engineering profession.
The conference will run from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Rm. 9-150

(105 Massachusetts Ave.) at M.I.T.

MOR?edJ
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Jr. Anne Harlan, a psychologist, project director at the Center

for Research on Women at Wellesley College, will speak at 9:15 a.m.

on "Moving Up: Women in Managerial Careers--Sex Differences in Factors

Affecting Managerial Career Advancement."

From 10:45 a.m. to noon, the conference will hear the career

axperiences of three senior professionals, all technical managers.

They are Joan D. Berkowitz, vice president, Chemical Systems Section,

Arthur D. Little, Inc.; Ellen R. Bressel, vice president for applied

sechnology, Avco Everett Research Laboratory, Inec., and Rita A. O'Brien,

assistant vice president for revenue matters, New England Telephone Co.

The luncheon speaker in the M.I.T. Student Center's Mezzanine

Lounge (84 Massachusetts Ave.) will be Regina Herzlinger, professor of

business administration at Harvard Business School. Her topic:

"ihen Will We See a Woman as Chief Executive of a Major Corporation?”

The afternoon program consists of four panels: The Random Walk Up

the Ladder, Changing Jobs, Setting Up on Your Own, and Making Your Own

Job (in someone else's company).

Panel speakers will be Christine Huk Jansen, analytical manager,

Millipore Corp.; Lita Donnelly Nelsen, manager, new ventures, Millipore

Corp.; Paula B. Cronin, placement director, M.I.T. Sloan School of

Management; Alice C. d'Entremont, principal engineer, Polaroid Corp.;

Ruth Ann Moriarty, vice president, Dumont, Kiradjiess and Moriarty,

employment consultants; Marjorie Pierce, registered architect in

private practice; Lucille Roseman, financial vice president and founder

of Xenergy, Inc.; Carol J. Thomas, president and founder, Thomas

Planning Services, community planning; Rajeshwari Patel, accountant,

Price Waterhouse and Co.; Karen E. Brothers, director, software products,

Harner-Eddison Associates; Ann Bartley Rappaport, director, planning

110s)
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and policy development, division of hazardous waste, Commonwealth of

Massachusetts; Amy C. Spear, department staff, advanced communications

systems concepts, MITRE Corp., and Aileen Cavanagh, consultant and

aducator, who teaches at Wang Institute and Suffolk University.

The conference will conclude with an informal reception at 5 p.m.

in Rm. 10-105 (77 Massachusetts Ave.).

aN) ~—-
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November 17, 1980 To:

To: V. A. Fulmer

Ra- Publication of possible interest

For your "Women and M.I.T." file, I thought
you might be interested in this publication
which deals exclusively with women in the
academic environment.

Their materials come out quarterly, as I re-
call, and I believe there is no charge to be
on their mailing list. I have the greatest
respect for their professionalism. Bunny
Sandler, head of this project, is very well
known in the field of academic EEO.

Best to you, and I'll probably be in touch
in a month or two when the post-election dust
settles. The mood in Washington among anti-
discrimination agencies at the moment is, to
coin a phrase, ''cautiously optimistic." The
"optimistic'' tends to be at lower levels; the
‘caution tends to be pronounced at the top,
particularly among directors. It bears watching
for a bit.

Betsy Hogan (B2)
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Women’s Independent Living Group
at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cordially invite you to attend

the dedication of the
Marijorie Pierce House

Thursday, October 7, 1982~
trom 4 to 6 p.m.

355 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge, Massachusetts
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ASSOCIATION OF MIT ALUMNAE

Fall Newsletter 1982 Sherry Grobstein 74, Editor

AMITA Calendar 1982 - 1983

September 1982
24 Friday -

26 Sunday Woodstock, VT. MIT women students faculty, staff, and alumnae will meet for a weekend at Talbot
House and to discuss the MIT Women’s Center. Send your reservations ($40.00 per person).to Holly
3. Sweet, MIT Room 24-612. Space is limited; only the first 27 paid reservations can be honored. Call
Holly at (617) 253-7786 if vou have any questions.

4 Friday -

)5 Saturday
)8 Tuesday

san Francisco, CA. The MIT Alumni Officers Conference at the Hyatt on Union Square.
Washington, D.C. AMITA will meet to hear Anne Cahn ’71, Executive Director of the Committtee for
National Security speak on “Women’s Role in Disarmament.” See the AMITA Wrap-Up Report of
he Washington Chapter on another page for details.

MIT, McCormick Hall. The first AMITA-AWS dinner of the year will be a “dutch treat” dinner at 6
h.m. No reservations are necessary. Go through the line in the McCormick Dining Hall and carry
sour tray into the Country Kitchen.
Cambridge. The Dedication of the residence of the Women’s Independent Living Group (WILG) to
Marjorie Pierce 22 will take place during a reception at the residence, 355 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge. from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. All AMITA members are cordially invited.

Philadelphia, PA. The MIT Alumni Officers Conference at the Bellevue-Stratford.
MIT, McCormick Hall. The residents of McCormick Hall invite all AMITA members to tea at 3:00
&gt;.m. in the Brown Living Room. This is an annual event to celebrate Katherine Dexter McCormick
ind the founding of McCormick Hall. Hats and gloves are the order of the day.
VIIT. Sala de Puerto Rico. The fourth annual MIT Society of Women Engineers (SWE) Career Fair.

Dctober 1982
4 Mondav

] Thursday

8 Friday -

9 Saturday
|7 Sunday

23 Saturday
November 1982

1 Monday
16 Tuesday

VIIT - The second AMITA-AWS dinner. Details later.

MIT, Faculty Club. Dr. Karl P. Aldrich, Jr. 47, a Geotechnical Engineer, will be the featured speaker
1t the AMITA dinner meeting.

Zllen Swallow Richards birthday and the start of MIT Women’s History Week.
Washington, D.C. Maxine Savitz 61, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Conservation in the Department
&gt;f Energy, will discuss career paths for analytically educated women with AMITA members.
VIIT, the Emma Rogers Room (10-340). The new Ellen Swallow Richards Professor, Nancy Lynch
vill be AMITA’s guest for dinner at 6:00 p.m.

December 1982
4 Saturday
6 Monday

8 Wednesday

fanuary 1983
5 Wednesday

12 Wednesday
19 Wednesday
26 Wednesday MIT, Bush Room (10-105). During IAP at MIT, Chris Jansen ’63, Lita Nelsen *64, and other members

»f AMITA will again present the series entitled “Getting the Job You Want In Industry: A Women’s
Guerilla Guide to the Pin-Striped World.”

27 Thursday MIT, Faculty Club. AMITA will be hostesses for the Greater Boston Association of Women’s Net-
vorks.

February 1983
7 Monday MIT. AMITA-AWS dinner. Details later.

Please note: You will receive notices of our future meetings ONLY IF YOU PAY YOUR DUES NOW. Respond now
yn the form on the last page!
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March 1983
6 Sunday MIT, The Emma Rogers Room (10-340). The annual AMITA-student pot-luck brunch will provide an

occasion for a relaxed and informal meeting between AMITA members and the women students.
21 Monday -

25 Friday Spring Vacation for MIT students. This is an ideal period for Educational Counselors around the
country to arrange a meeting of newly-admitted women with MIT women students who are home on
vacation.

MIT. The third annual AMITA-SWE-Boston career ¢
sven more successful event. oo

Endicott House, Dedham, MA. The \3 awhrcs by
annual business meeting aX ¥
Woodstock, VT. Another we afer
planning for next vear.

President's Report 0
A reading of this newsletter wipdhe Vi oe te

just how active the Associatio x cen € pl,
We are now truly a raion} | activity; over six
percent of our dues-paying\gitm Ge of the {9 :
*opolitan Boston area. Our mod le o Ww: pug ch»-
er, Washington /Baltimore, cont\nues t \ rst hs youky&lt;now, organizational and financial BY is ayyileble
any members interested in starting YN Wah
heir area. The rule of three seems to a fd any, grour
10ping to sustain a continuing prografn.' You nd¢d -
east three people who are willing to work together te:
:ablish a chapter, 300 potential members to draw froly,
ind must hold three general meetings before the organiy
zation is viable. Cambridge will continue to be the na“
ional headquarters for AMITA because of the high con-
centration of alumnae in the area and our proximity to
‘he Institute, the students, the faculty and staff.

Fhe academic year 1981-1982 may go down in history
1s the year the women students discovered AMITA. Not
only has AMITA been invited to an increased series of
student-sponsored functions, but we have also been
sought out by the newly revived AWS and by individual
women students for advice and counsel. Typically many
invitations from students came on Friday for next Tues-
day, so we had difficulty in spreading the word. The
women students hope to be better organized this year and
‘o reach a wider circle of AMITA members.

AMITA had an excellent working relationship with
Emily Weidman, the Coordinator for Women Students
[nterests, and was sorry to see her leave the Institute.
Emily was handicapped in her efforts on behalf of women
oy her lack of a centrally located base and her lack of
standing within the Dean’s office. The AMITA Board
wrote to Dean McBay in June when we learned of Emi:
.y’s leaving MIT. We strongly urged that at least one full-
ime member of the Dean’s office give primary attention
10 the well-being, needs, and aspirations of women stu-
dents. We asked that this person be at least at the level of
assistant dean, be identified to the student body as a
member of the staff concerned with the welfare of women
sltudents, be given adequate office space in the main
;omplex, and have proper secretarial support (see the
AMITA editorial on the Women’s Center).

The follow-up to our dinner meeting with the women
faculty last September illustrates the necessity of keeping
the lines of communication open between AMITA and
the women faculty. The faculty were surprised to learn
that the Ellen Swallow Chair was funded but vacant. An
AMITA-Faculty search committee was formed and the
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“ce?her ts in this cause. Provost Francis Low
+A MSO pf supportive. He saw to it that the En-
“rilrin ncil made the tenure decision on Dr. Lynch
A at basis.

“- umni Association continues to support AMITA
in PAr various activities and communications. They have
pr@vided valuable staff support, including an office on
campus where one can call and receive information about
AMITA. We were invited to suggest nominees for the var-
ious AA awards and committees and for the AA nomina-
tion to the MIT Corporation and its visiting committees.
Sue Kanneenberg was elected handily to the National Se-
tection Committe one of the nominees to the Cor-

poration were from the AMITA list, but one, Rita
O’Brien ’77. was nominated by President Paul Gray. The

+ results of the other nominations are not yet et We
will continue to press to have active AMITA members in
policy-making positions within the Alumni Association
and the Institute. Please continue to keep us informed of
potential nominees.

Our joint activities with the Society of Women Engi-
neers (SWE), continues to be mutually beneficial. There is
a great over-lap in membership, yet both organizations
have been enriched by the other’s extended membership
and know-how. The next joint AMITA-SWE-Boston ca-
reer development conference is already on the planning
board. We hope to expand our joint activities with SWE
and with other women’s organizations.

At our annual meeting this year we honored four wom-
en. The AMITA Academic Award was given to two out-
standing members of the class of 1985, andtwo outstand-
ing members of the MIT community were elected
Honorary Members of AMITA. At that time we also had
the pleasure of announcing that the women of WILG had
voted to name their residence ‘Marjorie Pierce Hall.’

Although we had a record number of dues-paying
members and the largest number of members who were
active in the organization and/or presentation of our var-
ious programs last year, we are still not satisfied. The
AMITA Executive Board continues to work hard to carry
out the charter of the Association. As stated last year,
participation by all members is needed on four levels:
payment of dues, reasonable attendance at meetings, ac-
tive participation in programs which interest the particu-
lar members, and suggestions and opinions concerning
the plans and policies of the Association. Please keep in
‘ouch.

Margaret T. Coleman ’50. President

/
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WILG Honors Marjorie Pierce
The Corporation and members of the Women’s Inde-

pendent Living Group (WILG) have voted to change the
name of the residence at 355 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, to “Marjorie Pierce Hall” in tribute to Mar-
jorie Pierce ’22, a charter member of the WILG Corpora-
tion. AMITA applauds this honor of one of its most ac-
tive and deserving members.

Still a full-time practicing architect sixty years after
graduation, Marjorie has contributed to MIT life in nu-
merous ways. In addition to serving on the WILG Cor-
poration, she was the first woman on the Alumni Fund
Board, President of AMITA (1940-44), and Chair of the
Sponsoring Committee of the Ellen Swallow Richards
Professorship. Marjorie was the first woman awarded the
Bronze Beaver (1977) by the MIT Alumni Association.
She is a Life Member of AMITA and holds the record for
attendance and active participation in AMITA activities.

WILG is the only off-campus all-women’s living group
at MIT. It is about to enter its sixth year of existence un-
der the able leadership of its president, Laurel Carney ’83.
The forty-seven residents are a supportive group of wom-
en, active in house activities, dedicated to meeting their
own personal goals, who genuinely care about each other.
Members share the jobs required to maintain the resi-
dence, manage finances, and prepare meals. Everyone has
an equal voice in house policy. WILG has no national af-
filiation. Elizabeth Drake ’58 was president of the alum-
nae corporation responsible for WILG, from its inception
in 1976 until April 1981, when she was succeed by Beth
Tavrow 79, a former resident. Marjorie Pierce and sever-
1] other AMITA members were also instrumental in start-
ing the original alumnae corporation responsible for
WILG.

I'he Corporation and residents of WILG would like to
take advantage of this newsletter to invite all MIT alumnae
to the dedication of their residence to Marjorie Pierce. The
reception will take place at the residence on Thursday. Oc-
tober 7th, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

AMITA Elects Two Honorary Members
Ida M. Green and Dr. Mildred S. Dresselhaus were

inanimously elected honorary members of AMITA at
our business meeting this May. Both have worked in
countless ways to encourage high standards of achieve-
ment among the women students of MIT and to advance
heir general welfare.

Ida M. Green has done a tremendous amount to en-

couage greater numbers of women to enter the scientific
and engineering professions. Her endorsement of the Ida
M. Green Fellowships for women at MIT is one visible
and most tangible examples of her work. She and her
husband, Cecil H, Green ’23, take a personal interest in
zach Green Fellow and offer them friendship and encour-
agement. The 20-story Center for Earth and Planetary
Sciences at MIT bears the name of both Greens, while
the building’s central space is called the Ida M. Green
Room.

Dr. Mildred S. Dresselhaus is the Abby Rockefeller
Mauze Professor of Electrical Engineering and the Direc-
tor of the Center for Materials Science and Engineering
at MIT. She joined the MIT faculty in 1967 and is the

senior member of the women faculty at the Institute. Her
efforts on behalf of women students, staff, and faculty at
MIT are too numerous to number. She has chaired the
Advisory Committee for Women Students Interests since
it was established in 1972 and she is the glue which holds
the MIT Women Faculty Association together. Millie's
daughter Marianne is a member of the MIT class of
1981.

Dotty Bowe, who was elected to honorary membership
n AMITA in 1971, sends the following message:

“I was delighted to hear that Millie Dresselhaus and Ida
Green were elected to join me as honorary members of the
Association of MIT Alumnae. It has given me great plea-
sure to be part of this organization and to support it in its
various activities.

“I miss the contact I had with so many of you when I
vas associated with the Office of the Dean for Student Af-
fairs. My interest in the women of MIT continues and I
am still involved in a variety of programs and project to
help make MIT a better place for women who are interested
in the kind of opportunities and education MIT has to of-
fer.

“I would welcome notes or visits from any who may be in
the neighborhood. My location now is the Student Finan-
cial Aid Office, Room 5-119. My best to all of you and
hope you are enjoying a successful career and happy life.”

Ellen Swallow Richards
Professor Named

Dr. Nancy Ann Lynch, an expert in applied math and
computers and an MIT alumna, has been named the first
Ellen Swallow Richards Professor. She will join the MIT
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence as a tenured faculty member this fall. Her research
interests are in Distributed Processing, Models, Algo-
rithms, Complexity Analysis, Semantics, Languagues,
Complexity Theory, and Data Structures. Last year she
was Visting Associate Professor of Computer Scinece in
:he Programming Methodology Group (Professor Liskov)
at MIT. From 1977-1981, she was Associate Professor of
[nformation and Computer Science at Georgia Tech.
Nancy received her B.S. in Mathematics from Brooklyn
College in 1968 and earned her Ph.D. in Math at MIT in
1972. She has also been a faculty member at Florida In-
.ernational University, the University of Southern Cali-
‘ornia, the IBM Research Center, and Tufts University.

Nancy is married to Dr. Dennis C. Lynch, also an
MIT alumnus (Ph.D. Chemistry 73) who is on the Facul-
ty of the Sidney Farber Research Institute at Harvard
They are the parents of a three-year old son, Patrick.

The Ellen Swallow Richards Professorship was estab-
lished to honor Mrs. Richards, class of 1873, MIT’s first
woman graduate, and to increase the number of women
on the MIT faculty. The endowment was funded with
gifts to the alumni fund designated for this purpose. Mar-
jorie Pierce '22 was chairman of the Sponsoring Commit-
tee for the funding of this Professorship.
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AMITA Program in
New England 1981-1982

The first meeting of the year was held on the weekend
of the alumni officer’s conference in the Emma Roger’s
Room. Professors Mildred Dresselhaus, Cho Kyun Rha
62, and Margaret MacVicar 65 spoke about the prob-
ems facing junior women faculty interested in tenured
Hosition at MIT. Specific questions were raised about the
Ellen Swallow Richards chair, which had yet to be filled.

We held our second meeting in conjunction with the
students of McCormick Hall on October 18th. A tea was
given by the students to commemorate the founding of
‘he dormitory buildings. Dorothy Weeks ’23 read a letter
sent to her by Katherine Dexter McCormick 04. Mrs.
McCormick wrote, “...what I do want to be sure of is
that those who can, and want to, have the open door,
and suitable healthy living conditions, -- then I can rest in
peace!” It was a truly elegant afternoon at the Brown
Living Room of McCormick Hall.

Again this year, we were guests for an evening at the
Women’s Independent Living Group (WILG). The stu-
dents suggested that they would like to hear from MIT
alumnae who are “doing something.” We took up the
challenge and from a large list of possibilities asked Ruth
Nelson ’62 (engineering specialist at GTE Sylvania) and
Lisa Riordan ’69 (then senior vice-president at Strategic
Planning Associates and now with McKinsey&amp;Co.) to
speak about their career patterns. Issues such as career
and family planning arose during the discussion. Both
AMITA members and the students found the discussion
most stimulating.

On the first Sunday in March, alumnae and students
met in the Emma Rogers Room for our now traditional
oot-luck brunch. The turnout of women students was
pleasantly large; they outnumbered the alumnae about
three to one. We showed the video-tape “Women in Engi-
neering” which featured Lita Nelsen *64. The discussion
‘ollowing the showing lasted well into the afternoon. Al-
‘hough the tape was about ten years old, little has
changed except Lita’s hair, skirt, and children.

After our smashing success last year with the confer-
ance “Getting On Once You've Gotten In,” we decided to
start a tradition of April conferences to address issues of
nterest to women in technical fields. This year we offered
1 conference on “Career Growth and Redirection for
Women Technical Professsionals” on April 3rd at MIT.
Our keynote speaker was Dr. Carol Weiss, a past research
associate at the Center for Research on Women at Welles-
ley College. The race car driver (part-time engineer) Janet
Guthrie gave a most stimulating talk during the luncheon
at the Sala de Puerto Rico. A wine and cheeseat the Bush
Room capped an enlightening enlightening day. More on
‘he conference (below).

As usual, we had our annual meeting at Endicott
House on the first Saturday of May. The weather was
1ovely and the garden in full bloom. Our speaker was
Provost Francis Low. He spoke on the structure of the
MIT Budget. Upon further urging, he commented that
‘he presently small percentage of senior tenured women
faculty at MIT will likely increase as more women enter
rechnical fields. The annual business meeting and the pre-
sentation of the AMITA Award took place at this meet-
ing following the speaker. We voted to confer honorary
membership status to Ms. Ida Green and Professor Mil-
dred Dresselhaus.

We had a lovely weekend (May 21-23) at Talbot House
10 round off a year full of activities. There were games of
croquet and volleyball, horseback riding, shopping in
Woodstock, hiking, etc. Fun was had by all. The food
was as usual delicious. We were especially delighted by
the attendance of MIT students and SWE-Boston mem-
bers. There was some discussion on the past April confer-
ence and some initial planning of the April ’83 confer-
ence.

At this writing, we have planned a weekend retreat at
Lita Nelsen’s cottage in New Hampshire on August 27 -
29. This event is becoming an annual tradition as well!!
We expect to start discussing possible themes for the up-
coming April conference. Needless to say, we also expect
to have a lot of fun.

During the past year, AWS (Association of Women
Students) has invited AMITA members to dinners at
MIT. We were delighted by their interest in our organiza-
tion and have encouraged and expect to continue this
trend.

Lilly Chi Lee *79, Program Chair

MIT's Alumni Career Services
“My career path is blocked within my current com-

pany; there is little opportunity for my professional
growth there.” “After 5 years in engineering, I want to
move into management. Do I need an MBA?” “My hus-
pand and I both want to pursue professional careers, and
hope to have a family as well. How can we balance our
professional and personal interests?” “My company is
headed for a lay-off which will undoubtedly affect my
job. I need assistance in looking for a new position.” “I
am contemplating a career change and wonder how my
skills /experience relate to other working areas.” “I don’t
like my present work, but don’t have a clear sense of what
alternative work I should seek.”

These are the types of issues raised by individuals con-
iacting MIT’s Alumni Career Services. Whether you seek
‘eads to available opportunities or more general guidance
regarding you job search or personal career plans, do not
overlook the resources the Career Planning&amp;Placement
Office can offer. The coordinator of the alumni services,
Linda Stantial, would like to hear from you. She is glad
0 spend time with you discussing your situation if you
are in the Boston area and able to schedule an appoint-
ment. Alternatively, you may write or call the office to
find out about available services and resources.

The resources offered through Alumni Career Service
include leads to available job opportunities, contacts with
employers who have expressed an interest in MIT gradu-
ates in recent years, and referral to search firms or agen-
cies if appropriate. Linda Stantial assists individuals with
resume development, job search strategy, and preparing
for interviews.

If you're not certain what step comes next or want to
discuss more general career issues, contact the office. Lin-
da can help you shape the geustions as well as seek the
answers. Whatever you need or interest, if it is career-re-
fated, Alumni Career Services would like to help. Please
call (617) 253-4737, or write to Alumni Career Services,
Room 12-170, MIT, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cam-
bridge, MA 02139.
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Board Members for 1982-1983
Elections were held at our annual meeting at Endicott

House on May 8. 1982.

Elected Were:
President

Margaret T. Coleman ’50
Recording Secretary:

Judith Perolle ’66
Student Aid Committee:

Lita D. Nelsen ’64
Membership &amp; Archives Committee:

Diane Gilbert 75
Vominating Committee:

Mary Guinan ’44 (Chair)
Suzanne M. Burzyk ’79 (Member)
Diane Curtis *78 (Member)

Continuing in Office are:
Vice-President:

F. Meg Hickey ’63
[reasurer:

Rajeshwari R. Patel 77
Corresponding Secretary:

Diane Zingale *74
Public Relations Committee.

Sherry Grobstein 74
Program Committee.

Tillv C. [ee ’7Q
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Here are some brief biographies of the new members of
he Board:

Judith A. Perrolle, ’66, Humanities is an Assistant Pro-
fessor of Sociology at Northeastern, where she teaches
economic development and cultural change with an em-
phasis on environmental sociology and the impact of
technology on societies.She received her M.A. and Ph.D.
.n sociology from Brown. Her teaching background in-
cludes rural sociology at the University of Missouri, soci-
ology at Brown, and the Rhode Island Prison system. She
nas worked for MIT on the Educational Council (1972-
77) and the Visting Committee for the Humanities De-
sartment (1974-77). Her most current project is an inves-
igation of the social impact of the computer revolution.

Mary Guinan, '44, Architecture, describes her career as
“1-1% years in New York in interior design — decided
hat was not for me; 25 years in Boston — Harry Gule-
sian &amp; Associates, involved in all phases of the profes-
sion, finally devoting most of my time to materials, meth-
ods, and specificatons; last 11 years with Hugh Stubbins

&amp; Associates, as Associate and Chief Specifier. A very ex-
citing life. Our international practice creates a great vari-
sty of problems and challenges. Unfortunately all the va-
riety and challenges do not leave much time for our
personal lives! We all complain, but we all turn up the
next weekend again. Some survey indicated that there was
a high rate of ’mental disturbance’ in the architectural
profession — perhaps we are examples.” She forgot to
mention her long service to AMITA and MIT. Mary was
president of AMITA (MITWA) from 1950-54 and was the
driving force behind the 1952 survey of former women
students. She is currently a member of the Margaret
Hutchinson Compton Gallerv Advisory Committee of the
AA.

Lita (Donnelly) Nelsen was born and raised in New
York City. In 1960, she packed her trunk, boarded the
New Haven Railway, and came to MIT to study Chemi-
cal Engineering. After half a dozen agonizing changes in
maior. she eraduated with a B.S. (’64) and M.S. (C66) in

Course X. Some years later, she returned to MIT as a
Sloan Fellow and graduated in 1979 with an M.S. in
Management Science. :

Lita is currently Department Manager for Process Ul-
trafiltration at Millipore Corp (Bedford, Mass). She lives
in Winchester, Mass., is married to Don Nelsen (Course
VI, ’61), and has two children, Katrina (12) and Daniel
(9). Along with Chris Jansen, Lita teaches the annual
AMITA-sponsored IAP course on “Getting the Job You
Want - A Guerilla Guide to the Pinstriped World.” and is
active in other AMITA Activities

lfalbot House Retreat, Summer 1981
Standing: Bonny Kellerman, Lydia Talmers, Diane Curtis,
Diane Gilbert, Lita Nelsen, Anne Bickford, Jean Fisch,
Margaret Coleman
Seated: Esther Garber, Andree Beaulieu-Green, Lilly Lee

April Conference
“Navigating Change,” the second career development

conference, co-sponsored by AMITA and the Boston Sec-
tion of the Society of Women Engineers (SWE-Boston)
was an unqualified success. There were over 150 people in
attendance, many of whom actively particpated on the
panels, workshops, or conference coordination duties.

After the welcome from Margaret T. Coleman ’50 and
Sarah Simon ’72, presidents of AMITA and SWE-Boston,
respectively, the keynote speaker, Dr. Carol Weiss, ad-
dressed the topic of women’s job mobility and advance-
ment. Next a panel of three speakers discussed their own
career experiences — from entrepreneurial inclinations to
a one-company career. The panelists were: Dr. Martha B.
Thomas, Technical Director of the Engineering Services
Laboratories of GTE, Sylvania; Dr. Judith H. Obermay-
er, a founder of Research and Planning Associates; and
Geri M. Riegger, an associate vice president of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield of Greater New York.

Janet Guthrie, race-car driver, presented the luncheon
speech. Janet’s less conventional career in technology has
definitely been a difficult path, along which she has met
much resistance to be recognized and remembered on an
zqual basis on the race track.

The afternoon workshops provided a more interactive
forum for discussion on particular concerns about job
changes, communication skills, keeping up-to-date techni-
cally, negotiating job duties and position, and career op-
portunities with a technical foundation.

The closing reception provided a informal finale to
meet and talk with the conference participants
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Report From Washington D.C./
Baltimore Chapter

This is a report of the first year of the AMITA chapter
in the Washington D.C./Baltimore, MD area, the first
successful effort by MIT alumnae outside of the Boston
area to organize.

One of the nicest aspects of this past year has been
watching women find old classmates who they did not re-
alize even lived in the Washington area. It has been re-
warding also to see first hand what a terrific group of
women have gone to MIT and how now, in some cases
for the first time,we have the opportunity to share dec-
ades of professional and personal savvy about what it’s
like being an analytically educated woman in the United
States.

AMITA’s presence in Washington fills a real need for
collegial relationships among the MIT women in the area.
The active membership ranges in MIT class from 1980 to
somewhere back about the mid-twenties. It is an extra-
ordinarily rich heritage of American excellence in the fe-
male gender, a tremendous storehouse of oral history
about work, family, and personal growth — and some
great stories about MIT before McCormick Hall and ath-
letic requirements for women. Here is the wrap-up of the
activities of the group during 1981 and the first half of
'982.

Summer 1981. The first organizing dinners were held,
thanks to the instigating efforts of Deh-i Hsiung ’77, Lin-
da Smith ’79, and Carol Seligson 71, the MIT Alumni
Office’s regional representative.

August 1981. Met in the home of Anne Howe ’76 fol-
lowing dinner at the Japanese Steak House to talk about
iwo-career families and all the advantages and disadvan-
tages they entail. Linda Smith arranged for Dr. Suzanne
Epstein *79 and Lissa Martinez to speak. Lisssa’s husband.
Brian Hughes ’77, also attended.

September. AMITA members met in the home of Lissa
Martinez following dinner at the George Washington
University Alumni Center. We discussed the annual dues,
meeting organization and structure, and what we were
irying to achieve with AMITA in Washington, DC. We
agreed to operate by a planning committee of six women,
who would be responsible for the AMITA agenda for six
months. At the end of six months, those women would
“hand off” the organizing responsibilities to another
committee of six. Dues were set at $3.00, to pay for mail-
ing costs, with event costs to come from the people who
participated.

October. AMITA members spent a fall weekend in the
woods at Prince William Forest Park, Virginia, to share a
rime of quiet reflection in celebration of autumn. Seven
hardy souls spent Halloween weekend “camping” in a
heated dorm, cooking in the camp kitchen, sharing good
conversation around a huge fireplace, and hiking forest
trails. We had a tremendous time and got to know each
other better than we could have during a series of evening
meetings. The lucky women attending were Jane Bergler
"73, who arranged the trip, Judy Gilman 81, Anne Howe,
Mark Kornreich ’70, Loretta Schaeffer 60. Frances Richev
52, and Lissa Martinez.

November. AMITA met at the home of Loretta
Shaeffer to discuss the results of the October weekend
and a school visiting plan initiated by Washington area
MIT Educational Counselor Kathy Swartz ’72.

December. AMITA members met at the home of Fran-
ces Richey following dinner at the Casa Maria Restau-
rant, to discuss more goals and purposes and plan future

January 1982. AMITA members met at the home of
jane Bergler. Loretta Schaeffer summarized Tape 1 from
AMITA /SWE’s 1981 conference, which prompted com-
ments about career planning and whether we actually did
any.

February 1982. AMITA cosponsored a meeting with
the MIT Club of Washington. MIT Professor Nazli Chou-
cri spoke on “Middle Eastern Politics and the Changing
World Oil Market.” She was a wonderful speaker and the
event was well-attended. Deh-I Hsuing and Linda Smith
were responsible for logistics and coordinating arrange-
ments with the MIT Club. MIT Club President Mike Lea-
vitt "66 located the speaker.

February also brought the first annual “Susan B. An-
thony Birthday Party,” a good reason for AMITA mem-
bers, friends, and admirers to come together in the home
of Ella Gardner ’55 on a crisp Sunday afternoon and
break the winter doldrums that seem to take over in Feb-
ruary. Judy Gilman did most of the grunt work, with
strong support from Anne Howe, Pat White ’63, and
Frances Richey. It was especially good to see Frances
Whedon ’24, who was still recovering from the arm injury
she received in an auto accident.

March. AMITA members met in the home of Lissa
Martinez following dinner at Marshall’s West End.

April. A small group met in the home of Margaret
Cooke. Paulette Coleman 77, one of the D.C. area alum-
nae serving on the MIT Corporation, told us about her
work as a Corporation member and also about her work
as a social scientist.

May. AMITA members met in the home of Judy Gil-
man following dinner in a Vietnamese restaurant. Dr.
Bambi Batts Young ’77, who directs the Environment and
Behavior Project at the Center for Science in the Public
Interest, spoke about the neurological and psychoactive
effects of some drugs and some household compounds,
specifically about small children and their vulnerability to
low exposures.

June. The planning commmittee decided that we were
being too ambitious and decided to meet every other
month in the fall and winter, to plan well in advance of
the event and to notify members well in advance of the
svent.

Summer 1982. We are going on a raft trip in Ohiopyle,
Pennsylvania, on August 1. About twenty AMITA mem-
bers and friends and other MIT alumni and friends have
made their reservations and plan to have a great time.

Our plans and expectations for the coming year reflect
what we have learned and evolved this past year. We are
trying to be realistic about using our resources of time,
energy, and people. Our focus is to respond to the need
of women graduates and the issues that are common to
them, such as the fine art of combining family with career
and the subtle nuances of being in math-based. non-tradi-
‘ional occupations.

Our fall activities will begin on September 28, with an
evening program with Anne Cahn ’7], Executive Director
of the Committee for National Security. She will speak
on “Women’s Role in Disarmament.” We will meet at 8
p.m. and stay no later than 10 p.m. Those who wish will
gather for supper at Marshall’s West End, 2525 Pennsyl-
vania Avenue., N.W., at 6:30 p.m. The meeting wll be at
the home of Lissa Martinez, 2501 M. Street, N.W. For
reservations and parking information, call Lissa at (202)
775-0952, or at work (202) 426-5793.

The second fall meeeting will be on December 6th. The
speaker will be Maxine Savitz 69, Depty Assistant Secre-
ary for Conservation in the Department of Energy, who
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will discuss the varied careers that an analytically educat-
xd women can pursue, using her own career path as an

zxample.
In the winter, we will have another social gathering at

someone’s cozy home and perhaps another weekend out-
ing. We are discussing a joint AMTIA-MIT Club meeting
on career issues common to both the women and the men

in the MIT community.
We have selected the following officers for next year:
Judith Gilman, PRESIDENT. Judy is currently working

as a computer systems analyst for a private contractor at
the Department of Health and Human Services. She
moved to the Washington area in 1981 and resides with
her spouse and two daughters in Alexandria, VA. She re-
ceived her MSM from the Sloan School in February of
1981, after having entered Sloan as a half time student in
1977. Her career before that included teaching school in
‘he U.S. and in Hong Kong and raising two daughters.
She graduated from Antioch College in 1965 and has
seen married to Alfred S. Gilman since 1963.

Anne Howe, TREASURER. Anne works at the Gener-
al Accounting Office in Washington, D.C. as a Manage-
ment Auditor. She is a 1976 Sloan School graduate.

Lissa Martinez, SECRETARY. Lissa is a marine envi-
ronmental engineer, now working in the U.S. Maritime
Administration in Washington, D.C. She received her
S.M. in Technology and Policy in 1980 and her S.B. in
ocean engineering in 1976. She is married to Brian G.R.
Hughes (S.B. ’77) and lives with him in Washington, D.C.

Lissa A. Martinez ’76
Corresponding Secretary, Washington, D.C.

Want To Start A New AMITA Chapter?
As noted elsewhere in this issue, there is now a success-

‘ully functioning AMITA group in the Washington /Balti-
nore area. AMITA is interested in furthering the interests
of its members, wherever they may live, and during the
ast year we have indeed supplied those who requested
‘hem the names and addresses of other alumane in their
geographic area. We will gladly continue to do so (see the
approporiate. space on the membership tearoff).

In particular, there are large concentrations of alumnae
in the New York, San Francisco, and Los Angeles areas,
~vho might easily start another out-of-town chapter. If
anyone in these areas is interested in working on such an
organization, please let me know, and we will provide
you with organizational and financial support.

Anyone in the New York City area who would be inter-
ested in helping to organize an AMITA group there
should get in touch with Viki Spencer at the New York
Alumni Center, (212) 532-8181. Anyone else can contact
Sandy Yulke ’74, 167 Charlton Street, Arlington, MA
02174.

AMITA Presents Awards to

Two Outstanding Seniors
Joanne Miller
This year’s award was given to two women: Laura

Gooch and Emily McMahon. The award, given at the an-
nual AMITA banquet at Endicott House, cited Laura
and Emily for outstanding academic performance and
overall excellence. We presented Emily’s award to her in
the MIT Infirmary where she was recovering from a back
-njry. Larua is shown in the picture, receiving her award
‘rom Carol Seligson, ’71, who headed up the AMITA se-
ection commmittee.

Laura Gooch, who is from Fort Worth, Texas, received
a B.S. in Civil Engineering this Spring and will receive a
B.S. in Humanities with a major in literature next fall.
She plans to attend graduate school in Civil Engineering
‘he following fall.

Laura has done UROP projects in both humanities and
engineering. Her engineering projects included: the cre-
ation of an inventory of information on several hundred
dam failures and the testing of hypothesized models with
which to text the statistics of each failure mode; and work
in close cooperation with a doctoral student which re-
quired a knowledge of the probability distributions of wa-
er levels in man-made resevoirs. In this latter project,
Laura gathered the necessary data for this study from a
variety of sources and proceeded to develop the requisite
distributions, which were essential to the completion of
‘he doctoral student’s thesis.

In addition, Laura has been a member of the varsity
swim team for four years, played women’s club water
nolo, and participated in other intramural sports. She is a
member of AWS, Tau Beta Pi, and the American Society
of Civil Engineers.

Emily McMahon, from St. Louis, Missouri, recieved a
B.S. in Economics and will be attending Yale Law School
in the fall. Emily’s interest is in research and public poli-
cy. She had an internship with the Massachusetts Senate
Ways and Means Committee. The Committee found her
30 valuable that she was hired to work there part-time on
alternative tax proposals for the last two years. Her un-
dergraduate thesis analyzes the way in which state aid is
being allocated to local communities in the aftermath of
Proposition 2'2. To quote her advisor, “The research is
unusually well-constructed and will produce findings of
interest to policy makers as well as researchers. In fact, I
know that the head of one of the state legislative commit-
tees is anxiously waiting to see Emily’s results.” She has
also been a research assistant on a project on disability
‘nsurance here at MIT.

In addition to doing research and maintaing a 4.9 cum,
Emily has also been a member of the tennis team.
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Report From The Association
for Women Students

After several years of inactivity the Association for
women Students got off the ground successfully last year.
Some of our projects were: an ERA Action Team headed
by Joyce Pollock which raised money for NOW by selling
buttons and tee shirts and by sponsoring a dance mara-
‘hon; a Rape Awareness Week, sponsored by AWS, other
Boston area colleges and Off the Wall Theater; a Repro-
juctive Rights Debate co-sponsored with the Wellesley
Biology Club; and helping to sponsor MIT’s Spring
Weekend. The officers of the Radcliffe Union of Students
rave a Cheney Room talk. AWS continued its tradition of
calling and writing admitted freshwomen. These activities
1ave strengthened AWS’s ties outside and inside MIT and
ras made us more visible to women attending MIT

AWS is especially interested in more interaction be-
‘ween women students, faculty, and alumnae. The dinners
‘his spring at McCormick Hall and Baker House were
ots of fun and well-attended. The weekend retreat at Tal-
sot House at the end of the academic semester was en-

joyed by everyone who went.
A lot of the things that happened last year were sup-

sorted and encouraged by Emily Weidman, the past
Coordinator for Women Students’ Interests. Her resigna-
tion at the beginning of the summer made us realize how
much help she gave to the women’s groups at MIT AWS’s
women’s Center Committee is working throughout the
summer on a detailed proposal for a Women’s Center at
MIT. A Women’s Center would provide a continuous base
&gt;f support for women’s groups and would serve as an in-
‘ormation and resource center. The faculty and alumnae
serving on the Women’s Center Committee also strongly
‘eel that a Women’s Center is needed. The fourth weekend
‘n September there will be a weekend at Talbot House
~vhere the Women’s Center Committee will meet and dis-
cuss future plans and priorities. If you're interested in
coming, call Holly Sweet at (617) 253-7786.

AWS has been planning activities for the upcoming
year. Continuing AMITA-AWS dinners are scheduled for
‘he first Monday of each month. The first dinner will be
held in McCormick Hall on October 4th at 6:00 p.m.

Arlene Roane, the Womens R/O Coordinator, has
planned many activities for the incoming freshwomen.
There will be all-women pre-picnic discussion groups, and
2 meeting after the picnic in the Margaret Cheney Room
where the freshwomen can talk to representatives of coed
houses. In the following week,there will be a picnic at
Wellesley.

AWS will be holding an open house later in the semes-
er. On December 4th, Ellen Swallow Richards’ birthday,
AWS is sponsoring MIT Women’s History Week. There
vill be exhibits and programs about women at MIT. This
sroject was inspired by AMITA and we would like to
work with alumnae to learn about the women who have
attended MIT over most of the last 100 years.

Betsy Salkind is the president of AWS for the academic
year 1982-1983. If you are interested in helping with the
Women’s Center Committee, MIT's Women’s History
Week, or other projects, write to her at:
MIT Room 24-612
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

or call her at (617) 876-2518. Thanks!
Irene Baker ’83,

Betsy Salkind ’85,

AMITA Editorial
AMITA firmly supports the women students in their

=fforts to establish a properly staffed Women’s Center.
MIT is in a critical period in its move toward equal repre-
sentation. Those of us who attended MIT in the good old
days when we were too few to be felt as a real threat, may
10t be aware of the unpleasant incidents which are com-
non at MIT today, now that the women number 20% of
‘he student body.

The increased number of incidents confirm the findings
of Anne Harlan and Carol Weiss in their recently com-
sleted three-year project on women in managerial careers.
They found that subtle and overt forms of sex bias in-
creased as the proportion of women in the population un-
der study increased; women encountered more overt dis-
crimination where they were 20% of the management
.eam than where they were 5% of the group.

We share the frustrations experienced by the women
students in their attempts to establish a center. Although
we have always supported the better integration of wom-
en into the MIT community, AMITA does not agree with
the Administration that women students should be
“mainstreamed” by the Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs. Women need a focus in the Dean’s Office. Wom-
=n are still a minority in their courses and in most living
sroups (less than 15% of the women live in McCormick
dall). The Women’s Center is needed to provide women
with a voice and visibility in the community as well as a
shysical location for gatherings and information ex-
change.

The work of the Women’s Center Committee to date
has included the drafting of a proposal and budget for
‘he center; the committee hs already been instrumental in
sublicizing the actual history of affirmative action and
discriminatory incidents at MIT. Work on the Center is
ongoing this summer, and will continue in the Talbot
House Weekend mentioned in the calendar. We urge all
nterested alumnae to attend or otherwise support the ef-
fort. Primary support right now can take the form of let-
ters to Dean Shirley McBay (Office for Student Affairs,
MIT 7-133, Cambridge, MA 02139) urging her to take ac-
tion, to maintain a staff function in her office dedicated
solely to women student’s affairs, to help fund and locate
-he Women’s Center, and to recognize that 20% is just the
seginning of the battle, not the end, as she has stated.

Want to be an Educational Counselor?
We would like to see more women become members of

the Educational Council. The role of the Educational
Counselor (EC) includes talking with high school stu-
dents (and sometimes their parents), teachers, and guid-
ance counselors about MIT. The EC also conducts inter-
views with MIT applicants. Their impressions of the
applicant are taken into consideration when admission
Jecisions are made.

If you have not already contacted the Educational
Council office to express interest (or have moved since
you have) please write. Even if we do not currently need a
counselor in your area, we would like to know of your
interest so that we can keep you in mind when the need
‘or a new counselor arises.(Check the appropriate space
on the membership form).
Bonny Kellerman ’72
Director, Educational Council
MIT Room 10-186
Cambridge, MA 02139
617) 253-3354



Class of 1982
A record number of MIT degrees were awarded to

women this year; women received 474 of 2713 MIT de-
orees awarded in 1981-82. The distribution was as fol-
ows:

School
Architecture and Planning
Engineering
Humanities and Social Science
Management
Science
Operations Research
Transportation
Without Course Specification
Joint with Earth and Planetary Sci. 4
TOTAL 474

Women received a record number of Bachelors (209 out
of 1128), Masters (210 out of 1118), and Engineers de-
xrees (6 out of 64). The number of Doctors degrees
awarded to women (49 out of 403) was down from last
year when women received 65 out of the 396 Doctors de-
arees given by the Institute. This precipitous drop in the
wumber of Doctor’s degrees awarded to women is diffi-
cult to understand. We promise to look at these numbers
nore closely and try to find the cause of the drop.

No. of
Degrees

63
211
27
5
07

% of
Total
35.5
13.5
20.9
20.2
31.3
0.0
[16.0
12.9
30.8
17.5

Class of 1986
The incoming freshman class will contain a record

aumber of women—268,up from 257 last year. Howev-
er, since the total class size is expected to be 1140 as com-
pared to 1051 last year, the percentage of women in the
class will be down a fraction.

It is disturbing to note that only 20% of the 5818 appli-
cants for the class of 1986 were women and that the num-
ber of women applicants was ten less than last year. Mer-
lee Jones, Assistant Director of admissions, will direct
aew efforts to recruit women for MIT next year. Alum-
rae can assist by working with the Educational Council
and the AMITA High School Visiting Program

tn Noes
Erffoliment of

Women Students

1949-1981

t500

» TOTAL

1000

Undergrads

500
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Two Alumnae Elected to
the MIT Corporation

There were two alumnae among the eight persons elect-
ed to the MIT Corporation this June. The 96-member

governing body of the Institute now includes elorén wom, gf)
en. ten (wh

The newly elected women were:
Rita A. O’Brien ’77, vice president for Rhode Island of

New England Telepmone and Telegraph Copmany, who
received the SM degree from MIT as a Sloan Fellow. Ms.
O’Brien was born in Seattle, WA, and received the BA de-
gree from Whitman College in Walla Walla, WA, in 1963.
and the MS degree in operations management from Stan-
ford University. She is a member of the Board of Over-
seers of Whitman College, a director of The Council of
:he Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the Rhode Island
2hilharmonic. Rita is an active AMITA member and
spoke at our first career development conference in April
1981.

Heidi R. Wyle ’82, will receive the Ph.D. degree in nu-
clear engineering, and will join the Corporation at its an-
nual meeting in October. Ms. Wyle, of Melrose Park, PA,
received her undergraduate degree in physics from Brown
University in 1978. At MIT she has been a graduate tutor
in the Baker Hosue, a member of the Institute Safety
Committee, and the Medical Advisory Committee. She
was also coordinator and editor of the student presenta-
tion to the Corporation Visiting Committee for the De-
partment of Nuclear Engineering. Heidi was nominatea
for Corporation membership by graduates in the thrpe
most recent classes.

T Enterprise Forum S ors
Thir rence

The MIT Enterprise Forum, organized under the aus-
pices of the MIT Alumni Association, highlights activities
in small businesses for both alumni(ae) and others inter-
ested in this field.

The Forum’s primary activity is a monthly critical anal-
ysis clinic for high technology businesses which face cru-
cial issues/problems at various stages in their develop-
ment. These open clinics are led by a panel of five leading
professionals in the area of the company’s needs and are
attended by an audience of over 200.

This year the Forum will sponsor its third annual con-
ference entitled “The Business Plan - Blueprint for Suc-
cess” at the Institute on Saturday, October 30. The pro-
sgram will focus on the business plan, including general
panel discussions on the importance and applications of
the plan as well as a critical analysis of the plan (what
should be included and why). The afternoon will high-
light concurrent sessions on the important individual sec-
tions of the plan including market research, marketing
methods, product research and development, manufactur-
ing, finance, and management. Each participant interac-
tive session will be led by a panel of three prominent
leaders in each of the relevant subject fields. Over 400
registrants are expected to attend. The fee for those who
-egister before October 15 is $100.

The Forum also sponsors clinics for start-up ventures
and publishes a regular newsletter, The Forum Reporter.
Those interested in the program should contact the Fo-
rum’s Executive Director, Paul E. Johnson, at the MIT
Alumni Center, (617) 253-8240. Similar activities are un-
derway in both New York and Washington /Baltimore.

AMITA High School Visiting Program
nce again, the highly successful AMITA High School

VisNng Program will run in the fall in the Greater Bos-
ton {rea. This will be the third year in which panels of
alumrkae will visit high schools to talk with young women
«and spmetimes young men) about the importance on
continling studies in math and science to keep career op-
tions open. In today’s technologically-based world this
message} becomes increasingly important so that young
vomen Will have choices to make in their career paths.

Paneld of three MIT alumnae (sometimes joined by an
Educatidnal Counselor or woman member of the MIT
staff or Faculty) will visit a high school. In past years,
AMITA has visited almost 20 schools a year. This year
we will be trying to reach even more. The exact format
will vary — some groups may address a class, others a
collectign of students who have chosen to come hear the
discussfon, others may address a large assembly. We try
to keep the groups small and informal. The women will
discusp their careers, emphasizing how a technical back-
grougd has been important in their career paths.

Tlfe feedback that has come from past programs has
beefi very positive. Many of these young women do not
hale opportunities to interact with professional women

ith technical backgrounds. The role models provided by
hese panelists certainly serve to open their horizons.
Alumnae in the Greater Boston area will receive a letter
about this program in September. Hopefully, you will
give serious consideration to sharing a few hours of your
‘ime to participate in this very worthwhile endeavor.

As a spin-off of the High School Visiting Program in
Boston, a group of alumnae organized a similar program
this past year in the Washington, D.C. area. This project
was organized by Kathy Swartz *72 with the assistance of
local alumnae and the local Educational Council group.
fight schools in Washington and suburban Maryland
were visited. Panels consisted mostly of MIT alumnae,
&gt;ut other professional women also participated. Visits to
he schools were arranged with the help of the education-
al counselors.

The success of this non-Cambridge-based program can
serve as a prototype for others. Anyone who is interested
in organizing a High School Visiting Program in your
community is encouraged to contact me. I will be happy
to provide lists of MIT alumnae is your area and to put
you in touch with local educational counselors who can
provide school contacts.
Bonny Kellermann *72
Director, MIT Educational Council
MIT Room 10-186
Cambridge, MA 02139
1617) 253-3354

Technology Review
For the past two years, we have been soliciting
material so that there could be an all-alumnae is-
sue of Technology Review. Unfortunately, not
enough articles, columns, book reviews, etc. to
fill an entire issue have emerged. However, the
Review was delighted with some of the material
‘hey did receive, and it will be appearing next
year. Thank you to everyone who worked on this
sroject, and keep the articles coming. Technology
Review is always in the market for articles of in-
.erest, and would be delighted to have alumnae
submissions.
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The Alumni Officers Conference
This year the MIT Alumni Officers Conference will be

held off-campus in two locations: San Francisco, Septem-
ber 24 and 25, and Philadelphia on October 8 and 9. Invi-
tations and details on the programs have already been
sent to all Alumni Association Officers and to alumni in
both regions. Paul Gray ’54, President of MIT, will ad-
dress the Saturday banquets in both cities. Alumni
awards will be presented at lunch on Saturday followed
by a series of technical presentations by distinguished
MIT faculty members.

Traditionally, AMITA has held its first meeting of the
year on the weekend of the AOC. This year there will be
no separate AMITA meetings. Instead, AMITA members
will gather on an informal basis at the Hospitality Suite
on Friday and at the Awards Luncheon on Saturday. We
hope to see a large group of alumnae at the AOC this
year. There are currently about 375 alumnae who are
alumni officers. The largest single group are Educational
Counselors, but there are also a large number of women
who are class or club officers or solicitors for the alumni
‘und.

This year three women are president of their local MIT
alumni club: Elizabeth A. Bagnall 74, CH, is Club. of
Princeton President; Jane Berendsen GM 78, is President
of the Club of Fairfield County; and Deh-I Hsiung GM
77, is President of the Club of Washington D.C.

Six MIT classes have women as president: Bonny Kel-
lerman was elected president of the class of *72 this June.
She takes over from Dr. Sandra G. Wiener who is cur-
rently at Stanford University Medical School. Laura D.
Peterson, a field service inventory control manager at
DEC in Maynard is president of the class of ’69. Pamela
Reekes McKirdy is president of the class of 71. Pam is
currently a systems librarian at Weidner Library at Har-
vard. Sandra Vulke, in addition to her extraordinary ef-
forts on behalf of AMITA, is also president of the class
of 74. Marcia H. Grabow, currently at Stanford, is presi-
dent of the class of 79. Lynne M. Radlauer, who is with P
% G in Cincinnati, is president of the class of ’81.

We will not attempt to list the other 300 plus alumni
officers who are women!

Adventures on the

National Selection Committee
This year, the National Selection Committee of the

MIT Alumni Association included among its eleven mem-
vers four women, two of them local AMITA activists.
This is quite an achievement considering that AMITA was
nvited to submit nominees for election to this committee
‘or the first time in 1978. The bad news is that of the
leven offices to be filled by the Committee’s delibera-
ions, not one was filled by a woman. I hope to show that
‘his situation can be improved by the efforts of all our
members across the country.

First, let me give an overview of the committee’s re-
sponsibilities and structure. The Committee selects the
President of the Alumni Association (1 year term), three
alumni representatives for the Corporation (5 year terms),
two Vice Presidents of the AA (2 year terms), and four or
five Directors to represent the nine districts of the Associ-
ation (2 year term). (This year Districts 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9
had vacancies; the Alumni Association divides the world
into nine districts almost equal in alumni populations,

Le., District 1 is the Boston Postal District, while District
J is everything west of the continental divide, including
the Philippines.) With respect to structure, the National
Selection Committee was comprised of 10 elected mem-
hers, each from a geographic district, plus one chairman
designated by the Board of Directors of the AA. All
alumni vote for the elected members of the committee,
cach of whom serve three years. Thus, in 1982 representa-
tives from Districts 1, 2, and 4 were elected; in 1983, from
District 3, 8, and 9; and in 1984, from 1, 5, 6, and 7 (Dis-
trict 1, the Boston postal District, has two representa-
‘ives).

Because 40% of AMITA members are located in the
B.P.D., and the nominees are provided normally by clubs
‘or the regional representation, AMITA was invited in
1978 to participate for the B.P.D. At that time, we nomi-
nated Marjorie Pierce, who won. In 1981, AMITA nomi-
nated Elizabeth Drake who was elected, and this year,
AMITA nominated yours truly who was elected to re-
slace Marjorie in what represents the second generation
of AMITA’s holding a given seat on the Committee and
the second year of AMIA nominees serving to represent
‘he B.P.D., the most populous alumni district.

Now that we have congratulated ourselves for our suc-
cess at winning elections, we must ask why, with four
women out of ten elected members of the committee, we
couldnt produce one female for any of the eleven posi-
ions to be filled. Naturally, there are several reasons for
‘his. Some are our fault; some are the fault of others. Let
ne suggest some of the facts and opinions I find around
me, and let you add up the results.

The major reason for the lack of female representation
among the directors and other offices picked by the com-
mittee is that these selections are made from lists of can-
didates generated by clubs, ballot nominations in Tech-
10logy Review and culled to some degree by the Alumni
Association staff. Indeed, our chairman, Joe Moore, in-
vited us to provide additional nominees, but when the ac-
tual selection process is being carried out by eleven peo-
ple who may not know each other, great reliance is
placed on the input of those who know the candidate and
thus the staff has considerable influence. The Selection
Committee members from the candidate’s region has
strong influence over the choice as well, especially where
certain local activity might not be known to the AA staff.

The guidelines for evaluation of candidates include in-
volvement in Institute and Alumni Association activites,
eadership abilities, and value to the Institute. In addi-
tion, the guidelines have now been expanded to include
“sensitivity to special situations” referring to the fact that
strict application of the foregoing criteria will certainly
exclude persons whose circumstances (race, sex, geogra-
shy, handicap, access to money, time, and influence)
eliminate them from competition almost immediately.
There is evidence that some AA staff are aware that
women are not likely to have the same access to resources

(money, time, influence, etc.) necessary to make them
competitive, especially if they have families. with men
vho have such access.

There was not much evidence that I could see that staff
felt that women with good but limited records of partici-
pation deserved recognition in light of the considerable
additional burden she usually carried. If the “sensitivity”
is in future to be taken seriously, there will have to be sig-
nificant change by the staff or the committee chairman,
as this is certainly a leadership issue.
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Because of the relatively uncommon situation of wom-
en being in the positions of wealth and influence enjoyed
by many male graduates, the increasing importance of
fundraising at MIT acts as another barrier to women be-
ing considered for the Corporation. Given that women
are not presented frequently as regional club nominees,
the question then becomes that of nomination to the cor-
poration where their professional achievements rather
than many years of club or other MIT Alumni activity is
paramount. Because of the increasing importance of
fundraising to MIT, the National Selection Committee
.inds itself told that this consideration is almost a sine
qua non.

Thus, we now see that for the “internal” governance
positions (Directors, vice presidents) it’s hard to argue
that the man who is known to staff and other AA activ-
ists and who has a long record of service and financial
contribution should be passed over for a “less qualified”
woman, whatever the qualifications.

But then we turn to the corporation positions, where
we might expect less emphasis on long service in the
ranks of AA activites and more on personal achievement
and contribution in terms of perspective and professional
experience and we find now such an emphasis on fund-
raising needs that well-known, respected female leaders,
who may be more often in academic or professional posi-
dons rather than corporate ones, simply cannot be cho-
sen over the better-heeled industry leaders.

What is to be done? AMITA members everywhere
should think about themselves and other women MIT
graduates you know who have given service to MIT. Do
not assume that someone has not done enough because
she has not been selected by the local club or the AA
staff. Even I have been surprised that a number of
AMITA activities have been noted as impressive achieve-
ments because of their quality even if they are not famous
outside a limited circle. Send names and background in-
formation an any candidates to the President of AMITA.
We have been very anxious the last few years to try to
generate names of women who can serve not only in these
Alumni Association committee positions but on various
other boards and commmittees. All other Alumni Associ-
ation commitee positions are filled by appointment by the
Board of Directors, so you can see that we do need to get
some women on that Board, but while we're waiting, let’s
generate some suggestions to supply to the Board. SRe-
member also that the Corporali as visiting Commit-
tees which have an alumni component. These positions
are filled by another testosterone-based method. Let’s
have some input on those also; we can become effective
in feminizing all of these bodies if we have some ammuni-
tion.
Tnally,nowthatAMITAhaselectedthreemembersto

the National Selection Committee, our next step is to get
more candidates’ names into consideration for the com-
mittee to choose from. If you have ANY information that
would add to someone’s list of achievements. lease let us
know what they are.

 -—

Susan L. Kannenberg ’61

The Institute Archives
Women at MIT have a history which is revealed in let-

ers, committee reports, surveys, minutes, biographies,
student notes, architectural drawings, dormitory plans,
oral histories, photographs, theses, and old Techniques.
Each of these primary source materials gives a different
piece of the picture of women students, staff, and faculty
members at MIT, and each of these types of sources may
be found in MIT’s Institute Archives.

The Institute Archives was established in 1961 with the
authority to preserve the official records of MIT. Because
MIT is in the forefront of developing policy and educa-
dion in science and technology, these records, from the
Office of the President through the Dean for Student Af-
fairs, document an influential institution and the people
wvho comprise its staff and student body.

The records of the Association of MIT Alumnae,
1oused in acid-neutral containers in the Archives are a
‘ich source of information on women in science and engi-
1eering and women’s academic organizations. The ques-
ionnaires from surveys conducted by AMITA between
1906 and 1973 provide insights into the personal lives of
vomen who were (and are) pioneers in women’s educa-
ion and in science and engineering disciplines (Note: ac-
cess to the questionnaires is limited).

In addition to records of organizations, the Archives
aouses the personal papers of Alice Bache Gould, Kath-
serine Dexter McCormick, and Dorothy Weeks to name a
few. In Dorothy Weeks’ papers are materials concerning
MIT’s “Charm School,” the name given to women who
gathered during summer months to work with George
Harrison in his spectroscopy laboratory. Often the histo-
ry of such fascinating organizations comes to the Ar-
chives unexpectedly in the personal papers of individuals
associated with MIT

The Archives does not house the personal papers of El-
len Swallow Richards, MIT’s first woman graduate.
However, she appears throughout our Tech Collection
which is comprised of record (permanent) copies of print-
2d materials about MIT or by persons associated with
MIT Her reports on sanitation are preserved here as is an

/ interview she conducted with the first woman employee
at MIT: a Mrs. Stinson who ran the chemistry laborato-
cy. Richards also appears in the early correspondence of
and reports to William Barton Rogers, MIT’s founder
and first president.

In 1882 a member of the MIT Alumni Association
Committee on the School wondered, in his committee re-
port, about the career options of women newly admitted
to the study of chemistry at MIT. “What women who
have been so educated will do, or can do, is a question of
which the future reserves the yet untold answer... It can-
not be asserted that it is impossible for any of them to
succeed, but it is reasonable to think that very few can
succeed in managing men in numbers — and those few
will find it difficult to demonstrate their ability...” Rich-
ards’ graduation in 1873 sparked what was only the be-
zinning of such speculation about the future of higher
education for women — and the future of women them-
selves. MIT alumnae hold the answers to some of these
speculations. AMITA questionnaires reveal many of the
answers as do other of the sources mentioned above. The
future holds the rest.

The Institute Archives is located in Building 14N-118
and is open from 9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m. AMITA members
are invited to visit and explore their own history.
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Alumnae News
Most of the following news items were sent in over the

past year by our active (dues-paying) membership. We
welcome news of YOUR activities and regret that they
will probably be published well after the fact in next sum-
mer’s newsletter!

Elizabeth Bagnall,’75, still living in Princeton, NJ, has
been a research engineer with FMC Corporation, Indus-
trial Chemicals Group, for 5 years. She wrote about the
responsibilities of home ownership: “Mucho work!” Eliz-
abeth has just been elected President of the MIT Club of
Princeton.

Dr. Nancy Arnone Bord, ’63, is now Dean of the School
of Business and Public Administration at Long Island
University. Nancy is anxious to maintain her ties with the
Institute.

Lisa Dickinson, "77, presently 2nd Vice President at the
Continental Bank, London, is a commercial loan officer
working with a wide range and various nationalities of
companies in the U.K. She has lived in Chicago and Lon-
don and said she “Enjoyed reading about the activities of
such energetic women” after receiving last year’s newslet-
ter.

Roberta Lovely Halligan, 28, received a Sullivan Award
from the New Jersey Public Health Association. Mrs.
Hallligan was cited for her “well deserved reputation
among her peers as an outstanding health professional.”
She was also cited as “one of the first women to attend
MIT” where she did advanced degree work in biology
and public health. Have they never heard of Ellen Swal-
low Richards!

Pam Jackson Bush, ’74, is still at Western Electric, Chi-
cago, and has two growing daughters, according to Liz
Bagnall.

Susan Kannenberg, ’61, has been elected to the MIT
Alumni Association National Selection Committee (see
her report on another page). Due to the Reagan Adminis-
tration’s elimination of the four regional Solar Energy
Centers, Sue has lost her position at the Northeast Ener-
gy Company. She is now reduced to relying upon her
huge stock of creative resources to keep bread on the ta-
ble, and body and mouth-oops! - soul together.

Liz Clark Moroney, ’54, had two daughters at MIT this
year. Anne is a member of the class of 1982, while Jean
Florence just completed her freshman year. The births of
both girls were announced in previous AMITA newslet-
ters as Liz was on the Executive Board when the girls
were born. Tradition!

Elizabeth Drake, '58, has left her position as vice-presi-
dent of technological risk management at Arthur D. Lit-
tle, Inc. to become chairperson of the Chemical Engineer-
ing department and Cabot Corporation Professor at
Northeastern University. Liz will be the first woman to
chair a department of chemical engineering.

Diane Gilbert, *75, has also left Arthur D. Little, Inc. to
oecome the Marketing Manager of Steinbrecher Corpora-
tion, in Woburn. She loves her new job, “especially being
able to be creative in an unpressured environment. I'm
asing far more of my skills and talents than before, engi-
neering too, even! Instead of children, I now have two
growing cats.”

Martha E. Munzer, *22, was house-guest of her class-
mate Marjorie Pierce, 22, this June. Both attended the
60th reunion of their MIT class. Martha, the author of
several books, is preparing an article for Technology Re-
view in which she will compare today’s MIT women stu-
dent with that of 1922. While here, she interviewed sever-
al students.

Florence W. Stiles ‘22, MIT’s first official advisor to
women, passed away on 28 December 1981 in Connecti-
cut.

Miss Stiles received the SB degree in architecture from
MIT and worked for the women’s architectural firm of
Howe, Manning, and Almy, and at Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation in Boston. She returned to MIT
in 1931 as librarian in the Rotch Library. In 1948 she re-
signed and entered a private architectural practice in
Maine. She later worked for the duPont Corporation in
Delaware, and at the University of Massachusetts.

As both an alumna and a member of the Institute staff,
Miss Stiles took a special interest in the welfare of the
women students. She also served as the liaison between
the Institute and the MIT Women’s Association (the
name of the Association of MIT Alumnae until 1964). In
1939, after a study of needs had been made for the 50
women students at MIT, Miss Stiles was officially ap-
sointed advisor to women students.

Miss Stiles planned and purchased the furnishings and
decorations of the Margaret Cheney Room when it was
moved to its present location in 1939. Because it was In-
stitute policy until 1971 to admit only as many women as
could be “safely” housed, Miss Stiles was always on the
look-out for “safe” housing for women students. She was
‘nstrumental in obtaining the first womens’ dormitory in
1945 and was in charge of all structural changes made on
‘hat building at 120 Bay State Road in Boston.

Always active in AMITA affairs, Miss Stiles served as
president for two terms in the late thirties. She will be
missed.

Lydia Villa-Komaroff, ’75, Ph.D., is currently assistant
professor at UMass Medical School, performing research
on the isolation and characterization of DNA sequences
elated to the insulin gene.

Cpt. Sheila Luster, ’78, is stationed at Camp Hum-
phreys, Korea, as project engineer. She says ‘It’s definitely
interesting® and recommends reading The Cinderella Com-
plex. As a dual-armed-forces-career family, she and her
husband are fortunate to be stationed in the same coun-

try.
Robin Reenstra-Bryant, '81, just received her Ph.D. in

political science. Her dissertation was on “Government
Information Gathering: The Search for Scientific and
Technical Information in Five State Legislatures.” She is
currently employed at the University of Rhode Island In-
tergovernmental Policy Analysis Program.

Harriet Robinson, ’65, is a senior scientist doing re-
search at the Worcester Foundation, and teaching at
UMass Medical School. Her research is on the relation-
ship of retroviruses to cancer.

Sarah Simon, ’72, has purchased a house in Ipswich
and is pleased. She has also been granted a new boss and
responsibilities at the Region I EPA office, thanks to
Reagan.

Cynthia Helsel Skier, 74, has incorporated with her
husband Kevin, ’74, a software development and packag-
ing firm called Skisoft, Inc. She welcomes the opportuni-
ty to talk with other entrepreneurs, especially those in the
field of microcomputers. Another project they have in the
works is their first child, due in February.

Lydia Telmers, ’75, has left Arthur D. Little to explore
an alternative career in marketing.

Cheryl Teich, ’74, is at Stevens Institute of Technology,
NJ, getting a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering.
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Patricia White, 63, wrote that she was currently unem-
ployed, but looking. Meanwhile, she’s doing research in
liquid chromotography part-time at the National Bureau
of Standards. Her oldest son is at West Point; her youn-
gest just finished kindergarten.

Sherry Grobstein, ’74, flew her 1946 Cessna 120 from
Bedford, MA, to Bloomington, IN to visit Joyce Heck-
man, ’75, Ph.D. Biochemistry. Joyce is now a professor in
the Chemistry Department at Indiana University.

Women’s Forum 1982-1983
The theme of this year’s series of lectures presented by

the MIT Women’s Forum is “To Everything There is a
Season: Women and the Life Cycle.” The group will meet
on the first and third Monday of the month from Sep-
tember to May at 12 noon in the Bush Room (10-105).
The three exceptions to the rule are: the meetings of Sep-
tember 20 in the Emma Rogers Room (10-340); October
4, when the group will meet in the Marlar Lounge (37-
252); and November 1, which will also be held in the
Emma Rogers Room.

Dr. Margaret Ross and the members of the Forum
Steering Committee have put together an impressive pro-
gram.

The Women’s Forum is now ten years old; it began
back in 1972 as an IAP project for women students and
immediately grew to include all members of the MIT
community. For further information. call (617) 253-4787.

News of the Institute
Dr. Ann Friedlaender has been named head of the De-

partment of Economics. Previously she held a joint pro-
fessorship in that department and the Department of Civ-
il Engineering. Dr. Friedlaender received her B.A. in
economics from Radcliffe in 1960 and her Ph.D. in Eco-
nomics from MIT in 1964.

Dr. Judith Kildow, her husband, and daughter will be
the faculty resident family in East Campus this fall. Dr.
Kildow, an associate professor in the Department of
Ocean Engineering, will be the second woman faculty
member named as a faculty resident at MIT

Dr. Shirley M. Picardi ’72 is the new secretary of the
Alumni Association. She succeeds Richard A. Knight ’47
who retired this July. Shirley did her undergraduate work
at Radcliffe; she received her Ph.D. in food science from
M.L.T. in 1972. Last year she was a Sloan Fellow and pri-
or to that was an Assistant Director of the Industrial Li-

aison Program
Rhonda Peck ’82 has joined the Alumni Association

staff as Telethon Coordinator. Rhonda, who received her
B.S. in Management this June, was a Compton Prize win-
ner this year. The award recognizes outstanding contribu-

tions in promoting high standards of achievement and
good citizenship. Rhonda had been chairman of the Stu-
dent Center Committee, R/O coordinator, and Donut
Stand treasurer and manager.

Kristin K. Foss, a junior in electrical engineering and
computer science also was awarded a Compton Prize this
year. Kristin's award was for committed service to the
Women’s Independent Living Group. She has also served
on the Committee on Women Students’ Intersts, the IAP
Administrative Committee, as treasurer of the IFC execu-
tive committee and chairman of the Blood Drive.

Joyce L. Pollack, a senior in management was this
year’s winner of the Laya W. Wiesner award as the under-
graduate woman who has most enhanced MIT communi-
ty life. Joyce was cited as a vital contributor to the Un-
dergraduate Association, Women’s R/O, and organizer of
this Spring’s ERA Dance-a-thon.

Monica M. Buellesback 82 Department of Aero-Astro,
is this year’s winner of the Henry Ford II Scholarship,
which is awarded to the engineering student with the best
overall record. Monica will enter medical school in the
all and hopes to specialize in surgery. In addition to
achieving a 5.0 grade average, she has been a member of
the women’s crew team, the Concert Band, and the Musi-
cal Theatre Guild. She has been a TA in her department’s
Unified Engineering Program and, through UROP,
worked on the design and construction of a micro-elec-
rode array for monitoring extracellular potentials with
the Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Tech-
10logy.

The Humanities Department has approved Women’s
Studies as a field of concentration for MIT undergrad-
sates. Professor Jean Jackson will coordinate the pro-
zram which is designed to allow students to examine the
social, historical, and cultural experiences and contribu-
ions of women. Subject offerings in Women’s Studies are
rom the Anthropology/Archaeology, Foreign Languages
and Literatures, History, and Literature sections of the
Humanities Department.

Emily Weidman, who did such an outstanding job as
Coordinator for Women Students Interests for the past
two years, left MIT for greener pastures. She is now an
administrator at Kurzweil Allpha Systems Inc., a new
company formed to design and produce voice character
recognition systems for office automation. One of Emily’s
first tasks was to obtain a telephone: the number is (617)
969-2233.

[AP ’82: A panel called “On Being Single, is it an Ac-
ceptable Choice?” included two Alumnae: Susan Schur
'60, and Sarah Simon ’72. Although we hear Sarah is get-
ing married...she said “she knew she was a ringer at the
:ime.” Another panel in the same series, “Working Moth-
ers,” included Karen Sollins, 80.

June L. Matthews, S.M. ’62, Ph.D. ’67, was one of the
aineteen members of the faculty promoted to the rank of
full professor this spring. June, a member of the Physics
Department, is an experimental nuclear physicist. She did
ner undergraduate work at Carleton College and her
graduate work at MIT. There were three other women
among the nineteen. They are: Nancy Haven Doe Hop-
kins, Department of Biology; Mary C. Potter, Department
of Psychology; and irene Taylor, Department of Human-
ties.



AMITA Membership Report
This year, AMITA, along with the Alumni Association

finally entered the computer age with a new and hopeful-
ly workable storage retrieval system. We can now classify
our alumnae according to their dues paying status. Our
present active mailing list includes: 3 Honorary members
(Ida M. Green, Millie Dresselhaus, and Dottie Bowe); 40
alumnae who have paid life membership dues; 115 Emeri-
-ae, alumnae out over 50 years; 333 alumnae who have
naid dues for the current year; 33 ex-officio members of
the MIT community who we keep informed of our activi-
ties; and the 360 women in the most recent class who are
active AMITA members for one year after graduation. In
addition, we maintain a “B” list of the alumnae who paid
dues some year but not this year (SIYBNTS in the lexi-
con of the Alumni Association).

We are very pleased with the increase in our active
membership; however, given the large number of alum-
nae, the total is disappointing. AMITA can be a strong
and active voice in both the Alumni Association and the
greater MIT community. With all the programs that are
being eliminated due to the current economy, this is more
important than ever before. Some of you may remember
how important AMITA was in the past in preventing the
slimination of women from the undergraduate student
body at MIT and in the building of McCormick Hall —
the first and only all-women’s dormintory. Challenges
such as these face us now. However, in order for AMITA
to take such an active role, it needs broader support from
its constituency — you, the women graduates of MIT
The AMITA dues are small considering the amount of
work they support. Most noteworthy is this newsletter,
which AMTIA feels is important enought to send to all
4,000 plus alumnae, even though it represents a signifi-
cant part of the AMITA budget. We are therefore actively
encouraging all of you to join AMITA. For your mem-
bership vou will receive:
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i. Regular COMMUNICATION from people involved
with life at MIT, especially as it relates to women. This
allows you to take action to effect positive CHANGE
(see the article on the Women’s Center). Also the opportu-
nity to ATTEND AMITA-sponsored events when you are
in the area, or to plan to be here for them.

). Opportunity to connect into or help create local
NETWORKS of professional women. AMITA is not
only glad, we are eager to help any alumna make contact
with other alumnae in her area. Networking was one of
:he highlights of the 70’s and hopefully, it will be the hall-
mark of the business operations of women in the 80’.

3. Advance notice of the Third ANNUAL SPRING
CAREER CONFERENCE jointly sponsored by AMITA
and the Society for Women Engineers, SWE-Boston. And
2 DISCOUNT.

" know what working closely with other alumnae has
done for me professionally (helped find a new job, im-
prove “people” skills, organizational abilities, etc.) and
personally - in making marvelous friends and acquaint-
ances of all ages, and hope other women can benefit simi-
larly.

This year Sandy Yulke made the disturbing discovery
that no less than 50 alumnae were coded as men in the

Alumni Association’s listing. These women have been giv-
en a free year of membership in 82-83. If there are any
alumnae you know who have not been receiving the
AMITA newseltter, please let us know so we can find out
why and remedy the situation. The AA is also really bad
about tracking students who didn’t graduate. So again,
check with your friends and write in their names and ad-
dresses. Enjoy the rest of your summer. Hope to be hear-
ing from you soon.

Diane Gilbert ’75, Membership Chair

AMITA Annual Dues Form
Please send your dues to me, at the address below, with the bottom half of this form. Annual dues are $10
and life membership is $150. Life membership dues are tax deductable.

Diane Gilbert
90 Ellery Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

NAME: ___

ADDRESS: __

CLASS: COURSE: __

DATE PROCESSED (This item for AMITA use only):

PROFESSION: __

WORK ADDRESS:

AMOUNT ENCLOSED:

PHONES: HOME: (___) ___ _ WORK: (—_) _

Preferred Address for receiving AMITA mail: __ HOME __WORK

—Are you interested in connecting with other MIT alumnae near you?

—Would you like to help The Education Council in your area?

Please use the back of this form to tell us about yourself, if you like.

Women in the class of 1982 automatically become active members of AMITA for the year immediately follow-
ing graduation without payment of dues.
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who's Whe in Finance and Industry
1981-1982 220d Edition

Profiling the 152 rs of today’s changing Each biography is a detailed profile...from educa-
tion and career history to activities, memberships,
and awards. Think of it as a personal introduction
to more than 18,000 leaders of finance and in-
dustry. Published August 1981.
“A standard reference recommended for all
business libraries and reference collections.”
—Reference Book Review

ISBN 0-8379-0322-X .. $75.00

Here is your opporfunity to get a closer look at the
people who mearf business. Their experience af-
fects many fields — insurance, banking, trade,
real estate, manyfacturing, and investing — just to
name a few.

who's yvho of American Womer:
1981-1982 12th Edition

Documenting the scope of women’s achieve-
ments in American society.

selected for the first time. Every important field is
represented — from the arts, journalism, and
education to medicine, industry, government, and
business. Through these detailed biographies, you
gain insight into the women exerting influence on
today’s American society. Published March 1981.
ISBN 0-8379-0412-9. . . ....3$75.00

For 24 years, this publication has focused on the
top women achievers in America. The newest edi-
tion presents biographical profiles of nearly 20,000
outstanding individuals, including thousands

3



American
3iography

Who's Who Regional Library ~~ _, gormions
Providing up-to-date biographies of distinct
regional interest...cross-indexed with Who's
Who in America.

Who’s Who in the South and Southwest
18th Edition, 1982-1983. Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missis-
sippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, Puerto
ico, Virgin Islands. Mexico. Published October
1982,
SBN 0-8379-0818-3. $75.00

Who’s Who in the Midwest
18th Edition, 1982-1983. Illinois, Indiana, lowa, Kan-
sas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin, and
the Canadian province of Manitoba as well as
vestern Ontario. Published July 1982.
'SBN C-8379-0718-7. $75 00

Who’s Who in The West
18th Edition, 1982-1983. Alaska, Arizona, Califor-
nia, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyom-
ng, plus the Canadian provinces of Alberta,
British Columbia, Saskatchewan. Published
March 1982,
ISBN 0-8379-0918-X . . $75.00

Who’s Who in the East
18th Edition, 1981-1982. Connecticut, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Maine, Maryland, Massachu-
setts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, also the
Canadian provinces of New Brunswick, Newfound-
land, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Quebec,
and eastern Ontario. Published June 1981.
ISBN 0-8379-0618-0. .. $75.00

Index to All Books 1981-198
A time-saving guide to biographees in the Mar-
quis Who’s Who Publications library.

This annual index will guide researchers to
approximately 270,000 sketches throughout the
current Marquis Who's Who volumes: Who’s Who
in America, Who’s Who in the East, Who’s Who in

the South and Southwest, Who’s Who in the Mid-
vest, Who's Who in the West, Who’s Who in
American Law, Who's Who in Finance and In-
dustry, Who’s Who in Government, Who's Who in
Religion, Who Was Who in America (Vol VI), Who's
Who in the World, Who's Who of American
Women. Published February 1982.
SBN 0-8379-1412-4.. ..... $24.50
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Mr. Vincent A. Fulmer '53
Secretary of the Institute
MIT
3-221

Dear Vince:

Thanks for the suggestions concerning the newsletter
from Miami University and your letter to Margaret Coleman.
Shirley and I have asked Margaret to discuss the matter
with AMITA's Board and will be glad to pursue it after we
have heard from her,

My best wishes,

/

TE J. Hecht '61
Executive Vice President
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Bennett W. Schwartz, Assistant Vice President, BayBank Boston. Mr, Schwartz is a graduate of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst where he majored in Political Science. He also holds an MBA with a concen-
tration in finance from Suffolk University. Mr. Schwartz spent five years at Bank of New England, the last
two as manager of foreign exchange operations, International Department. In his three years service with
the BayBanks, he has helped develop the groundwork which led to the establishment of the BayBank
International Department, Currently, he is responsible for the activities in trade finance.

Barbara A. Plantholt, Technology Specialist, Corporate Loans, BayBank Middlesex. Ms, Plantholt holds an
undergraduate degree in Mathematics and Soviet Studies, and an M.S. in Management with concentra-
tions in finance and the management of technological innovation from MIT. She was an associate con-

sultant for A.S. Hansen, Inc., with responsibilities in pension development and administration, compen-
sation and benefits for high technology companies and a senior research associate for Charles River Asso-
ciates. Currently, Ms. Plantholt is a founding memberof the Emerging Business Group, a special lendinggroup for early stage companies.

John R. Colbert, Treasurer M/A-COM, INC. Mr. Colbert holds a B.S. in Industrial Engineering and an MBA
from Northeastern University. He Spent two years as a financial planner for Honeywell Information
Systems and two years as an Operations Officer for Bank of New England before joining Prime Computer
in 1976. Mr. Colbert was with Prime Computer as Director of Treasury Services during the period of
explosive growth that established Prime as a leading manufacturer in the minicomputer area. In 1981, he
left Primeto join M /A-COM; where he holds the position of Treasurer. Inthe nine years that Mr. Colbert
has been involved with the high technology community as a financial officer, he has participated in nego-
tiations and experienced most of the issues and events to be discussed in today’s seminar



mr AGENDA —

1:15-1:45 Registration

1:45-2:00 Welcome Giles E. Mosher, Jr.
Chairmanof the Board and President,
BayBank Middlesex

ntroductions”™ Barbara A. Plantholt
-

i

2:00-3:00 Putting the Financial House in Order

Discussion Leader: Jordan L. Golding,
Peat Marwick

Presenters: F. Grant Waite
Ronald A. J. Wilson

3:00-3:15

}:15-4:15

Break; Coffee and cold drinks served (public telephones
located in first floor, tower lobby)

Positioning for Growth

Discussion Leader: John H. Morton,
Hale and Dorr

Presenter: Linda K. Sherman

4:15-4:30 Break; Coffee and cold drinks served

4:30-5:30 Financing Alternatives and Opportunities
Discussion Leaders Barbara Plantholt,

nk Middlesex

Presenters: Harold C. Foley
Bennet W. Schwartz

3:30-5:45 Closing Remarks John R. Colbert,
I'reasurer,
M/A-COM. INC

3:45-7:00 Reception, first floor dining room

The
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ASSOCIATION OF MIT ALUMNAE

Fall Newsletter 1983 Diana M. Dickinson 76, Editor

AMITA Calendar 1983-1984

September 1983
24 Saturday

October 1983
Late October

24 Monday -

27 Thursday

November 1983

17 Thursday

December 1983
4 Sunday -

15 Thursday

[AP 1983-84

January 11,18,25
February 1

[AP

(no date yet)

February 1984
26 Sunday

March 1984
31 Saturday

Dinner Meeting, 6pm, at MIT Emma Rogers Room immediately following the National Alumni Con-
‘erence. Peter Richardson, Director of Admissions MIT, will discuss trends in applications, recruiting,
and admissions of women to MIT. Cost: $10. See reply notice last page for reservation information.
This is the only notice you will recieve!

Tea, at MIT, McCormick Hall, to celebrate Katherine Dexter McCormick and the founding of
McCormick Hall. Hats and gloves are the order of the day. Call AMITA at 253-8220 for more infor-
nation.

[he AMITA telethon. See article later in this issue.

Dinner Meeting, 6pm, MIT Faculty Club. Glenn Strehle, Treasurer MIT, will discuss personal invest-
ments in the 80’s. Members of the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) and the Association of Women
n Science (AWIS) will also be invited to this meeting.

Fllen Swallow Richards’s birthday signals the start of MIT Women’s History Week

Wednesdays, MIT. Chris Jansen ’63 and Lita Nelson ’64 will again present the series entitled “Getting
the Job You Want in Industry: A Women’s Guerilla Guide to the Pin-Striped World.”

Beer Blast for graduate women students in the lounge at Tang Hall, MIT.

Sunday Morning Pot Luck Brunch with students in Emma Rogers Room (10-340), MIT.

MIT. The forth annual AMITA-SWE/Boston career development conference.

April 1984
11 Wednesday ~~ MIT dinner meeting at the Faculty Club with Paul Gray, President of the Institute.

Viay 1984
17 May Endicott House, Dedham, MA. Annual Business Meeting with elections and presentation of AMITA

awards.

Please note: You will recieve notices of our future meetings ONLY IF YOU PAY YOUR DUES NOW. Respond now on
he form on the last page!
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Presidents Report
A few years ago the number of women students at MIT

was increasing about 15% per year and the day when
MIT would be fully coeducational with a significant fe-
male population at all levels of its hierarchy appeared to
be just over the horizon. At that time many people ques-
tioned the need for AMITA as a special interest group
within the Alumni Association. AMITA responded by di-
recting its efforts on potential women students through
the High School Visiting Program and on alumnae
through the AMITA-SWE Career Development Confer-
ences.

Today there is little talk of retiring AMITA to the Insti-
tute Archives. The numbers of women in most segments
of the MIT community has leveled off and women must
work hard just to maintain the gains which were made in
the last ten years. AMITA is more active than ever and
with a ratio of only 2 living alumnae for each current
women student active, participation in AMITA activities
by all alumnae is needed.

The Executive Board works hard to carry out the
charter of the Association. This newsletter details many
of our activities last year and some of the assoociation’s
olans for the future. All alumnae are asked to support the
association by payment of dues, attendance at meetings
whenever possible, participation in programs and with
suggestions and opinions concerning the plans and poli-
cies of the association.

Last year 65% of our dues paying members were out-
side of the greater Boston area. Especially for their bene-
fit we hope to issue a newsier newsletter on a regular ba-
sis but we need input from them as to how we can best
serve their needs.

Please keep in touch.
Sincerely’

Margaret T. Coleman ’50, President

A Preview of Coming
Newsletters-
The AMITA Newsletter is changing. It will be published
bi-monthly--and we want to include ALL THE AMITA
NEWS THAT'S FIT TO PRINT!

Please send any and all news to:
DIANA DICKINSON
c/o AMITA
MIT Alumni Association
Bldg. 10, MIT
Cambridge, MA 02139

in coming newsletters, we will have
-more alumnae news
-more MIT women’s news

-MIT women’s living groups
(graduate aned undergraduate)
.career planning services for alumnae
the AMITA /SWE Boston conference
-and more

Credits for this issue go to the entire AMITA Board and
Amy Gorin ’84, The Tech staffer who performed the typ-
setting on short notice.

The AMITA Awards
Each year we say this-- and then the next year it be-

comes truer than ever: This year’s nominees for the Asso-
ciation of MIT Alumnae Senior Academic Award were
among the most talented group of young women we have
ever encountered. The Awards committee were over-
whelmed and we had the difficult yet inspiring task of
choosing between “outstanding achievement,” “sheer bril-
liance,” and “excellence”-- as though there were a differ-
ence. We were most impressed with the fact that every
nominee combined outstanding academic performance
with in-depth and original extracurricular work. These
were not just “tech tools”.

After much debate, the committee decided to stick to
the letter of the charter, and choose the award winner so-
ley on the basis of “depth and breadth of academic ac-
complishments, as shown in course work, special projects,
thesis research, and grades” discounting other accom-
plishments. We rationalized this choice on the basis that
MIT has a number of other awards for community ser-
vice, athletics, etc., but the AMITA Award was instituted
in 1958 to highlight the academic achievements of the
(then) small group of women undergraduates. -

Because of the depth of talent, however, we found it
impossible to choose just a single winner, and modified
custom this year by awarding a number of “Honorable
Mentions”.

This year’s winners were:
AMITA Senior Academic Award Winner:

Kimberley Elcess from the Department of Mate-
rials Science and Engineering. Kimberley gradu-
ated (in 3! years) with a 4.9 cumulative average
and her nominating letters stresses that “she did
it the hard way, by taking some of the most diffi-
cult courses in the department”. She has been a
recipient of a BTL Research fellowship, and has
conducted advanced research in optoelectric ma-
terials, while still an undergraduate. She has
served as a student member of the department’s
Undergraduate Committee and “it was largely
through her input and insistance that significant
changes in (their) curriculum are to be imple-
mented in the near future.” Kimberley has been
on MIT’s swimming team, has played and
coached women’s water polo, plays trumpet, and
has been part of Dramashop.

Honorable Mention

Sally Barros: Department of Urban Studies and
Planning. Combined outstanding academic
achievement with interests in Third World devel-
opment, particularly in Guatemala and Nicara-
gua. Member of a jazz dance troupe, and plans
to combine her interest in dance with her dedica-
tion to Latin American political and economic
development by teaching jazz and Afro-Cuban
dance in Nicaragua.

Elizabeth Bradley: Department of Electrical Engi-
neering. Active in sports from rugby to mountain
climbing. Has climbed to the summit of Mt. Mc-
Kinley. Has served as a teaching assistant for a
very successful workshop for women in EECS.
Rounds out her academic interests with studies in
classical Greek.
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Susan Flynn: Department of Chemical Engineer-
ing. Winner of the Sigma Xi Undergraduate Re-
search Award for her work on artificial skin.
“Gifted experimentalist.”

Carla Ponn: Department of Economics. Research
in corperate dividend policy that her advisor ex-
pects “to be publishable in a financial economics.
ournal”. President of Women’s Independent Liv-
ing Group. Participates in several intramural
dance groups.

Patricia Smith: Department of Civil Engineering.
Previous BS and MS degrees in anthropology
rom University of Chicago. Brings “an intellec-
ual maturity to her research, looking not just to
complete the work, but to explore alternative
methods.”

Lisa Washington: Department of Mechanical En-
yineering. Multi-accomplished. Concert pianist
working on a musical scholarship while maintain-
ng an outstanding academic record. Winner of
Monsanto Engineering Achievement Award and
General Motors Scholarship. Interest in robotics.
Past president of BlackME.

wWOW!!

A final note from the Awards Chairperson:

It was evident to me from the nomination letters that
he AMITA award was serving very well one of the pur-
poses for which it was initiated 26 years ago: to bring the
achievements of women undergraduates to the attention
of the faculty. Our requests for nominations to each of
the department chairmen forced them to really look
closely at women’s achievements. Their nominating letters
showed how impressed they were. They found not only
nigh grades, but creative and mature research, coupled
with originality and dedication in outside activities. MIT
nas a truly outstyanding group of women undergrad-
nates. Any of the nominees would have been a worthy re-
cipient of the Award, and choosing one from among this
group was almost impossible. I congratulate them all.

-Lita Nelsen. ’64

Green Hall
The Ida Hansberg Green Hall, the first residence hall

for women graduate students, was dedicated June 10,
1983. More about Green Hall in a future newsletter!

AMITA Telethon
AMITA needs more members and you can help! To be

an effective representative of MIT alumnae we must in-
crease our membership. AMITA, in cooperation with the
Alumni fund will be having a telethon to encourage
alumnae participation. The telethon will take place on
October 24, 25, 26, 27, from 6 to 10 in the MIT Bush
Room. If you are interested in being a caller, please check
‘he appropriate box on the form on the last page of this
1ewsletter.

AMITA High School Visiting
“Kids are woefully ignorant of the broad range of

‘hings that people do for a living.”
That’s what Lisa Rosenbaum ’77 found on a visit to

Newton South High School last month with two other
ilumnae in a program designed to impress women high
school students with the importance of studving math
and science.

“One young woman interested in politics asked me
about the relevance of science and math to her,” Ms.
Rosenbaum said. “After I found out that she spent the
summer addressing envelopes of campaign literature by
1and, we talked about how a personal computer that she
ould operate herself might have done that job.”

Ms. Rosenbaum’s own career is an example of the di-
versity of work available to people with solid grounding
n math and science. She recieved her SB degree in archi-
.ecture but now is a consultant in information systems at
Arthur D. Little, Inc.

“The logic of architecture and computers is similar,”
she explained, “The transition to information systems
vas easy.”

Ms. Rosenbaum’s experience is typical of what some 80
1lumnae, some members of the Association of Women in
Science (AWIS), and MIT women faculty and staff mem-
sers found in visits to more that 40 high schools within
the Route 495 area. The visiting program was organized
by the Association of MIT Alumnae (AMITA) with staff
support. from the Admissions Office.

Altogether the women spoke with more than 2,000 high
school students in sessions ranging in size from nine to
300 or more. Although the program was specifically
aimed at women students, high school men attended
about half of the sessions.

The message the MIT women were taking to the
schools was that, in a world of increasing technology,
young people must be literate in science and math in or-
jer to preserve the widest variety of career options. Too
&gt;ften high school students--particularly women--limit
‘heir choices by not continuing to take math, chemistry
or physics, precluding their chances for challenging ca-
reers.

In a revealing meeting at Chelmsford High School,
Marina Bartley ’72 asked a group of about 100 students
1ow many of their mothers worked. Ninety hands went
up. Then she asked how many of their mothers liked their
‘obs and all but ten hands came down.

In a similar group at another school, 80 per cent of the
students had working mothers but when asked how many
mothers had incomes even close to the father’s incomes.
nly four students raised their hands.

To a woman, the alumnae visitors were enthusiastic
about the program, according to the feedback forms they
aave submitted. All but two have volunteered to visit
again next year, and the two that didn’t are planning not
‘0 be in the area.

"he visiting group may be expanded next year to in-
clude non-alumnae members of the Society of Women
Engineers, along with members of the AWIS, thus em-
shasizing the fact that the visits are not a recruiting effort
on behalf of MIT, but an earnest appeal to young women
to expand their horizions. The program will be repeated
in the Boston area next Spring.

Tech Talk, December 15,1982
Joanne MIller (MIT News Office)



Expanding AMITA High School Visiting
Several alumnae outside of the Boston area have also

2xpressed interest in organizing visits to area schools. The
MIT Educational Council Office can provide the names
and addresses of local high schools, as well as the names
of Educational Counselors (who may serve as a good re-
source for arranging programs in local schools). They can
also provide a listing of MIT alumnae from local areas.

If you are interested in organizing a high school visiting
program in your area, please contact Bonny Kellerman
"72, Director of the MIT Educational Council, MIT room
4-240, Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 253-3354. If you
nave organized any high school visits for women, please
write to Bonny to describe what you did so that your ex-
serience can be shared with others.

Want To Start A New AMITA Chapter?
AMITA is interested in furthering the interests of its

members, wherever they live, and during the last year we
nave indeed supplied those who requested them the
names and addresses of other alumnae in their geographic
area. We will gladly continue to do so (see the appropri-
ate place on the membership tearoff).

In particular, there are large concentrations of alumnae
 mn the New York, San Francisco, and Los Angeles areas,
who might easily start another out-of-town chapter. If
anyone in these areas in interested in working on such a
organization, please let AMITA know, and we will pro-
vide you with organizational and financial support. A
portion of the group’s dues will be returned for local use,
as well.

Anyone in the New York City area who would be inter-
csted in helping to organize an AMITA group there
should get in touch with Viki Spencer at the New York
Alumni Center, (212) 532-8181. Anyone else can contact
AMITA at (617) 253-8220.

Alumnae Educational Counselors
One hundred and seventy-two alumnae currently hold

appointments as MIT Educational counselors. As such,
these women represent MIT in their home communities,
visiting local high school’s to discuss opportunities at
MIT and conducting personal interviews as part of the
freshmen admission process. The visibility of women in
this role is extremely important to ensure that MIT is per-
sieved as a place for women and to give prospective wom-
zn students an opportunity to learn from a woman about
her experiences at MIT

In addition to those who hold formal appointments,
other alumnae have contributed by joining an Education-
al Counselor to go to a local high school’s College Fair of
by being present at an area-wide meeting for applicants.

If you would like to participate in activities of your lo-
cal Educational Council, please fill out the attached reply
form and you will be sent the name of your local Educa-
tional Chairperson. If you filled out the form last year
and never heard anything, please try again. Some of the
forms were lost and the Educational Council office did
not learn of your interest. If you already know who to
contact in your area, get in touch! Have any questions?
Contact Bonny Kellerman ’72, Director of the MIT Edu-
cational Council, MIT Room 4-240, Cambridge, MA
02139, (617) 253-3354.
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The New Freshwomen
{Class of '87)

The new class of 1987 will have 264 women and 847
men. 1170 women applied; 464 were accepted. In the class
of 1977 (ten years ago), 171 women came to MIT.

The New Graduates

(Class of 1983)
Women received 495 of the 2759 degrees awarded in

082-83 distribution as follows:

School
Arch &amp; Planning
Engineering
Jumanities and

Social Science RM
Management oe
Science 16
Operations Research
Transportation
Joint with

Earth &amp; Plan Science
Management of

Technology
Meterology with

Woods Hole
Without Course

Specification

Degrees to
Women

67
229

Total %
168 39.9

1578 14.5

180
2%4

23.3
18.3
214
50.0

5.6

whe

23.3

ii.1

50.0

00.0

495 2795 17.9
223 1128 19.8
198 1205 16.4

0 67 00.0
74 432 17.1

Bachelors
Masters
Engineers
Doctors

The AMITA Board
President: Margaret T. Coleman,’50
Vice President: Dr. Elisabeth M. Drake,’58
Ireasurer: Rajeshwari R. Patel, GM’77
Corresponding Secretary: Lilly Lee Lettvin,CE’79
Recording Secretary: Dr. Judith A. Perolle,’66
Program Chair: W.M. Kim Roddis,’77
Student Aid Chair: Lita Donnelly Nelsen,64
Membership Chair: Diane E. Gilbert,’75
Public Relations Chair: Diana M. Dickenson,’76
Nominating Committee Chair: Sherry Grobstein,’74

Members: Crystal L. Barker,’82
Carol C. Martin,”77
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AMITA Board:

Brief Biographies of the New Members

Liz Drake (AMITA V.P.) is Cabot Professor and Chair-
man of the Chemical Engineering Department at North-
eastern University. She majored in Course X, graduating
in 1958. Most of her career was at Arthur D. Little, Inc.
where she was V.P. of Technological Risk Management
before she resigned to start a second career last year. So
send your daughters (or sons) to Northeastern (or MIT)
and tell them that careers in science and engineering are
great!

Raju Patel (Treasurer) recieved the SM degre in man-
agement from MIT in 1977 and serves as Regional Direc-
tor for New England with the MIT Alumni Association.
Raju has held several offices in AMITA. She has helped
organize AMITA’s career workshops. Raju recieved her
undergraduate degree in physics and a law degree from
Baroda University in India. A certified public accountant,
she has most recently been an auditor with Price Water-
house &amp; Co. Earlier she was an intern at the Centre for
Transnational Corporations at the United Nations and an
Officer of the Industrial Credit and Investment Corpora-
tion of India, Ltd. In 1976-77 she was a research assistant
at the MIT Center for Policy Alternatives, where she was
joint author of a factbook on the relation between tech-
nology and international trade. She also helped to devel-
op an investment model of the US copper industry for
the Department of Materials Science and Engineering.

Carol Catalano Martin (Nominating Committee) (*77
Earth and Planetary Sciences) has been a staff member at
MIT Lincoln Laboratory since she graduated from MIT.
She has specialized in applications of digital signal pro-
cessing. She is involved in the design, development and
implementation of real-time data and signal processing
systems. Projects in which she has participated involve
the application of advanced signal processing techniques
in areas such as air-traffic-control navigation and survel-
liance systems, guidance and control systems and adap-
tive antenna nulling systems in a tactical environment.
Her current interest is in array processors and their appli-
cation to real-time signal processors. Carol expects to re-
cieve a master’s degree in electrical engineering from
Northeastern University in 1985.

W.M. Kim Roddis, (Program Chair) ("77 Civil Engineer-
ing) is a registered structural engineer working at Souza
and True in Watertown. Kim is also active in the Boston
Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers and
the Society of Women Engineers. She lives in Brookline
{where she’s been living for the past 10 years, first an Ep-
silon Theta, then in appartments, and now in a condo-
minium) with her husband, Lindsey Spratt, also a mem-
ber of the class of 77.

Crystal L. Barker (Nominating Committee) graduated
in 1982 in meteorology. She is a 2nd Lieutenant in the
Air Force and does cloud modeling at the Hanscom AFB
geophysics lab. She spent three weeks last summer hiking
in the Himilayas, including stops in Kashmir and Le-
dakh.

Diana M. Dickenson (Public relations Chair) graduated
from MIT in 1975 with an “undesignated” degree in the
Life Sciences Dept. After wandering from job to job for
several years, she has settled down at Raster Technol-
ogies, a computer graphics company, doing marketing
communications and writing computer user manuals.

MIT Visiting Committees
The first MIT visiting committee was formed back in

.875. Today, each department of instruction and major
division of MIT (e.g. sponsored research) has its pro-
grams reviewed every one or two years by a Visiting
Committee-- which is appointed by the MIT Corporation
and which reports back to the Corporation. A typical Vis-
iting Committee has 15 to 20 members. A minimum of 3
(including the Chair) are members of the Corporation; 6
are alumnae/i members; 6 are nominated by the President
of MIT.

Not only are the Visiting Committees an importent
means for keeping the Corporation informed about the
diverse things that go on at MIT, they also are a valuable
resource to the departments they visit. Committees work
closely with department heads, so nominations to Com-
mittees are usually reviewed by the Department Head to
assure that prospective members will be able to provide
1ealthy and constructive advice/criticism.

Committee members bring a diversity of experience to
meetings--some members have no other connection with
MIT. Some are academics from other universities, some
are the leaders of industries employing department gradu-
ates, and some are distinguished governmental or indus-
trial researchers. From my experience with serving on two
Committees, I can state that people on the Visit take their
responsibility very seriously and offer a lot of help and
creative ideas.

There is considerable flexibility in the way committees
operate. Usually there is some sort of presentation by the
Department Head, followed by meetings with faculty,
staff and students. Committee meetings and oral presen-
-ations to the Corporation tend to be very frank--written
reports may be a little more discrete. One Visiting Com-
mittee Chairman gave his groups’ oral report to the Cor-
poration and followed it by reading a piece from “The
Tech” which was quite critical of his committee.

Over 500 people are serving on Visiting Committees at
present. Most committees have at least two women and
minority members. I'm sure that both the Alumni/ae As-
sociation and the President would welcome nominations
of people for such assignments. Nominees need to have a
good grasp of the discipline involved and also should be
vocal and creative. Before you make a nomination, ask
yourself whether or not you would seek out your nomi-
nee for advice if you were running the activity involved. If
the answer is “yes”, send a nominating letter and resume
for the candidate to Dotty Adler at the Alumni Associ-
ation and/or to Vince Fulmer, the Secretary of the Cor-
poration
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Wellesley-MIT Double Degree Program
Wellesley-MIT Double Degree Program---What’s that?

This was exactly the question asked by many who saw the
Tuesday, May 10 issue of THE TECH.

It seems that Wellesley College and the Wellesley-MIT
txchange Office proposed that a double degree program
should be set up where Wellesley women could apply to
MIT for transfer during their sophomore year and then
defer one year while taking exchange classes at MIT. As-
suming that everything had gone well during their defer-
ment, they would come to MIT at the beginning of their
senior year, and then stay for two more years. At the end
of all this, these women would receive undergraduate de-
grees from both MIT and Wellesley.

Needless to say this proposal caused a great deal of
controversy in the CEP and the Admissions Office (and
amongst the few students and faculty who heard rumors
of the program). Some of the concerns brought up were
whether the admissions policies would be changed in any
way for these Wellesley women, would Wellesley exploit
MIT by advertising this program, and shouldn't any such
program be reciprocal (Wellesley can’t give degrees to
men). Would more Wellesley women enroll in the Ex-
change Program--feeling that they should perhaps keep
‘heir options open? Wouldn't such a move increase the en-
-ollment in basic computer classes, some of which are al-
ready heavily oversubscribed to by both MIT and Welles-
ley students? The most important issue was a question
over the image such a program would project to prospec-
tive MIT women. Would they, seeing such a program, feel
‘hat MIT was lacking in the humanities, that Wellesley
was the preffered route for women wishing MIT degrees
or that MIT does not have a suitable environment for
women?

The final decision of the CEP was a non-decision. MIT
would not change any of its policies and this program
would be considered a Wellesley program only. Wellesley
women would be treated the same as any other prospec-
tive transfer student. There would be no mention of this
in any MIT publication. The only request the CEP had,
was that MIT be allowed to review and edit the Wellesley
admissions brochures. According to Dr. Robert Silbey, di-
rector of the Wellesley-MIT Exchange Office, Wellesley
has complied with this request. Dr. Silbey also said that
this whole program would be periodically re-evaluated by
MIT and Wellesley. This double degree program would
have nothing whatsoever to do with graduate degrees.

While some of the concerns about the program have
been addressed, others still remain. Wellesley has handed
its newest admissions brochures over to MIT--- will
Wellesley continue to do so? Though Dr. Silbey said that
MIT and Wellesley appeal to different pools of prospec-
tive freshmen, women from the northeast often do have
access to brochures from both schools. Will this cause
women to choose colleges other than MIT just because
they view Wellesley as some sort of sister school, and
MIT as an unfriendly place for women? And the biggest
question of all is-- why has this program been brought up
at all? The facilities of both institutions are already avail-
able to students through the Exchange Program. MIT’s
passive acceptance of this program alone is an indication
of support-- support for a program that has no benefits
for the MIT population and many possible detriments.

In an attempt to monitor the effects of this “Wellesley”
program on MIT, letters urging formal editing procedures
and periodic evaluations should be addressed to:

Paul Grey
Dffice of the President
3-208
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
77 Mass. Ave
Cambridge, MA 02139

Robert Silbey
Wellesley-MIT Exchange Office
7-108
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
77 Mass. Ave
Cambridge, MA 02139

Eight Women Writers to Read
Eight major women writers will be invited to MIT dur-

ing the 1983-84 academic year as part of a series, “Wom-
=n, Writing and Society” organized by the Readings
Committee of the Writing Program in the Department of
Humanities.

The series will begin with a visit by Gwendolyn Brooks,
poet laureate of Illinois and winner of the Pulitzer Prize
for poetry, on October 19 in the Sala de Puerto Rico of
the Student Center. All readings will be free and open to
‘he public.

The second writer, on November 11, will be Canadian
Margaret Atwood who has published five novels, eight
500ks of peotry and one of criticism. Her most widely
&lt;nown book is Dancing Girls.

The third speaker, on December 1, will be Grace Paley,
a teacher of writing at Sarah Lawrence College whose
stories often appear in The New Yorker and whe is known
1s a political and social activist.

Five other writers will be invited in the series, which
aas been organized by Robin Becker, Fanny Howe and
Marilyn Richardson, lecturers in the Writing Program.
Department of Humanities.

“We wanted to bring to MIT some of the most impor-
tant female voices, especially at this time of ever-increas-
ing commitment to women students,” Becker said, speak-
ing for the organizing committee.

All of the last four speakers will address the subject of
“Black Women’s Literary Traditions.” They are Dorothy
Porter of Washington, Dorothy West of Martha’s Vinyard,
Mass., Dorothy Sterling of Wellfleet, Mass. and Ann Petry
of Old Saybrook, Conn.

The series has recieved assistance from Associate Pro-
vost Frank E. Perkins; Harold J. Hanham, dean of the
School of Humanities and Social Sciences; the Writing
Program fund for the Summer Session in Technical Com-
munication; the MIT Women’s League; Jay K. Lucker, di-
rector of libraries; the New England Foundation for the
Arts; and Dr. Clarence G. Williams, special assistant to
the president, under the auspices of the Martin Luthar
King 1983-84 10th anniversary memorial observance.
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The Cheney Room Papers
The Cheney Room Papers, a newsletter for women in

‘he MIT community, has published its first issue. Sara
Mae Berman, staff associate for women’s affairs and stu-
dent activities in the office of the Dean for Student Af-
‘airs, says the paper will be mailed to all MIT women stu-
dents, women faculty, and to others, women and men,
who “support the efforts of women at MIT and are inter-
ssted in issues affecting women”.

People who want to be on the mailing list should give
their names and addresses to Ms. Berman at Rm 5-106.

The newsletter has been published monthly or more
requently if enough copy is received. “Send us your
schedule of events, your acheivements, the issues you
want to share with other women at MIT, and we will
srint them,” said the introductory article in the first issue.

Contact Sara Mae Berman for subscription informa-
lon.

MIT Alumni Association Honors AMITA
Twice

The Alumni Association, in the Fall of 1982, awarded
AMITA two Presidential Citations. The first, for the
AMITA Career Seminars, reads:
The Association of MIT Alumni (AMITA) has sponsored
‘wo extremely successful career seminars. These events,
sponsored jointly with the Society of Women Engineers,
have brought together several hundred women at varying
stages of their career growth. The Seminars were presented
by successful women executives, engineers and managers
vho shared their understanding, not only of the working of
susiness and professional worlds, but of the varying de-
mands and costs of career growth. These career seminars
have been extraordinarily successful both from the stand-
voint of the individuals involved and the good will and repu-
tation earned by MIT.
[he second citation, for the AMITA High School Visiting
drograms reads:
AMITA, The Association of MIT Alumnae, has aggressive-
'v pursued a program aimed at young women of exceptional
capacity to encourage them to continue studying in the dis-
cipllines of mathematics and science. This program is di-
rected at sophomores and juniors in high school and serves
the growing community need for well educated young wom-
en with science and technology backgrounds. It clearly
serves MIT's narrow ends but, equally important, serves so-
ciety’s broader need for women with scientific and techno-
logical literacy. This vital effort has involved well over a
hundred volunteers visiting numerous Boston-area schools
and now is in the process of expanding into a national pro-
gram.

Institute Women's News

Five women who will begin their graduate studies at
MIT in the fall have been selected to recieve Ida M. Green
Fellowships to support their first year of graduate work.
A sixth, who has recieved other funding, has been named
an Honorary Green Fellow.

This is the tenth anniversary of the establishment of the
Green Fellowships, which were endowed by a $1-million
gift from Cecil H. and Ida M. Green of Dallas, Texas,
soth life members emeritii of the MIT Corporation. The
1ew Green Fellows bring to 75 the number of women
~vho have held Green Fellowships. The new Green Fel-
ows are:

Phylis R. Berg of Howard Beach, N.Y. Ms. Berg is
graduating first in her class in the Engineering School at
The Cooper Union in New York City, where she has re-
sieved numerous awards and scholarships. She will study
n the Department of Chemical Engineering at MIT and
slans a career in bioengineering research.

fanya H. Furman of Cleveland Hights, Ohio. A 1982
zraduate of Princeton University, Ms. Furman was to
1ave held a Green Fellowship this year,but deferred her
&gt;nterance at MIT in order to study in Iceland as a Ful-
right Scholar. She will study petrology and vulcanology
n the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences.

Paula C. Garfield of Southport, Maine. Ms. Garfield re-
sieved the BA degree in 1973 from Mount Holyoke Col-
ege and the MS degree in 1977 from the University of
Delaware. Since then she has been associated with the Bi-
yelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences in Boothbay Har-
sor. She will be in the MIT-WHOI Joint Program in
Dceanograpic Engineering studying marine microbiology
ind biochemistry.

Lois Pollack of Storrs, Conn. Ms. Pollack will recieve
1er bachelor’s degree this month from Brandeis Universi-
:y. She has been president of the Physics Club at Brandeis
and last summer participated in the Graduate Research
Program for Women at Bell Laboratories.

Leslie A. Sundt of Brookline, Mass. A 1983 graduate of
Wesleyan University, Ms. Sundt will join the Department
of Economics at MIT. She is particularly interested in
:conometrics and in socio-psycho-governmental analysis
iffecting economic matters. She has been an undergrad-
1ate teaching assistant and plans to teach as a career.

Jennifer S. Cole of Ann Arbor, Mich.,with a fellowship
rom the National Science Foundation, is the Honorary
Green Fellow. Ms. Cole, whose research interest is formal
syntax, will study in the Department of Linguistics and
Philosophy and also plans a teaching career. She recently
-ecieved the BA degree and the MA degree from the Uni-
rersity of Michigan.

Sylvia T. Ceyer, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, and
Marsha R. Resner, Assistant Professor of Toxicology in
‘he Dept. of Nutrition and Food Science, have recieved
Monsanto Grant Awards of $33,000 each under a research
rollaboration agreement between Monsanto and MIT

Barbara Meyer, Assistant Professor of Biology, Ann M.
Graybiel, Professor of Psychology, and Lisa Steiner, Pro-
‘essor of Biology, are among the recipients of Whitaker
Health Sciences Fund Grants. These grants support facul-
'v members in new research areas.
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Dr. Nancy Ann Lynch, Ellen Swallow Richards Associ-
ate Professor in the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, has formed a new research group
to apply mathematical methods to solving problems in
the design of distributed computer systems.

Formerly a member of the faculty at the Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology, Dr. Lynch joined the MIT faculty last
year as the first Ellen Swallow Richards Professor. the
professorship was established in 1973, the 100th anniver-
sary of the graduation of Mrs. Richards, who was the
first women student at MIT. The chair was fully endowed
in 1981.

Professor Lynchrecieved the BS degree in mathematics
from Brooklyn College in 1968 and the Ph.D, also in
mathematics, from MIT in 1972. Before joining the Geor-
gia Tech faculty in 1977, she served three tears on the fac-
ulty of the University of Southern California, and a year
at Tufts University.

She is a member of the Army Basic Research Commit-
tee of the National Research Council. She is this year’s
program chairman for the Association for Computing
Machinery Symposium on Principles of Distributed Com-
puting, and has played the same role for the IEEE Com-
puter Society Symposium on Foundations of Computer
Science. For several years she was secretary-treasurer of
the Association for Computing Machinery’s Special Inter-
est Group on Automata and Computability Theory.

Dr. Mildred S. Dresselhaus, Abby Rockefeller Mauze
Professor and director of the Center for Materials Science
and Engineering at MIT, has anounced her intention to
step down from thelatterposition effective June 30.

Announcement of the resignation was made by Dr
Kenneth A. Smith, associate provost and vice president
for research at MIT, who has appointed a faculty com-
mittee to search for a successor.

“We are indebted to Professor Dresselhaus for her lead-
ership of CMSE over the past six years,” Professor Smith
said. “She is as skilled an administrator as she is an in-

spired teacher and researcher, and her guidance of CMSE
has kept it at the forefront of materials science. Professor
Dresselhaus’ insight in the selection of new areas of re-
search focus has strengthened the broad base of the cen-
ter’s program”

In addition to her research work, Profesor Dresselhaus
nas played a major role in encouraging the increase in the
number of women students at MIT. Together with Profes-
sor Emily L. Wick (now assistant to the president for
iong-range planning and professor of chemistry at Mount
Holyoke College), she organized the Women’s Forum at
MIT in 1972 during the Independent Activities Period.
Organized as a seminar, the Forum explored the roles of
women in science and was so successful that it has contin-
ued ever since.

In 1973, partly as a result of her efforts on behalf of
women students, Professor Dresselhaus received a Carne-
gie Foundation Fellowship in a Foundation-sponsored
srogram to encourage undergraduate women to enter
fields traditionally pursued by men.

-Thanks to Joanne Miller
and Tech Talk

MIT Alumnae News
Sandra S. Shwab has been named Principal of the ar-

chitectural and planning firm of Jung/Brannen Associ-
ates, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts.

Jung/Brannen Associates, Inc., one of Boston's leading
architectural and planning firms, undertakes design pro-
jects of varying scale and complexity for a distinguished
group.of clients in the United States and Abroad.

Jerri-Lynn Scofield, SB, SM’83 in Political Science, has
been awarded a Rhodes Scholarship to Oxford University
in England, where she will study for a master of philos-
nphy degree in politics.

Dorothy Weeks, who earned the first doctorate given to
a woman in Mathematics at MIT in 1930, recieved a
Wellesley College Alumnae Achievement Award (class of
1916) during National Women’s History Week (March 6-
12, 1983). The award recognized her career as teacher,
shysicist, and leader in women’s education.

Ana Sarosiek, Sc.D Materials Sci. and Eng. Dept.,1982
'n Metallurgy, is going to work in San Diego, CA. for GA
Technologies, Inc. as senior scientist. Her Husband is also
going to work for the same company in another area. He
's an atomic scientist.

Ana has a son, born last December, and has taken part
in the AMITA High School Visiting Program in Boston.
She has also attended all of the AMITA-SWE Career De-
velopment Conferences. Both she and her husband took
Chris and Lita’s course in 1980. She feels it was a great
aelp in locating a job.

Dr.Margaret L.A. MacVicar, SB 1964,Sc.D 1967, MIT,
Cecil and Ida Green Associate Professor of Education
since 1980 and associate professor of physical science
since 1979, has been promoted to full professor, effective
July 1. Professor MacVicar is a specialist in the science of
superconducting materials who has done pioneering re-
search on the fabrication of tunnel junctions with high-
purity transition-metal superconductors.

Known at MIT and nationally as a leader in education-
al policy and reform, she has directed one of MIT’s most
successful educational innovations - the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program - since its inception in
1969. More recently Dr. MacVicar has served as a mem-
ber of the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education and of the NAS Committee on National Poli-
~ies in Science and Engineering Education.

Beginning in July Dr. MacVicar will be on partial leave
from MIT serving as vice president of the Carnegie Insti-
ution of Washington D.C. where she will be concerned
with research and education policy and the setting of re-
search direction.

A Living Memorial has been planted by the Boston So-
ciety of Architects on Commonwealth Avenue for Flor-
ence W. Stiles "22. Miss Stiles, MIT's first official advisor
:0 women, died in December of 1981.

Ginny Grammer 47 wrote The Terrapin Logo Language
for the Apple II tutorial manual, sent to alt whe buy or
have bought Terrapin Logo. It introduces the beginner to
the delights and challenges of Logo, the computer lan-
yuage cum learning environment which was developed at
MIT by Seymour Papert. Logo was described in detail in
the August 1982 issue of Byte magazine.

Janice Gepner '74 and Eric Newman sent a card to
“proudly announce the arrival of Mark Howard New-
man, 18 August 1982.”
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Diane Kravif 69, Course XVIII, writes: “I’ve just joined
WED Enterprises (the engineering subsidiary of Walt Dis-
ney Productions), in Los Angeles, as transportation pro-
gram manager (R&amp;D), after 7 years as a tranportation
project engineer with Kaiser Engineers. Just passed my
PE in civil in "82! Would like to hear about other women
from the Class of 69 and thereabouts.”

Janet Landwehr, ’70, is working part-time as seminar-
‘an associate at Christ Lutheran Church, Natick, Mass.
while attending Andover-Newton Theological School full-
ime to prepare for ordination in the Lutheran Church.

Julia Norton, 70, writes: “when my husband recieved a
Fulbright award, 1980-1981, we recently spent 14 months
at the University of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji, where
[ taught statistics. My husband, Dr. John Lovell, is a Lec-
turer in Psychology at Cal State University. We have two
children, Tanzy Lovell, 3, and Robert Norton, 18 months.
We decided to name our children so that females have
father’s name, males mine. My husband recently gave two
lectures in a Women’s Studies course on women’s roles

and perspectives. In our family he is the primary care
giver to the children as well as the one with the insecure
job situation.”

Meredith Warshaw ’79 is in her final year of the mas-
ter’s program at Bryn Mawr (Social Work). She is doing
field work in a hospice program, which is both draining
and exciting. She is also a graduate resident, she adds, “I
am ‘Mommy’ to 107 undergrads- which is fun but tiring.
Being at a small female’s liberal arts college is quite a
change from MIT and provides much food for thought.”

Yvonne (Walkowski) Perlmutter 74 sent this note: “In
April (1982) my second daughter was born (Ruth Marga-
ret). First one, Sarah Kathryn is now 2 years old. I'm
back to work at MITRE after my second leave of absence
in 2 years. They’ve been wonderful sticking with me pa-
tiently thru two pregnancies and leaves- now the time has
come to get down to more serious work.”

Sze-Wen Kuo ’73 was elected president of her class this
June. This brings the number of MIT classes with a wom-
an as president to seven. Sze-Wen is currently a software
engineer at Intermetrics Inc. of Cambridge. An active
AMITA member she has participated in the High School
Visiting Program and in the Career Development Confer-
ence.

ida B. Webster ’23 passed away on June 30,1983. A
partner in the archetectural firm of Weiss, Whelan, Edel-
baum, and Webster, she specialized in urban architecture.
Among her projects was the Hudson guild community
center in Manhatten. Her work was in the AMITA cen-
tennial exhibit in 1973 and in the retrospective on MIT
Alumnae last year.

Ida is survived by a son, Dr. Richard A. Webster of
Berkeley California; a daughter Katherine W. Aibel of
Westport, Conn, and six grandchildren.

1982-83 MEMBERSHIP REPORT
This year, as you can tell from the look and feel of this

newsletter, there is something different happening.
We'd like to encourage a new kind of involvement from

all of MIT’s women graduates. We're reaching out and
telling you about our activities and making it easy for
you to attend. If you look at the membership form you’ll
see that we have listed a bunch of activities you can parti-
ciate in which take about 2 hours of your time (they’re
described elsewhere in this newsletter). Why don’t you
scan this list and check off any of them that you are even
slightly interested in doing; we’ll give you a call when it’s
going to happen. Do it, even if you don’t pay your dues.

We'd like to find out as much as possible about MIT’s
Alumnae as we can, the archival value of experiences and
decisions made by women in this time of change is tre-
mendous. So, even if, or especially if you are not going to
pay your dues, we'd like to hear about you and what you
are doing, what MIT meant to you, accomplished for
you, or whatever you want to talk about. Rather than use
the back of the form as we’ve asked in the past, jot down
vour input on a separate piece of paper.

Especially important to us is the formation of AMITA
chapters in other cities, all possible assistance is available,
from sending you printouts of the alumnae for any region
you request, to refunding back to the chapters part of the
annual AMITA dues paid by each member to us here. (If
ever two or more of you should gather.....let us know!)

This year’s paying membership was down some from
last year, to 258 from 333, perhaps it’s the economy, but
we'd like to see a rise in membership commensurate with
the rise in the number of alumnae, which is over 6000
now. There were, however, six—ew life members--some of
you have wised up that not only is the $150 life member-
ship dues tax deductible (the annual dues are not) but in
I5 years (actually less, due to inflation, the tax break.
etc.), you'll have broken even.

Another factor many of you should verify when send-
ing in life dues, is whether your firm has a matching gift
program, some employers will actually send us 2-3x your
gift. Send us the necessary paperwork to fill out.

Looking forward to hearing from more of you this
year!

Diane Gilbert ‘75
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[| would like dinner reservation(s) for the September 24th Dinner Meeting (see Calendar, p.1) at $10.00 per
verson. (You may send one check for dues — below—andreservations.)

¢ of Reservations:

lotal:

AMITA Annual Dues Form
Please send your dues to me, at the address below, with this form. Annual dues are $10 and life member-
ship is $150. Life membership dues are tax deductable. Make checks payable to AMITA.
Women in the class of 1983 automatically become active members in AMITA for the year immediately fol-
lowing graduation without payment of dues.
_ife members: send us any address changes and news.

Diane Gilbert
90 Ellery Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

(cut here) —

Use your peel-off label on the Newsletter.) If your address has changed, use the Date Processed.
label and cross off the old address.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

AMITA Use Only

MIT LIVING GROUP:

CLASS: COURSE: _

PROFESSION: _

WORK ADDRESS:

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: _

PHONES: HOME: (——) WORK: (—,

Preferred Address for receiving AMITA mail: ___ HOME _ WORK

Are you interested in connecting with other MIT alumnae near you?

Would you like to help The Education Council in you area?

3/83

AMITA ACTIVITIES YOU CAN DO FOR TWO HOURS (The ones with asterisks can be done any-
where!)
(Please check off those that interest you, we’ll call you when these activities take place.)

 Call other alumnae for the telethon __ Go on a high school visit*

— _ Eat a free dinner at an undergrad house — Attend one amita meeting

_ Write an article for the newsletter* — Help plan the spring conference

— — Write an amita archive autobiography* ____ Write an amita archive biography*

_ Eat lunch with a local alumna (also known as starting a new AMITA chapter)*
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Program in Science, Technology, and Society

Colloquium

Cosponsored by the Program in Women’s Studies

What's Happened to Women
Scientists Since 1940?

Margaret Rossiter
Department of the History of Science

Harvard University

Wednesday, November 9, 1983
4:00 p.m. Room E51-144
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NOTE TO EDITORS: You are invited to covefEhé&amp;CoREerencE
described below. Enter at 77 Massachusetts Ave. and follow the signs

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS,
M.I.T. ALUMNAE PLAN CONFERENCE
FOR 'SOPHISTICATED LADIES'

Success in a technical career involves more than just technical

knowledge. Of vital importance is the ability to be effective in

dealing with bosses and peers.

The Association of Massachusetts- Institute of Technology Alumnae

(AMITA) and the Boston Section of the Society of Women Engineers,

aware that most technical educations are short on personal

sffectivness courses, have announced an April 9 conference called

"Sophisticated Ladies--Corporate Knowhow for Technical Women."

The conference, open to all women and men in technical, planning

and financial carers, will begin at 9am in Rm. 10-250 at M.I.T. It

will stress the political and interpersonal skills needed by the

technical professional to survive and advance.

Pat Quigley, president of SWE-Boston, said these skills are of

vital importance now when "engineers and scientists are facing the

same layoffs and cutbacks as other workers. Who survives can depend

as much on how 7cu work with people as on now well you run tlhe

computer.” AMITA's president, Margaret Coleman, said equations just

aren't enough. "Understanding what's going on can make the

difference.”

 MORE)



SOPHISTICATED 2-2-2 March 11, 1983

The keynote address will be given by Dr. Phvllis A. Wallace,

srofessor of management at the M.I.T. Sloan School of Management and &gt;

labor economist, who will speak about the success factors discovered

in her studies on women's early management careers.

The event will be the third annual conference on profzssional

jevelopment in technical careers sponsored by AMITA and the

SWE-Boston.

Sarah Simon, past presidentofthe SWE-Boston and publicity

-hairperson for the April 9 conference, says it will focus on WOTK

relationships. "How does a scientist fit into the corporate

structure? How does an engineer create an environment where she is

7isible and her work is recognized? Part of SWE's goal is learning

row to be more effective in our workplaces. Our engineering training

never goes much beyond basic, logical problem solving skills. It's a

jood place to start, but once you've got a job, you have to learn to

be effective in dealing with your bosses and peers. The bottom line

is that you can do very little unless your co-workers are ready to

listen to vou. In many cases, women need to learn to enhance their

visibility."

Other speakers will ke Dz, Bevhave Toffisw, 2ssissans rea T

of organizational behavior, Harvard Business School; Dr. Joan

Serkowitz, vice president, hazardous waste management consulting

jroup, A.D. Little, Inc.; Suzanne Peck, director, industrial

operations, Honeywell, Inc.; Dr. Elisabeth M. Drake, Cabot Professor,

Northeastern University, and Chairperson, Department of Chemical

Engineering there; Pat Kennedy, &lt;Orporat2 personnel manager, Digital

Squipment Corporation; Allan Kennedy, author of Corporate Cultures:

The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life; Evelyn O'Brien, marketing

MORE)



SOPHISTICATED 3-3-3

specialist, Wang Laboratories; Laurie Saunders, president, New

invironments for Women; Jill Henderson, president, Henderson &amp; Co.,

and Susan Kannenberg, former AMITA president, who will prsent a review

&gt;f women's images in advertising.

Marcn 11, 1983

Participants will also have available to them the following

vorkshops:

Getting Recognition: Selling Yourself to a Stranger (Legally);

Learning to Work with Your Corporate Culture; Conflict Management;

Manageing Your Boss; Nice Girls Do Ask, and Performance Evaluations

and Feedback.

god
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Editor
wall Street Journal
22 Cortlandt Street
Mew York, NY 10007

Dear Editor,

[ was grossly misquoted in vour article on campus harassment
("Violence by Students, From Rape to Racism, Raises College Worries,”
wall Street Journal, Nov. 21, 1983). I never said there have been
"outbreaks of brutality" at MIT. There haven’t been. Nor did I sav
that harassment of gays is common at MIT. In fact it is rare

we work hard to keep our environment free of harassment. People here
come from very diverse backgrounds. The potential for misunderstan-
jing and anger is therefore always with us. We have been trving hard
to prevent harassment, to protect the civil rights of evervone
involved in complaints, to make it easy for people who feel harassed
to find someone to talk to. We take this particularly seriously
because we greatly value diversity

I was dismaved by vour quoting me on "outbreaks of brutality" here. 1
never said it and never would.

Sincerely,

Mary Rowe
Special Assistant to the President
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts
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Campus Crime
—Ke

Violence by Students,
From Rape to Racism,
Raises College Worries

Fear of Bad Publicity Stymies
Efforts to Crack Down;

4

‘The Lecherous Professor

A Reprimand for the Coach

By Paul A. ENGELMAYER
Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
PHILADELPHIALastwinter,afemale

student at the University of Pennsylvania
attended a party at the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity. Afterward, dazed by alcohol and
LSD, she remained at the fraternity house,
where between five and eight frat brothers
had sex with her. .

Several days later, the woman charged
‘hat she had been gang-raped, and the nor-
mally serene campus exploded with calls for
justice. A judiciary panel eventually ruled
that the fraternity itself was in complicity,
and a handful of brothers admitted having
sex with the student. Some observers even
expected the fraternity to be closed down
and the individuals involved expelled.

Neither happened. Alpha Tau Omega is
open today, and the brothers who admitted
involvement were, in effect, granted immu-
aity by the university as long as they agreed
to read and discuss certain works of
women's literature and carry out some com-
munity service. The female student,. mean-
while, left school in order to undergo psychi-
atric. treatment.

Handling Complaints
The ugly episode and its aftermath un-

derscore the problems campuses have han-
dling outbreaks of private brutality. Com-
plaints of personal violence, sexual harass-
ment and campus racism are proliferating.
However, efforts to punish the wrongdoers
‘n such incidents are often diluted by college
administrators’ fears of bad publicity. While
9. few schools are cracking down, many
hang back for economic reasons. At a time
schools can scarcely afford a falloff in
alumni support or freshman applications,
campus adjudicators often prefer quietly en-
‘forced wrist-slap actions to tougher penal-
‘ies that might create controversy and sully
reputations. -

= In contrast to 1960s-vintage unrest, which
grew oyt of political and ideological protest,
many forms of violence surfacing today are
both harder to explain and trickier to police.
At Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
reports of ‘human meanness’ have doubled
since 1981, says Mary Rowe, a special assis-
tant to the president. “They come in mad
and infinite varieties.” Pennsylvania State
University this fall revoked its recognition
of a fraternity where a rape. allegedly oc-
curred. All told, these incidents spatter the
image of academic communities, often por-
trayed as lofty-minded, tolerant environ-
ments. "

Administrators insist that campus bru-
tality. isn’t rising, although the increase in
complaints might suggest it. Changed atti-
tudes and new recourse mechanisms have
meant that incidents that formerly would
have been passed over are likely to flare up
.oday. Fifteen years ago, for example, vic-
ims of gang rane were &lt;ometimes dis

nissed a§ nymphomaniacs, says. Bernice
sandler, executive associate with the Assdci-
ation of American Colleges. mt
A Frustrated Administrator. ..

But despite -the establishment "of more
srievance mechanisms, students,women’s
groups and . some ‘administrators say that
the resulting disciplinary actions are often
flabby and half-hearted. “People gat away
with a lot more on campuses than in other
lommunities,” says one frustrated college
administrator. © eo

Although public-relations considerations
ten contribute to lax handling, a.slew of
sther concerns figure as well. At the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania, the relatively mild set:
tlement was partly intended to shield the
victim of the fraternity-house episode from
further unwanted publicity. Sévera} of the
Alpha Tau Omega brothers had enlisted at:
torneys, and university officials believed
that tougher sanctions might have sparked
litigation. “It’s the best we could do given
he limits we were facing,” says Sheldon
{ackney, the university president.

Carol Tracy, the director of the school’s
vomen's center, assails the settlement as “a
slap on the hand.” Charging that the out-
rome reflected a low sensitivity to women's
rights, she says that “if there were a pattern
f assaults on quarterbacks, universities
vould respond very quickly.” .

Jormitory Squalls -
At the University of Marvland, a female

tudent encountered hostility when she
‘harged that a star on the basketball team
1ad harassed her sexually. According to the
‘tudent, the team coach, Lefty Driesell, tele
»honed urging her to drop the complaint. Ul
imately, the university chancellor repri-
nanded Mr. Driesell. (According to press
‘eports ‘at the time of the reprimand, .Mr.
Driesell was quoted as saying, “At no time
n this matter did I ever intend to harass or
ntimidate or mistreat anyone, and 1 don't
nelieve I did.) }

Sometimes, college administrators shy
way from getting involved in personal al
.ercations, even when they become threaten:
ng. A University of Cincinnati student re-
‘ently stabbed her date in the arm with a
titchen knife, narrowly missing an artery.
Although the assault occurred in a dormi-
ory, the school didn't report the incident or
:ncourage the victim of the stabbing to do
50. ¥'It was basically a domestic fight,” says
Linda Faaborg, the university's vice presi-
dent. The school did temporarily suspend
‘he female student from the dorm.

While dormitory squalls and degrading
fraternity parties aren't new, other forms of
campus violence seem to be. For example,
the homosexual-rights movement has

Please Turn to Page 16. Colums



Campus Crime: Colleges Worry About Violence
By Students, but Publicity Fears Limit Crackdowns

Continued From First Page
spawned ‘a backlash of persecution and
threats. “Anti-gay stuff is up one wall and
down the other,” says MIT's Miss Rowe.
“There’s a lot of it.” At Yale University,
Paul M. Cameli, who heads a gay-rights
group, says a dozen ‘“‘serious’ incidents of
‘hreats or harassment occurred last year.

Also, the influx of foreign students has
created frictions on campuses. At MIT,
where one-fifth of the student population is
foreign born, there have been outbreaks of
brutality tied to ‘‘all kinds of ethnicity, trib
alism and racism questions,” says Mis:
Rowe..

She says that within international student
populations, Palestinian supporters often
clash with Jews and that Iranian factions
battle one another. Moreover, Miss Rowe
notes that in many cases, ‘nobody is misbe
having according to his or her cultura
rules.”

A number of campuses have seen an up
surge in anti-Semitism. Swastikas often ap
pear on building walls and bulletin boards.
says one administrator; and at Dartmoutl
College, students recently destroyed a suk:
kah, which is a temporary religious struc
ture commemorating the Jewish exodus
‘rom Egypt.

Complaints of sexual harassment have
multiplied. A Wall Street Journal survey of
20 colleges in 13 states showed that such
grievances have more than doubled. Over-
all, university officials estimate that 125,000
women experience some type of sexual ha-
rassment by instructors every year. Much of
the increase is ascribed to heightened
awareness. “There was sexual! harassment
35 years ago, but nobody talked about it,”
says Miss Sandler of the Association of
American Colleges. “Now we have a label
for it.”

Adjudicating harassment cases is tricky,
and only a fraction of the grievances result
In any disciplinary action. Typically, investi:
Zations of accused professors are conducted
dy tenured faculty members, who are some
times reluctant to sanction their colleagues
“I don’t want to bring somebody’s profes:
sional life to an end,” says one college vice
president who has participated in such in-
Juiries.

The burden of proof generally falls on the
victims. At the University of Pennsylvania,
a student who complained that her faculty
adviser grabbed her in his office and kissed
her on the lips said she was told that she
would have to find other women who had
had similar experiences to bring any action
1gainst him.
A Probe "at Clark

Clark University encountered a hornets
nest when it began investigating charges
that the chairman of the anthropology de
partment had made unwanted sexual ad
vances toward subordinate faculty mem:
bers. The professor, Sidney Peck, was also a
liberal activist on political issues and a lead
negotiator for the faculty on pay raises and
benefits. When the harassment probe got un
der way, Prof. Peck claimed that the pro
ceedings were only a veiled effort by the
university to punish him because of his polit
ical views and negotiating role.

What followed was a succession of
harges and countercharges, including com
plaints filed with the National Labor Rela:
tions Board and the Equal Employment Op
portunity Commission. Ultimately, the
school engineered a settlement in which
Prof. Peck agreed that he wouldn't head any
Clark department and the complainants
dropped their charges.

Ximena Bunster, one of the complaining
faculty members, says “the university
didn’t have an appropriate way to dea! with
it.” Miss Bunster, who curently teaches at
the University of Maryland, adds, “It took
so much out of me. . . . They were afraid he

could sue them for lack of due process, and
worried that parents wouldn’t want to send
their kids to the school.”

Billie Dzeich, a professor at the Univer
sity of Cincinnati, argues in a book entitled
“The Lecherous Professor’ that higher edu-
cation will lose credibilitv if sexual harass

&gt;
"ment isn’t curbed. And while some univer

sity officials warn that overly tight poli€ing
could hamper academic freedom, she’ re:
buts, “Academic freedom doesn’t mean you
have the right to feel somebody up in 2
lab,” : yo

Some Crack Down Co
Some universities ‘are: cracking down

Harvard University recently’ reprimanded
its third professor in four years for sexual
harassment. San Jose State University fired
1 professor after five female students ac
cused him of making unwanted sexual -ad
vances. And at the University of Michigan
where harassment complaints against. pro-
fessors are up fivefold since 1980, three pro
fessors have resigned under duress follow:
Ing harassment grievances. Hillsborough
Community College in Florida dumped its
president afterastate ethics. commissior
found that he propositioned women rol
leagues. ,

Other schools are creating procedures tc
Jeal! with the problem. Many have ‘“‘ombuds
men” to advise students and faculty whe
complain about sexual propositions. Work
shops, panels and video productions on sex
ual harassment have cropped up on many

:ampuses. However, these programs don’t
always result in tough actions. Often, stu-
dents are advised to deal! with grievances
quietly, by politely confronting professors
who make sexual advances or by dropping
their. courses. »

Worries of tarnishing a school's image
usually figure in how schools manage ha-
rassment problems or more serious out-
breaks of private brutality. Lesley Francis,
associate secretary of the American Associ-
ation of University Professors, says many
schools “immediately start to worry about
alumni and the image of the institution”
when an incident occurs. Her association,
which advises administrators on handling
sexual-harassment. cases, generally tries to
alm frayed nerves in alumni offices.

Nonetheless, college administrators say
ugly incidents on campus, when publicized,
cost a school in contributions and enroll-
ments. At a college where a gang rape oc-
curred, an administrator remembers the
‘allout with a shudder. “We had reverbera-
ions of that damn story for five years,” he
said. ‘People tremble in the -admissions of
ice. You wonder how many students didn't
~ome here”
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF A
SURVEY OF FORMER M.I.T. WOMEN STUDENTS

by SUSAN L. KANNENBERG
Chairman. Survey Committee, Association of MLILT. Alumnae





AM.T.T.A. SURVEY -- 100 YearsofWofienAt M.I.T. (1473)
In 1873, M,I.T. awarded for the first time a degree to a woman,

Ellen H. Swallow (Richards). A Woman's Laboratory, largely made possible
through her efforts, operated from 1876 to 1883, offering instruction for
women in chemistry and associated subjects. After that date, women were ad-
mitted to any course at the Institute and by 1895 were six per cent of the
total enrollment. After 1900, women's colleges began to offer science degrees
and the percentage of women at M.I.T. dropped to one or two per cent or less

until 1964 when it rose to about three per cent and grew since that time.
Women were 5% of the entering class in 1965, 7.5% of the class in 1968, and
over 12% of the class admitted in 1971.% Since 1971 admissions decisions have
been made for men and women together with no deliberate policy difference based
on sex, so that the female population has remained about 137% of admissions and

of applicants. Now 259 in 1ag2

On this 100th anniversary of Ellen Swallow's degree we find a great dif-
ference in the position of women at M,I.T. in numbers and in the changing
consciousness of the role of women in general, both compared to the early days
and to the more recent past. A dormitory for women, a gift of Katharine Dexter
McCormick '04, was dedicated on October 7, 1963, establishing in a capital way
the permanent existence of women at M.I.T. McCormick Hall houses 220 women
and the other living facilities at the Institute accommodate 100 additional
women. Another major event affecting women was the establishment of an ex-

change with Wellesley College resulting in nearly doubling the number of female
undergraduate students at the Institute. This program has caused attention to
be focused on the need for M,I.T. to address more adequately the needs of its
own women students, who some feel, are not necessarily served by the existence
of special status for the students of one particular other school at M.I.T..
especially where the other school has only women. The social as well as
professional implications of an exchange with a women's school when women at
M.I.T. are a precarious minority are significant and have led to serious con-
sideration of appropriate action by M,I.T. in behalf of its women.

A survey done by the M.I.T. alumnae organization in 1953 (TECHNOLOGY REVIEW,
Dec. 1955) analyzed professional and personal characterists of 536 respondents
representing 40% of 1357 questionnaires sent out. We have surveyed our mem-
bership again in a questionnaire mailed last October to nearly 1600 individ-
uals.** There were 752 responses, nearly 48% of those addressed. Our sample
includes M.,I.T. degree holders in greater proportion than the overall group;
only 16.7% of respondents are non-M.I.T. degree holders while over a fourth
of the total group do not have an M.I.T. degree. Of degree holders, our
sample reflects the whole faithfully with 40% of respondents holding B.S. only
(34.6% of total have B.S. only), 18.4% have masters degrees (19.8% of total).

*Source: OQffice of Admissions, M.I.T.

**This population includes alumnae listed in M.I.T. Alumni Association files
which have recently been updated to eliminate most non-matriculating students.
Comparison with male M,I.T. graduates would be especially useful, since studies
of individual classes indicate that M,I,T. graduates in general are quite
different in many ways from the overall population of university graduates.



Doctorate holders (with or without M.S.) constitute 15.3% of respondents and
127% of the total, and women with both bachelor's and master's degrees form
6.5% of our sample and 3.7% of the total. Holders of B.S. and Ph.D. (D.Sc.)
with or without M.S. represent 3.17% of our sample and 1.35% of the alumnae
overall. Our sample reflected quite faithfully the course distribution of
the overall group of former women students except in a few cases; physics and
math each accounted for about 27 more of our sample than of the group at large
while architecture accounted for 27 fewer of our sample than of the total.
(Each of these courses accounted for around 107% of the total and only chemistry
(137%) and biology (167%) are more popular.) The class year distribution has a
slight overrepresentation from the sixties; over half (56%) of those in the
classes of 1961-70 responded while 42% of those in classes between 1941 and
1960 did and about 497 of those before 1940 and after 1970 are included.
Overall, we have around half of the living alumnae and our sample is distri-
buted among classes and courses representatively, but is dominated by degree
holders (837% of our sample but only three-fourths of the total body). In
contrast, the 1953 survey included 41.27 degree holders even though degree
holders made up only 23% of the total alumnae population at the time. Our
survey deals with a group largely not included in the survey of 1953, since
about 607% were born after 1932. Indeed nearly half were born after 1938,
leaving M.I.T. in the sixties or later.

Kinds of Questions

There were two kinds of questions asked, subjective and objective. The
latter included degree, field, school, occupational status, salary, job title,
marital and family status, etc. The former category involved personal opinion
as to the effect upon career developmentoftheirsex, whether their salary
was equivalent to that of similar men, factors hampering their career develop-
ment and the degree of encouragement or discouragement respondents felt was
provided by fellow workers, friends, professors, etc. A final set of questions
probed alumnae views of M,I.T. policies under consideration or implementation.
As a part of the M.I.T. community and as the body exclusively concerned with
professional status of M,I.T. women students and graduates, the Association of
M.I,.T. Alumnae (AM.I.T.A.) can with this information provide a useful com-
ponent in the varying and growing spectrum of inputs to Institute policy
making. These questions dealt with recruitment of women students, the need
for role models, child care, part-time appointments, re-education, nepotism,
and the Wellesley exchange.

Geography, Age, and Education

One-third of respondents live in Massachusetts-Rhode Island area, 12%
in California, 11.47 in New York. Six per cent live in the rest of New England,
9% in New Jersey-Pennsylvania and foreign respondents make up 7.2% of the group
with twenty in West Europe, one East Europe, twelve in Asia, nine in Canada,
and five in Latin America. The place of origin is different; one-fourth
came from Massachusetts-Rhode Island, one-fifth from New York, 7.5% New
Jersey-Pennsylvania, and 5% from Illinois. Of the twelve per cent born out-
side of the United States twenty-six came from West Europe, thirteen from
East Europe, twenty-seven from Asia, ten from Latin America, and eight from
Canada.



The rapid increase in enrollment of women in recent years is reflected
in the abundance of younger people in the sample; 48% are under thirty-
five years of age (117 under twenty-five). An impressive seventy (9.6%)
respondents are over sixty-five years of age, thirty-nine of them over seventy
years of age so we may expect to see the results of the changing values and
interests over the several generations represented. Twenty per cent
attended an undergraduate school without earning a bachelor's degree there (some
transferred to another school to complete her degree), a fourth of these at a
women's college, a little more than a fourth at M.I.T. and a third at a univer-

sity. Nearly all (967%) hold a bachelor's degree, about half from M,I.T. An-
other 207 hold a university bachelor's degree and 19% earned the degree at a
women's college. More than half of the bachelor's degrees are in science,
divided among four fields: 15.5% chemistry, 14% math, 137% biology, 10.4%
physics. About 127 were in engineering, 6.5% in architecture-planning, 6%
in management-economics and 167% in humanities and other non-technical. This
profile contrasts with the field distribution of master's degrees, held by
half. (Only one-fourth hold no graduate degree.) Over half of
the master's degrees (55%) are M.I.T. degrees; 34% were awarded by universities.
The most popular fields, accounting for half of the master's degrees, were
Biology-Public Health (14.77%), Chemistry and Math (10% each), Physics and Urban
Planning (87% each). Again, primarily science fields are represented, while
all engineering fields accounted for 167 of master's degrees. Only eleven
people hold the degree of Engineer, six of them from M.I.T.

Doctor's degrees are possessed by an amazing 36.67% (274) half from
M.I.T. A third of these degrees were awarded by universities and 147 by a
professional or technical school. Fields represented are Chemistry (15.6%),
Biology-Public Health (14%), Medicine 13.5%, Physics (11.6%), Math (9%), and
Economics (7.6%). Engineering fields accounted for 8% of the doctorates

Only 157% of respondents took career oriented term courses after M.I.T.
and 22% took short summer or few-week courses. Eighty-seven per cent of the
former and seventy-two per cent of the latter took these courses elsewhere
than at M,I.T.

Marital-Family Status

Most are now married (67%) while nearly one-fourth never married
and 97 are divorced, widowed or separated. This overall marital status pro-
file fits the age group 25-34 years, but not the others. Fewer than half
(43.4%) of those under 25 are married while 88% of the 35-44 year old group
are married (8.67% never married) and 85% of those 45-54 are married or widowed
(7.7% never married). The 55-64 year age group is 76% married or widowed.
16.5% single, a slight drop in the proportion ever married compared to the
younger group. But those over 65 years of age include 36.5% never married
and 577 married or widowed. Although the career activities of these people
are yet to be shown, these figures certainly suggest that the career-
marriage choice present fifty years ago is no longer a dominant problem
but has been replaced by other career conflicts faced only by women. These
data may be contrasted with United States census figures which indicate 90%
of women 25-34 in 1970 were ever married (74.5% of our group of that age
ever married). An even larger fraction of all 35-44 year olds (94.47) ever
married, close to the 91.47 in this group of that age ever married. These



census figures are up by about 2% over the corresponding figures for 1950, 89%
and 92% respectively.

Two-fifths of respondents have no children at all, and since no one re-
ported having children who was not married, about 15% are married and
childless. Of the married number, 16.4% have one child, 257 have two, 15.2%
have three, 7.25% have four, and 3.7% have more than four. The median number
of children for persons ever married is between one and two; the same number
of people have one or none as have two or more. Of the entire group,
one is the median number of children! This unusual result of so few children
may reflect the changing emphasis in recent years on children as necessary for
fulfillment for women, since fecundity certainly is age dependent. Respondents
over 65 are about half childless (a consequence of their low marriage rate)
while the 25-34 year olds, about two-thirds married, are two-thirds childless
(leaving one-third both childless and married). Those between 45 and 54 years
of age have the greatest variety in family size as well as the largest average
number of children of all age groups, 2.7 United States census data indicate
that over 55.5% of families have children under 18 years of age and the average
number of children per woman is 3.1 for married 35-44 year olds and 2.1 for
married 25-34 year olds. In this study the figures are 2.1 and 0.7, respec-
tively. The distribution of children according to age is shown below:

RESPONDENTS
AGE RANGE
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Occupational Status

More than half of the group between 25 and 65 years of age are full-
time employed. Of those over 65, about half are retired, 207% full-time
employed. Of the youngest group, under 25 years of age, 637 are students,
257% full-time employed. Those at home -- not seeking employment constitute
the other large group; one-fourth of those 45-54 years old and those 65-74,
one-third of those 55-64. (Statistical uncertainties are about 57% for the
above figures.) Part-time employment is reported infrequently accounting for
10% or 15% of most age groups except 35-44 year olds of whom one-fourth are
so engaged. A handful reported being students and working or unemployed-
seeking employment. United States census data indicate that 42% of women are
in the labor force.



The various fields of work are represented as follows: 17.4% in Science,
(Physics, Chemistry, Math, Geology, Biology), 6% in Management, 8% in Human-
ities and other non-technical, and 107 in each of Architecture-Planning, Engi-
neering, Medicine-Health and Education, and 8% in Computer Sciences. The job
categories used to classify respondents were divided into two groups --
academic and non-academic -- reflecting the very high proportion of highly
2ducated women (relative to men) in academic positions. They are as follows:

ACADEMIC NON-ACADEMIC

President or Corporation Officer

Scientist or Engineer (Doctor, Lawyer,
Architect)full, Associate Professor or

Dean, College

Junior Faculty (Lecturer,
Assistant Professor, Instructor)

Middle Manager or Supervisor

Non-supervisor (Teacher, Research
Assistant, Technical Writer, ete.)

Research Associate

The nature of job titles in the business world is often euphemistic at
best and it was felt that as much misinformation as enlightenment would be

generated by more precise categorization. In university, of course, job titles
are very rigid definitions of career level and professional advancement. These
job categories refer to present or last job held and are really therefore a
neasure of professional level attained rather than presently occupied.

The very high level of educational background still leaves 307% of the
group in the non-supervisory category. More than three-fourths of those under
twenty-five years of age are so described, many as graduate assistants. In
the 25-34 year old group a third are still in this category while a fourth are

scientists-engineers and one-fifth are junior faculty. Only four of this age
group (1.6%) enjoy senior faculty rank, even though promotion to the upper
faculty ranks normally occurs well before the age of thirty-five for men.
This sharp differential is not adequately accounted for by years of absence
for other responsibilities for two reasons: the sample shows a very high
percentage of full time employment for all ages and studies of the average
time between promotions for men and women reveal great differences, sometimes
as much as twice as long for women as for men. Those between 35 and 44 years

of age are 15.57% in the upper ranks in college or university (statistical
uncertainty about 37%), one-fourth are scientists-engineers and one-fifth
are junior faculty -- as in the younger group. But only one-fifth are still
in non-supervisory positions, significantly fewer than for any other age
group (though not very small compared to other jobs held). The 45-54 year
olds are about 307 scientists-engineers and 30% non-supervisory, while the
management-supervisor category is now a significant 17% of the group (only 67%
or less of the younger groups) at the expense of the junior faculty population.
Junior faculty positions now account for a mere 57 of this group, reduced from
the one-fifth of the younger group. Over 55 years of age, non-supervisors make
up a full one-third, with scientists-engineers one-fourth and managers 16%
(statistical uncertainties about 47). It is tempting to suggest at. this point



that women, especially in past years, were more welcome in industry than in
academia and there is evidence to support this, but more study would be
necessary to pinpoint the factors producing such a situation. There are very
few presidents and corporation officers, but there are few in the whole world,
so a few is still noteworthy! About 3.57% are in this category, and they are not
concentrated (statistically significantly) in any age group. Research associ-
ates, a university non-faculty non-'"track" position, form 7.2% of the total,
quite a large fraction for a single job classification. Research associates
outnumber all associate, full professors and deans and are more than half the
number of junior faculty (which includes all universities, colleges and
community colleges). Given that more than a third hold doctorates, there is
great underrepresentation in senior academic posts and overrepresentation in
the low rank positions, with between 5% and 10% of all age groups in the
job of research associate.

Respondents are employed mostly in business or at educational institu-
tions, about a fourth and a third respectively; 10% work for government (labs
or state or federal agencies); 8%, non-profit organizations and 7% (52) are

self-employed.

The median salary is between $10,000 and $12,500 and about half feel
they are paid the same as that of an equivalently qualified man. United
States Department of Labor figures of women's earnings relative to men's
range from 55% to 65% (operatives to professional-technical), in contrast
to respondents opinions regarding pay equivalence. Some disparity is due to
underemployment; that is, a man in a job beneath his qualifications also
night be paid less than his qualifications would bring in another job. More
than a quarter of the respondents believe, however, that they are paid less
than an equivalently qualified man while three (3) persons said they received
more and 21% did not answer. Excluding the 8.47 of those earning under
$5,000 since it includes the 7.2% of the group outside the United States and
who earn salaries not properly comparable to United States figures, as well as
some part-time salaries, the median income then becomes nearly $12,500. One-
fifth earn $5-10,000; 15.4%, $10-12,500; 12.3%, $12.5-15,000; 14.4%, $15-20,000:
and 6% over $20,000. The median salary for engineers is $12,500; for persons
in management, around $16,000. In medicine-health, the median is $10,000
and for education. between $10 and $12.500.

Almost 15% of those who are married work with their husbands, and nearly
one-third of the sample do volunteer work, most of whom spend about 10% of
their time at it. Fewer than one-fourth of those under 35 do volunteer work,
but over half of those over 55 years of age are so engaged. Nearly half
oelong to professional societies; 8% are officers of these societies. Forty
per cent have published, mostly (37%) journal articles, with 5% having
written books and 1% holding patents. Forty per cent have honors, special
fellowships, grants and awards (Sigma Xi, Phi Beta Kappa, citations in
American Men (and Women) in Science, Guggenheims. etc.)

The Lawrence Sperry Award for Outstanding Young Man of the Year - 1972
by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics to Sheila Evans
Widnall.



Attitudes on Career and Personal Development

One~-fifth answered the question "Are you satisfied with what you are
presently doing?" unequivocally "No", while 78% said '"Yes'" or were ambivalent.
One-fifth of respondents said they planned to change what they were doing;
only 77% said they did not and the rest did not answer. The most frequently
cited planned change was change of job, employer, or field (377% of those
who answered the question). Other popular answers were: go to work (one-
fourth of those who answered), and do additional activities (as compared with
change of activity, these people proposed to increase the variety and amount
of their activities without necessarily eliminating their present activity),
offered by 187% of those who answered. A handful said they would go to school,
stop work, or did not know (fewer than 15 responses for each of these answers).
As to the length of time planned to pursue her current profession, nearly
half expected to remain till retirement, the answer provided. Thirty-four
persons (5%) rejected retirement and supplied 'death" as the expected time of
termination of their present profession! Only 3% cited freedom from child
care responsibilities as the time of termination of present occupation, but the
phrasing of the question "...profession you are now in" might not be identi-
fied with child care by all respondents so engaged. Ten per cent each gave
answers less than five years, and did not know. Only a percent or two antic-
ipate the advent of children to terminate their present professional activity
These answers reflected very stable career situations, both by the number and
content of the responses.

"When I went to get a job after seventeen years of being a housewife
[ heard, *You have been out a long time, probably forgot a lot -- still M,I,T.
-- we will take you'." M,I.T. Alumna

At all stages of professional development, the interactions with peers,
family, and teachers have important and lasting effects on the individual.
Respondents were asked to indicate the "influence of the attitude" of various
individuals upon her career/personal development. As a measure of opinion,
therefore, the answers reflect exactly that and not necessarily the actual
attitudes of the various sectors as may be determined by other means. The
creat independence characteristic of M.,I.T. women over the years therefore
may tend to reduce the apparent influence upon them where others, because
of their own personality, might be more vulnerable to the effects of the
opinions and authority of those sources. Occasionally respondents took
issue with the wording of the question, being willing to characterize atti-
tudes but insisting the attitude did not influence her. The question offered
three choices for answers, but some respondents checked midway between them.
The results of these questions are given below:
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One per cent report both extremes of attitude indicating one parent
of each sentiment.

20f those under 35 years of age, less than one-fourth report favorable atti-
tudes from high school counselor and staff whereas those over 35 report a
sositive attitude in over one-third of the responses.

seven per cent said that ALL attitudes were felt. Of those between 35-54
years of age around half report favorable attitudes, two-thirds or more of
all others reported favorable attitudes.

/,

*The complete variety of attitudes was felt in 7% of all cases, while more
chan half of persons over 45 years of age report that professors were sup-
portive to cher women. Those under 45 report a favorable attitude 35-40%
of the time.

Respondents over 45 felt a favorable attitude by subordinates in 40% or
nore of the cases and a neutral attitude in one-fourth of the cases; those

ander 35 had a reversed emphasis: 40% neutral and about one-fifth favorable.
A similar, less pronounced effect was noted for colleagues' attitudes where
those under 45 found a favorable attitude somewhat less often and a neutral
attitude more often than those older than 45. A few (4% or 5%) noted a

variety of attitudes by superiors and colleagues; only 27 reported a variety
among subordinates.



The table is self explanatory, but some implications deserve special
note. Overall, M.I.T. women feel a generally positive attitude from others,
with very few registering opposing attitudes. This can be due to the high de-
gree of confidence possessed by M.I.T. women in their chosen course as well
as to actual helpful attitudes on the part of others. Further, the very high
support recorded for parents together with the negative attitude of high
school counselors combine to reinforce the notion that M.I.,T. women are moti-
vated by self and family and pursue their career in spite of institutional
opposition. The high degree of support by parents is to be expected of course
since without it, a woman would not be very likely to be part of this sample
in the first place! (At least this is true for the more than half who came
to M.I.T. as undergraduates.) The greater positive attitude by professors
toward the respondent than toward other women is due to the high percentage
of no answers, a quite reasonable response rather than to any real sentiment
of being better received than one's fellow women students. On the other hand,
the two other questions registering a low positive response measure the
attitudes toward the respondent of other women professionalsand of subordin-
ates -- not a very gladdening response, but mitigated by the large no answer
proportion. The low degree of favorable attitude on the part of other women
professionals and of subordinate fellow workers is an unhappy result. Actually,
these figures are a little misleading since such a large fraction did not
answer these questions. Of significance instead perhaps is the 9% opposed
recorded for other women toward women professionals, a negative response
exceeded only by the hieh school counselor attitude.

In answer to the question of whether being a woman hampered your career
development, 28.6% answered 'mot at all", 49.27% said "somewhat", 17.8%
"a lot", and 3.7% did not answer.

"In doing oceanographic research -- it is often difficult to be allowed
on some of the ships." M,I.T. Alumna

Only .7% said they did not know, probably a most realistic answer. Those
under 25 years of age departed from the group overall in reporting 45% no
career hindrance due to sex! 5% of them said their career was hampered a
lot. The group betweeen 35 and 44 had the lowest rate of reporting no effect
at all (20%) and the highest rate of "a lot" (27%). The report of irrelevance
of sex as a factor affecting their career by those under 25 underscores the
relatively unrestricted opportunities for development available to women as
students and beginning careerists. The high population of the junior level job
categories for all ages noted above suggests the heavier toll taken in sub-
sequent years in the career advancement of women. We may hope, of course,
that these young women can continue in future years to report such a low
rate of career hindrance due to sex. By marital status a pronounced opinion
difference exists; about half of single persons and (ever) married report
some hindrance due to their being a woman. While 407% of singles report no
effect at all and 77% a great effect, around one-fourth (26.5%) of marrieds
(now or ever) report no effect and 227 report a large effect. Clearly, the
majority feel that being a woman hampered career development, but apparently
being married significantly aggravates this. Since only 117 are under 25,
and these young people only constitute one-fourth of all singles, this strong



correlation with marital status cannot be accounted for solely by the young
students and beginning careerists. It remains for the future to determine
whether the adjustments indicated by these data will continue to be made by
women for marriage, or by marriage for women.

"(My career development was hampered by the fact that I am a woman)...
a lot but not all because I am a woman but because I love my husband more than

my career." M.I.T. Alumna.

An interesting correlation exists between the attitudes toward their sex
as a factor in their career development and the attitudes toward them by
parents, professors, colleagues reported above. For example, only a small
(10%) difference in the fraction of those reporting a helpful attitude by
their parents existed according to whether they felt their career was hurt
a lot or not at all because of their being a woman. Similarly, 477% of those
who felt no career effect due to sex found other women helpful toward women

professionals, while 377% of those who felt their sex had a large effect on
their career so answered. Further, 10-207 differentials appeared in favor-
able responses, depending on effect on career due to sex, for the other

questions except for the two questions involving the attitude of fellow workers
and of supervisors. Here a 40% difference existed in the fraction reporting
helpful attitudes depending on the respondent's evaluation of her sex on
career development. Obviously, the importance of one's sex in career develop-
ment is greatest in the employment situation and not so important in the
social or educational sphere, not a surprising result.

ee p——

"It is almost impossible for mothers to compete with men in academia.
The best men doing research in science or engineering work evenings, weekends.
holidays, and are supported by their wives in the sense that the wives pro-
vide conditions enabling this type of dedication. I feel I have been left
way behind for this reason.” M,I.T. Alumna.

The ways in which being a woman hampered career development were varied,
but could be covered by seven categories of which the first three were given
as illustrative in the question. Only 647 answered the question, correspond-
ing to the 677 who said their careers were affected at all by their sex.
Twenty-five per cent supplied one factor, 267% two factors and 137 gave three
or more ways in which their sex hindered their careers. Below is a list of

the seven reasons given and the frequency of each. (Up to three answers
were coded for each respondent; those supplying more than three had their
first two responses counted, the rest entered in Category 8.)

i)=



Factor

Number of
Times Cited

L. Obtaining a position | 83

J Career or salary advancement 85

J. Needing more flexible work arrangements

i Marital responsibilities

93

55

Child care responsibilities

Educational opportunities

/. Subtle attitudes

64

5 JN
Lo

3. More than one of the above (for persons
citing more than three factors) 12

In addition to the first three responses being suggested in the question,
a space was provided to write in answers. Answers number 4 and 5 reflected
the attitude that these duties cannot be discharged otherwise than by the
respondent and so answer number 3 does not serve. Educational opportunity
refers to any problem relating to professional training from financial feasi-
bility to willingness of schools and supervisors to admit and train women.
Subtle attitudes includes all attitudinal factors not otherwise covered
under a more objective classification, such as lack of encouragement, hostility
toward women, and other psychological factors. Clearly the eight reasons are
not mutually exclusive, but do characterize the answers people provided. For
example the presence of young children could produce either answer 3 or 5
depending upon the attitude of the respondent, which is what is really being
neasured. Indeed, many people answered that they felt that their career de-
velopment was not hampered by the fact that they were women, even though they
proceeded to cite several career discontinuities which do not apply to men’
Throughout this analysis, no attempt was made to reconcile apparent incon-
sistencies; a purely existential approach to the answers was taken. At least
one person refused to say her career had been affected by her sex in view of
the career discontinuities she had suffered, insisting that whatever she was
doing was her career.

'"...the main effects have been the psychological strain of having to
leal with stereotyped attitudes about women... These problems seem to be
diminishing as a result both of my own increasing competence...and the
changing climate for women..." M.I.T. Alumna.

Career discontinuities were reported by half, 417 said they had none and
the remaining 77% did not reply. Five reasons were given on the questionnaire
and the two others were frequently written in. Nearly half the respondents
gave no reason for career discontinuity and 227 gave two or more reasons.



Reason

L. Geographic Restriction

2. Health

Maternity &amp; Child Care

4. No opportunities available in field

Voluntary leave

Marriage

Involuntary leave

8. Other

More than one

Number of
Citations

&gt;

57

70

56

4

LJ

L 3

1

By far the most frequently cited reason for career discontinuity is
maternity and child care (47% of all citations). Geographic restrictions,
marriage, and voluntary leave may be considered non-child care causes apply-
ing to married women (in that they do not usually apply to the unmarried),
and these made up 27.6% of reasons cited. No opportunities available in
field may be partially marriage-related since single persons are less likely
to remain unemployed and so even with no opportunities available, will accept
some other position. They will thus not report a career discontinuity, even
though the availability of opportunity is the same as that for the married
person. In any case, it is certainly clear that marriage is incidentally, not
directly, responsible for some career discontinuity while child care responsi-
bility is the dominant cause of career interruption, a conclusion suggested
elsewhere in this report by other factors. Correlating the incidence of
career discontinuity with the effect upon career development of being a woman,
one would expect the high incidence of sex-specific reasons for interruption
to cause a high correlation with sex as a factor in career development. (Pre-

sumably if most career discontinuities were for reasons like no opportunity,
health, lay-off, etc., one would not expect a correlation with being a woman
as a factor in career hindrance.)

Three-fourths of those who reported their sex hampering their career
development a lot suffered career discontinuities. Slightly over half of
those feeling that being a woman affected their career somewhat reported
career discontinuity but fully half of those reporting feeling no adverse
effect due to their sex on their career development actually suffered a

career discontinuity. This inconsistency simply reflects an attitude, ap-
parently widespread, that a discontinuity in one's career for reasons not
applicable tomen in our present society does not constitute a career hin-
drance due to sex. The awareness that career interruption for women is

social practice, not natural law, is growing in recent years and for those
between 25 and 34 years of age, only 447 have had career discontinuities,



while 75% of those 35 to 64 so report. Over 65 years of age, people report a
lower rate of career interruption again, but the drop in marriage rate for
this group makes this result expected. This lower rate of interruption for
those between 25 and 34 is deceptive since this rate is higher than the rate
of those with children in this age group while the 75% rate for the older
group is LOWER than their rate of motherhood. It appears therefore that the
drastic measure of not having children may be the operating mechanism for
preventing career discontinuity, rather than any new ways of coping with
child care responsibilities.

"I lacked encouragement from undergraduate advisors and major professors
at graduate level. TI was not self motivated enough in research. Maybe it was
best that my ambition died from lack of help from above." M.I.T. Alumna.

M,I,T. Programs

The final question dealt with existing or proposed policies involving
M,I.T. and the special concerns of women. Degree of agreement with the fol-
lowing statements was asked of respondents:

/. M.LLT. PROGRAMS

Indicate your degree of agreement with the following statements: strongly }
Agito Agree Neutral Disagree

Strongly
Disagree No answer

Assuming that young people need role models with whom to
identify in their professional training, then the small numbes
of women faculty at M.I.T. together with the rest of the M.I.T.
professional staff is adequate to meet the women students’
need for role models. 3.9% 15.2% 15.6% 34.0% 19.5% 11.6%

In order to correct the very small number of minority group
members at M.L.T., the Institute has embarked on a recruit
ment effort sending its black students to southern high schools
and inviting local black high school students to visit the
Institute. M.I.T. should extend this recruitment effort to
women.

27.5 33.7 16.8 10.2 3.9 1.6

3 Care of children exacts one of the greatest professional costs in
the careers of women. M.I.T. should assist in providing child
care facilities for those students and staff who desire it. 43.9 27.9 11.0 6.0 4.5 6.6

Part-time graduate study and part-time appointments within
the professional advancement structure should be provided for
both men and women. 58.4 28.6 4.5 1.3 1.1 5.9

Anti-nepotism rules have worked against women professionals
more than male relatives for whom they were originally
intended. These should be replaced by conflict-of-interest
rules. 48.4 24.1 12.6 2.3 .3 12.3



Indicate your degree of agreement with the following statements:

5. Women who have been out of the work force generally have a
great need for continuing education or retraining, but this is
usually available only to those currently employed or other-
wise able to finance such training. M.I.T. has an obligation to
offer retraining for these women graduates just as it does for
those who are active professionally.

The M.I.T.-Wellesley exchange program threatens the M.I.T.
women students identity because a woman student at M.I.T. is
often thought to be a Wellesley student. M.I.T. should redirect
its attention to the needs of Tech women students and put the
Wellesley exchange program on the same basis as the M.I.T.
cross-registration program with other local universities.

e The recruitment of women faculty is required by M.LT.’s
affirmative action plan for the Department of HEW (required
by all Federal contractors). This should be supported and
aided by AMITA where possible.

(continued)
Strongly .

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly
Disagree INO answer

28.9 35.6 15.9 9.2 2.0.0 _ 8.2

24.1 24.3 22.5 8.6 5.6 14.8

45.2 37. J A e 0 l.2 1.1 71.8

Of all proposals, the most enthusiastically supported is that of part-
time appointments. The same total support, though not as enthusiastic, 82%
exists for affirmative action in recruitment of women faculty at M.,I.T. About
72% support the removal of anti-nepotism rules and the assistance of M,I,T.
in providing child care. Between 617% and 647 agree that women students should
be recruited and that M,I.T. should offer retraining for women who may have
been out of the work force. Although only 507% agreed that the Wellesley
exchange should be put on the same basis as other cross registration, the
highest percentage of neutrals and no answers was supplied to this question,
22.5% and 15% respectively, reflecting the rather large number of respondents
who had no experience with this program. Slightly over half of respondents
felt that the number of women presently on the faculty was adequate in the
capacity of role models for women students, but the complexity of the wording
of the question as well as the assumption of the need for role models,
probably affected the answers. Several people took exception to the assump-
tion, and othems may have answered the question in terms of agreement with
the concept of role models itself. Those expressing disagreement were

"IT think the role model concept is overrated. The real problem is to
get an adequate number of women into high policy making positions at M.I.T.
Until this is done, I doubt there are going to be any fundamental changes in
attitudes toward women students and professionals." M.I.T. Alumna.

negligible in number on the nepotism, part-time and affirmative action program
questions, while a 10-15% disagreement was registered on the others. This
can be due to such factors, noted in the responses, as the greater loyalty
to Wellesley expressed by one alumna who claimed to answer the question not
as an M.I,T. graduate but as one with other connections to Wellesley. Re-
luctance to recruit women students, provide child care, and retraining reflects
the great independence and self-reliance so characteristic of M.I.T. women.



In the competitive, professional, performance-oriented atmosphere of M.I.T.,
permissive policies have always been welcomed and a policy which may seem
restrictive even in a good cause is resented. Many feel that women students
ought to be highly self-selected even if this results in fewer women at M.I.T.
than might be the case were women to want to attend M,I.T. as readily as men.

Ttey attitude unfortunately holds that women do not belong in science and
technology unless they are exceptionally motivated and gifted.

This preliminary report is intended to indicate a broad spectrum of
information, both objective and subjective, about former M.I.T. women students.
We have seen a variety of attitudes, situations, experiences and circumstances,
and the relations between some of them. This report is intended further as
a part of the Centennial Commemoration of Ellen Swallow, the first woman
student at M,I.T., and is dedicated to all the women students who attended
M.I.T.. for whose edification and enjovment I have prepared it.

The advice and support of the AM. I.T.A. Board of Directors as well as
the assistance of Fred Lehmann and the Alumni Association of M,I.T. are grate-
fully acknowledged. Tom Dreyer especially extended himself in the preparation
of data cards. Lloyd Kannenberg spent considerable effort in designing the
cover to capture the essence of the M,I.T. woman student. Bob Eccles of
the Sloan Computer Facility debugged me, and eased my interfacing with SPSS.
Ferri Crossley made sure this report was organized, readable and on time.
My Committee Members, who worked till the wee hours for days and days,
Margaret Coleman and Jeanne Fertel, shared not only the chore but the respon-
5ibility and helped me immeasurably to sustain the personal burden of this
job. Last, and most, are the people who helped code the 750 questionnaires --
a job which took between six and twelve minutes per questionnaire. They are
Audrey Buyrn, Margolia Gilson, Betty Ann Lehmann, Marjorie Pierce, Andrea
Sanders, Sonia Skricki, Marjorie Swift, Susan Udin , and Dorothy Weeks (11%
of whom are over 72 years of age!). Naturally, the superb and smooth func-
tioning of the M.I.T. Information Processing Center, which provided me with
turnaround between two minutes and one hour even at low priority, was essential
to the work.
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